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(i) 
SYNOPSIS 
The objective of this investigation was to develop a control strategy 
for the operation of an equalization tank upstream of a wastewater 
treatment plant which utilizes the available equalization hold-up 
volume in such a manner that it reduces, optimally, diurnal fluctua-
* tions in both influent flow and load rates. 
The influent to a wastewater treatment plant generally exhibits wide 
diurnal variations in both flow rate and concentration, and consequently 
in load rate (defined as the product of flow rate and concentration). 
Deviations of these parameters from steady state cause plant operating 
problems in ·areas such as aeration control (due to load rate fluctua-
tions)' settling tank overloading 1: due to flow rate fluctuations) and/ 
or over- or under-aeration which affects settling properties, and others. 
Adverse effects of both flow and load rate fluctuations can be minimi-
zed either by (1) suitable in-plant control, or (2) installing an 
equalization (or balancing) tank upstream of the plant. 
* 
In-plant Control: In the application of in-plant control, 
problems are encountered particularly in the South African 
context. Effective control of nutrient removal processes 
(which include anaerobic, anoxic and aerobic zones) requires 
(i) sophisticated models for the kinetics of the activated 
sludge process and the settling tank behaviour - it is doubt-
ful whether an adequate model exists as yet; and (ii) 
sophisticated monitoring equipment - in many areas of South 
Africa the technical infrastructure and manpower requirements, 
necessary to maintain a sophisticated in-plant control system, 
The selection of load, instead of concentration, as a parameter to be 
equalized, requires some comment. The selection is justified from 
the kinetic behaviour of the activated sludge process. In terms of 
the process model developed by Dold, Ekama and Marais (1980), at long 
sludge ages process response is controlled principally by the varia-
tion in load rate (i.e. concentration x flow rate), not by the 
variation in concentration alone. · 
. 
* 
(ii) 
are not available. For the above two reasons it was deemed 
that in-plant control of nutrient removal processes in South 
Africa was simply not feasible. ·In addition, even if in-plant 
control under the cyclic inputs of flow an~ load was successful, 
the level of process performance attainable would still not be 
as high as that which can be· attained when a plant is operated 
under constant inputs. For example, the efficiency of nitri-
fication under cyclic conditions can neve.r be as high as that 
observed under constant inputs as a consequence of the process 
kinetics. These considerations provided the motivation for 
enquiring into the second approach to control of wastewater 
treatment plants. 
Equalization: From a theoretical viewpoint,complete or near-
complete equalization of both flow and load would either 
eliminate the need for in-plant control or reduce the required 
in-plant control to the simplest level, within the competence 
of the plant operator. In addition to providing a solution 
for the control problem, equalization can reduce plant capital 
costs; for example, (1) aeration capacity to be provided will 
be determined essentially by the mean influent COD load in-
stead of the peak load, (2) settling tank areas can be reduced 
to cope with the mean inflow rate, and not the peak flow rate. 
Two main features have detracted from equalization as a method 
for controlling treatment plant operation: 
(1) Traditionally the objective ih operating an equalization 
basin was to attenuate flow rate variations. Little 
emphasis was placed on the deliberate attenuation of load 
rate variations; the degree of load attenuation that 
automatically accompanies flow equalization was considered 
* rather as a secondary bonus - equalization, as practiced 
The primary interest in flow equalization alone is understandable: 
Flow equalization generally was tested only on plants operated at 
short sludge ages (< 3 days). From kinetic considerations, the res-
ponse of parameters such as oxygen utilization rate is largely atten-
uated in this situation; therefore the need for Zoad equalization is 
not as crucial as for plants operated at long sludge ages whe·re these 
parameters respond sensitively to influent load rate variations. That 
is, flow equalization sufficed in overcoming the operating problems. 
(iii) 
in the past,, does not necessarily supply an effective con-
trol tool because, even where flow equalization is accom-
plished, the associated degree of load equalization might 
not be sufficient to overcome the control problems arising 
from load rate fluctuations. 
(2) Difficulties have been encountered in the successful opera-
tion of flow equalization facilities. O?erational pro-
cedures reduce to setting the tank outflow rate, each day on 
the basis of an estimate (by the plant operator) of the 
expected inflow over the ensuing 24-hour cycle. This 
approach can, at best, be described as only moderately 
successful: because the inflow is seldom constant from day 
to day, particularly between weekday and weekend, the 
approach relies heavily on operator ingenuity and e:xperi-
ence. That is, flow equalization has suffered from a lack 
of an efficient operational strategy. 
With the advent of low-cost microcomputers· it was considered feasible 
to devise an on line control strategy that will (1) minimize diurnal 
deviations in both flow and load rates from their respective mean 
values within the volume_ constraints of the particular system on a 
continuous basis, and (2) overcome the difficulties inherent with 
operation of equalization facilities by human agency. Development 
of this control strategy was the principal objective of this thesis. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTROL 
The essence of the control problem in equalization is to determine, 
for a specified installation, under the daily cyclic inputs of flow 
and load, the appropriate tank outflow rate at any instant so that 
variations in both the flow and load rates are optimally minimized, 
yet ensuring that the equalization tank neither overflows nor empties 
over the daily cycle. 
To solve the control problem, the approach adopted in this investiga-
tion was to predict influent flow rate and concentration (and hence 
load rate) patterns over the ensuing 24-hour period; then compute 
the outflow profile (for the ensuing 24-hour cycle) that gives the 
least error in terms of some flow and load optimization criterion. 
(iv) 
The first portion Of the outflow rate profile specifies the optimal 
outflow rate for an ensuing short interval (of, say, half an hour). 
By repeating this procedure at regular short intervals, to account 
for differences between actual and predicted inputs, operation of the 
equalization facility is optimized continuously.* Attainment of these 
objectives devolved into seeking solutions to two questions: 
1. If the complete influent flow _rate and concentration patterns 
for a 24-hour cycle are known, how is the outflow rate pattern 
for optimal equalization determined? The solution to this 
problem requires the development of an equatization atgor>ithm. 
2.If the influent flow rate and concentration patterns and the 
mean flow and mean load per day are. not constant from day to 
day, how are the influent patterns to be predicted, and how is 
this variability accommodated to achieve real-time optimal 
equalization? The solution to this problem requires applica-
tion of the equalization algorithm in an appropriate aontrot 
strategy. 
EQUALIZATION ALGORITHM 
The solution to the first problem involves the application of an equali-
zation algorithm by means of which, given a specified influent flow rate 
and concentration pattern and a specified size of equalization tank, 
successive incremental adjustments are made to an initial outflow 
pattern until the resultant pattern, when considered with the associa-
ted effluent load rate pattern, yields optimal equalization of flow and 
load. The optimal condition is identified by minimizing an empirical 
error function that expresses the integrated daily deviation of both 
flow and load rates from their respective mean values. The re la ti ve 
importance of flow as against load eq~alization may be varied through 
applying a weighting factor,, a., to the errors for flow, Ef' and load, 
E1d, respectively, as shown in Eq (1): 
* This approach is ver-y different from the traditional one where the 
objective, theoretically at least, was to accept some fixed daily 
cyclic influent flow rate pattern and determine the tank volume 
required to allow the tank outflow rate to be held constant equal to 
the mean inflow rate. In contrast, the approach here is to accept 
the tank volume and then to control the outflow rate to give the mini-
mum deviation from the mean; that is, the approach makes allowance for 
variability in the daily cyclic influent pattern - a feature observed 
in practice and which leads to problems in applying the traditional 
method. Therefore, even if the available volume is too small to allow 
complete equalization, that volume is utilized optimally. 
(1) 
where 
E = total equalization error due to flow and load rate fluctuations. 
e 
(v) 
An implicit part of the general optimization problem involves ensuring 
that, under the specified input of flow over the day, the optimal out-
flow pattern gives rise to a tank hold-up (or volume) profile which at 
no time exceeds specified upper and lower volume limits. Satisfaction 
of this constraint was resolved by introducing a penalty error, Elm' 
that increases rapidly as the tank hold-up attains values outside of 
the specified limits. This ensures the development of an optimal 
tank outflow rate profile that, under the 24-hour inflow rate pattern, 
results in an associated tank hold-up profile over the day which does 
not exceed the specified tank hold-up limits of the selected equalization 
tank. 
The combined effect of the equalization error and the penalty error 
for volumetric limits introduced a further problem: "spikiness" in 
the 24-hour tank outflow profile could develop when the tank was near 
full or empty, particularly for tank retention times of less than 3 
hours (based on the mean inflow rate). This problem in the optimiza-
tion procedure was resolved by incorporating a second penalty error, E , 
s 
to constrain the rate of change of the tank outflow rate. This penalty 
has an additional benefit; rapid changes in the outflow rate profile 
not adequately reflected in the equalization error are damped. Con-
sequently, the total error, Et' used as the objective function in the 
optimization procedure consists of three components: 
E = E + E + E t e lm s (2) 
The equalization algorithm, once established, was used to assess the 
effects of various relevant parameters such as configuration, size, etc. 
on equalization performance. For this analysis, to compare the 
different ,equalization results on a general basis, a measure of the 
equalization efficiency was required. This was provided by a relative 
error~ Er, defined as the ratio of the equalization facility effluent 
equalization error (Eq 1) to the influent stream equalization error 
(also calculated from Eq 1, but utilizing the influent flow and load 
(vi) 
rate patterns). The analysis was carried out assuming fixed daily 
cyclic influent flow and load rate patterns that closely approximated 
those encountered at full-scale wastewater treatment plants and 
covered the following aspects: 
l.In-line equalization was analyzed with regard to (i) 
equalization tank retention time; (ii) the form of the 
influent flow rate and mass loading patterns; and (iii) 
the equalization error weighting factor, a, (see Eq 1). 
2.Side-line equalization (with flow division either by 
11 splitting" or "topping") was analyzed with regard to 
(i) equalization tank retention time; and (ii) the value 
of the flow division factor. 
The analysis provided certain useful guide-lines for the design of 
equalization facilities; from the results it was found that: 
- The efficiency of equalization improves with increasing 
tank size: however, the rate of improvement decreases with 
increasing tank size. Optimal equalization requires a tank 
with a mean retention time in the region of 4 to 6 hours; 
little is gained in equalization efficiency for retention 
times greater than 6 hours. 
- A reduction in excess of 90 percent on flow and load rate 
fluctuations can be obtained with a tank retention time of 
4 to 6 hours. 
- In the region of effective equalization, whereas the un-
controlled load rate in the influent cycle may fluctuate 
between one quarter and four to five times the mean (with 
consequential low and high oxygen demands in the downstream 
process), the equalized load rate remains virtually constant, 
with a small drop once every 24 hours. This behavio~r will 
simplify aeration rate control considerably, and bring about 
a substantial reduction in the aeration capacity required to 
match the peak load rate - a factor of particular importance 
for processes operated at long sludge ages. 
- Comparison of in-line and side-line equalization indicates 
that, in the region where effective equalization is achieved, 
(vii) 
neither scheme results in a reduced tank volume requirement 
over the other. Side-line equalization, however, has one 
adverse feature in practice; rapid, random variations in 
the influent flow and load rate patterns:will be transmitted 
in part to the downstream process in the stream bypassing 
the balancing tank. (With in-line equalization the tank 
acts as a buffer for these variations). 
The only motivation for utilizing side-line in preference 
to in-line equalization is a possible saving in pumping 
costs in situations where gravity flow to and from the 
equalization tank is not possible - results of the study 
under fixed input patterns show that as much as 60 percent 
of the influent flow can bypass the equalization tank with 
only a marginal reduction in equalization efficiency. 
CONTROL STRATEGY 
In real-time operation the daily cyclic influent patterns change from 
day to day both in the form of the patterns and.the mean daily input 
values. Incorporation of the equalization algorithm in a control 
strategy for the real-time, continuous operation of an equalization 
facility involves the prediction, at any point in time, of the expected 
influent patterns for the ensuing 24-hour cycle. The prediction is 
based primarily on historical inflow and concentration data, but also 
incorporates differences between actual and historical inflow rates 
for the period prior to the prediction. Historical data is stored 
in the computer memory, and is continually updated as and when informa-
tion is available. 
For application of the control strategy, the day is divided into a 
number of, say, half-hour control intervals. At the beginning of an 
interval, the expected influent patterns for the ensuing 24-hour cycle 
are set up and utilized by the equalization algorithm to compute the 
optimal simulated tank outflow profile for the 24 hours ahead. The 
outflow value determined for the first interval in the 24-hour cycle 
is then applied as the actual output for the duration of that interval. 
By repeating this procedure at the start of each control interval (i.e. 
' 
every half-hour in this case) performance of the equalization tank is 
continuously optimized. 
(viii) 
An important aspect of the control strategy is that the algorithm 
differentiates between influent patterns for weekdays and weekend 
days. From a comparison of data collected at several treatment 
plants in South Africa it was apparent that the influent patterns 
for weekdays and weekend days differ sharply in ( 1) the forms of the 
flow and load rate patterns, and more important, (2) a reduction (of 
approximately 30 percent) in the mean daily influent flow and load 
rates from week to weekend. By distinguishing between the two types 
of pattern, the strategy optimally reduces the effect of the transi-
tion from week to weekend, and vice versa. 
The control strategy was tested by simulation of the controlled 
equalization tank response under a wide range of influent conditions 
using both (1) ·influent data measured on full-scale treatment plants 
and (2) unusual inputs (e.g. simulated storm patterns) so as to 
stress the strategy to the extreme. By comparing response under 
real-time inputs with invariant inputs it was also possible to check 
whether the conclusions regarding equalization performance obtained 
under fixed diurnal input patterns also hold true under real-time 
inputs. In all cases the conclusions (with regard to tank size, 
configuration, etc) obtained under fixed diurnal input patterns were 
found to hold under real-time inputs. 
IMP~MENTATION 
Once the control strategy had been tested successfully in simulations, 
the scheme was implemented at full-scale on the 100 M,Q,.d-l Goudkoppies 
wastewater treatment plant at Johannesburg; · this plant has a 22 750 m3 
in-line equalization tank (i.e. approximately 5,5 hour mean retention 
time). ·In this instance it was possible only to test the flow equa~­
izing aspect of the strategy (i.e. a = i,o in Eq 1) because there was 
no mechanical mixing of the tank contents. 
The requirements for implementing the strategy at Goudkoppies, in 
addition to the microcomputer, were the facility (1) to measure tank 
outflow rate and tank level, and transfer these measurements to the 
microcomputer, and (2) to specify the setpoints for the tank outflow 
rate controllers from the microcomputer. An interface for conditioning 
the signals passing between the microcomputer and the plant was designed 
and manufactured at the, University of Cape Town. 
(ix) 
The principal requirement for optimal real-time operation is that the 
historical inflow rate data stored in the microcomputer memory 
approximates the actual inflow rate pattern with reasonable accuracy. 
Two features helped to ensure this requirement: 
l.The strategy differentiates between the two characteristic 
types of influent pattern - for weekdays and weekend days. 
2.The strategy is self-correcting: over the first few days 
of operation, if the historical inflow rate data initially 
stored in the microcomputer memory does not reflect the 
actual inflow patterns accurately, the strategy response is 
not optimal. However, the strategy automatically updates 
the historical data on the basis of the observed inflow rates. 
By means of this updating mechanism, the strategy ensures 
the development, after a few days, of a running average 
historical daily influent pattern close to the respective 
observed patterns during the week and over the weekends. In 
addition, the effect of seasonal changes in the inflow 
patterns is automatically updated in the patterns. 
Had the objective at Goudkoppies been implementation of the control 
strategy with both fZow a:nd load equalization (i.e. if the tank contents 
were mixed) it would appear that continuous monitoring of COD concentra-
tion would also be required. This would pose a problem because both 
the instrumentation to monitor COD on a continuous basis, and the opera-
tion thereof, are complex and costly - this would nullify, to a degree, 
the objective of developing a low-cost simple alternative to in-plant 
control. However, continuous monitoring of COD concentration is not 
demanded; it is sufficient to check the historical COD data stored 
in the microcomputer memory at intervals of, say, 3 months. This is 
so because simulation studies indicate that the system response is 
relatively insensitive to deviations in actual influent concentration 
from the historical data. The reason for the insensitivity arises 
from the fact that the load rate is the product of the flow rate and 
concentration; because the flow rate is accurately accounted for 
continuously, deviations in concentration affect the load value only 
in part. Indeed, the added efficiency to be obtained by continuous 
COD monitoring is unlikely to merit the cost of implementation. 
(x) 
Under the control strategy the efficiency of equalization at the 
Goud.koppies plant was far superior to that attained prior to the 
implementation when the tank outflow rate had been manually specified, 
and the strategy operated very effectively: 
- The tank outflow rate was held very close to the optimum 
indicated by the simulations and the analysis under fixed 
di urn al inputs. During the midweek period the tank outflow 
rate was maintained very near constant. The strategy also 
smoothed the transition from week to weekend, and vice versa, 
by spreading the effect of the step change in daily inflow 
over an extended period. 
- The on-line strategy removed a considerable work load from 
the plant operators, and relieved the operators of a difficult 
and frustrating task. 
- The level of equalization efficiency was incomparably higher 
than that attained when the outflow rate was specified 
manually. For example, problems of tank overflow were no 
longer encountered - this had been a regular occurrence under 
manual operat~on. 
In the case of the un-mixed Goud.koppies equalization tank receiving 
settled sewage, a limited study has shown that the degree of equaliza-
tion of load is very close to tha.t indicated by simulations for 
completely mixed tanks. This observation, however, should not be 
taken to mean that mixing is not required - it may be a result 
peculiar to the design of this specific tank. 
The only problem encountered in the operation of the control strategy at 
Goudkoppies has been damage, on one occasion, to electronic equipment 
as a result of lightning strikes in the vicinity of the plant. It 
would appear obligatory to include protection against lightning 
damage at locations where electric storms are of common occurrence. 
(xi) 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
The influent to a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) usually exhibits 
a wide diurnal cyclic variation, both in flow rate and concentration 
(COD, TKN), and consequently in load rate (defined as the product of 
flow rate and concentration). The form of the input patterns to a 
particular plant are determined by a number of factors such as popula-
tion structure; sewer layout, lengths and gradients; climatic and 
seasonal effects; etc. However, despite the many influencing factors, 
generally it is found that the combined effect gives rise to influent 
flow and load rate patterns that are similar for most plants. Typi-
cally the flow rate reaches a maximum, at some time during the day, 
of about two times the average daily rate, and a minimum sometime 
during the night of about half the average rate. The influent COD 
and TKN concentrations show a similar pattern of behaviour, virtually 
in phase with the flow variations. As a result the diurnal cyclic 
load rate variation can range from four to six times to less than a 
quarter of the average daily value. 
Daily cyclic variations in flow and load rates affect the design, per-
formance, and operation of wastewater treatment plants, principally as 
follows:· 
Design: The effect of variable input patterns on plant design 
generally is one of increased capital costs; for example: 
(i) The settling tanks and hydraulic connections must be 
designed to cope with the peak flow rate 
(ii) The aeration capacity must be designed to cope with the 
peak oxygenation rate requirement set by the peak load rate. 
Performance: Peak loads and flows may cause "overloading" of 
the reactive capacity of the organism mass or the physical design 
provisions; as a result there may be: 
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(i) "Leakage" of pollutant to the effluent; this effect is 
particularly noticable in nitrifying plants where cyclic 
flow and load variations virtually always have a deleterious 
effect on the conversion of ammonia to nitrate. 
(ii) Inadequate oxygenation during peak load periods; this may 
cause a sharp deterioration in nitrification efficiency, 
and promote the growth of undesirable organism types that 
adversely affect the settling properties of the mixed liquor. 
(iii) Partial or total failure of the settling tanks under peak 
flow rates, a problem often compounded by deterioration of 
settling properties due to (ii) above. 
Operation: Diurnal cyclic variations in load rate necessitate 
that the aeration rate be adjusted accordingly, to limit over-
aeration ·and to prevent under-aeration. Over-aeration constitutes 
a wastage of energy and may affect liquid/solid separation and 
clarification efficiency in the secondary settler, whereas under-
aeration may promote the growth of undesirable organisms again 
to cause settling problems, as stated earlier. 
1. DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF WWTP CONTROL PROCEDURES 
Attempts at resolving the difficulties encountered in activated sludge 
plant performance and operation due to the cyclic nature of the inputs 
of flow and load have led.to wide interest in the development and the 
application of control procedures for treatment plant operation. 
Generally, two philosophies towards a solution of the problem have 
achieved prominence; namely: 
(1) In-plant control, wherein no attempt is made to attenuate 
variations in influent flow and load rate, but each treat-
• ment unit is controlled separately in such a way that the 
effects of the cyclic inputs are adequately accommodated. 
(2) Equalization control, wherein the influent flow and load 
rates are regulated to relatively constant values upstream 
of the biological process, thereby simplifying and/or 
reducing the control requirements within the plant. 
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2. IN-PLANT CONTROL 
2.1 General Considerations 
In-plant control procedures, or strategies, have existed in some mea-
sure for many years. Initially these procedures probably developed 
from a commonsense evaluation of plant behaviour to enhance plant 
performance or to accommodate a crisis condition. For example, the 
step feed procedure evolved to accommodate peak loads along the length 
of a semi-plug flow reactor in such a manner that the aeration capacity 
could be effectively utilized over the plant. A second example is 
that of aeration control which probably also was developed to save on 
aeration costs and to improve plant performance with regard to, say, 
settling behaviour. Initially the strategy probably was based on 
simple chemical dissolved oxygen tests (e.g. Winkler titrations), to 
develop a schedule for switching parts of the aeration system in and 
out to maintain a reasonable oxygen concentration. Development of 
dissolved oxygen meters greatly promoted this form of control. 
Although empirical, many in-plant control procedures in the past have 
been applied with reasonable success in practice, but with heavy re-
liance on operator participation. Effective manual application of 
control strategies requires operator ingenuity, good understanding of 
the way a plant responds to flow and load variations, and almost con-
tinuous attendance at the plant; these impose a heavy responsibility 
on the operator. In general these operator requirements can be assured 
only at large plants - on small plants usually there is neither the 
manpower available nor the competence to implement any strategy beyond 
even the most elementary kind. 
To overcome the problems associated with manual application of control 
strategies, automation of these strategies has become a topic of world-
wide interest. The interest in automation of treatment plants is 
reflected in the large number of published papers and international 
workshops directed specifically towards the study of Instrumentation, 
Control and Automation (ICA) equipment systems (e.g. IAWPR inter-
national workshops held in London, Stockholm and Munich). As a result 
of these studies there has come the realization that installation of 
automatic controls will have a number of benefits not restricted to 
improved plant performance only. For example, an in-depth study 
sponsored by the U. K. Department of Industry (which resul t_ed in the 
ERL Report) identifies, inter aZia, the following benefits accruing 
from investment in ICA systems (Drake and Page, 1981): 
Improved quality control 
Savings in energy consumption 
Improved service 
Improved operating flexibility 
Reduction in dirty jobs and inconvenient working hours 
Improved repair and maintenance information 
Better use of existing facilities. 
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Automatic control has been made possible only in recent years by the 
development of more sophisticated monitoring instruments and automatic 
' 
control equipment. This, in turn, has resulted in an increased 
level of sophistication in the control procedures. Taking the example 
of aeration control again, initially this involved adjusting aeration 
rate on the basis of dissolved oxygen concentration measurements; more 
recently instrumentation has allowed the development of control stra-
tegies which utilize both dissolved oxygen concentration and oxygen 
utilization rate measurements as control parameters. 
The one item of equipment which has made the largest impact on the 
approach to development of wastewater treatment plant (and other pro-
cess) control procedures is the low-cost microprocessor-microcomputer. 
The availability of computational facilities has channelled the approach 
to control towards development of "intelligent" control strategies where 
control action is taken according to predictions of process response 
based on the utilization of a computer model to simulate process 
behaviour. 
In the field of wastewater treatment, successful application of such 
computer-based control strategies has been limited by two factors in 
particular: 
(a) A lack of reliable models describing the dynamic 
behaviour of the activated sludge process (and that of 
other unit processes such as settling tanks). 
(b) Deficiencies in the long-term reliability of the 
instruments monitoring the parameters necessary for 
implementing the strategies. 
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(1) Process Model Development: From a theoretical point of view 
an essential requirement for the development of an effective in-plant 
control strategy is a reliable model describing both the treatment .process 
and the settling tank behaviour under dynamic flow and load conditions, 
for any process type and configuration (e.g. nitrification/denitrifi-
cation/phosphorus removal systems). A number of models have been 
developed for the various unit processes, and have been evaluated with 
a certain degree of success. It is probably not wrong to say that a 
predominance of the more sophisticated strategies for the control of 
the activated sludge process under dynamic input conditions have been 
based on relatively unsophisticated process models and simple process 
configurations. Such strategies may be adequate for certain appli-
cations such as control of single reactor aerobic systems where reduc-
tion of COD load only is the objective; typically these systems are 
operated at very short sludge ages (<2 days) - in this situation the 
response of the process under variable input conditions largely is 
damped, thereby simplifying the control problem considerably. However, 
it is likely that strategies based on oversimplified process models will 
be inadequate if extended to the control of more complex processes, for 
example·, nutrient removal processes that include anaerE:ibic, anoxic and 
aerobic zones; the interaction of the various subsections of the pro-
cess necessitates a fairly complex process kinetic model for adequate 
control strategy performance. In consequence, the validity of any 
control strategy suited for wide application will depend in a large 
measure on the validity of the theoretical model; this is an aspect 
on which it is difficult as yet to give a pronouncement. 
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(2) Monitoring Instrumentation: The second problem in the appli-
cation of in-plant control relates to the reliability of monitoring 
instruments; as yet problems in this regard are real, making this an 
important factor to be considered in deciding whether a plant is to 
be automated or not·. Certainly, automation is not to be thought of 
if the technical support and infrastructure is not available to pro-
' 
vide the necessary back-up services to maintain a range of measuring 
and control instruments. In South Africa, except for the metropolitan 
areas (perhaps), inadequate support will be the rule rather than the 
exception. 
2 .2 Implications for South Africa 
At present a major dilemma faces the plant designer in South Africa. 
In order to meet stringent effluent quality regulations advanced acti-
vated sludge processes to accomplish nitrogen and phosphorus removal 
have become commonplace in South Africa; such plants are being pro-
posed and built to serve communities ranging from the larger urban to 
the smaller rural ones. For continuous successful operation, these 
plants require more stringent control than the normal aerobic plants. 
From an automation point of view, under ~yclic flow and load conditions 
the monitoring instrumer:.tation required on these multi-reactor systems 
will be even more elaborate than for aerobic plants. Furthermore, any 
strategy to optimize the attainment of the plant objectives will be 
complex and to date such a strategy has not been developed, not even 
theoretically. Even when such a strategy is forthcoming, servicing 
of measuring instruments and the provision of adequate back-up services 
will r~main a major problem in South Africa for the reasons outlined 
in the previous Section; it is indeed difficult even to envisage, at 
this time, the successful application of in-plant automation of nitro-
gen and phosphorus removal plants on a nationwide basis. 
Recognizing the difficulties associated with in-plant automated control 
under cyclic inputs of flow and load, attention has been directed to 
the alternative solution to the problem - equalization of flow and load 
rates prior to discharge to the plant. 
3. EQUALIZATION APPROACH TO CONTROL 
A means fo'r overcoming, or bypassing the problems involved in the 
development and application of in-plant control procedures would be 
to regulate the influent flow and load rates to relatively constant 
values upstream of the plant i.e. equalization of flow and load. 
Tne principal advantages of this approach (over that of in-plant 
control) are: (1) the measure of control still necessary in the 
process can be performed by manual means at infrequent intervals 
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(or by using simple equipment); and (2) the requirements for sophis-
ticated monitoring equipment, accurate kinetic models of the process 
and settling tank behaviour, and high levels of operator expertise, 
will fall away. In addition it is accepted generally, that constant 
inputs of flow and load should lead to improved process performance 
over that which at best can be attained under cyclic conditions and, 
that optimization of process performance should be simplified 
c onsidera.bly. 
The equalization approach does not eliminate the need for control; 
however, a brief consideration of the general requirements for 
application of the equalization control approach does indicate that 
this method will be more simple to apply than an in-plant control 
procedure: application of this method most likely will revolve 
around flow rate measurement and regulation of flow rate - procedures 
which can be applied with simple instrumentation and equipment, and 
have been operated effectively and reliably in a wide range of 
process applications over many years. 
3.1· Methods for Implementing Equalization 
Any equalization method necessarily must involve the principle of 
retaining flow (and load) during peak periods, and distributing the 
stored flow (and load) at times during the cycle when the actual inputs 
drop below the mean daily values; in this manner, the flow and load 
rates passing to the biological process are maintained as close as 
possible to the respective mean values. One means of achieving this 
has been to utilize the hold-up capacity of the sewer system, and then 
regulating the pumping rate to the plant appropriately. This approach 
has three principal drawbacks: 
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Implementation most likely will involve extensive modifi-
cations to the sewer system; for example, underground sumps 
and pumping installations probably will be required at a 
number of points in the sewer network. 
There are difficulties in providing a generalized' system 
for widespread application because many of the problems will 
be specific to particular situations. 
The effective working life of such a system could be affected 
dramatically by, say, housing or factory development along 
the sewer network. 
The most logical method for implementing an equalization scheme appears 
to be the installation of a holding tank (generally referred to as a 
balancing, or equalization tank or basin) at the treatment plant, up-
stream of tJ.1e biological process. Allowing the cyclic input of flow 
and load to enter the tank, it should IJe possible to attenuate 
fluctuations in both flow and load to a considerable degree by regulat-
ing the flow from the holding tank, thereby reducing the requirements 
for control within the plant needed to achieve satisfactory operation. 
A number of full-scale treatment plants have incorporated equalization 
tanks in the inflow circuit (EPA, 1974; Ongerth, 1979). Generally 
the objective in including these tanks in plant design has been to 
reduce the daily cyclic fluctuations in the influent fZOlJ rate to 
reduce problems stemming from variations in the hydraulic flow through 
the plant. With flow equalization the hold-up provided in the 
equalization tank necessarily induces some attenuation of the influent 
load variations. However, the load equalization aspect has been 
viewed as a secondary objective only, in the nature of a benefit 
consequential to flow equalization rather than as an end in itself. 
Nevertheless, flow equalization with its associated degree of load 
equalization should have substantial benefits in terms of ·plant per-
formance and operation. Examples of specific benefits which should 
accrue from flow equalization, and which have been quoted in the 
literature, are: 
Improved performance of secondary settling tanks due to 
more constant solids loadine. 
Improved biological process performance through a partial 
reduction in food/micro-organism loading peaks. 
Simplified control of in-plant flow rate dependent opera-
tions such as chemical dosing and recycle pumping. 
Simplified control of aeration rate due to attenuation of 
influent load rate variations. 
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It would appear from the above list that flow equalization can only 
have positive consequences. However, studies on the effect of flow 
equalization on plant operation and performance have led to conflict-
ing conclusions. Some studies report both improved performance and 
simplified operation; others, analyzing the performance of plants 
operated under equalized and unequalized flow conditions, have 
concluded that there is little, or no benefit to be derived from the 
inclusion of an equalization tank in the system - a conclusion which 
contrasts sharply with that indicated from the theoretical analysis 
of plant performance under constant and cyclic flow conditions. In 
order to evaluate and/or explain these conflicting opinions on the 
merits of flow equalization, it is necessary to enquire critically 
into the basis on which the conclusions were formulated. This 
will be dealt with in detail in Chapter 2; however, brief considera-
tion is merited here as it gives relevance to the discussion on 
equalization. 
3.2 Evaluation of Flow Equalization Experience -·---
If the premise is accepted that flow equalization should lead to both 
improved process performance and simplified operation as indicated by 
theoretical considerations, then there is most likely one (or more) 
of three possible reasons why contrary opinions have been voiced; 
either 
(1) The process parameters used to evaluate performance under 
equalized and unequalized flow periods were not appropriately 
selected; and/or 
(2) The tests were conducted on plants where the biological 
process operating parameters (i.e. sludge age, etc) tended 
to mask the expected beneficial effects of flow equalization; .or 
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(3) Difficulties were encountered in operation of the equaliza-
tion facility, resulting, in fact, in a poor degree of flow 
equalization. 
3.2.1 Process. Parameters for Performance Evaluation 
Comparison of process performance under equalized and unequalized 
flow conditions has been based almost exclusively on the respective 
(1) effluent COD (or BOD) concentration, and (2) effluent TSS 
concentration, for the different flow conditions. With regard to 
COD, it is widely accepted that the effluent concentration is 
virtually insensitive to dynamic loading conditions; the major 
portion of the influent COD consists of particulate material which 
is either adsorbed onto the sludge mass prior to synthesis or enmeshed 
in the sludge mass prior to adsorption - in either case the major 
portion of the influent COD is excluded from the liquid phase and 
does not appear in the effluent. In the case of effluent TSS con-
centration, flow equalization will show benefits in terms of effluent 
quality only if, under cyclic flow conditions, the secondary settling 
tank is overloaded for at least a portion of the day. If this is 
not so, then the evaluation based on effluent TSS concentration will 
show little, or no, improvement with equalization. 
Most of the full-scale research &'1.d evaluation of equalization has 
been conducted in the USA. In that country the main concern in 
sewage treatment, hitherto, has been removal of COD; for this purpose 
operating the activated sludge plants at short sludge ages is adequate. 
However, at short sludge ages, the response of the process under 
variable input conditions is damped considerably (see Section 2 .1); 
in such cases the efficacy of flow equalization will not be demon-
strated. 
Operational procedures for flow equalization tanks have generally 
been of the most elementary kind, and have been proposed on the basis 
of the approach used in design. The design usually has been based 
on the assumption of a fixed daily inflow pattern, with the size of 
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the tank being obtained from a cumulative mass flow hydrograph 
(Rippl diagram). The operational procedures for controlling the 
flow equalization tank normally reduced to setting the outflow rate 
from the tank once a da:y after an estimate of the mean inflow rate 
for the ensuing 24 hour period has been made. It would appear 
that herein lies the essence of the problem encountered in flow 
equaliz.ation - plant operators find difficulty in making the correct 
decision in estimating the required tank outflow rate i.e. the 
quality of flow equalization achieved depends totally on operator 
ingenuity and experience. 
3.3 Motivation for Application of Equalization in South Africa 
From the discussion of Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 it is evident that 
many of the criticisms levelled against flow equalization have little 
bearing on whether or not this approach can supply an effective 
mechanism for ti1e control of wastewater treatment plants in South 
Africa. In fact, as regards the South African application (long 
sludge ages, nutrient removal processes, etc), much of the past 
research into equalization should be re-assessed before making a pro-
nouncement on the benefits that possibly can be derived. However, 
even if the theoretical indications are that equalization (of both 
flow and load) will provide an effective alternative to in-plant 
control, two problems must still be surmounted if a practical 
equalization procedure is to be developed: 
(1) Even if equalization of flow is effective, equalization of 
load may not be significant with the result t~at extensive 
in-plant control is still required to counter the effects 
of load rate variations. Therefore, it is necessary to 
investigate possible means for simultaneous optimal 
attenuation of both flow and load rates (noting that these 
parameters are interrelated). 
(2) Even with flow equalization alone, if operation is to be 
successful then it is necessary to develop an effective 
control procedure which will overcome the difficulties 
inherent in present operational methods. 
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4. PROPOSED EQUALIZATION METHOD 
The principal problem in the current approach to flow equalization 
has been identified as the lack of an effective operational pro-
cedure which ensures efficient equalization. It is not surprising 
that operators experience difficulties in making estimates of the 
required equalization tank outflow rate settings; although the inflow 
rate patterns may be similar from day to day, they are not identical, 
particularly in the transition from a week to a weekend, and vice 
versa. In view of the problems encountered with the level of 
operator competence in South Africa, it is unlikely that even flow 
equalization can be applied effectively in this situation. It is 
even less likely, therefore, that any operational procedure designed 
to provide simultaneous flow and load equalization could ever be 
applied successfully if there is to be a heavy reliance on operator 
expertise. 
A second problem inherent in the current design approach is that no 
solution is yrovided in the event of the tank becoming too small to 
ensure complete flow equalization. The tank is sized on the basis 
of a selected inflow pattern (together with a factor of safety for 
unusual flows, perhaps). However, if for some reason there is an 
increase in the mean daily inflow to a plant, the situation may arise 
where it is no longer possible to withdraw a constant outflow rate 
from the tank. In this case the present design method with its 
implicit operating procedure will break down. 
The current problem encountered in the control and operation of an 
equalization facility operated by manual agency is very similar to 
the one previously encountered with in-plant control. In in-plant 
control there has been a move away from operator-dependent control 
strategies towards fully automated systems. Therefore, it is 
probable that this direction should be followed also with equalization. 
The approach of developing an equalization control strategy which 
can be used to operate an equalization facility on a continuous basis 
is, in fact, the reverse of the usual approach to design. Current 
practice is to size the flow equalization basin such that, under a 
fixed 24 hour input pattern of flow rate, sewage can be withdrawn 
from the tank at a constant rate. The implicit assumption for 
successful operation with this method is that the daily inflow is 
repeated very closely from day to day; because this behaviour 
generally is not exhibited, the method breaks down. However, by 
taking the control strategy approach, the fact that the daily input 
pattern is not fixed, and varies from day to day, is of little con-
sequence - once a suitable strateg-J has been developed it can be 
link~d up to control an equalization tank of any size i.e. the 
implicit assumption here is that the strategy accepts that the 
effective size of the tank (in terms of the mean retention time 
based on the average daily input) varies from day to day. This 
means that, even if a particular tank is not sufficiently large to 
allow complete equalization, the control strategy will still ensure 
optimal utilization of the available capacity. 
The purpose of this investigation is to develop such a strateeY for 
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the automatic control of equalization basins which will overcome 
pr~blems inherent in manually-controlled operating procedures. The 
approach that will be used here is to develop an on-line microprocessor-
based "intelligent" control strategy where the optimal outflow rate 
from the tank is specified from the microprocessor on the basis of 
* application of some optimization procedure. The advantage of this 
approach is that the computational capacity of the microprocessor 
allows application of an optimization procedure which can be used to 
determine the tank outflow rate that will result in optimal simul-
taneous equalization of flow and load rates. Such a scheme, if 
successful, should provide an effective alternative to in-plant 
* Using a microprocessor-based equalization control strategy as an 
alternative to complex in-plant control may appear to be a contra-
diction in terms, considering that a microcomputer system is, itself, 
a complex piece of electronic equipment. How~ver, the large amount 
of research directed towards the development of microcomputers has 
resulted in relatively low-cost i terns which provide extremely reliable 
operation. Servicing of microcomputer equipment has also been 
simplified through the modular approach in design - replacing 
unserviceable components usually only involves exchanging slot-in 
cards. Consequently, the back-up service required is of a rela-
tively simple nature. These features have resulted in wide 
application of microprocessors in industrial control applications 
and provide a natural path for the development of control systems in 
the wastewater treatment field. The microprocessor, therefore, is 
not likely to constitute a problem in the implementation of the 
strategy. 
control, particularly in the South African context, and is worthy 
of intensive study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
1. NATURE OF INFLUENT FLOW AND LOAD VARIATIONS 
It is generally recognized that wastewater flows exhibit daily cyclic 
patterns of volumetric flow rate and concentration, and consequently, 
in load rate. In the design of wastewater treatment plants it is 
common practice to describe the cyclicity of flow and load by two 
parameters: the mean daily average values and the mean daily peak 
values. In the case of flow, the mean daily average during dry 
periods is called the Dry Weather Flow (DWF) and the mean daily peak 
the Peak Dry Weather Flow (PDWF); during rainy weather the corres-
ponding flows are the Wet Weather Flow (WWF) and the Peak Wet Weather 
Flow (PWWF). 
The DWF is the sum of two componen-~s - the sanitary contribution and 
the contribution from ground water infiltration. Infiltration de-
pends on factors such as the rainfall, the water table, type of sewer 
joint used, the length of sewer, and the age of the sewer. The WWF 
is the sum of three components - the sanitary contribution, the ground 
water infiltration contribution, and the ingress of storm water. 
Traditionally the relation between the peak and the average flows has 
been quantified in terms of the size of the population being served 
(see Fig 2.1, after Ongerth, 1979). ,Similar empirical relationships 
have been developed for relating the peak and average loads. The 
relation between peak and average rate of flow and load from industrial 
districts varies so greatly with the type of industry that it is 
difficult to formulate reliable empirical relationships. 
The empirical relationships discussed above do not supply any informa-
tion regarding the form of the daily cyclic influent flow and load 
patterns entering a wastewater treatment plant; the relationships 
only provide information concerning the ratio of peak to mean values. 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of equalization as a possible 
component in the design of a treatment plant the form of the cyclic 
variation in flow and load over the day is needed. 
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Fig 2.1 Dependence of extreme flow ratios in municipal 
sewers on population (after Ongerth, 1979). 
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A typical diurnal flow and load pattern taken from an Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA; publication (EPA Technology Transfer Seminar 
Publication, 1974) is shown in Fig 2.2. Both flow and concentration, 
8 
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Fig 2.2 Diurnal raw wastewater flow and BOD variation in 
influent stream to a WWTP (after EPA, 1974). 
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and consequently load, drop to low values during the night, rise 
during the morning, and attain a maximum soon after midday. The 
influent flow and load patterns, given in Fig 2.2, have been sub-
stantiated by many observers as typical for a municipal wastewater 
treatment plant (Ekama and Marais, 1978; Boon and Burgess, 1972). 
In South Africa a typical example is the mean pattern for data 
collected over a period of one week at the Goudkoppies Sewage Works, 
Johannesburg (Johannesburg City Engineer's Department, 1979), shown 
in Fig 2.3. 
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Fig 2.3 Mean diurnal cyclic flow rate and mass loading 
pattern for data collected over a period of one 
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Very little information is available for estimating the form of the 
daily cyclic patterns of flow and load. Qualitatively the patterns 
of flow and load depend on a combination of the following factors: 
(i) Type of sewer system: 
Sewer systems can generally be categorized into two types; 
(a) separate systems, in which the sewers are designed 
specifically to carry sanitary flow; storm water is excluded, 
as far as possible, from entry into the sewer; and (b) com-
bined systems in which provision is made for transporting of 
both the sanitary and storm flow. Almost without exception 
sewer systems in South Africa are of type (a) - efforts are 
continually being made to eliminate connections which allow 
storm water to enter the sanitary sewers.* 
(ii) Layout of sewer system: 
The effect of the layout of the sewer system can be apprecia-
ted from consideration of Figs 2.4(a) and (b). If points A, 
B and C are sources of wastewater with similar inflow patterns 
to the main interceptor sewer it is evident that the discharge 
pattern will differ between the two layouts. Furthermore, 
sewer lengths and gradients will determine the time of transit 
in the sewer and whether settlement, with periods of flushing, 
will occur. 
(iii) Climatic/seasonal effects: 
* 
The daily influent patterns are affected on a seasonal basis; 
the extent of these changes will largely be determined by the 
amount and frequency of rainfall, and by the topography and 
soil conditions. For example, in Cape Town, which falls in a 
winter rainfall region, experience has shown that in winter 
there is an increase in the average daily flow rate, with a 
concomitant decrease in the average concentration (but not 
necessarily the load). These changes are principally due to 
Equalization of wet weather flows from combined storm and sanitary 
sewers usually will require very large equalization basins. The 
principles developed in this report for equalization of flows are 
the same for separate and combined wastewater flows but attention 
will be focussed only on flows from sanitary sewers in separate 
systems. 
B 
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A B c 
I I I lwwTPf 
WWTP 
(a) (b) 
Fig 2.4 Effect of sewer layout on flow and load 
pattern experienced at WWTP. 
an increase in both ground water infiltration and ingress 
of storm water. 
(iv) Population structure: 
In general WWTP's receive inflow from industrial as well as 
domestic sources. The nature and contribution of these 
sources will, in turn, depend on the nature of the industry 
and the social structure of the population being served. 
Whereas the effluent flow from a particular industry tends to 
be unique to that industry, the social structure has a con-
sistent effect: as the social class of the contributors 
2.5 
increases so the flow increases concomitantly. This response, 
however, is relative; the absolute magnitude of the flows per 
person in each. class will depend on the cost of the water, 
whether the supply is metered and the general social attitµde 
to water conservation. 
(v) Week-weekend effects: 
Waste flow patterns tend to vary between week and weekend days. 
When either industrial or commercial districts form an 
appreciable portion of the waste collection area the flow and 
load are likely to differ from weekdays to the weekend both 
in terms of the mean daily values and the form of the influent 
patterns. This is illustrated in the flow and load patterns 
measured over one week at the Goudkoppies Sewage Works, Fig 2.5. 
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2.9 
source areas. Then with an appropriate combination of these, in a 
specified sewer layout,,a general method for predicting the expected 
flow and load pattern at the discharge point of the main sewer may 
become possible. 
2. OBJECTIVES OF EQUALIZATION 
Traditionally, the primary objective of equalization basins for waste-
water treatment plants has been to reduce the diurnal variation in 
the inflow pattern, i.e. flow equalization. For example, Ongerth 
(1979), in a comprehensive evaluation of equalization in wastewater 
treatment, defines equalization as "any facilities ~nd procedures for 
minimizing variations in the flow through treatment plants". The 
optimal situation is regarded as that where the downstream process 
receives a constant flow (EPA, 1974; Foess, Meenahan and Blough, 1977). 
Attenuation of variations in pollutant concentration and mass loading 
resulting from the mixing of streams of varying concentration in the 
equalization basin has been regarded as a desirable by-product or, as 
a secondary objective. Generally, in the literature, very little 
importance has been attached to load equalization per se. 
The benefits to be derived from flow equalization have been variously 
set out. The U.S. EPA (1974) considers equalization of flow rate as 
one of the alternatives available for upgrading existing wastewater 
• treatment plants for one or more of three major reasons: 
(1) To meet more stringent treatment requirements: equalization 
may help improved effluent quality to be attained through: 
- permitting process optimization and improving performance of 
existing treatment components 
- improving reliability by minimizing flow and load peaks 
- reducing effects of shock loading and slugs of toxic material. 
(2) To increase hydraulic and organic loading capacity: equalization 
may allow continued operation in treatment units that have 
reached capacity under peak flow conditions. 
(3) To correct or compensate for performance problems resulting from 
improper plant design and/or operation: equalization may over-
2.10 
\ 
come design deficiencies and reduce operational problems through: 
- being more economical than correcting the actual deficiencies 
- providing for simplified operation, and thus minimizing the 
possibility for operational errors. 
Specific benefits accruing from flow equalization in activated sludge 
treatment plant operation have been identified by a number of authors 
(La Grega and Keenan, 1974; Wallace, 1968; Spiegel, 1974; Ongerth, 
1979): 
(a) Improved performance of primary sedimentation basins and second-
ary clarifiers. 
(b) Increased capacity of sedimentation and clarification units in 
existing plants and specification of smaller units for new 
plants. 
(c) Improved biological process response through a partial reduction 
in food/micro-organism loading peaks. 
(d) Simplified control of in-plant flow rate dependent operations 
such as chemical dosing and recycle pumping. 
(e) Lower energy tariff charges by reducing peak power demands for 
pumping and aeration. 
(f) Lower capital costs by not having to supply the OxYgenation 
capacity to match the peak load requirement. 
(g) Reduction in shock loading effects by discharging recycled 
concentrated waste streams such as digester supernatant and 
sludge dewatering filtrate to the equalization basin. 
Before evaluating the extent to which these benefits have been 
realized in existing equalization facilities it i~ necessary to 
consider (1) the types of equalization configuration used, and (2) 
design methods for equalization facilities; these two features 
have a bearing on the discussion that follows. 
3. EQUALIZATION CONFIGURATIONS AND MODES OF OPERATION 
Equalization basins have been included in plant designs in various 
2.11 
configurations, and using different modes of operation. 
The basic configurations and modes of operation which may be applied 
to equalization basins are shown in Fig 2.7. The basin may be op-
erated in the constant volume mode or the var>idble volume mode. 
3.1 Constant Volume Mode 
In this mode a fixed hold-up volume is provided for the influent flow, 
and concentration fluctuations are attenuated, as may be shown by 
dynamic studies (Novotny and Englande, 1974). Since the tank is 
continuously full, however, the rate of outflow always equals the 
inflow, and flow fluctuations are not reduced. The constant volume 
mode of operation thus produces some damping of mass loading variations 
but does not alleviate the problems due to uneven flow. 
3.2 Variable Volume Mode 
In the variable volume mode of operation the outflow rate from the 
tank is regulated, allowing the tank hold-up to vary. Consequently 
the tank capacity is used for both flow and mass loading equalization; 
it is readily shown (Andrews, Buhr and Stenstrom, 1977) that by reduc-
ing variations in flow rate, a substantial reduction in load fluctua-
tions may be obtained. 
Two types of physical configuration have been employed for a variable 
volume equalization process (EPA, 1974; Foess, Meenahan and Blough, 
1977), see Fig 2.8. These are: 
(a) A "side-line" arrangement, where only a portion of the influent 
flow passes via the equalization tank, while the balance flows 
directly to the downstream process, or 
(b) An "in-line" arrangement, where all the influent flow to the 
process passes through the equalization basin. 
Types of layout envisaged for a WWTP using these configurations are 
shown in Fig 2.8. It may be noted that the "in-line" configuration 
is simply a subset of the 11 side-line" configuration in that the 
whole flow, instead of a portion, is diverted to the equalization 
tank and no flow passes directly to 'the downstream process. 
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Fig 2.8 Schematic flow diagrams of equalization facilities: 
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There are a number of ways in which the division of flows to a "side-
line" equalization tank may be achieved. Among these, the most 
important are: 
(i) Flow "splitting", where the influent flow is. continuously 
divided by means of a splitter box, with a fixed fraction 
of the temporal flow passing via the equalization tank, the 
remainder passing directly to the downstream process; 
(ii) Flow "topping" (or "peak topping"), where flows above a 
certain amount are diverted to the equalization basin, the 
remainder passing directly to the downstream process. 
Topping may be achieved by means of an overflow weir from a 
wet well equipped with a V-notch weir. 
4. DESIGN METHODS FOR EQUALIZATION 
In an EPA publication ( 1974) the design of an equalization basin is 
stated to require the selection and/or evaluation of the following 
factors: 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
( v) 
In-line versus side-line basins 
Basin volume 
Type of construction - earthen, concrete or steel 
Mixing equipment 
Pumping and control method 
(vi) Location of equalization basin within treatment system. 
In the literature consideration has generally been limited to the 
determination of vo.lume requirements; the other factors listed above 
have been largely disregarded. 
With regard to computing equalization volume requirements, traditionally 
there have been two approaches: (1) for constant volume equalization 
and (2) for variable volume equalization. 
4.1 Volume Requirement for Constant Volume Equalization 
The objective of constant volume equalization is to reduce fluctua-
tions in the mass loading pattern of a particular wastewater con-
stituent - typically the COD - by providing volumetric hold-up in 
2.14 
the inflow circuit to the WWTP. The equalization tank volume is held 
constant, and consequently fluctuations in the influent flow pattern 
are not reduced. 
The design procedure for sizing the equalization tank is based on the 
mass loading pattern of the wastewater constituent being considered, 
and requires computing the volume necessary to attenuate mass loading 
variations to within a certain pre-determined range (Bradley and 
Oldshue, 1972). Quantitative procedures towards this end are given 
in the analysis presented by Di Toro (1975), similar to that of 
Wallace (1968). These authors relate the equalization "performance" 
to the ratio of effluent variation: influent variation of the mass 
loading rate. A criterion for design is then set. The criterion is 
based on the probability of the effluent load exceeding a specified 
value, under inputs de~ived from a statistical characterization of the 
influent flow and load rates. 
Two features detract from the sui ti:.bili ty of utilizing constant volume 
equalization as a means for improving WWTP performance: 
(i) No attenuation of fluctuations in the influent diurnal flow 
rate pattern is provided by constant volume equalization. 
Thus, the problems associated with having a variable flow 
rate through the plant still exist (e.g. settling tank control, 
etc.) 
(ii) The function of a constant volume tank is to reduce concentra-
tion fluctuations. Theoretically, in the limit, as tank 
volume is increased to infinity, there will be complete 
a_ttenuation of effluent concentration fluctuations. However, 
even if concentration fluctuations are completely attenuated, 
the load pattern on the plant will, at best, still fluctuate 
in accordance with the influent flow pattern. (This feature 
is recognized by Di Toro, 1975). Consequently, for any 
volume there is a lower limit to the damping of the load 
fluctuations achievable with constant volume equalization. 
4.2 Volume Requirement for Variable Volume Equalization 
Traditionally, the objective of variable volume equalization has been 
2.15 
to reduce fluctuations in the influent fZow pattern. The concomitant 
reduction in load fluctuations has been regarded as a desirable second-
ary -benefit. Basically flow equalization is achieved by storing 
influent flows in excess of the mean daily flow, and discharging the 
stored volume during the periods when the inflow rate falls below the 
mean. 
Design methods for the determination of the basin volume for fZow 
equalization have used, most o~en, variations of Rippl's mass flow 
technique (EPA, 1974; Speece and La Grega, 1976; Click and Mixon, 
1974). The procedure requires the selection of a diurnal influent 
flow pattern; using this pattern in the Rippl mass flow diagram, the 
volume of the basin required for complete flow equalization is deter-
mined. Application of the method is illustrated below, following 
the procedure as set out by the EPA (1974): 
The diurnal flow pattern selected consists of averages of the hourly 
influent flow rates measured at the Goudkoppies Sewage Works, Johannes-
burg, over the period Monday 5th - Friday 9th, August 1979 (see 
Fig 2.5). Corresponding average influent COD concentration data for 
the period is listed with the inflow data in Appendix A. Fig 2.9 
shows the selected diurnal influent flo~ and load patterns. 
From the d}urnal flow pattern, a hydrograph is constructed by plotting 
the cumulative volume of influent flow (taking, say, hourly increments) 
as ordinate versus time of day as abscissa. The resulting hydrograph 
is shown in Fig 2.10. 
Information regarding the equalized flow rate and the volume required 
for flow equalization is taken directly from the hydrograph: 
(i) The constant flow from the equalization tank is obtained from 
the total cumulative volume QR, over the day, and is given by 
slope, SQ, i.e. line A in Fig 2.10. In this case the equal-
ized flow rate is 100,6 M£/d. 
(ii) To achieve flow equalization enough tank volume must be provided 
to accumulate flows in excess of the equalized flow rate. To 
determine this volume the mass flow hydrograph is enveloped by 
two lines (B and C in Fig 2.10) parallel to the average flow 
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Fig 2.9 Average influent flow and COD load pattern for the 
Goud.koppies Sewage Works for the period 5/8/79 to 
9/8/79. 
line (A), and tangential to the extremities of the cumulative 
volume curve. The required equalization volume is given by 
the vertical difference between lines B and C. In this 
case, the required volume is 17,6 MR., which corresponds to a 
tank retention time of 4,2 hours, based on the average influent 
flow rate. 
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Q 
tank outflow rate, at a value of 100 ,6 M.Q./d, it is evident that the 
inflow rate equals the outflow rate at 08h00 and 20h00. Within this 
period the inflow rate exceeds the outflow, and the tank is filling. 
After 20h00, and until 08hOO in the following cycle, the tank outflow 
exceeds the inflow, and the tank is emptying. Interpretation of the 
hydrograph is facilitated if one commences at some point, taking the 
tank volume at that time. Balancing inflow and outflow, it is evi-
dent that at 08hOO the hypothetical tank is empty, and the inflow 
equals the outflow, as signified by the slope of the tangent to the 
mass flow curve being equal to the slope of line A. After 08hOO, 
until 20h00, the slope of the tangent is greater than the slope of 
2.18 
line A (giving the equalized flow rate), and the tank hold-up increases. 
At 20h00 where the slope of the tangent to the mass flow curve is again 
equal to the slope of line A, the tank volume reaches a maximum, and 
begins to decrease. The hold-up of the tank at any time is given by 
the vertical distance between the cumulative volume curve and line C. 
Fig 2.11 shows how the tank hold-up would vary over the day in order 
to enable the constant outflow to be withdrawn. 
The effluent COD concentration from the equalization tank is readily 
determined from the influent flow rate and COD concentration once the 
hold-up variation over the day is known. This determination involves 
material balance principles, assuming completely mixed conditions, 
starting at the time when the tank is empty for, at that point, the 
effluent concentration must equal that of the influent; details of 
the calculation procedure are given in Chapter 3 where the dynamic 
response of the concentration is presented. 
The effect of equalization of the influent flow pattern in Fig 2.9 is 
illustrated in Fig 2.12 where the diurnal effluent COD mass loading 
pattern after equalization is shown. The peak to average COD mass 
loading rate is reduced from 1,62 to 1,15 (a reduction of 29%) and 
the peak to minimum is reduced from 3,86 to 1,71 (a reduction of 56%). 
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From Figs 2.11 and 2.12 it is evident that the deviation in tank COD 
concentration (or load) is most pronounces (i.e. least damped) when 
the equalization tank volume is close to its lowest level. This 
effect can be reduced by increasing the tank volume above the theore-
tical minimum required for flow equalization, thereby providing for 
more effective dilution of the influent flow fluctuations. The EPA 
(1974) suggests an increase in the volume of the equalization tank 
above the minimum required, for the following reasons: 
(i) When the tank volume is a minimum there must be a certain 
minimum depth remaining to accommodate stirrers (or 
\ 
floating aerators) for mixing. 
(ii) Sufficient volume should be available at all times to provide 
dilution of slugs of toxic or highly concentrated waste in 
the influent. 
(iii) An upper reserve volume must be provided to accommodate 
unforeseen peaks in diurnal influent flow. 
In the example presented by the EPA (1974) a 33 percent increase 
above the minimum tank volume is suggested as adequate. 
As an alternative to the graphical method, a ~imple tabular method 
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for determining the volumetric requirement may be used (Ongerth, 1979). 
The differential equation describing the tank volume response is 
dV/dt = F -F 
0 1 (2.1) 
where 
v = tank volume 
F = influent flow rate 
0 
Fl = effluent flow :..~ate 
t = time 
Equation (2.1) can be written in its discrete form as 
:F tit 
0 
where 
= V+F1tit (2.2) 
F
0
,F1 =average influent and effluent flow rates, respectively, over 
the interval tit. 
The mass flow balance relationship, Eq (2.2), is applied step by step 
in the tabular method; the computations are summarized in Table 2.1: 
A uniform time increment, tit, of 1 hour is taken as a 
suitable value compatible with normal diurnal variations. 
The basin is assumed to be at a reference level of 0 at 
midnight. From a repetitive application of Eq (2.2) the 
cumulative volume change, LtiV, is obtained; the required 
2.21 
Table 2.1 Results of Tabular Method of Volume Determination 
I Time interval, Q. ! Qin lit Qout I tit in I tiv l.tiV 
, 1 hr from M!ld-1 I M!l M!l M!l M!l i I ! i 
' i 
I 
I I ; OOhOO 72,3 3,01 4,20 -1,18 - 1,18 
i I OlhOO 59,4 ! 2,48 4,20 -1,72 - 2,90 I 
: 
I 02h00 I 50,4 2,10 I 4,20 -2,10 5,00 ' -
i 03h00 45,6 ! 1,90 I 4,20 -2,30 7,30 I i - I I 
i 04hOO 42,4 1,77 4,20 -2,43 - 9,73 
i 05h00 42,8 1,78 4,20 -2,41 -12,14 
06h00 50,8 i 2,12 4,20 -2,08 -14,22 I I 
' 4,20 -1,14 
. 
-15,36* 07h00 73,3 I 3,05 ! i ! 08hOO 112,0 i 4,67 4,20 o,47 -14,89 i 
' ! 4,20 1,68 I 09h00 141,0 : 5,88 -13,21 
lOhOO 146,4 6,10 4,20 1,90 -11,30 i 
i llhOO 145,5 6,06 4,20 1,87 - 9,44 I I 
I 1 ; 
148,3 6,18 4,20 1,98 7,45 
I 
i 12h00 ! -
I 
i 
; i 
: 13h00 153,5 i 6,40 4,20 2,20 - 5,25 i I l I 14hOO 152,1 ! 6,34 4,20 2,14 - 3,11 I I I 
143,4 i 5,98 4,20 1,78 - 1,33 I 15h00 
I 
j 
16h00 4,20 1,31 - 0,03 I 132,1 5,50 I 
I 121,8 I 5,08 4,20 o,88 o,85 i i 17h00 I l ' 18hOO 112,9 4,70 4,20 0,51 1,36 I I ! j I i 19h00 104,3 i 4,35 4,20 0,15 1,51* i I i I 
I 20h00 98,2 4,09 4,20 -0,10 1,41 I I 
I 
94,7 4,20 -0,25 1,16 I I ·2lh00 3,95 22h00 90,4 3,77 4,20 
I 
-0,43 0,73 j 
I 
23h00 83,1 3,46 4,20 -0,73 0,00 I 
I 
Qout -1 = 100,7 MLd 
tit = lh = 0,0417 d 
r.tiv = running total of tiV values 
Working volume required = 1,51 -(-15,36) = 16,87 M9. 
.-
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tank hold-up is given by the difference between the maximum 
value and the minimum value of E~V. In this case a volu-
metric hold-up of 16,9 MQ. is required (cf 17,6 .MQ. from the 
graphical method). Because the two methods are equivalent, 
i.e. both based on a simple flow balance, the required volume 
should be identical in each case; the small difference arises 
from (1) the error incurred through using a relatively long 
increment, ~t, and (2) the limited accuracy in plotting and 
reading the cumulative mass flow diagram. 
Both the graphical and the tabular methods, for the determination of 
the volume requirement for flow equalization, involve a step by step 
procedure. If the diurnal influent flow rate can be represented 
by a simple function then there is a simple analytical solution for 
the problem. Two methods have been proposed using this approach; 
those of (1) Smith, Eilers and Hall (1973) in which the influent flow 
rate pattern is represented by a sine wave with a period of one day, 
and (2) Click and Mixon (1974), where the influent flow rate pattern 
is represented by a rectangular wave. 
Sine Wave Method: The flow rate equation used by Smith et al (1973) 
is of the form: 
F (t) = F - (F -F )sin 2rrt 
o av max av 
where 
F (t) = influent flow rate as a function of time 
0 
F = average inflow rate 
av 
F = peak influent flow rate 
max 
t = time, d 
(2.3) 
If a constant outflow is desired, then the volumetric requirement is 
obtained by integrating the difference between the influent and out-
flow rates from t = 0,5 tot = 1,0 day, i.e. 
1,0 
v = f (F -F )dt 0,5 o av (2.4) 
= (F -F )/rr 
max av 
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The size of the equalization tank can be expressed in terms of the 
mean hydraulic retention time, RT, based on the average influent flow 
rate, F , viz: 
av 
= V/F 
av 
= (F /F -1) /rr 
max av 
where 
(2.5) 
RT =mean hydraulic retention time, d 
Rectangular Wave Method: The method of Click and Mixon (1974) is 
similar to the sine wave method, except that the influent flow rate is 
approximated by a rectangular wave with the ratio of peak-to-average 
inflow rate equal to the ratio of average-to-minimum inflow rate; 
this approximation would seem reasonable for many diurnal influent 
flow patterns. 
The volumetric requirement for flow equalization, V, is given by 
v 2 2 = F (x-1) /(x -1) 
av 
(2.6) 
where 
x = peak-to-average flow ratio = average-to-minimum flow ratio 
= F /F max av 
The corresponding tank retention time, RT, based on the mean inflow 
rate, F , is 
av 
RT = (F /F -1) 2/[{F /F ) 2-1] 
max av max av 
(2.7) 
Figure 2.13 gives a comparison of the sine wave and the rectangular 
wave approaches; mean tank retention 
of the daily average inflow rate) is 
average inflow rate, F /F . For 
max av 
time, RT, (volume as a fraction 
plotted versus the peak-to-
F /F less than ~-1) the 
max av 
rectangular wave method gives a slightly more conservative estimate 
of the volume requirement; as the ratio F /F increases above 
max av 
(rr-1) the sine wave method becomes rapidly more conservative than 
the rectangular wave method. Also plotted in Fig 2.13, as a single 
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data point, is the R vs F /F value from application of the T max av 
graphical or tabular flow balance method to the influent flow pattern 
shown in Fig 2. 9; the value lies between the estimates from the 
sine wave and rectangular wave methods. 
4.3 Equalization Tank Operation 
The four design procedures discussed above offer simple solutions 
for sizing an equalization tank; however, the solutions do not supply 
a procedure for operating an equalization tank under real-time conditions 
the solutions all presuppose fore-knowledge of an influent flO'w 
pattern which remains invariant from day to day. Such a situation is 
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never present in practice; not only does the flow pattern vary from 
day to day, but also between weekday and weekend and between wet and 
dry seasons. To accommodate these effects operation of an equali-
zation tank in fact requires that the outflow rate be evaluated and 
set several times a day to prevent tank overflow or emptying. Al-
though it is possible to reduce the influent flow rate fluctuations, 
it is not possible, in fact, to obtain complete equalization. 
Furthermore, when these required adjustments are made by human agency, 
experience indicates that the operation usually is less than optimal 
in damping the fluctuations in flow rate. This is, for example, 
evident in Fig 2.14 which illustrates the equalization tank operation 
at the Goudkoppies Sewage Works. In this Figure, for a period of 
one week, both the inflow to and the outflow from the equalization 
tank are shown together with the tank hold-up variation over the 
period. It is apparent that: 
(1) Although the tank size is sufficient to allow complete flow 
equalization in terms of the Rippl approach, relatively in-
efficient damping of flow fluctuations was achieved. 
(2) About 50 percent of the tank capacity was being used for 
equalization; only once during the week did the tank hold-up drop 
below 50 percent of the maximum, while overflow occurred on 6 of 
the 7 days.· 
It is evident from the example above that provision of adequate 
volume for the equalization tank does not necessarily guarantee 
efficient equalization. For adequate flow equalization the design 
must provide not only an estimate of the volume requirement, but 
also a strategy for the control of the real-time operation of the 
basin such that the fl(JU) fluctuations wi U be minimized. 
Macinnes, l.fiddleton and Adamowski ( 1971:3) have recognized that a major 
factor contributing to a reduction in the efficiency of an equalization 
facility is the limitations inherent in manual operation. To over-
come this problem these authors have proposed a control strategy, based 
on a stochastic approach, for determining the required tank outflow 
rate at intervals over the day. Their approach makes use of a mathe-
matical simulation of the real-time behaviour of an "in-line" 
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equalization process. The process is conceptualized as a dynamic 
system producing stochastic outflows from stochastic inflows. The 
influent flow rate time series, Z(t), is assumed to be represented 
by a linearly additive model such that 
z(t) = ,T(t) + Z (t) + Z (t) p s (2.8) 
where 
ZT( t) = deterministic trend component 
z ( t) = deterministic cyclic component p 
z ( t) = s stochastic component .. 
The flow rate time series is applied at regular 3 hour intervals to 
forecast the mean fl0w rate for the subsequent 24 hours. This fore-
cast then becomes the tank outflow rate for the subsequent 3 hour 
period. Using this approach, Maclnnes et al (1978) encountered 
operational difficulties with tank underflow (emptying) and overflow • 
. In their model the problem of tank underflow was accommodated by 
introducing a recycle to the upstream end of the equalization tank 
which was activated when tank underflow was encountered. Apparently 
when the maximum tank hold-up was exceeded overflow was allowed to 
take place. 
The occurrence of underflow and overflow arises because the procedure 
estimates a future flow at any time based solely on a background of 
statistical history of the influent flow and does not take into 
account the hold-up status at that point. It would appear therefore 
that a control strategy cannot be based only on a forecast of the 
statistically-expected inflow rate; it should determine the required 
outflow rate on the basis of both (1) a forecast of the mean influent 
flow rate and the form of the influent pattern, and (2) the tank 
volume situation at the time the forecast is made. Only in this 
way can the control strategy incorporate the real-time behaviour. 
5. FULL SCALE APPLICATION OF EQUALIZATION 
Quantitative evaluation of the benefits to be derived from flow 
equalization has been restricted, almost exclusively, to the effect 
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on (1) primary sedimentation and secondary clarifier performance (on 
the basis of effluent TSS concentration), and (2) biological process 
performance (on the basis of effluent BOD concentration). The most 
extensive analysis on equalization performance has been compiled by 
Ongerth (1979); the survey considers 147 equalization facilities 
located throughout the U.S.A. To identify and assess the magnitude 
of equalization effects on unit process and treatment plant perfor-
mance probability plots of average daily observations are used. As 
a baseline for evaluating plant performance,data from a statistical 
analysis of the operation of 27 activated sludge plants provides a 
comparison (Hovey et aZ, 1977) (see Fig 2.15). 
5.1 Primary Sedimentation Performance 
In primary sedimentation flow equalization has been shown to result 
in improved performance and a more uniform primary effluent quality 
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Fig 2~15 Distribution of log effluent concentrations for 27 
activated sludge plants designed to meet EPA 
secondary treatment requirements (after Ongerth, 
1979). 
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by Ongerth (1979) and other authors. A constant influent feed rate 
avoids hydraulic disturbances in the sedimentation basin created by 
(1) sudden changes in the influent flow rate and (2) surges caused by 
additional wastewater lift pumps coming into operation. La Grega 
and Keenan (1974) investigated the effect of flow equalization on a 
6,8 M'i.d-l WWTP. An existing aeration tank was temporarily converted 
to an equalization basin and a comparison was made between plant per-
formance under normal operating conditions and when flow equalization 
was employed. From the investigation it was evident that the primary 
sedimentation basins were markedly more efficient under equalized 
flow conditions than unaer normal conditions. The results are shown 
in Table 2.2. 
Table 2. 2 Effect of Flow Equalization on Primary Settling (after 
La Grega and Keenan, 1974). 
Item Normal Flow Equalized Flow 
Primary influent SS, mg/9., 136,7 128 
Primary effluent SS, mg/9., 105,4 68 
SS Removal, % 23 47 
Location of equalization tanks upstream of primary clarifiers provides 
optimum conditions for clarifier operation; however it is necessary 
to (1) prevent excessive solids accumulating on the floor of the 
equalization tank and (2) maintain aerobic conditions in order to 
avoid odour problems. Both these requirements can be achieved 
conveniently in the equalization basin by installing either mechanical 
or bubble aerators. Pre-aeration, in fact, may lead to a further 
improvement in primary sedimentation performance due to enhanced 
flocculation (EPA, 1974). This has been demonstrated by Seidel and 
Baumann (1961). However, if centrifugal pumps transfer the flow 
from the equalization basin to the primary sedimentation basin the 
beneficial effect of flocculation brought about by aeration may be 
diminished. 
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5.2 Secondary Clarifier Performance 
In secondary sedimentation flow equalization may be expected to have 
an even greater impact on performance than in primary sedimentation. 
The improvement in performance is derived from the smoothed hydraulic 
loading and the consequential reduction of variations in solids load-
ing on the settler. In plants where the settler is overloaded for 
a portion of the day flow equalization will result in reduced efflu-
ent suspended solids concentrations and allow increased throughput. 
In plants receiving the full diurnal flow variation the secondary 
settlers must be designed to handle the peak flow rate - with flow 
equalization the secondary settling tanks need to be designed for a 
substantially reduced flow rate. 
In existing plants where nitrification is an objective flow equaliza-
tion has an added advantage in that the problem of denitrification 
associated with sludge accumulati~n during cyclic high-flow periods 
is minimized. Also, it is likely that the flow to the plant can be 
increased without additional provision of settling capacity, or, the 
process be operated at longer sludge ages if greater efficiency of 
nitrification is needed. 
Despite expectations, data reported in the literature does not 
indicate major improvements in secondary clarifier performance with 
flow equalization. For example, at the Walled Lake/Hovi plant 
Foess, Meenahan and Har ju ( 1977) observed virtually no difference in 
secondary clarifier effluent between the equalized and unequalized 
flow periods. It was concluded that the reason for the lack of 
observable difference was that, over the testing period, the secondary 
clarifiers were appreciably underloaded, and hence a full demonstration 
of the effects of flow equalization was not possible. 
A similar lack of improvement in clarifier performance was observed 
with "in-line" flow equalization at the Ypsilanti, Michigan, plant 
by Foess, Meenahan and Blough (1977). They demonstrated that the 
standard loadings on clarifiers are overly conservative: by i~-
8 3 -1 -2 creasing hydraulic loading from the chosen standard of 32, m .d .m 
4 3 -1 -2 to 7,5 m .d .m performance was unchanged. 
Because of the general overdesign of secondary settling tanks the 
consequential lack of improvement of effluent quality with flow 
equalization has caused some investigators to conclude that flow 
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equalization was not worthwhile. However, by eliminating peak flows, 
and designing secondary clarifiers on the basis of the average flow 
criteria, a considerable reduction of tank size should be possible 
without affecting effluent quality. Conversely, in cases where 
secondary clarifiers are overloaded under cyclic flow conditions, 
flow equalization should allow increased throughput, with improved 
effluent quality. 
5.3 Biological Process Performance 
Depending on the extent of flow equalization and the volume of the 
equalization basin, a certain measure of attenuation of concentration 
variations, and consequently mass loading variations, will result. 
Speece and La Grega (1976) postulated that, because of the capacity 
of activated sludge to absorb COD shock loads, load equalization 
will not result in a significant improvement in effluent COD quality. 
This hypothesis is supported by the many results presented by 
Ongerth (1979) which generally show only a minor improvement in 
effluent BOD from periods of unequalized to periods of equalized 
flow. The insensitivity of effluent COD to influent loading 
patterns is explained by Ekama and Marais (1978) in that (1) soluble 
biodegradable COD is rapidly utilized and is usually not present in 
the effluent, and (2) particulate COD is enmeshed in the sludge mass 
prior to adsorption, and hence, also does not appear in the effluent. 
In this fashion the effluent COD becomes in a sense independent of 
the 'influent load and biological activity of the process. 
While the insensitivity is true as regar~s the COD, the same does 
not apply to the response of the activated sludge process incorporat-
ing nitrification-denitrification. For these plants Wilson and 
Marais ( 1975) found that both variable flow and variable load 
conditions have a definite detrimental effect on the effluent TKN 
and nitrate concentrations, as shown in Fig 2.16. The reason for 
this lies in the kinetics of nitrification: The mass of nitrifiers 
in the process is fixed by the mass of TKN entering. the plant and 
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the sludge age. In nitrification no adsorption and storage effects 
are present; during the high flow/load period under cyclic flow 
and TKN load conditions the rate of nitrification, even though at 
its maximUJll, may be insufficient to nitrify the ammonia at the rate 
it enters the plant, and ammonia appears in the effluent with a 
corresponding decrease in effluent nitrate concentration. The re-
duction in nitrification.efficiency is most apparent when the sludge 
age is less than 20 percent greater than the minimum required for 
nitrification. 
From the above discussion it is evident therefore that, with regard 
to effluent quality, the benefits of flow and load equalization are 
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minimal when evaluated on the basis of effluent COD (or BOD); however, 
in plants including nitrification the benefits may be substantial. 
Although the COD effluent quality is essentially independent of the 
influent flow and load fluctuations the oxygen requirement for the 
plant is sensitive to the COD and TKN input load pattern; this is 
also illustrated in Fig 2.16. The fluctuation in oxygen utilization 
rate is not as severe as the fluctuation in load; adsorption of 
particulate COD and the slow utilization of this fraction tends to 
attenuate the response. The fluctuations in oxygen utilization rate 
are damped to approximately one third of that of the load. Despite 
this effect the fluctuation nevertheless requires that the oxygenation 
capacity must be at least equal to the peak oxygen demand, which 
increases plant capital costs. In addition, if running costs for 
provision of oxygen are to be minimized then the aeration intensity 
needs to be matched to the oxygen requirements over the day; this has 
generally been a difficult and costly exercise in itself. Load 
equalization obtained through flow equalization per se, therefore, 
will reduce both capital costs for aeration and the operational 
problems in matching the oxygenation intensity to the oxygen require-
ments. 
5.4 Equalization Facility Operation 
Very little information regarding the operation of flow equalization 
facilities has been reported in the literature. The most extensive 
investigation on full-scale application of flow equalization, that 
considers both plant operation and performance, has been presented by 
Foes~, Meenahan and Harju (1977). They monitored the performance 
of the Walled Lake/Novi treatment plant under equalized and unequal-
ized flow conditions. The schematic layout of the Walled Lake/Novi 
plant is shown in Fig 2.17. The layout includes an activated sludge 
process with additional treatment by trickling filter. 
treated at the plant was primarily of domestic origin. 
Wastewater 
Over the 
period of the investigation the average influent flows were higher 
during the months of January to May, indicating infiltration and 
storm water ingress problems. However, an infiltration and storm 
water inflow prevention program was in progress. As a consequence 
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ment plant, Michigan (a~er Foess, Meenahan and 
Harju, 1977). 
these effects were reduced and became less prominent with time, indi-
cating that the program was producing results. 
Flow equaliza~ion was included in the plant design for the following 
reasons: 
(i) Constant rate filtration would provide a superior effluent 
to filtration under diurnally varying rates, for the same 
filter area; 
(ii) the cost of providing flow equalization would be nearly 
offset by savings derived from sizing the filters based on 
average, rather than peak, flow rates; and 
(iii) equalization would have a beneficial effect upon the 
activated sludge and final settling processes. 
A "side-line" equalization system was selected in preference to an 
"in-line" one on the basis of pumping costs for the particular plant 
topography. The maximum storage volume of the equalization tank 
was set at 3,72 hour retention time, based on the average influent 
rate. The mode of operation for the equalization facility was flow 
"topping". Operation and control of the equalization facility was 
Effluent 
as follows: 
Each morning the average flow expected over the following 
21~ hours was estimated and the process pumps were pre-set 
to maintain this rate. When the flow increased above the 
process pumping rate a controller started an equalization 
pump to transfer the excess flow to the equalization basin. 
When the sewer :flow to the wet well diminished to below 
average, an effluent control valve opened and released an 
a.mount of wastewater from the equalization basin to the wet 
well, to compensate for the deficiency of the influent sewer 
flow. 
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The authors reported that the control system functioned well and was 
capable of maintaining a virtually constant process flow rate. 
Initially the operators had difficulty in forecasting the average 
daily flow rate, necessitating frequent and excessively large adjust-
ments to the process pumping rate, but with experience, control 
of the flow became efficient. 
No information is given as to the success of the manual method of 
operation during periods of excessively high or low mean daily flow 
rates. Furthermore, the variability of the mean flow rates is not 
reported. The investigators report that during the testing period 
(one week of equalized and one week of unequalized flow) the daily 
flows and wastewater characteristics remained virtually constant from 
day to day, indicating a very regular pattern of flow. The reason 
for this regularity is probably a result of the sewage flow being 
derived primarily from a domestic source. It seems likely that over 
the whole period of the investigation the flow variation from one day 
to the.next was very small, and this probably aided the estimation of 
the mean flow for each day. It is difficult, therefore, to judge 
in what manner the flow regulation would have been successful if the 
random daily variation of the mean flow had been large. 
One important conclusion that can be made from the operation of this 
facility is that effective regulation of equalization basin flows by 
manual control is dependent on the operator's ability to make a 
correct decision based on past experience. Decision making for the 
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manual control of equalization facilities on the basis of estimating 
mean daily flow rates can be expected to be more difficult where 
there are either (1) marked variations in the mean daily influent 
flow, or (2) appreciable changes in the diurnal flow pattern from day 
to day. 
At the Walled Lake/Novi plant the design objectives were tested by 
monitoring plant performance for a two week period; one week with, 
and one week without flow equalization. A comparison was made on 
(1) secondary clarifier effluent quality and (2) tertiary filter 
effluent quality. Over the test period average inflow rates and 
sewage characteristics were reported to be virtually constant. 
(1) Secondary clarifier performance: Very little difference in 
effluent TSS concentration was observed because under both 
equalized and unequalized flows the clarifiers were under-
loaded; this feature has been discussed in Section 5.2. 
(2) Tertiary filter performance: Improved filter effluent quality 
was realized with flow equalization. Although the mean 
effluent quality from the activated sludge process secondary 
clarifier remained unchanged, filter performance was generally 
improved under equalized flow operation, both in terms of 
average removal efficiency and variability of quality. Com-
parative figures of the loads in the effluent of TSS, BOD5 and 
NH3-N are given in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3 Filter Effluent Loads over one-week periods of Equalized 
and Normal Flow at the Walled Lake/Novi Plant (after 
Foess, Meenahan and Harju, 1977). 
Normal Flow Equalized Flow 
Parameter 
Load, kg % Removal load, kg % Removal 
TSS 93 33 51 82 
BOD5 103 52 
60 61 
NH3-N 2,0 - 8 -
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Neglect of Load Equalization 
One may wonder why load equalization has received so little attention 
compared to flow equalization. The following considerations are 
probably the main contributory factors: 
(a) In plant operation under variable flow conditions the obvious and 
explicit pro91ems arise from hydraulic effects, in particular with 
regard to primary and secondary settling tank efficiency and 
failure. 
(b) Inadequate parameters have been selected as criteria for evaluat-
ing the effects of load equalization. The principal parameter 
has been the BOD (or COD) concentration in the effluent. In 
terms of the effluent BOD very little benefit appears to be derived 
from load equalization either in terms of the average concentration 
or in its variability. Where differences have been noted these 
appear where the secondary clarifier was overloaded; during 
periods of high flow increased concentrations of particulate 
matter escaped over the weirs, i.e. the deterioration in effluent 
quality was due to inadequate provision of settling tank area. 
With adequate settling capacity the insensitivity of the effluent 
BOD to load variations has been discussed already in Section 5.3; 
it was shown that the insensitivity arises principally from 
flocculation of particulate COD, enmeshment in the sludge mass and 
storage on the organisms. The effluent COD, therefore, is not an 
appropriate parameter for assessing any beneficial effects of load 
equalization. 
A parameter more appropriate than the effluent COD is the oxygen 
utilization rate (OUR). The OUR has been identified by Marais 
and co-workers as one of the most sensitive parameters to unravel 
the kinetic response of an activated sludge plant. This is 
because the OUR is directly linked to the biological activity in 
the process. 
At long sludge ages, because the mass of organisms is large with 
respect to COD load, i.e. the food/micro-organism ratio is small, 
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the COD load entering the process at any time is virtually 
immediately utilized. In consequence the OUR follows the load 
rate pattern closely. This is clearly illustrated in Fig 2.18 
for a plant· operated at 20 day sludge age under square wave flow 
and COD load conditions at 20°C. Note the appreciable fluctua-
tion in oxygen demand; in contrast, the effluent COD remains 
virtually constant. 
In Fig/2.19 the response of a plant, also under square wave flow 
and load, but operated at a 2,5 day sludge age at 12°C, is shown. 
The OUR now shows only slight variation despite the wide varia-
tion in load; this is due to the high food/micro-organism ratio. 
Although the biological activity per unit mass is at its maximum 
during the feedperiod the rate of utilization of material is not 
sufficient to utilize all of the COD entering the process and 
there is a build-up of stored COD during the feed period. Con-
sequently, after the feed stops the organisms continue to utilize 
the stored COD for a considerable period subsequent to feed ter-
mination, still at the maximum rate. Hence, at short sludge 
ages the OUR also becomes relatively insensitive to the influent 
load variation. This observation leads to a third reason why 
load equalization has been partially neglected. 
(c) The effects of load equalization have generally been assessed in 
plants operated at short sludge ages. In the USA (where most of 
the research on equalization has been reported) the main concern 
hitherto has been removal of COD; for this purpose operation of 
plants at short sludge ages is adequate, and hence the importance 
of load equalization has been masked. In fact, when the sludge 
age is short, it is to be doubted whether load equalization can 
serve a useful function. However, for processes at long sludge 
ages load equalization can lead to substantial benefits: not 
only will the peak oxygenation requirement be reduced; oxygena-
tion control will also be radically simplified. The latter 
aspect will be particularly appropriate to nitrification-
deni trification-phosphorus removal systems where control of 
dissolved oxygen concentration assists in optimizing nitrogen 
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and phosphorus removal and maintaining reasonable sludge settling 
characteristics. 
6.2 Conclusions 
Conclusions from the critical discussion of the status of flow and 
load equalization with regard to its application in wastewater treat-
ment plants are: 
(1) Equalization of inputs to a treatment plant involves equalizing 
flow and/or load. Equalization of flow contributes to attaining 
improved utilization of those processes dependent on hydraulic 
characteristics; particularly primary and secondary settling 
tanks. Equalization of load contributes to enhanced plant opera-
tion through smoothing out the biological activity in the plant; 
benefits from load equalization are generally obtained at long 
sludge ages where: 
- attenuation of oxygen utili ~a ti on rate is achieved, leading 
to simplified plant control 
- peak oxygen demand is reduced, thereby reducing capital costs 
for providing the aeration capacity required to match the 
peak requirement 
- plants incorporating nitrification, denitrification and 
phosphorus removal exhibit less variability in effluent ammonia 
and nitrate concentration; in addition, load equalization will 
provide considerable assistance in maintaining the optimal 
removal of the nutrients, nitrogen and phosphorus. 
·At short sludge ages load equalization has little benefit; the 
storage mechanism in the biological process automatically results 
in attenuation of OUR. 
In general effluent COD quality is unaffected by flow and load 
fluctuations due to the mainly particulate nature of the in-
fluent COD which is physically removed from the effluent flow by 
enmeshment and adsorption on to the active mass. 
(2) Constant volume equalization contributes only in a limited degree 
to load equalization: even should complete attenuation of 
concentration variations be possible there still remains a load 
variation equal to the flow variation. Therefore, if flow 
variations are large, constant volume equalization has little 
merit because it does not improve process performance with res-
pect to either OUR attenuation or hydraulic effects. 
(3) The design of an equalization facility involves not only the 
sizing of the equalization tank, but also the provision of an 
operating strategy to ensure that the de3ired objectives are 
met. This includes: 
- Effective equalization of flow and/or load while not exceed-
ing the physical volume limits of the particular equalization 
tank. 
- Incorporation of the effects of changing influent patterns 
both on a seasonal basis and from weekday to weekend. 
- Manages deviations from "normal" behaviour (e.g. storm flows) 
optimally. 
(4) The major difficulty encountered with variable volume equaliza-
tion appears to arise from a lack of an efficient operating 
strategy. In particular, where human judgement is employed to 
control outflow rate,experience and skill is required, at best 
it appears unlikely that a high level of efficiency can be 
achieved in this manner of operation. 
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It is apparent from the review of the present status of equalization 
that enquiry is needed not only into the design of these facilities 
but aiso into methods of improving operation and control procedures. 
With regard to operation and control, evidently alternative approaches 
to manual procedures merit study. The control problem cannot be 
resolved by the standard procedures of feed-back or feed-forward con-
trol alone - the nature of the problem necessitates some form of 
"intelligent" control strategy which requires the incorporation of 
extensive computational facilities. There is good reason to believe 
that by using a microprocessor to control the operation of an equali-
zation facility most, if not all of the problems associated with manual 
operation can be overcome, and optimal performance of the plant 
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attained with respect to attenuation of the influent flow and load 
fluctuations encountered in practice. No reports could be found in 
the literature in which this approach has been suggested for the con-
trol of equalization tanks - however, it seems to be the logical one, 
and is being exploited in many process control applications. 
CHAP~RT~~ 
DEVELOPMENT OF AN EQUALIZATION ALGORITHM 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 2 it has been demonstrated that both flow and load equali-
zation can have many beneficial effects on wastewater treatment plant 
operation and control. However, it was also evident that exploita-
tion of the full potential of equalization facilities has yet to be 
achieved because no adequate means has been available whereby the 
facility can be effectively controlled to give optimal performance 
under the real-time conditions of variable daily cyclic flow rate, 
concentration and load. 
To solve the problem of achieving optimal equalization it is necessary 
to set out the objectives for equalization, and the constraints with-
in which optimization of these objectives are to be achieved. Three 
possible objectives can be set down for equalization: 
(1) Flow equalization 
(2) Load equalization 
(3) Flow and load equalization. 
These particular objectives have been selected because of the ad-
vantages that have been discussed in Chapter 2. Other objectives 
could have been selected; for example, equalization of concentration. 
However, a little reflection will show that there is no advantage in 
this parameter over that of load because the oxygen demand and pro-
cess response of the downstream plant is controlled by the load (i.e. 
concentration x flow rate) and not by the concentration per se. 
Flow and load are not independent of each other because, as we have 
noted above, load is the product of flow rate and concentration. For this 
reason effective equalization of either one, of flow or load, necessarily 
brings about a concomitant attenuation of the other. This can be 
seen as follows: Assume a tank has a certain hold-up at some instant; 
if the tank is completely mixed then mixing of the influent flow and 
concentration with the tank concents necessarily will attenuate the 
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tank concentration to a lesser variability than that of the influent 
identical to the case with constant volume equalization. The degree 
of attenuation will be determined by the ratio of tank hold-up to 
through-flow rate. The Zoad in the tank effluent will now tend to 
vary more in keeping with the flow than would have been the case if 
no hold-up was intenposed in the influent line. However, by keeping 
the tank hold-up constant, no fZow equalization is achieved; consequently, 
at best the variation in effluent load will be the same as that of 
the flow. If, in addition, the tank hold-up is allowed to vary, and 
if this is done appropriately, a large measure of fZow attenuation 
also can be achieved. This, together with the attenuation of 
concentration due to the mixing action described above, will bring 
about a large degree of Zoad attenuation also. Variable volume 
equalization, therefore, would appear to be the only means whereby 
flow equalization is possible with an associated measure of load 
equalization. 
Complete equalization of flow does not necessarily result in complete 
equalization of load because the influent patterns of flow and load 
are not identical. However, it will be shown later that, by allowing 
slight deviations from optimal flow equalization over parts of the 
cycle, a disproportionate equalization effect on the load fluctuation 
can be achieved. Consequently, if optimal equalization of both flow 
and load is set as the objective, the equalization for both will not 
be as good as when either the one or the other is equalized optimally. 
We have seen that in achieving flow attenuation there is always an 
associated attenuation of load, i.e. flow and load attenuation are 
not independent of each other. How can one approach optimal attenua-
tion of both flow and load? Basically one needs to combine flow and 
load in some quantitative fashion to achieve this. Later in this 
Chapter this aspect will be discussed in greater detail; briefly the 
approach is as follows: 
For a given tank size, under fixed cyclic input patterns of 
flow and load, a specified outflow profile over the cycle will 
also have an associated effluent load profile. The deviations 
in the effluent profiles over the cycle from their respective 
mean values are then used to quantify two error components (one 
I 
for flow and one for load) which then provide a measure of the 
"goodness" of the attenuation of the two parameters. The two 
errors are added together and the procedure for obtaining 
optimal equalization of flow and load is to minimize the total 
error by suitably modifying the outflow pattern over the cycle 
(and therefore also the load pattern). 
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By forming the sum of the error components the approach above allows 
a "weight factor" to be applied to the respective flow and load com-
ponents of the error. Applying a weight factor has the advantage 
that it gives the freedom to assign relative levels of importance 
to flow and to load as: required by the objectives set for equalization, 
and to optimize flow and load equalizat.ion within this constraint. 
In fact, using this approach, equalization of flow or load alone 
becomes a subset of simultaneous flow and load equalization by assign-
ing all the weight to either flow or to load. 
The description above identified one constraint to be satisfied in 
optimizing the equalization action; other relevant constraints that 
are immediately apparent are: 
- the equalization tank volume available 
- the possible existence of a minimum allowable tank 
volume level 
- the tank should neither overflow nor be drawn down· 
to a level below the minimum. 
Some other minor constraints will become apparent later. 
Within the constraints set out above the essence of the problem of 
equalization is: 
Under the cyclic inputs of flow and load, determine the 
appropriate outflow rate at any time such that the flow 
and/or load will be optimally equalized. 
From the statement above it is evidently necessary to know the 
influent flow rate and concentration patterns over the ensuing 
24-hour cycle in order to compute the outflow profile giving the 
"best" equalization of flow and load. This problem can be resolved 
by breaking it down into two problems that need to be solved: 
(a) If the complete influent flow rate and concentration patterns 
for a 24-hour cycle are known, how is the outflow pattern for 
optimal equalization determined, taking due cognizance of the 
weight factors for flow rate and load, and the constraints 
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that the tank should not overflow and underflow, and other minor 
requirements such as limiting the rate of change of outflow rate? 
The solution to this problem requires the development of a 
suitable equalization algorithm. 
(b) If the influent flow rate and concentration patterns and the 
mean flow and mean load per day are not constant from day to 
day, how are the patterns to be predicted, and how is this varia-
bility accommodated to achieve real-time optimal equalization? 
The solution to this problem requires application of the equali-
zation algorithm in an appropriate control strategy. 
In the present Chapter and in Chapter 4 the equalization algorithm 
will be developed and tested; Chapters 5 and 6 deal with the incor-
poration of the algorithm in a control strategy, and in Chapter 7 the 
implementation of the strategy at full-scale is discussed. 
2. REQUIREMENTS FOR ALGORITHM 
A necessary requirement for the development of a mathematical algorithm 
by means of which optimal equalized flow and load patterns can be 
determined is the existence of a quantitative measure whereby the 
relative success of a particular solution may be assessed. In this 
context a solution refers to one particular effluent flow rate profile 
over a cycle together with its associated effluent load profile (which 
is determined by the influent flow and load profiles and the equaliza-
tion volume available). The effectiveness of a particular equalization 
solution may be qualitatively assessed by comparing the variations over 
a cycle (one day, in this case) of the equalization tank effluent flow 
and mass load rates, both about their respective mean values, with the 
corresponding variations of the influent. As indicated in the previous 
Section, quantification of these variations may be achieved by means of 
a suitable error expression. This error expression should take into 
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account (1) the size of the variations in both the flow and the load 
over the cycle, (2) the relative significance of deviat.ions in flow 
as compared to load, and (3) other restrictions resulting from 
physical constraints such as the equalization volume available and 
possibly a limitation on the allowable rate of change of outflow 
. rate. 
Once any error expression is accepted the optimal equalization solu-
tion is also fixed. Judgement as to whether one error expression 
is superior to another must necessarily be subjective. In some 
instances an expression may be summarily rejected because it results 
in unstable operation, but strictly an absolute comparison of error 
expressions is not possible because in each case the resulting 
optimal solution must be assessed only in terms of the same considera-
tions that entered into the formulation of the error expression used 
in attaining that particular solution. This holds true provided the 
solution procedure converges to the true optimum independent of the 
starting point of the solution. 
The concept of an error expression also allows an assessment of the 
effect of various factors which influence the extent of equalization 
such as the form of the influent patterns and the size of equalization 
tan.~ available. For example, given a particular set of influent 
flow rate and load profiles, the influence of tank size may be assess-
ed by comparing the numerical value of the error expression for the 
optimal solutions for different tank sizes. Conversely, for a par-
ticular tank size, the effect of different influent profiles may be 
assessed by comparing the ratios of the optimal error expression to 
the ·value of the error expression calculated for the influent profiles. 
The above di'scussion identifies two separate aspects which require 
attention in the development of an equalization algorithm: 
Development of an iterative procedure whereby, given some 
starting condition, optimal equalized flow and load patterns 
can be determined. This optimization procedure involves 
minimizing the numerical value of a selected error expression. 
Formulation of the error expression. 
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In discussing these two aspects there is no reason why one should be 
considered before the other because each is a separate entity. In 
this investigation the development of the iterative procedures will 
be dealt with first, accepting the existence of an error expression, 
and following that the formulation of the error expression is con-
sidered. 
3. DEVELOPMENT OF ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
It is assumed that the variable on which control action will be taken 
in the operation of an equalization facility is the outflow rate from 
the equalization basin. For a given equalization configuration, 
mode of operation and tank size, under fixed diurnal input patterns 
of flow rate and load, a given tank outflow profile over the cycle 
will also have an associated effluent load profile; a specific value 
of the error expression may, in turn, be calculated from the effluent 
flow and load profiles. In determining the optimal situation, the 
approach adopted is to develop, subject to the particular constraints, 
a particular tank outflow profile which, together with its associated 
load profile, will minimize the ·numerical value of the specified 
error expression. The procedure for determining the optimal condition 
briefly may be described as follows: 
To initiate the.algorithm an arbitrary tank outflow profile is 
chosen. The associated effluent load profile and the associa-
ted value of the error expression are then calculated. The 
outflow profile is improved in the direction of the "best" 
profile by making successive small adjustments to the profile 
such that each adjustment causes a decrease in the value of the 
error expression. When incremental adjustments at any point 
in the outflow profile no longer result in the decrease in the 
value of the error expression, the profile is accepted as the 
optimum in terms of the criteria on which the error expression 
is based. 
Before discus~ing how the individual incremental changes are made 
to the outflow rate profile, we consider the equalization tank 
response as this has a bearing on the discussion which follows. 
3.1 Mathematical Analysis of Equalization Tank Response 
3.1.1 Outflcw Rate and Volume Response 
--------------------------------
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The differential equation describing the relationship between inflow, 
outflow and tank volume response is derived from a material balance 
as follows: 
[Rate of flow into tank] = [Rate of flow out of tank] 
+ [Rate of evaporation from tank] 
+ [Rate of accumulation in tank] ( 3 .1) 
Considering the rate of evaporation to be negligible, Eq (3.1) can 
be written as : 
F = F1 + dV/dt 0 (3.2) 
Thus 
dV/dt = F - F 0 1 (3.3) 
where 
v = tank volume 
F = 0 influent flow rate 
Fl = effluent flow rate 
t = time. 
In this equation the influent flow rate, F , is, in the terminology 
0 
of co~trol systems, a "load variable", i.e. an uncontrolled variable 
which is set by external factors and whose variations must be accommo-
dated by the control system. Of the other two variables, F1 and V, 
one may be freely manipulated, whereupon the behaviour of the second 
will be fixed by Eq (3.3). ·The analysis of tank response may 
therefore be approached in two ways: 
(i) Specify a tank volume profile over the day; knowing the 
influent flow pattern over the day, the effluent flow 
profile can be calculated, or 
(ii) Specify an effluent flow profile over the day; knowing 
the influent flow pattern, the tank volume profile can 
be calculated by integration. 
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Both approaches were investigated. It was found that using Approach 
(i) led to instability in determining effluent flow rates. The 
instability develops in situations of maximum or minimum tank volume, 
where the rate of change of tank volume becomes zero. In this case 
the necessary condition is that the effluent flow rate must equal 
the influent flow rate and this, in the incremental analysis, caused 
the instability. Application of Approach (ii) did not lead to 
instability, and hence was used in fm:'ther development. 
Once the flow and volume behaviour is established the associated 
effluent concentration profile (and consequently an effluent mass 
loading profile) can be derived from a material balance on mass of 
organics, assuming completely mixed conditions in the tank: 
[Rate of mass flow into tank] = [Rate of mass flow out of tank] 
+ [Rate of mass removal by bio-
logical reaction] 
+ (Rate of mass accumulation in tank] 
(3.4) 
In this study the rate of mass removal by biological reaction will 
be assumed negligible. Thus: 
where 
C = influent concentration 
0 
c1 =tank concentration (effluent concentration). 
Substituting for dV/dt from Eq (3.3): 
F C 
0 0 
Thus: 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Equations (3.3) and (3.7) may be approximated by finite difference, 
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respectively, as: 
( 3.8) 
and 
= Ct-l + F ( C 
o ot 
. (3.9) 
where 
Vt = volume of tank at time t 
Vt-l =volume of tank at time (t-1) i.e. t - 6t 
6t = length of time interval 
F = mean influent flow rate from (t-1) to t 
0 
F = mean effluent flow rate from (t-1) to t 
ct = tank concentration at time t 
Ct-l = tank concentration at time (t-1) i.e. t - ~t 
3.2 Optimum Tank Outflow Rate Profile 
The diurnal equalization tank effluent flow rate profile is developed 
using an iterative procedure which gradually improves the outflow 
rate profile in a step-by-step fashion until, in terms of the speci-
fied error criterion, no additional improvement can be made. The 
method by which successive changes are made to an existing outflow 
profile in the iterative procedure constitutes the equalization 
algorithm, and is discussed in detail below. 
In the interests of generality, the values of the equalization tank 
outflow and inflow rates are normalized, i.e. expressed as fractions 
* of the mean flow rate. Assuming a specified 24-hour normalized 
influent flow rate pattern to the WWTP, the influent flow rate 
pattern to the equalization tank will be determined by the configura-
tjon and method of operation of the equalization system. In this 
analysis, for the purposes of illustration, an "in-line" configura-
tion, where all the influent flow passes to the downstream process 
via the equalization tank, has been selected. It is also assumed 
* In the rest of this report. except where stated otherwise, the flow 
rates will be expressed in normalized form. 
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that the equalization tank volume is fixed. This volume is speci-
fied in terms of the tank retention time, based on the mean influent 
flow rate. 
In the numerical procedure the tank outflow profile is subdivided 
into N intervals over the course of the day. Over each interval the 
flow rate is assumed to change linearly from the value at the end of 
the previous interval to that at the start of the subsequent interval. 
An arbitrary initial outflow rate profile over the day is chosen. 
In the absence of information on the outflow rate profile the simplest 
initial profile is one having a constant value of 1,0 over the day, 
i.e. the initial chosen tank outflow rate over each of the N intervals 
is equal to the mean normalized influent flow rate. Assume N is 
assigned a value of 12, i.e. the outflow profile is made up of 12 
linear portions, each spanning a 2-hour period (24/N hours). This 
profile is shown as a solid line in Fig 3.1. 
tinues as follows: 
The procedure con-
Using the chosen outflow profile, together with the known normal-
ised influent flow rate pattern, and a given starting value of 
the tank hold-up (expressed as a percentage of the total volume) 
at time O, integration of Eq (3.3) provides the associated 
diurnal tank volume profile. This volume profile, together with 
the influent and effluent flow rate profiles and a specified value 
of the tank concentration (e.g. COD) at time O, in turn allows a 
tank concentration profile for the day to be calculated by inte-
gration of Eq (3.7). Consequently, the associated effluent COD 
mass loadine profile for the day can be calculated. 
Based on the volume, effluent flow and load profiles, the value of 
the error expression is calculated and stored, to provide a comparison 
after changes are made to the existing tank effluent flow rate pro-
file. 
3.2.2 ~~~~~~~~~-f~~-~~~~~-~-§~~~~~-£~~~~~-~~-Q~~f!~!-~~~~-~~~f~~~ 
'I'he mechanism by means of which a single change is made to the exist-
inp; tank out flow rate profile, at a specified time interval, is laid 
out step-wise. 
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Fig 3 .1 Method of adjustment of the out flow profile. 
Step 1 : Identify the interval under consideration. Assume that 
the interval is that from time t to time ( t + 24/N), 
n n 
in this case time (t + 2) in Fig 3.1. This is the 
n 
[t (N/24) +· l]th interval in the day. The flow rate at 
n 
the end of the interval is either increased or decreased, 
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as required, by an amount DELTA (an increase is illustrated 
in this case). 
Step 2 Increment the flow rate over this interval linearly frorn 
point A (the beginning of the interval) to point B (the 
end of the interval), where the increment at point Bis 
DELTA. 
Step 3 Decrement the flow rate linearly from that at point B 
(the end of the interval) to the existing flow rate at 
point C (the end of the next interval). 
Step 4 Make an adjustment to the outflow rate profile in order to 
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maintain a material balance, i.e. to ensure that the mean 
outflow over the day remains at 1,0. The effect of Steps 
2 and 3 is to increase the outflow rate over two intervals 
from time t to time [t + 2*(24/N)], in this case (t + 4). 
n n n 
To maintain a material balance the incremental flow volume 
must be decremented over the remaining (N-2) intervals. 
The method used is to linearly decrease flow rate from 
point C to the midpoint of the remaining (N-2) intervals, 
i.e. (N-2)/2 intervals forward of point C, in this case 
(12-2)/2 = 5 intervals of 2 hours, i.e. 10 hours forward 
of time (t + 4), to point D; then increase linearly from 
n 
point D back to point A. The exact decrement at point D 
depends on DELTA, and is chosen to satisfy the material 
balance, i.e. Area 1 equals Area 2 in Fig 3.1).* 
The dotted line in Fig 3.1 represents the tank outflow rate profile 
resulting from one change to the existing profile, made at the 
[t (N/24) + l]th interval. With this new outflow profile new 
n 
tank volume and effluent mass loading profiles are calculated, and 
hence a new value of the error expression is calculated. 
A comparison of the new error value with the old value allows an 
assessment of the two outflow profiles in terms of the error ex-
pression. If the new error value is smaller than the previous 
value, then the new outflow rate profile has resulted in improved 
equalized effluent flow and loading profiles. If not, a change 
in the opposite direction may be made. If this results in an 
improved error the change is accepted, or otherwise the original 
profile is retained and a move to the next interval is considered. 
3.3 Equalization Algorithm 
The discussion in the previous section described how a single change 
can be made at a specified interval in the tank outflow rate profile, 
*This adjustment technique is but one of a number that can be used 
to distribute the flow adjustment arising from a change in flow 
rate over the interval under consideration. It was adopted as 
it appears to function satisfactorily. 
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and what effect it has on the tank outflow rate profile. In develop-
ing the optimal tank outflow rate profile a number of such incremental 
changes may be required. The procedure by means of which these 
successive changes are selected constitut~s the equaliz~tion algorithm. 
In Section 2.3.1 the tank outflow rate profile was subdivided into N 
intervals of equal length. An evaluation of the effect of an increase 
or a decrease in the out.flow rate profile at each of these N intervals 
results in up to 2N different values for the error expression. By 
implementing the change that causes the maximum reduction in the mag-
nitude of the error expression an optimal rate of convergence to the 
optimal tank outflow rate profile may be achieved. Utilization of 
this approach is analagous to the Method of Steepest Descent in multi-
dimensional optimization problems. 
adopted. 
Conse.quently, this approach was ' 
For completeness the step-wise procedure is set out in detail, even 
though certain aspects treated previously are repeated. 
Step 1 Select an arbitrary initial tank outflow rate profile. The 
tank outflow rate profile is made up of N linear portions, 
each spanning an interval of (24/N) hours, with n = 1,2, ... ,N 
being the interval numbers. ' 
Under the specified influent flow and load patterns the 
associated volume and effluent mass loading profiles are 
calculated. From the equalized effluent flow and mass,.load-
ing profiles a v~lue for the error expression is calculated. 
Step 2· To evaluate the effects of individual changes at each 
interval in the outflow rate profile commence with the 
first interval (n = 1). 
Step 3 Select the direction of change (increase or decrease) to the 
outflow rate profile in the same direction as the change 
which led to an improvement at this interval during the 
previous cycle. (Where the interval is being considered 
for the first time the change can be made in either 
direction). 
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Step 4 . Make a change to the outflow rate profile·in the selected 
direction, utilizing the method described in Section 2.3.1. 
Step 5 
Step 6 
From the new outflow rate_ profile, together with the 
influent flow and load profiles, calculate the associated 
tank volume and effluent mass loading profiles, as well as 
the value of the error expression, E(n). 
Compare the value of the error, E(n), with the error value 
for the previous profile. 
(i) If the value of E(n) is smaller than the error value 
determined for the previous profile, store both the 
direction in which the change is made, and the new 
value of the error, E(n), in two temporary arrays (of 
dimension N), respectively. It is assumed that, if 
an improvement to the error is obtained in this step, 
it is not necessary to evaluate the error for a change 
in the opposite direction since such a change would 
inevitably lead to a worse error. Go to Step 6, to 
consider the next interval. 
(ii) If the value of the new error, E(n), is larger than 
or eQual to the error determined for the previous 
profile, reverse the direction in which a change in 
flow rate was made, and return to Step 4. 
(iii) If a change to the profile has been imposed in both 
directions, and neither has led to a value of E(n) 
smaller than the error value for the previous profile, 
then we have a situation of "no change" at interval n. 
This is accommodated by assigning the value of the 
error for the previous profile to E(n). Then go to 
Step 6, to consider the next interval. 
If the value of n, the interval being considered, is eQual 
to N, the last interval in the day, then the cycle of changes 
has been completed. Go to Step 7. Otherwise increment 
the value of the interval number n by 1 so that the next 
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interval can be considered, and return to Step 3. 
Step 7 The improvement in error that may be achieved by either 
increasing or decreasing the outflow rate at each interval 
has now been assessed. Considering the array of N error 
values [E(l), E(2), ••.• , E(N)], there are two possibilities: 
Step 8 
(i) If all the error values are equal to each other, and 
equal to the error value determined for the previous 
profile, go to Step 8. 
(ii) Otherwise, locate the interval in the day for which 
the lowest error.value was obtained. This change is 
now incorporated into the profile, giving rise to a 
new tank outflow rate profile, with its associated error 
value. Repeat the cycle, returning to Step 2. 
A change to the existing tank outflow rate profile at any of 
the N intervals, in either direction, does not lead to a 
decrease in the value of the error. No further improvement 
to the existing tank outflow rate profile is possible using 
the particular specified size of the discrete change (DELTA). 
Further improvement of the tank outflow rate profile may then be 
attempted by reducing the size of DELTA and repeating the procedure 
from Step 2. 
3.3.2 ~E!~~~~~!~~~-~~-~~~!-~~~!~E~~~~~-~EEE~~~~ 
The Steepest Descent Method for the development of the optimal tank 
outflow rate profile requires a large amount of computation. If, 
for example, the outflow rate profile is divided into 48 half-hour 
intervals (a division that gave satisfactory results), then, before 
an optimal incr.emental (or decremental) change to the profile is 
selected, between 48 and 96 individual changes to the same profile 
have to be evaluated. Each evaluation involves adjusting the outflow 
rate profile, calculating the associated volume profile and the 
effluent mass loading profile, and then calculating an error value. 
To obtain the volume, concentration and load profiles over the day 
by integration of Eqs (3.3 and 3.7), step lengths of 5 minutes have 
I ' 
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been utilized in this study in order to reduce finite difference 
errors, i.e. 238 simulation intervals over the day. Because the 
Method of Steepest Descent involves making only optimal changes 
each time the outflow rate profile is adjusted it probably involves 
the least possible number of modifications to an initial profile in 
convergine to the optimal solution. However, because so many 
preliminary profiles need to be calculated in order to identify 
the optimal change the nethod is inefficient. To decrease the 
amount of computation involved in converging to the optimal solution 
the Fast Convergence Approach was developed. 
In the Fast Convergence Approach, when changes to the outflow rate 
profile in the H intervals are considered, the incremental (or 
decremental) changes are made sequentially at the N intervals. 
Whenever an incremental (or decremental) change at an interval 
results in a decrease of the error value that change is incorporated 
into the outflow rate profile, before moving to the next interval. 
?hat is, any change to the profile that leads to an improvement, even 
though not necessarily the optimal improvement to the existing profile, 
is incorporated in the profile before considering the next interval in 
the CJcle. In this way up to H improvements can be made during each 
cycle instead of only the single optimum. change. 
The step-by-step procedure for the Fast Convergence Approach is 
laid out in detail below. Certain similarities exist between the 
two Approaches but a detailed comparison of the procedures will 
indicate the differences: 
Ste..E.__h : The procedure is identical to Step 1 for the Method of 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Steepest Descent. An arbitrary initial tank outflow rate 
profile spanning lJ intervals over the day is chosen, and 
the associated value of the error expression is c~lculated. 
To evaluate the effects of individual changes in the out-
flow rate profile commence with the first interval (n = 1). 
As for the Method of Steepest Descent. Select the 
direction of change (increase or decrease) to the outflow 
rate profile in the same direction as the change made at 
Sten 4 
Step 5 
Step 6 
Step 7 
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this interval during the previous cycle. {_Where the 
interval is being considered for the first time the change 
may be made in either direction). 
Identical to Step l+ of the Method of Steepest Descent. 
Make a change to the outflow rate profile in the selected 
direction, and calculate the new value of the error 
associated with this new profile. 
Compare the new value of the error with that for the 
previous profile. 
(i) If the new value of the error is smaller than the 
error value for the previous profile, then "accept" 
the new profile. Go to Step 6, to consider the 
next interval in the cycle. 
(ii) If the value of the new error is larger than or 
equal to that for tne previous profile then reject 
the possible change, and reverse the direction in 
· which a change in flow rate was made. Return to 
Step 4. 
(iii) If a change to the profile has been imposed in both 
directions, and neither has led to a new error 
value smaller than the error determined for the pre-
vious profile then retain the old profile and go to 
Step 6, to consider the next interval. 
If the value of n, the interval being considered, is equal 
to N, the last interval in the day, then the cycle of changes 
has been completed. Go to Step 7. Otherwise increment the 
value of the interval number, n, by l so that the next 
interval can be considered, and return to Step 3. 
When each of the N intervals has been considered, two 
possibilities exist: 
(i) At least one change to the outflow rate profile 
during the cycle has been "accepted", resulting 
in an improvement in the error value. In this 
case ;further improvements may be possible; repeat 
the cycle by returning to Step 2. 
(ii) If no changes at any· of the N intervals have been 
"accepted" then the tank outflow rate profile 
cannot be further improved using the particular 
specified size of the discrete change (DELTA). 
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Further improvement of the profile may then be attempted 
by reducing the size of DELTA and repeating the pro-
cedure from Step 2. 
3,4 Stability and Equivalence of the Two Approaches 
In evaluating the validity of the two Approaches in developing the 
optimal tank outflow rate profile, under the cyclic inputs of flow 
and load, four ~uestions must be answered : 
(i) Is the solution, determined ty the simple finite difference 
integration procedure, well behaved? 
(ii) Is the optimization procedure in each Approach stable? 
(iii) Does the optimization procedure of· each algorithm in 
fact converge to the optimal solution? 
(iv) Do the two Approaches converge to the same solution? 
(i) To check whether or not the solution set determined by the simple 
finite difference procedure is well behaved the calculation of the 
tank volume, concentration and load profiles, under specified 
influent and effluent flow rate profiles over the day, was performed 
with different integration step lengths. It was found that, with 
an integration step length of 10 minutes, the response became 
oscillatory, particularly at times in the daily cycle when the tank 
volume was close to zero. However, when a 5 minute integration 
step length was used the response was stable. When the 1step length 
was reduced from 5 to 2,5 minutes the solution did not change, being 
identical to within 0,1 per cent. It was ~oncluded that the first 
order finite difference method of integration appeared compatible 
with the set of equations which requires solution, provided the step 
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length is less than that which produces an oscillatory response. 
(ii) Enquiring into the stability of the optimization procedures 
in the two Approaches, respectively, two parameters were found to 
affect each Approach. These are (1) N, the number of linear portions 
(each spanning an interval of 24/N hours) into which the tank outflow 
profile is subdivided, and (2) the ratio of the magnitude of the in-
cremental change in flow rate (DELTA) to the length of the interval 
(24/N). Where the tank volume is small, say equivalent to a 
retention time of 2 hours (based on the average influent flow rate), 
then, if the tank outflow rate is held equal to the mean inflow rate 
and the inflow rate is sustained at twice the mean inflow rate, the 
tank can be filled from empty in 2 hours. Under these circumstances, 
unless the outflow rate profile is divided into intervals of a quarter-
hour or less (i.e. N ~ 96), oscillation in the convergence to the 
optimal solution occurred. Similar behaviour was encountered, even 
for larger tank sizes, when the ratio of DELTA to the interval length 
was greater than 0,10 normalized flow units/hour, i.e. DELTA/(24/N) 
'0,10. (Equivalently, the constraint is that DELTA*N' 2,4). 
Guidelines for the choice of values for DELTA and N are given in 
Appendix B, where instructions for the use of the computer program 
for implementation of either Approach are given. 
(iii) Convergence to the optimal solution was tested by initiating 
the optimization procedure with different values of the initial tank 
hold-up and checking whether the solution achieved in each case was 
the same. The procedure was performed utilizing the criteria for 
stable solution as set out in (i) and (ii) above. 
The test was performed by starting the identical equalization problem 
(same equalization configuration, tank size, inputs, etc.) at differ-
ent initial tank hold-ups of 90 and 10 per cent of the maximum tank 
volume, respectively. In both cases the optimal solutions obtained 
were identical (within 0,10 per cent). Applied mathematicians 
generally consider that if the same well behaved solution is obtained 
using different integration step lengths and different starting 
conditions, the optimal solution is valid. 
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(iv) The equivalence of the two Approaches in converging to the 
optimal solution was evaluated by utilizing each Approach separately 
to develop the optimal tank outflow profile for identical cases. 
Only insignificant differences were observed in the resulting 
optimal solutions. This was taken as evidence that the more 
efficient Fast Convergence Approach was valid. 
4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ERROR EXPRESSION 
In the previous Sections (2.1 and 2.2) the mechanism was discussed 
for modifying the tank outflow rate profile and an error expression 
was used as the criterion for evaluating the progress to, and the 
optimal solution for the tank outflow rate profile. It is now the 
intention to develop the concepts on which the error expreseion is 
based, and to formulate an appropriate expression. 
The objective in developing the error expression is to quantify the 
various factors that will contribu"':.e to "good" performance of the 
equalization facility. Requirements in this respect may vary from 
one plant to another, and may be incorporated into the error expres-
sion. For the purposes of this study, the following factors have 
been used in formulating the error: 
(1) Variations in the tank outflow rate and the effluent mass load-
ing rate, from their respective mean values. A weighting 
factor has been incorporated to account for the relative 
importance attached to these two para.meters. 
(2) A large penalty error is imposed when the physical constraints 
of the system are not obeyed, i.e. the upper and lower tank 
volume limits are exceeded. 
(3) A constraint has been imposed on the rate of change of the tank 
outflow rate. 
Consideration will now be given to the formulation of the individual 
components of the error expression. In developing the error 
expression, a constant diurnal influent flow and load pattern has 
been assumed. Consequently the problem of variations in the mean 
flow and load rates is not addressed here. This problem will be 
considered later, where a control strategy for the real-time opera-
tion of an equalization facility is developed. 
4.1 Outflow Rate and Load Rate Equalization Error 
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The basic requirement of variable volume equalization is to minimize 
fluctuations of the tank outflow rate and effluent mass loading rate 
about their respective mean values (usually the arithmetic mean). 
These two variables are interdependent as load is calculated as the 
product of flow and concentration. Therefore, in order to increase 
load at a point, the flow must be increased, and vice versa, but 
always subject to the constraint that the total flow and the total 
mass load through the plant per day must remain constant. 
It is proposed that the equalization error expression shou.~d consist 
of a weighted sum of the individual flow and load errors, as follows: 
(3.10) 
where 
Ee = total equalization error due to flow and load 
Ef = flow equalization error 
Eld = load equalization error 
a = weighting factor for flow relative to load equalization. 
In each equalization error term, Ef and Eld' the size of the global 
error is a function of the size of the deviation of the variable from 
its mean value integrated over the day. The error in the flow rate 
or load rate at a point may be taken as equal to, proportional to, 
or some other function, of the magnitude of the deviation. The 
choice of the relationship between the actual deviation and the 
formulated error is a subjective one, taking cognizance of the 
process response to a deviation. The problem may be illustrated 
by considering the two cases for which the forms of the two flow 
profiles, A and B, respectively, are shown in Fig 3.2. 
In each case, the mean flow rates are equal; if the error is taken 
as proportional to the deviations, then the er~or integrated over 
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equalization error expre~:sions. 
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the day is'the same for both cases. However, the sharp peak in 
flow form B will have a greater adverse effect on downstream 
processes (e.g. settling tank) than A. Consequently, evaluation 
of the error from the deviation must take cognizance of the adverse 
effect of sharp deviations from the mean by ascribing a greater 
error value to form B than to form A. This can be achieved 
readily, for example, by taking the error as equal to the square 
of the deviation. Consequently it is proposed that the magnitude 
of the error at a point in the profile should be estimated as the 
square of the deviation of the normalized values from the mean. 
(The mean for normalized values will be 1,0 unit). To determine 
the global error, the error terms are integrated over the full 
24-hour day. Thus, in numerical form, Eq (3.10) becomes: 
n~ n~ 
L (F/F - 1)2 ~t + (1 - a) L (L/E - 1) 2~t}/(n-l) (3.11) 
i=l i=l 
where 
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F = tank outflow rate 
F = mean tank outflow rate 
L = effluent mass loading rate 
E = mean effluent mass loading rate 
a = weighting factor (o ~ a ~ 1) 
n = number of simulation points over the day from OhOO to 24hOO, 
inclusive 
~t =integration step length [= 24/(n-l) h]. 
Because the outflow rate is taken into account in both the flow 
equalization error, Ef, and the load equalization error, Eld' the 
value of the weighting factor, a, is less sensitive to load varia-
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tions than to flow variations. This may be considered a disadvantage 
in obtaining optimal solutions, but was accepted for the following 
reasons: 
(1) By utilizing this approach apparently very reasonable and 
acceptable solutions are obtained 
(2) The partial _insensitivity to load variations is a desirable 
feature' because, in a control strategy for the day to day 
(real-time) operation of an equalization facility, the direct 
measurement of flow rates over the day is readily achieved, 
whereas the direct measurement of influent COD concentrations 
over the day is either not feasible or involves considerable 
effort and expense. 
4.2 Tank Volume Limit Penalty Error 
In developing the optimal tank outflow rate profile by minimizing 
the equalization error the physical constraints of the system must 
be obeyed. That is, the optimal tank outflow rate profile must 
result in an associated tank volume (hold-up) profile which does 
not exceed the upper and lower tank volume limits at any time over 
the day. 
With each adjustment of the tank outflow rate profile the associated 
tank volume profile is calculated. The adjustments to the outflow 
rate profile are made on the basis of the value of the error ex-
pression. Therefore,the algorithm must contain a restraining 
factor that will not readily allow changes to the tank outflow rate 
profile such that the tank volume limits are exceeded. This is 
provided for by including a very severe penalty error that is added 
to the equalization error of Eq (3.10) when the volume limits are 
exceeded.* If the arbitrarily chosen initial tank outflow rate 
profile results in a volume profile that exceeds the tank volume 
limits, the high penalty error will strongly favour changes to the 
profile that will decrease the value of the total error by bringing 
the volume to within its limit constraints. Once the outflow rate 
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profile results in the tank volume limits not being exceeded, the 
over-riding effect of the volume penalty error falls away. The 
algorithm is then principally involved with reducing the value of 
the equalization error by making changes to the outflow rate profile 
to decrease the value of the equalization error, without incurring 
the penalty error. It should be noted that, in the theoretical 
calculation procedure where an outflow rate profile is imposed on 
a particular equalization tank under a fixed input, hold-ups in excess 
of 100 per cent and less than 0 per cent of the tank volume might be 
calculated. Such situations do not pose a problem as they are 
strongly discouraged by the over-riding penalty error and do not appear 
in the final optimum solution. 
The penalty error term for the volumetric limits consists of two 
parts; one for the upper and one for the lower volume limit. The 
extreme values for these limits (as a percentage of the total tank 
volume) are 100 and 0 per cent, respectively, but usually the normal 
limits of operation will be restricted to, say, 95 and 10 per cent. 
The lower normal limit will be dependent on (amongst other factors), 
the manner in which stirring is provided; if by floating aerators 
this limit will be influenced by the requirement that a minimum depth 
is needed for aerator operation, and so on. 
* In developing the profile restrictions could be included which 
would prevent violations of volume limits. However, it is much 
more convenient to allow the algorithm to find its own optimum -
the profile will be forced in the "right direction" by m~king the 
penalty for exceeding the volume limits very severe. 
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In formulating an expression for the volumetric penalty error a 
possible approach is to have a zero penalty when the tank hold-up is 
within specified limits and allocating a relatively large value to 
the penalty when the hold-up exceeds these limits. In implementing 
this approach,. however, it was found that a discontinuous function 
of this nature at the prescribed limits causes instability in the 
development of the optimal tank outflow rate profile. It was found 
preferable to have a continuous penalty function that (1) has a 
value of zero for tank hold-ups within a certain range, ov, of the 
prescribed normal limit, (2) increases gradually as the limit is 
approached, and (3) increases rapidly as the limit is exceeded. 
These requirements are fulfilled by a power function of the form 
b 
Elm = a n 
where 
E = penalty error for tank volume limit lm 
(3.12) 
n = difference between the calculated tank hold-up at a point 
and the hold-up ov within the volumetric limit 
a,b = constants 
The penalty error for the tank volume limits is formulated as follows: 
Upper limit: 
(3.13) 
for all i such that VP > (Vlu - ov) 
Lower limit: 
n-1 6 
E = 8 L {V - (Vlb + o )} lm i=l p v (3.14) 
for all i such that V < (V + o ) p lb v 
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where 
v = equalization tank hold-up (as a per cent of total tank volume) p 
vlu = upper normal tank volume limit (per cent) 
V1b = lower normal tank volume limit (per cent) 
0 = volume differential within the limits at which Elm attains a v 
value (per cent) 
B = a weighting factor (constant) 
It was found that a value for ov of 5 per cent resulted in satis-
factory behaviour. That is, if Elm was assigned a value, starting 
from zero, when the tank hold-up was (1) equal to or greater than 
(V~u -· ov) per cent, or (2) equal to or less than (Vlb + ov) per cent. 
The factor B acts as a weighting factor of the importance of the tank 
volume limit penalty error relative to the other components of the 
equalization error. Stable convergence to the optimal solution 
was obtained when a value for B of 2,0*lo-6 was used in all the cases 
considered in this investigation; it is likely that this value will 
suffice for any normal influent flow and load pattern. However, 
for possible cases where difficulty is experienced, guide-lines for 
the selection of the B value are given in Appendix B. The varia-
tion of Elm with equalization tank hold-up, VP, is illustrated in 
Fig 3.3. 
When the penalty error for the tank volume limits was incorporated 
in the total error expression the resulting optimal tank outflow 
rate profile always gave an associated tank volume profile within 
the specified limits (V1u and v1b). 
4.3 Penalty for Rate of Change of Tank Outflow Rate 
A constraint is imposed on the .rate of change of tank outflow rate 
for two reasons: (1) to ensure that the optimal tank outflow rate 
profile is "smooth", i.e. does not exhibit "spikes"; and (2) to 
avoid rapid changes in the tank outflow rate over a small range, 
which would have effects on downstream processes such as secondary 
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Fig 3.3 Variation of tank volume limit error, Elm' with tank 
volume, VP. 
clarifiers, without being adequately reflected in the flow equaliza-
tion error term integrated over the whole day. 
In Section 4.2 it was shown that there must be a balance between the 
equ~lization error, integrated over the day, and the volumetric 
penalty error, given by the summation of the penalty errors at points 
. 
where the volumetric limits are exceeded. Consider, for example, 
the case where the upper volume limit is exceeded at only one point 
in the profile, and this gives rise to a volumetric penalty error 
about equal in magnitude to the total equalization error, Ee, calcu-
lated over the whole day. By imposing a sharp change in outflow 
rate at that point in the profile the volumetric penalty error will 
decrease sharply, but will only result in a small increase in the 
equalization error integrated over the whole day; the nett effect 
will be an appreciable decrease in the total equalization error. 
However, the outflow rate profile may then contain a near discon-
tinuity at that point which is contrary to the objective to develop 
a "smooth" outflow rate profile. Hence, a constraint on the rate 
of change of outflow rate needs to be imposed so that excessively 
sharp changes can be avoided, and are spread out over a range about 
the point rather than being concentrated at the point. 
In the day to day operation of an equalization facility, when the 
system is operating at or near its volume limits, particularly when 
insufficient inflow or hold-up is available, it is difficult to 
satisfy the mean flow and load requirements. If the optimization 
approach being discussed is utilised in the control strategy the 
equalization error will have the effect of forcing the· outflow rate 
to the mean value as rapidly as possible when the volume becomes 
available. It is generally undesirable to transmit rapid flow 
rate changes to downstream units. These rapid changes must be 
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damped by imposing a constraint on the rate of change of the outflow 
rate. 
In order to avoid rapid changes in outflow rate a third error term 
is created which penalizes the rate of change of the outflow rate. 
The penalty error for the rate of change of the outflow rate is 
obtained by numerically integrating the absolute value of the slope 
of the outflow rate profile over the day, as follows: 
n 
E = w E jdF/dtj 
s . 1 i= 
where 
Es = penalty error for rate of change of tank outflow rate 
w = a weighting factor (constant) 
(3.15) 
Again a weighting factor, w, is included in the expression so that 
the value of the penalty error, Es, does not over-ride the effect of 
the equalization error, Ee. Guide-lines for the choice of the w 
value are presented in Appendix B. 
The total error term, therefore, is made up of three contributions: 
(i) An equalization error, E [Eq (3.12)] 
e 
( ii) A 1 ' vo umetr1c limit penalty error, Elm [Eqs(3.13) and (3.14)] 
(iii) A penalty error for the rate of change of tank outflow rate, 
Es [:r::q _(3.15)] 
i.e. 
(3.16) 
5. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR EQUALIZATION ALGORITHM 
The iterative optimization procedure utilized in the equalization 
algorithm for development of the optimal tank outflow rate profile 
was set out in Sections 3.1 to 3.4. Two optimization approaches 
were discussed, i.e. optimization by (1) the Method of Steepest 
Descent and (2) a Fast Convergence technique. 
The procedures were developed over a period of time. As each pro-
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cedure developed, modifications were incorporated in an ASCII FORTRAN 
computer program. This allowed evaluation of the equalization 
algorithm and the effect of different error expressions to be assessed, 
under various input flow and load patterns. 
Initially the error expression consisted of only the equalization 
error, E , given by Eq (3.13). The equalization error was formulated 
e 
so as to favour the development of an optimal tank outflow rate pro-
file and associated effluent mass loading profile which did not 
exhibit sharp deviations from the mean. This was achieved by ex-
pressing the equalization error as a function of the square of the 
deviations. However, this expression, on its own, was found to be 
inadequate as the tank hold-up profile over the day sometimes exceeded 
the physical volume limits imposed by the selected tank size. This 
led to an additional term being included in the error expression, i.e. 
a penalty error for the volumetric limits, Elm· The penalty error 
allowed upper and lower hold-up limits, v1u and Vlb' respectively 
(specified as a percentage of the total tank volume), to be selected. 
However, problems were encountered, particularly with small tank 
sizes, in that there was "spikyness" in the optimal tank outflow rate 
profile, although the volume constraints were obeyed. For this 
reason a third term was included in the error expression, i.e. a 
constraint on the rate of change of tank outflow rate. This con-
straint was based on the absolute value of the slope of the outflow 
rate curve, integrated over the day. This ensured the development 
of a "smooth" tank outflow rate profile, and also penalized rapid 
changes in the outflow rate that would adversely affect downstream 
processes~ 
The resulting equalization algorithm and error expressions were 
then accepted for further development because, for various forms of 
the input flow and load patterns, the response exhibited: 
(1) Stable convergence to the optimal tank outflow rate profile, 
and 
(2) A relatively "smooth" outflow rate profile, and an associated 
tank hold-up profile which did not exceed the specified tank 
volume limits . 
It is possible that situations may arise where a particular selected 
influent flow and mass loading pattern does not cause requirements 
(1) and (2), above, to be met. In such cases it will be necessary 
to adjust the weightin5 factors a, S and w in the error expression. 
Guide-lines for adjusting the values of these weighting factors are 
given in Appendix B. 
A flow chart for the generalized calculation procedure is shown in 
Fig 3.4(a), (b) and (c). More detailed flow charts for the sub-
routines NEWPCV and ERCALC that are utilized to make an adjustment 
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to ari existing tank outflow rate profile and to calculate the value 
of the error expression, respectively, are shown in Figs 3(d) and (e). 
Appendix B also presents detailed instructions for the use of the 
computer program, and a listing of the program. The program uses 
49 half-hourly point values of the influent flow rate and concentra-
tion over the day, together with the process information (configuration, 
tank size, etc.). To develop the optimal equalization outflow rate 
profile the program utilizes either one of the two optimization 
approaches discussed in Section 3.3. 
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For purposes of comparison and graphical evaluation of the results 
obtained from application of the equalization algorithm, two separate 
plotting programs utilizing the CALCOMP package were written; one for 
"in-line" equalization, and another for "side-line" equalization. 
Listings of these programs, and detailed instructions for their use 
are also presented in Appendix B. 
6. EFFECT OF WEIGHTING FACTORS IN THE EHROR EXPRESSION 
The effect of the equalization configuration, mode of operation and 
tank size on the optimal outflow rate and mass loading profiles, 
under various fixed diurnal influent flow and load patterns, will be 
discussed in detail in Chapter 4. In this Section the effect of 
changes in the error expression weighting factors will be discussed. 
For this purpose one particular situation, where the configuration, 
tank size and influent flow and load patterns are specified, will be 
used, as follows: 
An "in-line" equalization confieuration is selected, where all the 
influent passes via the equalization tank to the downstrearr.. process. 
The size of the equalization tank may be specified in terms of the 
tank hydraulic retention time, or tank hold-up, based on the average 
inflow to the process, viz; 
where 
Rrn = hydraulic retention time 
.J. 
VT = volume of equalization basin 
Q = average influent flow rate. 
(3.17) 
In this example a tank hold-up of 5,5 hours is chosen, which means 
that at the average inflow rate, it will take 5,5 hours to fill the 
tank from empty. The tank volume is, therefore, 23 per cent of the 
daily inflow; this corresponds closely with the size of tank 
encountered in practice. 
The upper and lower allowable tank voltime limits are specified as 
100 and 0 per cent of the total tank volume, respectively. 
Output intermedinte 
results 
A 
Fig. 3.4(a) 
S-:,"A'.:~ 
Da.ta Input: 
(i) Influent flov and concentration profiles 
(ii) Process information (configuration, tank size, etc.) 
~formalize inflov data 
Complete di vision of in flov 
Initialize error array E to large numbers 
(1!'.IT + l values) 
"h'!re ~INT = no. of flov ad,lustment int.er"'la.ls 
over tl:e day 
Initialize direction array ISIGN vhich specifies 
whether adjustment to tank outflov rate is up or dCNn 
( NINT values) 
nput: 
l i) 
l ii) 
Initialize tank outflov rate array FOUT and 
tank percent volume array PCV: 
All FOUT values equal to the mean of the 
inflov to the tank. Use FOUT and inflov 
to the tank to calculate PCV array 
NCYC = no. of tank outflov profile adjustment 
cycles to be performed 
LIMIT = amount by "hich tank outflov rate 
is changed at an nd.justment interval 
3.32 
Yes Write resul:.i to temporary 
!'i les for plotting 
B 
~~et up t.er:-.por~r:r ar_ra.ys for tank 
0'Itf1ov rate and tank percent volume 
F0lITT = FOUT 
PCVT = PCV 
Method of Steepest 
Descent 
c 
Fast Convergence 
~ethod 
Flow chart for the equalization algorithm showing the 
initialization of the general calculation procedure 
and selection of the method of optimization. 
A 
r----------1 Increment cycle counter 
JC'iC ,. JC'iC + l 
r----1 Increment adjustment interval counter 
INT•INT+l 
Store no. ot interval and direction or 
tlov adjustme11t vhich gives a reduction 
in error value: 
ISITE • INT 
J SIGN = !SIGN( INT) 
No 
Call NE'IPCV: 
Change tank outflm1 rate at interval ISITE 
in array FOUT'!' using amount J SI~:J • LDtIT 
Adjust FOtrt'T array to maintain :::ateria.l balance 
Use nev fl"''"rI' arr:i.y to co!nptite ?CVT arr.".!.y 
Call ERCALC: 
Re-calculate error E( !SIT£ + 1) vhich corresponq.3 
to greatest error reduction over the cycle 
Set E(NHIT + 1) = E(ISI'.:E + 1) 
Accept this change and continu~ 
F'lur FOl!l'T 
l'CV = PCVT 
~-----t Calculate error change over cyc:i ~ 
EROH'= E(Nil!T + 1) - E(l) 
Yes 
No 
Set cycle cotmter 
JC'iC " l 
Set E(l) "E(NINT + ll 
Set adjust"1ent interval .cou:tter 
INT a 1 
3.33 
r.au llE\IPCV: 
Change tank outtlov rate at interval IllT 
in array FOl!l'T using BJ:1ount ISIGN!INT) • Ln!IT 
Adjust FOIJrT array to maintain c:aterial balance 
Use nev FOtrrr array to cc:ipute PCVi' array 
~all ERCALC: 
Use nev FOllrT and PCVT arrays together 
vith concentration values to calculate E(I!'JT + i: 
Yes 
?e-ini tialize temporary arrays: 
FOUT!' = !'Ol!I' 
an~e direction of cutflo.., 'ld.1ust::ent 
rsrc:1( rJT) = - ISIG:I( !N~) 
c~ll l'iE\IPCV: 
Re-calCulate FOUTI' a."ld ?CIT arrays 
Call ERCALC: 
Yes 
Use FOUTI' and PCVT arrays tOgether vi th 
concentration V<tl11~s to C'!'i.lcul'1.'te E{ I:lT + : ) 
~e-ini tiali ze teoporary arrsys: 
FOl!l'T FOUT 
PCVT = PCV 
No error reduction by changinq 
'----~----! tank outflow over interval r:IT 
E{ INT + 1) = E( INT) 
Fig. 3.4lb) Flow chart for the calculation procedure utilized with 
optimization by th.e Method of Steepest Descent. 
A 
Set cycle counter 
JCYC = l 
,..... _ _,,,__--! Increment cycle counter 
JCYC " JCYC + l r--------;-------,.:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_-j.__ ____ ...., 
Set E(l) = E(NrnT + l) 
Set adjust.::ent interval counter 
INT" l 
Increment adjustment interval counter 
INT = INT + l t------;-----------l 
Accept this c':t•mge and continue 
FOl!l' = FOL".'T 
PC'/ = ?CVT 
?lo 
CR.lculate error change over cycle: 
ERDIF = E(~I:IT + l) - :;( l) 
res 
No 
Call NE ... PCV: 
Change tank outtlov rate at interval INT 
in array FOtm using amount ISIG!I (INT)"Lil'.IT 
Adjust FOUTT array to caintain material balance 
Use nev F0l1M." array to canpute PCVT array 
Call ERCALC: 
Yes 
Use FOl!l'T and PCVT arrays to~ether vi th 
concentraticn values to calculate E( !:IT + 1) 
Re-ini tiali :.e 7.e=.porary l),rra,ys: 
FOurT F·JU'T 
PCVT = ?C'I 
Change direc.t.,icn o:" cut~~lcw 11d.just~ent 
ISIG;1( I:iT) = - iSIG:I( I:IT) 
Call riEWPCV: 
Re-calculate F'Ot.r.'T l\nd PCVT arrays 
Call ERCALC: 
Use nev FOl!l'T and PCVT arrays together 
with concentration values to calculate E(I~IT + 1) 
Yes 
Make no change to existing outflow profile 
and retl\in old values 
FOUTT = FOUT 
PCVT = PCV 
E(UIT + l) = !::(I'IT) 
3.34 
Fig. 3.4(c) Flow chart for the calculation procedure utilized with 
optimization by the Fast Convergence Method. 
START 
Data Input from subroutine calling list: 
. (i) FI:l array - tank inflow profile 
Yes 
Identify: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(ii) FOUT array - tank outflow 'Oro file 
(iii) J - tank outflow adJustmeni interval 
(iv) CHA!IGE - algebraic max. amount of flow 
change over an adjustment interval 
( v) LAST - no. of sil!lulation points over thlO day 
Yes 
START - second simulation point in Jth interval 
STOP - simulation point at end or Jth interval 
(equivalent to start of (J + l)th iDterval) 
!ISTART - second simulstion point in (J + l)th interval 
NSTOP - simulation point at end of (J + l)th interval 
3.35 
Record vhich interval is 1.ll'l.der ccnsideration 1------__, 
K = J 
Change tank outflov and tank volunes over Jth i!lterval: 
Change fOUT(STOP) by an a.'T!ount C::!A:IG!:: 
Linearly interpolate fa" ?OUT bet·Jeen ( 57ART - l) .. ,d 
STOP to obtain nev FOUT .values at si.r.iulat:on poin~s 
in interval. St:~.rting !"ro~ PC'/(START - l) c~lculJ.te 
new PCV valt:.~s over intenr:'ll 
Check for J being. last ad,lustr::ent inter•r"!.l of 'i?..,:,.· 
If STOP = US7 set STOP = 1 
and i den ti.~; new ~JSTt')P 
Ci1a.nge tank outflcvs 3Ild tank ;.·olu.'!les over (J + l}th inte;1al 
Linearly interpolate for FOTJr bet\leen ··STOP and ?iS'N? 
to obtain new FOUT values at sir:mlation points 
in interval. Starting !"ro::i. PCV(STOP} calculate 
AdJust FOUT values for simulation points Yes 
from (NSTOP + l) to (START - Z) in order f----<---<:::. 
to maintain a material balance. 
Re-calculate PCV values for these points. 
Adjust FOlJl' for remaining s.imulation 
points from 1 to (STAR.T - Z) in order No 
to maintain a material balance. 
Re-~alculate PCV values for these points. 
Adjust FOl!l' values for simulation point3 
from (HSTOP + 1) to LAST in order to 
maintain a material balan.ce. 
P.eturn new FOi.ii' o.nd PCV 
profiles to the :nain progrB.l"' . 
STOP 
Fig. 3. 4( d) Flow chart for the calculation procedure utilized in 
subroutine NEWPCV, where an adjustment is made to an 
existing tank outflow rate profile. 
.-' 
START 
Oat& Input from subroutine ca.lling list: 
( i) FIN array - tank inflow profile 
(11) FOUT array - tank outflow profile 
(iii) BIN array - influent concentration orotile 
(iv) PCV array - -tank percent volume profile 
(v) FINSTR array - influent stream by-passing tank 
(vi) Tank size 
(vii) BorLIN, TOPLIM - lower and upper tank volwu! limits 
(viii) STOP - no. or simulation intervals over the day 
Tank outlet conce:ttration: 
Compute tank outlet concentration profile 
Bour 
Mixing or streams' 
Compute total effluent flow rate FEXIT, 
total effluent concentration BEXIT, and 
eft uent load LOUT 
Initialize error calculation: 
EFLO\I = O.O 
El.OAD = 0.0 
ELI~ = 0.0 
EDIF = 0.0 
l 
3.36 
t---------<;---------1 Increrent interval coUnter 
Flow error: 
EFLOW = EFLOll + (Fi:XIT(1!PT)/FEXIT - 1)2 
.. v 
~IPT :=· ~T + l 
Load error: 
ELOAD = ELOAD + (LOt!l'(NPT)/LOUT - 1) 2 
~v 
R:'lte of change of tank outflow error: 
EDIF = EDIF + (FOITT('.IPT + 1) - FOUT(:IPT)) 2 
No Yes 
No EWl ELrn + (PCV(NPTJ - (TOPLrn. 5) 1
6 
ELIM = ELI:l + (PCV( NPT) - ( BOTLI~ + 5 )) 6 
Fig. 3.4(e) 
No 
Total error: 
ERROR = a•EFLOW + ( l - a) ELOAD 
+ B•ELIM + ;l•EDIF 
Complete average error per simulation interval 
EPJ!OR = ERROR/STOP 
EFLOll = a•EFLOll /STOP 
ELCAD = ( 1 - a) "ELOAD/STOP 
ELIM = B"ELnl/STOP 
EDIF. = z•EDIF/STOP 
Return average total error and contributions 
from flov, load, rate of change of tank 
outflow rate, and tank volume limit to 
the main program 
STOP 
Flow chart for the calculation procedure utilized in 
subroutine ERCALC, where the value of the error expression 
is calculated. 
The influent flow rate and mass loading information is taken from 
data collected at the Cape Flats Sewage Works, Cape Town. For the 
period from Monday to Friday point values of the flow and concentra-
tion at half ~hourly intervals over each day are used to obtain 
3.37 
average point values over the day. "Smoothed" curves are then drawn 
through the averaged data points and 49 half-hourly point values of 
flow rate and concentration, and hence load, are obtained. 
The weighting factors,. ex, B and w in the error expression are 
-6 assigned values of 0,5, 2,0*10 and 50,0 respectively. 
The computer program for the equalization algorithm was used to develop 
the optimal tank outflow rate profile; the resulting profile and the 
associated tank hold-up profile together with the effluent m~ss loading 
profile are presented in Fig 3.5. The influent flow and load profiles 
are also shown in the Figure, and provide a background for assessing 
the effectiveness of the equalization procedure. 
From Fig 3,5 certain features regarding the nature of the equalization 
profiles are evident: 
(1) It is clear that the equalization tank is very effective in 
reducing variations in the flow rate about the mean. 
(2) The reduction of variations in the mass loading profile, 
although substantial, is not as large as that for the flow 
rate profile. However, it is important to note that the 
principal deviation from the mean is a decrease, and this 
decrease occurs over a relatively short range. The peak load 
is effectively smoo-Bhed to near the mean Yalue; hence, the 
effluent load profile will still cause a substantial reduction 
in the peak oxygenation capacity required in the plant. 
(3) It is evident that, although the lower allowable tank hold-up 
limit is 0 per cent of the tank volume, the tank is not 
emptied; there is a minimUr.1 hold-up of about 10 per cent of 
the tank volume. This minimum hold-up allows some damping 
of influent concentration variations and thus contributes to 
the load equalization. 
(4) The principal deviation in load occurs at about 12h00 where 
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(a) the influent flow and load have just passed their mi~imum 
values, and (b) the tank hold-up is small. The solution pro-
cedure counters the extent of the plunge in the load profile 
by slightly_ increasing the tank outflow rate. The increase 
in outflow rate, however, is limited by two factors: 
(a) The low inflow rate and the small hold-up volume available; 
increasing the outflow rate will decrease the minimum hold-
up volume, thereby diminishinr, the effect of concentration 
damping which enhances load equalization. 
(b) The constraint on the rate of change of the outflow rate. 
It is clear that this time of minimum inflow and minimum voltune 
is the most critical part of the control cycle. 
(5) There is a second feature responsible for the greater efficiency 
of flow equalization as opposed to load equalization. In the 
example the equalization weighting factor, a, has been assigned 
a value of C,5, e;iving equal p~~ominence to the flow and the load 
error terms in the equalization error, Ee [Eq (3.10)]. However, 
3.39 
as the load is calculated from the product of flow and concentration, 
flow receives additional prominence through the load parameter. 
(6) Features apparent from the hold-up pro~ile are that: 
(a) Wnen the tank is filling, influent flow rate exceeds outflow 
rate; 
( b) ~Jhen the tank is emptyine;, outflow rate exceeds influent 
flow rate; and 
(c) When there is a change from emptying to filling, or vice 
versa, i.e. dV/dt = O, the outflow rate equals the influent 
flow rate. See Fig 3.5. 
The example presented above serves as a basis for comparison of the 
effects when the values of the weighting factors in the error 
expression are changed. 
6 .1 Effect of _Equalization Error Weit;~ting Factor, a 
By increasing the value of O', relatively more weight is accorded to 
flow equalization relative to load equalization, and vice versa. 
Where settling tanks are under-designed and solids discharge is a 
problem, flow equalization might be of greater importance than load 
equalization. On the other hand, in plants designed for nitrifica-
3.40 
tion-denitrification and phosphorus removal, it may be more important 
to equalize the load. Hence the value of a will in practice be 
chosen on the basis of how critical the flow or the load variations 
are on the desired behaviour for a particular installation. 
In the example above a was assigned a value of 0,5. The effect of 
changing a is illustrated by repeatine the example, but with the value 
of a decreased from 0,5 to 0,1, i.e. more weight is given to load 
equalization relative to flow equalization. The resulting optimal 
solution is shown in Fig 3.6. A comparison of Figs 3.5 anc 3.6 shows 
that there is an appreciable improvement in the equalization of the 
load, particularly over the critical region at about 12h00. 
The principal contribution to the enhanced load equalization occurs 
at the expense of an increased outflow rate over the critical period. 
The interdependence of flow and load leads to the anomalous require-
ment that, when the tank hold-up is approaching zero; in order to 
maintain an equalized load the outflow rate must be increased, thereby 
increasing the rate at which the tank will empty. 
6.2 Effect of Changing Ta.nk Volumetric Limit Penalty Error 
Weighting Factor, S 
The function of the penalty error for volumetric limits, Elm [Eqs 
(3.13) and (3.14)], with.its associated weighting factor, S, is to 
ensure the development of an outflow rate profile that results in a 
hold-up profile that does not exceed the specified upper and lower 
hold-up limits. Provided the penalty error serves this function, 
it was observed that it is not really necessary to consider the 
effect of varying the value of S as the parameter has only a minor 
effect on the optimal tank outflow rate and load profiles; once the 
hold-up profile does not exceed the specified limits the effect of · 
the penalty error is insignificant. 
6. 3 Effect of Wei,g·hting Factor for Rate of Change of Outflow Rate, w 
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3.42 
The filllction of imposing a constraint on the rate of change of out-
flow rate is (a) to ensure tbe development of a "smooth" outflow 
profile which is free from spikes induced by the mathematical procedure, 
and (b) to constrain the rate of change of outflow rate which -would 
adversely affect downstream processes. In essence the effect of 
increasing w is to increase the importance of flow equalization. 
This effect is illustrated by repeating the example of Section 4, 
with the difference that the value of w is increased from 50,0 to 
200,0. The optimal results are presented in Fig 3.7. 
It is apparent that the optimal tank outflow rate profile exhibits 
smaller deviations from the mean, i.e. better flow equalization, at 
the expense of the load profile. Although the effect is relatively 
small, it is desirable that a small value of w, which still serves 
the required function, is selected. This will ensure that the 
function of the equalization weighting factor, a, is not clouded by 
artificially according more importance to flow equalization relative 
to load equalization. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
APPLICATION OF THE EQUALIZATION ALGORITHM UNDER 
INVARIANT DAILY INFLUENT FLOW AND LOAD PATTERNS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of the equalization algorithm is to minimize the 
deviations over the day of both the tank outflow rate and effluent 
load rate from their respective mean values subject to a number of 
constraints. If the influent flow rate and load do not have 
identical patterns then, for the size of equalization tank normally 
encountered in practice, it will.not be possible to obtain complete 
equalization of both flow and load simultaneously. (This has been 
demonstrated in Chapter 3). In such cases this poses the question: 
What degree of equalization can be achieved? To answer this ques-
tion it is necessary to develop a measure or measures to compare 
the deviations of flow and load before and after equalization. 
Such measures are also important for another reason - they will 
allow evaluation of the effects that changes in certain physical 
parameters such as input patterns, operational methods, etc. have 
on the degree of equalization. Information of this kind will give 
guidance as to the design of the most efficient system in a given 
situation. 
1.1 Measures of the Effectiveness of Equalization 
There are two possible approaches to assessing the effectiveness of 
equalization; the first is qualitative (visual) and the second is 
quantitative (numerical). 
(1) Qualitative assessment. The graphical output of results, 
examples of which are shown in Chapter 3, allows a visual 
comparison of the input with the output flow and load profiles. 
Where a parameter is changed in value (for example, tank retention 
time), by comparing the outputs under the same inputs of flow and 
load, a visual assessment can be made of the effects of the change 
in value of the parameter. 
Visual comparison can be most persuasive and dramatic in bring-
ing out the improvements in flow rate and load achieved by 
equalization. Besides highlighting the equalization action it 
also shows up the qualitative changes in the pattePn of the 
effluent profiles which, in turn, may influence the design of 
the plant. For example, in Fig 3.5 , Chapter 3, the influent 
load pattern shows an extended peak in the cycle; in the 
effluent pattern the peak is converted to a virtually constant 
value with a sharp tr>ough of relatively short duration. The 
latter profile ·will be much more favourable for simple D.O. 
control procedures than the former while, in addition, the peak 
aeration requirements may be seen to be markedly reduced. 
4.2 
Visual assessment alone, however, does not provide a q~antitative 
guide as to the degree of improvement achieved or allow quan-
titative evaluation of the equalization as a specified parameter 
is changed incrementally. Visual assessment must be augmented, 
therefore, by some quantitative measure of the effectiveness of 
equalization. 
(2) Quantitative assessment. A numerical measure of the effective-
ness of equalization can be obtained if (1) an "influent equali-
zation error", (Ee) i., is calculated for the deviations of the 
influent flow and load profiles from their respective mean values 
on the same basis as for the outflow profiles, (Ee) 0 , and (2) a 
ratio is formed of the output to input error. 
defined as the relative error, viz, 
'E = (E ) /(E ). r e o e 1 
where 
This ratio is 
( 4 .1) 
(Ee)o = equalization error for outflow rate and effluent 
mass loading profiles [ Eq ( 3 .11)] 
(E 
e\ 
j 
= equalization error for influent flow and mass 
loading profiles [ Eq (3 . 11 ) ] . 
In Eq (4.1) the values of Ee reflect only the non-ideality of 
flow and load equalization; the values do not include the penalty 
4.3 
error components [see Eq (3.16)]*. By considering only the 
equalization error portion ensures that a true measure of equali-
zation effectiveness is achieved. 
1.2 Preliminary Considerations 
Before discussing the influence of the various parameters that affect 
equalization efficiency certain factors that have a bearing on the 
results obtained from' application of the equalization algorithm should 
be considered. These are: 
(1) Selection of Influent Flow and Load Patterns. From Section 1, 
Chapter 2, two features are apparent regarding the form of the di-
urnal influent flow and load patterns to a WWTP: 
The form of the average diurnal influent patterns is 
different between weekdays and weekend days. 
The form of these patterns changes from season to season. 
Because of the changes in the form of the mean diurnal influent 
patterns there is a flexibility in the choice of the influent pattern 
to be used for testing purposes. For example, different profiles 
will be obtained if, in one case, the influent pattern is obtained by 
averaging results over every day for a certain period, and in another 
case, by averaging results only over the weekdays in that period. 
However, the reason for applying the equalization algorithm is to 
evaluate the effectiveness of an equalization facility; clearly 
the influent flow and load patterns chosen should be those that 
provide the most stringent test of the process. Under normal con-
ditions this generally corresponds to the case where the influent 
flow and load profile is obtained from the mean weekday influent 
pattern because then both (1) the mean daily influent flow rate, and 
(2) the variations in the influent flow and load about their respec-
tive mean values are a maximum. As shall be shown later, in any 
selected configuration, as the mean flow and load and the variations 
about the mean increase, so the degree of equalization declines. 
* In the case of the effluent patterns, as optimality is approached 
(through utilizing the equalization algorithm) the penalty errors 
in any case reduce to relative insignificance so that the total error, 
Et, virtually equals Ee at the optimum solution. 
In this investigation the influent flow and load patterns were 
obtained by first taking average point values of the flow and load 
at half-hourly intervals over the day, and then drawing "smoothed" 
curves through the averaged data points. In practice the data on 
flow and load will not be smooth; relatively small random varia-
tions of short duration will be superimposed on the average trend 
pattern of both flow and load. In flow-through equalization 
these variations generally are of little importance as they will 
be attenuated by the damping effect inherent with equalization 
because (1) a "smooth" outflow is withdrawn from the tank, and (2) 
it is assumed that the tank contents are well mixed. However, the 
existence of these short term variations is of importance in "side-
line" equalization where not all the influent flow passes via the 
equalization tank; this feature is discussed when the suitability 
of "in-line", as opposed to "side-line". equalization, is considered. 
4.4 
(2) Different Influent Patterns. In evaluation of the equalization 
algorithm the effect of different influent patterns on the efficiency 
of equalization needs to be considered. For this reason data was 
collected at two full-scale wastewater treatment plants; the Cape 
Flats Sewage Works, Cape Town, and the Goudkoppies Sewage Works, 
Johannesburg, as the influent profiles of these plan:ts differ signifi-
cantly (see Section 2.2, Chapter 2). 
(3) Weighting Factors and Volume Limits. For comparison purposes a 
fixed set of weighting factors (a, B and w) and equalization tank 
volume limits will be used, as listed in Table 4.1. 
~=~~~!~~~-~~~!~~~: Equal weight is assigned to flow and to load 
(a = 0,5) for no reason other than that this is perhaps the most 
likely selection that will be made. The values of 8 and w were 
selected from experience to provide stable operation of the 
algorithm while yet ensuring that the function of these penalty 
errors was served. 
Volume Limits: Tank upper and lower volume limits of 100 and 0 
per cent, respectively, were selected even though these are not 
likely to be used in practice. However, these extreme values 
allow a direct comparison to be made between results from tanks 
of different sizes which is not possible once the volume limits 
differ from 0 and 100 per cent. 
(4) Description of Tank Size. Equalization tank volumes are spe-
cified in terms of the tank hydraulic retention time, based on 
4.5 
the average influent flow rate [Eq (3.17)]. It should be noted 
that, in cases where not all the flow passes through the tank 
("side-line" equalization), the specified tank retention time will 
also be based on the total inflow to the equalization installation, 
not on the inflow to the equalization tank only. 
2. FACTORS INFLUENCING EQUALIZATION EFFICIENCY IN IN-LINE EQUALIZATION 
2.1 Size of Equalization Tank 
To investigate the effect of the equalization tank size on the 
efficiency of equalization influent patterns from the Cape Flats out-
fall were used. The equalization response was obtained by applying 
the equalization algorithm (for the development of the optimal tank 
outflow rate profile) to an in-line equalization tank with retention 
times of 3, 4, 5 and 6 hours; the results are shown in Figs 4.1, 
4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. Each Figure shows the effluent flow 
and load rates and the associated tank volume response over the course 
of the day, as well as the influent flow and mass loading patterns, 
for purposes of comparison. 
Table 4.1 Error Expression Weighting Factors and Physical Volume 
Constraints Used in Simulations 
Symbol Description Value 
a Weighting factor for equalization error 0,5· 
B Weighting factor for tank volume limit 2*10-6 penalty error 
w Weighting factor for rate of change of 
tank outflow rate penalty error 50,0 
vlu Allowable upper limit of tank.hold-up 100% 
vlb Allowable lower limit of tank hold-up 0% 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
Qualitatively a visual comparison of the influence of the tank size 
on equalization indicates three important features. (A number of 
features regarding the response obtained from application of the 
equalization algorithm have been discussed in Section 6, Chapter 3, 
and are not repeated here): 
(1) As the equalization tank retention time increases, the flow and 
load variations both decrease. 
4.6 
(2) At short retention times the effluent flow and load rate profiles 
tend to assume the character of the influent profiles. Con-
versely, at long retention times the effluent profiles both 
become relatively independent of the influent profiles. 
(3) Improvement in equalization efficiency with increasing tank size 
is not linear. Visually, there is a greater improvement in 
both flow and load equalization from a 3 to a 4 hour than from 
a 5 to a 6 hour tank retention time. 
Quantitatively the relationsip between the equalization efficiency 
and the size of the equalization tank may be delineated by plotting 
the relative error, Er, versus the equalization tank retention time, 
as shown in Fig 4.5: 
(1) The relative error decreases almost linearly with increasing 
tank size, to a tank retention time of about 3,5 hours. For 
longer retention times the relative error decreases more gradually, 
and flattens out to an almost constant value above a retention 
time of about 7 hours. 
(2) Increasing the retention time up to about 4 hours produces 
substantial improvement in the equalization effectiveness, but, 
(3) Above a retention time of 6 hours the small improvement in 
equalization effectiveness probably would not justify the 
increased capital cost. 
(4) From an economic point of view the optimum practical retention 
time appears to be in the range of 4 to 6 hours. 
2.2 Influent Flow and Load Patterns 
The study in Section 2.1 was carried out using data from the Cape 
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TANK RETENTION TIME (Hours) 
Plot of relative error, E , (as a percentage) versus 
in-line equalization tankrretention time (Cape Flats 
data) . 
e 
Flats Sewage Works. For purposes of evaluating the effects of 
different influent flow rate and load patterns on equalization a 
second set of patterns was analyzed from data collected at the 
Goudkoppies Sewage Works. (The profiles were averaged from week-
day data in the same manner as those for the Cape Flats WWTP, and 
are shown in Fig 4.6). The flow and load patterns for Goudkoppies 
indicate the following similarities and differences with those for 
the Cape Flats (Fig 4.1): 
(1) The flow rate and load patterns at both locations are similar 
in that the minima and maxima occur before and after midday. 
(2) The peak flow rate and peak load at Goudkoppies are sustained 
for a shorter period of time than at the Cape Flats. 
(3) The cyclic flow rate pattern is out of phase with the associa-
ted load pattern to a greater extent at Goudkoppies than at 
Cape Flats. 
Optimum outflow patterns were determined for the Goudkoppies data 
using the equalization algorithm. The effects of the influent 
patterns for both WWTP's on their equalization efficiency is 
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Fig 4.6 Influent flow and load patterns for Goudkoppies WWTP. 
4.12 
illustrated in Fig 4.7. For each set of influent patterns the 
relative error, Er, is plotted versus the in-line equ~lization tank 
retention time. The form of the resulting curves, although 
similar, differ in the following aspects: 
(1) Up to a retention time of 3,5 hours the equalization tank at 
Goudkoppies provides better equalization than the Cape Flats. 
(2) The relative error, Er, for Goudkoppies begins to flatten out 
at a lower retention time than for the Cape Flats. 
4.13 
(3) The decrease of the relative er+or with increasing tank retention 
time is not as rapid for the Goudkoppies data as for the Cape 
Flats data. 
(4) The minimum relative error for the Cape Flats data is smaller 
than that for the Goudkoppies data. 
The behaviour noted in (2), above, is because the peak flow rate and 
peak load are maintained for a shorter period in the Goudkoppies than 
50 
40 
tS 30 
er: 
0 CAPE FLATS er: 
er: 
"' 
20 
"' >
t-
c( GOUDKOPPIES 
..J 
"' 
10 er: 
RETENTION TIME (Hours) 
Fig 4.7 Effect of influent flow and load pattern on equalization 
efficiency. 
4.14 
in the Cape Flats influent patterns - in general, at short equaliza-
tion tank retention times the equalizing efficiency is higher where 
the lengths of the periods of peak input are shorter. 
With regard to (3) and (4), this behaviour appears to be due to the 
relatively large difference in phase between the influent flow rate 
and load patterns exhibited by the Goudkoppies influent patterns. 
From Fig 4.6 it is evident that, a~er passing through their respec-
tive minima, the Goudkoppies input flow rate equals the average daily 
flow rate 2,8 hours before the load attains the same condition, 
whereas for the Cape Flats influent patterns (Fig 4.1) the flow rate 
leads the load by only about 1 hour at that point in the cycle. To 
verify this conclusion a hypothesized case was considered where the 
phase difference was reduced by shifting the Goudkoppies influent 
flow rate data to occur 2 hours later; the resulting influent flow 
rate and load patterns are shown in Fig 4.8. From a comparison of 
Figs 4.6 and 4.8 it is apparent that there is a slight change in the 
form of the influent load pattern; this slight change is due to 
calculation of the load as the product of the new flow rate data 
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and the same concentration data, and has an insignificant effect on 
the results. 
Figure 4.9 shows a plot of the relative error, E , versus tank 
r 
retention time, for the inputs of flow rate and load of Fig 4.8. 
As a comparison the curves of Fig 4.7 for the Cape Flats and the 
unaltered Goudkoppies data are also shown. From Fig 4.9 it is 
clear that, when the phase difference between the influent flow 
4.15 
rate and load patterns for the Goudkoppies data is reduced to a value 
near to that for the Cape Flats data, the resulting shape of the 
curves for the Cape Flats and adjusted Goudkoppies data are very 
similar in form, i.e. the changes in shape of the Er-retention time 
curves for different input patterns are primarily due to differences 
in phase of the flow and load input curves. 
A general conclusion from Fig 4.9 is: 
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Fig 4.9 Comparison of the equalization efficiency with a reduction 
in the phase difference between the influent flow rate and 
load patterns. 
Irrespective of the form of the input patterns (within the 
limits normally encountered at WWTP's), the '~ptimum" retention 
time of the equalization basin appears to lie in the region of 
4 to 6 hours. 
3. FACTORS AFFECTING EQUALIZATION EFFICIENCY IN SIDE-LINE 
EQUALIZATION 
4.16 
Incorporation of either an in-line or a side-line equalization scheme 
into a WWTP layout was illustrated in Fig 2.8. Whereas, with in-
line equalization all the influent flow passes via the equalization 
basin to the downstream process, in side-line equalization only a 
portion of the flow is diverted via the basin while the remaining 
flow passes directly to the downstream process. In side-line 
equalization a choice is available regarding the method by which 
flow will be directed to the equalization basin. Basically, division 
of the influent flow can be achieved in two principal ways*, i.e. 
(1) Flow splitting, where flow is iivided in a fixed ratio as it 
passes over a weir [a typical physical arrangement by which 
this may be achieved is illustrated in Fig 4.lO(a)]. At any 
instant a fixed proportion of the inflow is diverted to the 
equalization tank, while the balance passes directly to the 
downstream process. 
(2) Flow topping, where only flows above a certain rate are diverted 
to the equalization tank, while flows equal to or lower than the 
specified rate pass directly to the downstream process [see 
Fig 4.lO(b)]. Figure 4.11 illustrates the division of flow 
obtained with flow topping where flows in excess of 0,75 units 
are diverted to the equalization basin, while the flow equal to or 
or less than 0,75 units passes directly to the process. 
In side-line equalization the function of the equalization algorithm 
is to develop the tank outflow rate profile (obeying the physical 
constraints), which, when mixed with the stream passing directly to 
* In the literature there is confusion as to the terms applied 
to the different modes of flow division. Consequently, the 
usage of specific terms needs to be defined. 
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Fig. 4.10 Schematic methods for implementing the modes of flow division 
~onsidered in this investigation. 
the downstream process, results in a mixed stream in which the de-
viations in flow rate and load from the respective mean values are 
minimized in terms of the error expression criteria. The two para-
meters which have a direct influence on equalization efficiency are 
(1) the fraction of the total influent flow that is diverted to the 
equalization tank, and (2) the retention time of the equalization 
tank. With regard to these parameters, two factors should be noted: 
- In the analysis of the separate cases of flow splitting and flow 
topping it is necessary to quantify the division of the influent 
flow. •ro this end a flow division factor, y, is defined. It 
shoulq be noted that, for each case (splitting or topping) the 
definition of the flow division factor is different because the 
methods of flow division are different, i.e. a direct ccmparison 
between results for splitting or topping where the .values of y 
are equal is not valid. 
- In thi:::; study tank retention time is specified in terms of the 
mean total influent flow rate to the equalization facility, and 
not in terms of the flow to the equalization tank only. 
In addition to these observations it should be noted that in the 
simulations for side-line equalization which follow,the values of 
the weighting factors are again those listed in Table 4.1 where, 
inte:r> a.Zia, a = 0,5 and equal weight is assigned to flow and to load 
equalization. 
3.1 Flow Splitting 
With flow splitting, where there is a continuous division of the in-
flow in a fixed proportion, the flow division factor, y, is defined 
as the fraction of the inflow which passes directly to the downstream 
process, while the remaining fraction (1 - y) is routed via the 
equalization tank. The value of y varies in the range from 0 to 1. 
In the extreme cases: 
(1) y = O, all the influent flow passes via the equalization tank; 
this corresponds to in-line equalization; or if 
(2) y = 1, the equali7.at1on tank is entirely by-passed. 
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In Fig 4.12 the relative error, E , is plotted versus equalization 
. r 
tank retention time, for a value of the flow division factor, y = 
0,75, i.e. 75 per cent of the influent flow continually bypasses 
the equalization tank. For purposes of comparison the curve of 
Fig 4.5 for in-line equalization (y = 0) is shown in Fig 4.12 as a 
dotted line. 
It is apparent that both curves are of the same form: the value of 
the relative error, E , decreases linearly with increasing tank re-
r 
tention time up to a certain point, ~fter which there is change in 
the rate of decrease of the equalization error, and the rel.ative 
error tends to level off to a constant value. 
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In Fig 4.13 the effect of the flow division factor, y, on the equali-
zation efficiency is shown by plotting a series of curv~s (similar to 
those shown in Fig 4.12), for different values of y. 
(1) Irrespective of the value assigned toy, each of the curves is 
of the same form, with the relative error levelling off to a 
nearly constant value with increasing tank retention time. 
(2) As the value of y increases, i.e. as a larger fraction of the 
inflow bypasses the equalization tank, there is a decrease in the 
tank retention time at which the levelling off in relative error 
occurs. 
8 
4.21 
(3) As y increases (i.e. as more flow bypasses the equalization tank) 
the curves level out at higher values of the relative error. 
For Y in the range of zero to about 0,6 there is very little 
increase in the relative error at which the curves level out (for 
the case considered), but as y increases above o,6 there is a 
marked increase in this value. This feature is more clearly 
illustrated when the results of Fig 4.13 are plotted in a 
different form. In Fig 4.14 the relative error, E , is plotted 
r 
as abscissa versus the percentage of the influent flow diverted 
to the e~ualization tank (i.e. (1-a) as %) as ordinate, for tank 
retention times of 3, 4, 5 and 6 hours. From Fig 4.14, in all 
instances if more than 40 per cent of the inflow is continually 
diverted to the equalization tank the relative error remains 
virtually constant at a value fixed by the total mean retention 
tiine. That is, up to 60 per cent of the inflow may bypass the 
equalization tank without unduly influencing equalization 
efficiency. 
3.1.3 Outflow Profiles 
Up to this stage the results from application of the equalization 
algorithm to side-line equalization, with flow ~plitting, have been 
assessed only in terms of the relative error, E . This may be suffi-
r 
cient to identify important trends but it does not supply any informa-
tion regarding two important aspects, i.e. (1) the form of the optimal 
tank outflow rn,te profile, and (2) the function of the equalization 
tank. These aspects become apparent when output of results is 
presented in graphical form. 
'I'o present the graphical output of results for side-line equalization 
an alternative computer plotting program to that used for in-line 
equalization (e.g. Fig. 4.1) is employed. A listing of the program 
( vmich utilizes the CALCOMP package), together with instructions for 
its application, is presented in Appendix B. 
Figures 4.15, lL16 and 4.17 show the results from application of the 
equalization algorithm, with values of the flow division factor, y, 
of 0,10, 0,30 and 0,50, respectively, for the case of a 5 hour 
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retention time equalization tank. 
sections: 
Each figure is subdivided into four 
(1) The top section shows the division of the total influent flow 
over the day into two streams, one of which is diverted to the 
equalization tank while the other passes directly to the down-
stream process. 
(2) The next lower section shows the division of the total outflow 
rate from the equalization installation, comprised of the two 
component streams; (a) the stream passing directly to the 
downstream process, and (b) the outflow from the equalization 
tank. 
(3) The third section in the figure allows a comparison between the 
total influent load profile and the total effluent stream load 
profile from the equalization installation. 
(4) The lower section shows the variation in tank hold-up over the 
day resulting from application of the optimization procedure. 
In Fig 4.15, where the flow division factor, y, has a value of 0,10, 
i.e. only 10 per cent of the influent flow to the installation passes 
directly to the downstream process; at all times the flow rate of 
this stream by-passing the equalization tank is small relative to 
the outflow rate from the equalization tank. It is evident that when 
~ 
y is small, the major portion of the influent equalization error, (E ) . ' 
e 1n 
is passed to the equalization tank; 
effluent equalization error, (E ) , 
, e o 
the major contribution to the 
of the mixed outlet stream (tank 
outflow plus "straight through" stream) therefore can be expected to 
arise in deviations in the flow rate and load from their respective 
mean values in the tank outflow stream. Thus, when y is small, the 
action of the equalization algorithm essentially is to develop the 
tank outflow rate profile in such a way that deviations in flow rate 
and load, from their mean values, are minimized in the tank outlet 
stream. That is, when y is small, the tank outflow rate and effluent 
load profiles are similar to those for in-line equalization, utilizing 
a tank of the same retention time. This similarity is verified by 
comparing Figs 4.15 and 4.3, where Fig 4.3 is an in-line facility with 
4.28 
the same retention time as that used in Fig 4.15. 
With an increase in the flow division factor, y, (i.e. as a greater 
portion of the influent flow passes directly to the downstream process) 
the stream passing directly downstream transmits an increased portion 
of the influent equalization error. The action of the equalization 
algorithm changes from that of smoothing the tank effluent flow rate 
and load profiles to that of counteracting the error transmitted in 
the stream bypassing the equalization tank. The increasing counter-
acting effect is clearly evident in Figs 4.16 and 4.17 where y increases 
from 0,30 to 0,50. In fact, at high y the tank outlet stream tends 
to the mirror image of the bypassing stream. 
3.2 Flow Topping 
In a side-line equalization facility, when the mode of flow division 
is flow topping, it should be noted that the flow division factor, y, 
has a different meaning to that of y in the case of flow splitting 
(see Section 4 .1). With flow topping y is defined such that all flows 
greater than yF are diverted to the equalization basin (where F = 
av . av 
mean daily influent flow rate). Thus, for an influent flow rate, F, ail 
some in st ant : 
(i) 
(ii) 
If F < y.F , then no flow is diverted to the equalization 
av 
tank, and the flow rate of the stream passing directly to 
the downstream process is F. 
If F .> y.F , then the flow rate of the stream passing to 
av 
the equalization tank is (F - y.F ), and the flow rate of 
av 
the stream passing directly to the downstream process is 
y..F • 
av 
The value of Y can be specified in the range from 0 up to a value such 
that the product y.F equals the maximum influent flow rate, F , 
av max 
over the day. In the extreme cases, if: 
(i) y equals zero, all the influent flow passes via the equalization 
tank, i.e. in-line equalization; 
(ii) y.F equals or exceeds the maximum influent flow rate, F , no 
av max 
flow is diverted to the equalization tank. 
The effects of equa1ization tank retention time and the value of the 
flow division factor, y, when utilizing flow topping in side-line 
equalization, are now considered separately. 
Plots of the relative error, E , versus the tank retention time, for 
r 
values of the flow division factor, y, of 0,50, 1,00, 1,10 and 1,20 
are shown in Fig 4.18. For purposes of comparison, the base case 
where y equals zero (corresponding to in-line equalization) is shown 
4.29 
as a dotted line. Characteristically, the relative error, E , decreases 
r 
linearly with increasing tank retention time up to a certain retention 
time; at longer retention times there is a fall off in the rate of 
decrease of E , and E tends to level out to a constant value. 
r r 
3.2.2 Effect of the Flow Division Factor, Y 
----------------------------------
Figure 4.18 also illustrates the effect of y on the equalization 
efficiency. Comparing the relative error curves for different y 
values, it is evident that: 
(1) For the particular influent flow rate and mass loading pattern 
considered here, irrespective of the tank retention time, as 
the value of y increases from ~ to about 0,50 there is a slight 
1:mprovement in the value of the relative error, E , at all 
r 
retention times. 
(2) For each value of y the curves level out to an essentially 
constant value of E as the retention time increases. For 
r 
values of y between 0 and about 0,5 the constant value of E 
r 
remains virtually unchanged (at a low value). As y increases to 
0,60 and above, the value of E at which the curves level out to 
r 
a constant value increases rapidly. 
The behaviour noted in (1) and (2) above is illustrated mar~ clearly 
when the results in Fig 4.ltl are re-plotted, relative error, E , versus 
. r 
flow division factor, y, holding the tank retention time constant. 
This is shown in Fig 4.19 for tank retention times of 3, 4, 5 and 6 
hours. From Fig 4.19 it is apparent that: 
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(1) For any selected retention time, for values of y greater than 
about 1,0, there is a rapid increase in the relative error, 
E ~ 
r 
(2) For any selected retention time there is an optimum value of 
4.32 
Y in the range of 0,5 to 0,8 (for this case) which minimizes the 
relative error, E . 
r 
(3) As the tank retention time increases above 5 hours, there is 
only a slight improvement in the equalization efficiency. 
The fact that, for a specified tank retention time, a value of y in 
the range of about 0,5 to 0,8 results in an optimum (minimum) rela-
tive erro~ can be explained in terms of a relative improvement in 
load equalization. In the case being considered, when y has a 
value of 0,60, the flow rate of the stream passing directly to the 
downstream process is almost constant; the flow rate only drops 
slightly below y over the period from 05h00 to llhOO. The major 
portion of the flow diverted to the equqlization tank enters the 
process between llhOO and 23h00. Considering the influent load 
pattern, it is apparent that, over this period, the flow being di-
verted to the equalization tank is of a relatively high concentration. 
Thus, the liquid contained in the equalization tank may be regarded 
as having a high load equalizing potential, and the outflow from the 
equalization tank potentially may be distributed in such a manner 
that a slightly greater degree of load equalization is achieved in 
the mixed stream than could have been achieved were the equalization 
tank concentration lower. 
The function of the si1le-line equalization tank changes as the value 
of the flow division factor, y, increases. Information in this 
regard is obtained by considering the division of flow into and out 
of the equalization facility. Comparison of Figs 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22, 
* In this respect it is of interest to note that, in practice, a 
value of y = 1,0 is usually employed, i.e. only flows in excess of 
the average daily inflow are diverted to the equalization tank. In 
light of the analysis here a value of y ~ o,8 is preferable, i.e. all 
flows greater than 0, 8, say, of the mean should be diverted to the 
equalization tank. 
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where y is assigned values of 0,30, 0,50 and 0,70, respectively, 
illustrates t~e changing function of the equalization algorithm with 
changing y. When the value of Y is 0,30, the flow rate of the stream 
passing directly to the downstream process is constant. In equaliz..;. 
ing the flow and load, the function of the equalization tank is 
principally to smooth the flow variations entering the tank. Since 
this flow is relatively smaller when compared to the in-line case, 
it is possible for the algorithm to utilize the available tank volume 
more effectively and thus reduce the relative error. As the value 
of y increases to 0,50 and 0.70 (Figs 4.21 and 4.22, respectively), 
deviations in the flow rate of the stream passing directly to the 
downstream process become more marked and the function of the equaliza·-
tion algorithm is not so much to smooth the tank effluent flow and 
load profiles, but rather to develop the tank outflow rate profile 
in such a manner that the "gaps" in the flow passing directly to the 
downstream process are "filled", i.e. the outflow pattern of the 
stream from the equalization tank is inverted with respect to the 1 
flow rate pattern of the stream passing directly to the downstream 
process. 
4. CHOICE OF EQUALIZATION FACILITY CONFIGURATION 
Sections 2 and 3 deal separately with in-line equalization and side-
line equalization (with flow division either by splitting or topping)! 
A comparison of Figs 4.5, 4.13 and 4.18 illustrates that, under 
fixed diurnal influent flow and load rate patterns, and with the 
appropriate selection of process parameters, side-line equalization 
with flow topping theoretically provides the most efficient equaliza-
tiori as measured in terms of the relative error, E . 
r 
The difference, 
however, is marginal provided the equalization tank has a retention 
time of about 5 hours or greater. At 5 hours or greater the 
process parameters for any of the three systems may be selected in 
such a manner that the effluent equalization error is reduced to 
about 3 per cent of that of the influent, i.e. E = 3%. The rela-
r 
tive error, Er' therefore, should not form the sole basis for 
selection of an equalization system. This requires that other 
factors be identified to provide a·basis for the selection. 
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One factor favouring the choice of a side-line configuration as op-
posed to an in-line configuration is the possible saving in pumping 
costs. If the layout and topography is such that the flow to or 
from the equalization tank needs to be pumped, then side-line 
equalization may be prefera!)le as only about 40 per cent of the daily 
influent flow needs to be diverted to the equalization tank. This 
may result in a considerable saving in both pumping capital costs 
and power requirements. 
Side-line equalization, however, has one adverse feature which becomes 
apparent wl1en one considers the practical operation of such a facility. 
Consider, say, the operation o:' ~' ~;ide-line equalization tank with 
flow division by splitting: 
In practice (1) the form of the influent flow and load ~Jatterns 
change slightly from day to day, and (2) rapid random variations 
are superimposed on the daily cyclic pattern. With flow 
splitting there is a continual division of the inflow so that 
any rapid variations continually will be similarly divided. 
Considering the stream which is diverted to the equalization 
tank, the equalization algorithm, which develops a smooth tank 
outflow rate profile, will ensure that the equalization tank acts 
as a buffer to rapid variatior.s in this stream. However, the 
rapid random variations in the stream bypassing the equalization 
tank will be transmitted to the downstream process. Depending 
on the amplitude of the variations and the fraction of the 
influent flow bypassing the equalization tank, the random 
fluctuations in the bypass will negate, to a degree, the objective 
of equalization in that the downstream process will not receive 
a stream which is smooth in terms of either flow or load. 
The problem identified above will arise at all times during the cycle 
when the division of flow is by splitting·as a portion of the inflow 
continually bypasses the equalization tank. In the case of flow 
topping, however, random fluctuations in both flow and load will be 
passed on only over those parts of the daily cycle when the whole 
influent flow is passed directly to the downstream process, i.e. 
when the inflow drops to a value less than y of the mean daily inflow; 
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over the remainder of the cycle the flow rate of the stream bypass-
ing the tank is constant so that only random concentration fluctuations 
still will be bypassed downstream. In this respect, flow topping 
appears to be more attractive than flow splitting, providing the 
flow di vision factor, y, is selected appropriately. 
Where pumping costs are not a consideration, i.e. the topography allows 
gravity flow through the equalization facility, the in-line configura-
tion appears to be the preferable one. Not only does this ensure that 
rapid variations in flow and load in the influent stream are damped, 
but also the installation layout is more simple and hence likely to 
be less costly. 
With regard to equalization tank volume requirements, comparison of 
in-line and side-line equalizat,ion indicates that, in the ree;ion where 
effective equalization is achieved, both schemes require the same size 
of equalization tank, i.e. neitheP scheme Pesults in a Peduaed tank 
volume PequiPement oveP the otheP. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
DEVELOPMENT OF AN EQUALIZATION CONTROL STRATEGY 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The essence of the control problem in equalization is to determine 
the appropriate outflow rate from the equalization tank at any time 
such that variations in flow rate and/or load rate will be optimally 
minimized. In Chapter 3 it was stated that to accomplish control 
requires the development of 
an equalization algorithm, and 
a control strategy which incorporates the equalization 
algorithm. 
The equalization algorithm developed in Chapter 3 does not constitute 
a control strategy for the real-time operation of an equalization 
facility. The results obtained from application of the tank out-
flow profile development algorithm provide an ideal solution; the 
assumptions are made that (1) there are known daily cyclic patterns 
of flow and load, and (2) these patterns are repeated identically 
from day to day i.e. all the parameters associated with the tank 
response (effluent flow and load rates and tank hold-up) are the same 
at the beginning and the end of each day. These assumptions do 
not provide a basis for solution of the practical problem of operating 
an equalization installation where (1) random variations about the 
mean daily cyclic influent flow and load rate patterns are encountered, 
(2) the patterns are not repeated identically from day to day, and 
(3) specific changes in the daily inputs occur on a weekly and 
seasonal basis. From these observations it is apparent that the 
procedure for the control of an equalization facility involves two 
aspects: 
A procedure for utilizing the equalization algorithm which 
will lead to efficient equalization on a continuous basis. 
A procedure for determining, with satisfactory accuracy, the 
influent patterns for a 24-hour cycle for use by the 
equalization algorithm. 
Development qf these procedures is now dis:cussed. Because the 
two aspects are independent of one another each may be handled 
separately. In this study incorporation of the equalization 
algorithm in a control strategy will be considered first, accepting 
the existence of a procedure for determining the expected influent 
profiles. 
2. INCORPORATION OF EQUALIZATION ALGORITHM IN A CONTROL STRATEGY 
5.2 
The equalization algorithm presented in Chapt.er 3 was developed with 
the express intention of incorporating the algorithm in a control 
strategy for the real-time operation of an equalization installation. 
For this reason attempts were made to structure the equalization 
algorithm in a manner which would ~acilitate its incorporation in a 
control strategy. It was envisaged that in the control of an 
equalization _tank, where the tank outflow rate is the controlled 
parameter, adjustments to the outflow rate would be made at intervals 
over the day. With this in mind, in the equalization algorithm the 
24-hour cycle was divided into a number of "improvement" intervals; 
application of the algorithm under known 24-hour influent flow rate 
and load patterns involves an iterative procedure whereby incre-
mental changes are made to an initial outflow profile at the 
different "improvement" intervals until an optimal condition is 
obtained. 
In the development of the control strategy the same approach is 
used; the 24-hour cycle is divided into a number of control intervals, 
equal to the number of "improvement" intervals utilized in the equal-
ization algorithm. Operation of the control strategy may briefly be 
described as follows: 
At the beginning of a control interval the tank outflow rate 
for the interval must be determined; this outflow rate must 
lead to optimal equalization of flow and load (in terms of 
the SFecified criteria) not necessarily over that 
particular interval, but rather, as a part of the whole 24-
hour cycle. The approach is to determine the expected 
influent flow and concentration patterns for the ensuing 
24-hour cycle; then, taking into account the tank hold-up 
and concentration at that time, these expected influent 
patterns are utilized by the equalization algorithm to 
compute the optimal outflow profile for the next 24 hours. 
The outflow rate for the control interval is then set equal 
to that for the corresponding "improvement" interval from 
the optimum profile. 
The sequence above has to resolve the following problem: 
The expected influent profiles for the ensuing 24-hour cycle 
are unlikely to be identical to the actual influent profiles 
over that period. However, by repeating the procedure out-
lined above at regular intervals, and at each point taking 
into .account the tank hold-up and concentration at that 
time, performance of the equalization tank is continuously 
optimized; this approach should lead to near-optimal 
performance in an on-going manner. 
Before describing the iterative control procedure in more detail 
certain features concerning the use of the equalization algorithm 
in the control strategy should be discussed. 
2.1 Considerations Regarding use of Equalization Algorithm in 
\ 
Control Strategy. 
When utilizing the equalization algorithm in the control strategy 
a change is necessary in the mechanism of adjusting the outflow 
rate at an "improvement" interval during the iterative optimization 
procedure: In Section 3.2.2, Chapter 3, the mechanism by which a 
single change is made to the outflow rate profile involved making 
a linear change in flow rate over the "improvement" interval under 
consideration, with a linear change in flow rate over the following 
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interval and in addition, it was necessary that the remainder of 
the outflow rate profile be adjusted in an opposite direction in 
order to obey material balance principles (see Fig. 3.1, Chapter 3). 
That is, it was necessary to ensure that the total tank outflow 
over the day equalled the inflow. The result of the mechanism by 
which individual changes were made to the outflow rate profile was 
a continuously changing smooth curve (e.g. Fig. 4.1). The change 
to the mechanism used in the control strategy involved (1) changing' 
the foY'm of the adjustments made to the outflow over the "improve-
ment" interval in the iterative optimization procedure, and (2) 
dropping the requirement to make slight adjustments to the remainder 
of the outflow rate profile in order to maintain a materie.l balance. 
(1) Form of incremental flow rate adjustments: Irrespective of 
whether the flow is pumped from the equalization tank or flows 
by gravity, it is most probable that the outflow rate over a 
control interval will be near constant. That is, the actual 
outflow rate from the tank will consist of a series of con-
stant rates with discontinuities where there is a change in 
flow rate, i.e. a step function. For this reason it is 
desirable that the profile utilized by the equalization 
algorithm in the control strategy should be in step function 
form, and, that changes made to the profile at an "improve-
ment" interval should consist of changing the outflow rate 
over the duration of the interval by a constant incremental 
amount (starting with a profile which is constant over the 
whole cycle). In the limit, as both (1) the length of the 
intervals, and (2) the magnitude of the incremental changes 
decrease, the outflow rate will approximate a continuous 
curve. The selection of the length of the control interval 
and the magnitude of the incremental change utilized by the 
equalization algorithm will be discussed later. 
(2) Consideration of material balance principles: To understand 
why it is no longer appropriate to strictly maintain a material 
balance over 24 hour~ with each adjustment to the outflow 
rate profile when applying the equalization algorithm in the 
control strategy, it is necessary to consider the develop-
ment of the algorithm. Initially the algorithm was 
developed (and tested) under invariant daily input patterns 
of flow and load; the implication was that the influent 
patterns are repeated identically from day to day. The 
intention was to obtain a dynamic steady state where (1) at 
the beginning and end of each day, the variables associated 
with the tank response (hold-up and concentration) are the 
same, and (2) the daily inflow equals the ~aily outflow. 
To identify the optimal equalization solution there is no 
foreknowledge as to the optimal values of hold-up and con-
centration at the start and end of the cycle; it is, in 
fact, the function of the algorithm to compute these values. 
To determine the optimum starting values and the optimum 
profiles the approach was as follows: With regard to, say, 
volume, the tank hold-up response is governed by the 
differential equation which relates the rate of change of 
hold-up, dV/dt,and the inflow and outflow rates, F
0 
and F1 , 
respectively; i.e. 
dV/dt = F -F (5.1) 
0 1 
In the solution procedure F
0 
is fixed and F1 is initialized 
as a constant equal to the mean daily inflow rate, F ; with 
0 
the starting conditions such that the daily inflow equals the 
daily outflow, a necessary condition in the initial solution 
is that the tank hold-up be the same at the beginning and 
end of the cycle. This value may be determined by using an 
iterative procedure, as follows: 
An initial value for tank hold-up at the start of the 
cycle is specified. From integration of Eq. (5.1) the 
hold-up at the end of the cycle is determined. This 
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value is used as the new starting value and the integration 
is repeated to give yet another starting value, and so on. 
* 
It was found that this procedure converged rapidly to 
give a value of hold-up equal at the start and end of 
th·2 cycle.* 
In the subsequent iterative optimization procedure a 
necessary requirement is that the hold-up at the beginning 
and end of the cycle should be the same after each adjust-
ment to the outflow profile, but not necessarily equal to 
the initial values. This is ensured if, in making each 
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incremental change to the outflow rate over an "improvement" 
interval, the remainder of the profile is adjusted slightly 
so that the mean daily outflow rate remains const'ant and 
equal to the mean daily inflow rate. Thus, in the initial 
algorithm, (1) a starting value for the hold-up at the 
beginning a.nd end of the cycle was obtained from a material 
balance on flow and (2) thereafter a material balance was 
maintained throughout the iterative procedure. It is now 
necessary to examine these two conditions when the algorithm 
is applied in an on-going control strategy where, in the 
iterative procedure, the value of the tank hold-up at the 
start of the cycle is fixed by the actuai tank hold-up at 
that time. 
When utilizing the equalization algorithm in the control 
strategy it will now be shown that it is essential that the 
second condition of specifying maintenance of a material 
balance must not be preserved. Consider a hypothesized case 
where, at OhOO, the outflow rate is to be set, and the tank 
hold-up at that time, v1 , is, for some reason, much lower 
than the optimum value indicated by the equalization algorithm 
(call this optimum value V t). Assume further that, in all 
op 
future cycles, the actual daily inputs are identical to the 
expected inputs for each cycle. In this situation the action 
This behaviour is a fortuitous result of the form of the differential 
equation and the functions involved; without this behaviour an 
alternative method would have been required. 
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of the i:.trategy should be to "force" the tank in a direction 
such that the hold-up at corresponding times in future 
cycles becomes equal to V t i.e. the tank should move 
op 
towards optimum performance. This is possible only if 
material balance principles over the ensuing 24 hour period 
are no-c obeyed: 
If a material balance is maintained and the material 
leaving the tank equals that entering then, at the end 
of the cycle, .the hold-up, v2 , will equal v1 and optimal 
utilization of the tank volume will not be achieved as 
the hold-up does not tend to the optimal value, V t' 
op 
Optimal equalization can only be attained if some of 
the day's flow is retained in the tank so that v2 tends 
to V t' i.e. over the day the amount of flow leaving 
op 
the tank must be less than the amount entering the 
tank. This behaviour v;-ill continue until the hold-up 
attains the optimal value, and thereafter a material 
balance will again be evident. 
Having described the mechanism for making individual changes 
to the outflow rate profile at an "improvement" interval 
it is now possible to outline in detail how the equalization 
algorithm is incorporated in the control strategy. 
2.2 Procedure for Utilizing Equalization Algorithm in Control 
Strategy 
At the beginning of each control interval the equalization algorithm 
is utilized to determine the optimal tank outflow rate for the 
control interval in question. For the purpose of illustrating 
the procedure it is assumed that (1) the expected influent flow 
rate and concentration patterns for the ensuing 24 hour cycle is 
specified, and (2) the actual tank hold-up at the beginning of the 
control interval has been measured. The ~bjective is, using the 
input profiles and the hold-up, to determine the outflow profile 
over the next 24 hours that will minimize the equalization error; 
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once this p~ofile is achieved the outflow rate for the controi 
interval is set to the value for the corresponding interval in the 
optimal algorithm solution. At the end of the control interval 
the procedure is repeated; new expected 24-hour input patterns are 
determined and the starting value of the hold-up is the actual 
value observed at the end of the control interval i.e. the start 
of the next interval. 
The iterative optimization procedure utilizes the Fast Convergance 
Approach outlined in Section 3.3.2, Chapter 3. The procedure as 
applied at the start of a control interval is now set out in detail. 
* 
Determine the expected influent flow rate and concentration 
patterns for the ensuing 24 hour cycle and measure the 
actual tank hold-up. Set the tank outflow rate profile 
equal to the optimum determined from the previous 
application of the algorithm.* The outflow rate profile 
is made up of N constant portions, each spanning an 
interval of (24/N) hours, with n = 1, 2, .... , N being 
~he interval numbers, and Interval l corresponding to 
the control interval under consideration. 
Under the expected influent flow and load patterns the 
associated volume and effluent mass loading profiles 
are calculated. From the effluent profiles and the 
volume profile a value for the error expression is 
calculated. 
To evaluate the effects of individual changes at each 
interval in the outflow rate profile,commence with the 
first interval (n = 1). 
In the absence of any information in this regard the tank outflow 
rate profile is taken as constant and equal to the mean expected 
inflow rate for the ensuing 24 hour cycle. 
Step 3 
Sten 4 
---"'----
Step 5 
Step 6 
* 
Select the direction of change (increase or decrease) 
to the outflow rate over the interval as the same as the 
change made at this interval during the previous cycle 
(where the interval is being considered for the first 
time the change may .be made in either direction) . 
Change the outflow rate over the interval by incremental 
amount, DELTA,* in the selected direction. Calculate 
the new value of the error associated with the new pro-
file. 
Compare the new value of the error with that for the 
previous profile. 
(i) If the ne~ value of the error is smaller than the 
error for the previous profile then "accept" the 
new profile. Ge to Step 6 to consider the next 
interval in the cycle. 
(ii) If the value of the error is larger than or equal 
to that for the previous profile then reject the 
possible change, and reverse the direction in 
which a change in flow rate was made. 
Step 4. 
Return to 
(iii) If a change to the profile has been imposed in 
both directions, and neither has l.ed to an improved 
error value, then retain the old profile and go to 
Step 6, to consider the next interval. 
If the value of n, the interval being considered, is 
equal to N, the last interval in the 24 hour cycle, then 
the cycle of changes has been completed. Go to Step 7. 
Selection of the magnitude of DELTA is discussed wherr the 
requirements for the practical implementation of the strategy 
is considered. 
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Step 7 
Otherwise increment the value of the interval number, n, 
by 1, so that the next interval can be considered, and 
return to Step 3. 
When each of the N intervals has been considered, two 
possibilities exist: 
(i) At least one .change to the outflow profile during 
the cycle has been "accepted", resulting in an 
improvement in the error value. In this case 
further improvements may be possible; repeat the 
cycle by returning to Step 2. 
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(ii) If no change at any of the N intervals has been 
"accepted" then the tank outflow rate profile cannot 
be further improved. Set the actual outflow rate 
from the equalizE.tion tank equal to that predicted 
for interval n = 1. 
The step by step procedure presented above is carried out at the 
beginning of each control interv~l to determine the optimal tank 
outflow rate for the interval. At any time the optimal outflow, 
hold-up and concentration profiles predicted for the future 24 hour 
cycle are based on the expected input profiles. In real-time 
operation it is unlikely that the actual inputs will correspond 
exactly to the expected inputs; therefore, at the end of a control 
interval in real-time it is also unlikely that the actual tank hold-
up and concentration will equal the values that were predicted by 
the equaiization algorithm for that time when the algorithm was 
utilized at the start of the interval. The approa~h to the problem 
of providing n'ear-optimal performance of the equalization facility 
on a continuous basis is as follows: 
Provided the method for determining the expected influent 
patterns is reasonably accurate, and provided the length 
of the control intervals is not too large, the differences 
between (1) the actual tank hold-up (and concentration) 
a~ the end of a control interval and (2) the values that 
were predicted by the algorithm at the start of that 
control interval will be small. By repeating these 
optimization calculations for the full 24-hour cycle 
ahead at regular intervals using the actual hold-up and 
concentration values as the initial values in the 
algorithm, and then setting the outflow rate for only a 
short interval, operation of the tanJ.t should be main-
tained at close to the optimum. 
It is readily apparent that this procedure by no means supplies a 
complete control strategy; for example, what happens if the actual 
inflow is substantially less than the expected inflow at a time 
when the tank hold-up is close to the lower allowable limit ? To 
account for such behaviour requires some form of "emergency" 
control to be included in the continuous procedure. The require-
ments for such a procedure will depend largely on the nature of the 
particular equalization facility and are discussed in more detail 
later. 
3. PREDICTION OF INFLUENT FLOW RATE AND CONCENTRATION PROFILES 
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Prediction, at regular intervals, of influent flow rate and con-
centration profiles for the ensuing 24-hour cycle is required by the 
control strategy. The method of prediction, however, will depend 
on the physical means available to implement the control strategy. 
Hence, it is necessary to identify the requirements for practical 
implementation. 
In Chapter 1 it was stated that the objective in developing the 
control strategy for the optimal operation of an equalization 
facility was to provide a simple, low-cost alternative to in-plant 
control. An obvious corollary therefore, is that the practical 
requirements for implementation of the strategy should be as simple 
as possible. A microprocessor-based control strategy has been 
selected because this provides, at low cost, the computational 
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facilities required for simultaneous flow and load equalization and, 
with reliable operation. Keeping the requirements for implementation 
of the control strategy as simp:J:.e as possible involves identifying 
the minimum amount of information that must be passed between the 
microprocessor and the equalization facility in order to apply the 
strategy i.e. it is necessary to identify a scheme which involves 
a minimum number of measurements, and 
measurements which are easily made in practice using readily 
available simple instrumentation. 
Using this approach, the following requirements for implementation 
of the strategy may be identified: 
(1) It has been assumed that the variable on which control action 
is to be taken in the operation of an equalization facility 
is the outflow rate from the equalization tank. Therefore, 
a necessary requirement in an equalization installation will 
be the facility to measure the outflow rate and to transfer 
this measurement to the microprocessor. Typically, a flow-
measuring flume will be incorporated immediately downstream 
of the tank. In an existing installation where flow equali-
zation is the objective, the form of flow control would, most 
likely, be of the feed-back type; the desired flow rate would 
be specified as a setpoint, and according to whether the flow 
rate in the flume is either too high or too low, the outlet 
from the tank will be closed or opened. In a new facility 
the microprocessor can take the place of the flow controller; 
by measuring the depth of flow in the flume, and knowing the 
flow characteristics of the flume, the microprocessor can 
control the movement of the outlet from the tank and thereby 
take the place of the flow controller as a part of its function. 
(2) Incorporation of the equalization algorithm in a control 
strategy also requires information concerning the liquid level 
in the tank at any instant. Therefore, some form of level 
measurement must be provided, with the facility to be able 
to transfer the measurement to the microprocessor. 
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Measurement of ( 1) the tank outflow rate and ( 2) the liquid level 
in the tank are the only two physical parameters necessary to define 
the flow and volume conditions fully. No influent flouJ rate 
measurements are necessary; having the facility to measure outflow 
and the tank liquid level at the beginning and the end of a control 
interval provides the information required to calculate the mean 
influent flow rate over the control interval. In the application 
of the equalization algorithm under fixed 24-hour inputs of flow 
and load (Chapter 4) the "smoothed" influent flow rate profiles 
consisted of a series of point values of flow. However, in practice, 
where there are rapid random variations in flow rate about a mean 
trend value, point values of flow rate have little meaning; of 
more importance is the mean influent flow rate over an interval. 
Therefore, provided the length of the control interval utilized by 
the strategy can be suitably .selected, there is no need to be able 
to measure actual influent flow rates; the necessary information 
can be computed through measuring outflow rates and monitoring 
changes in liquid level. 'I'he above discussion has been related 
to the measurement of flow rates. Optimal equalization of both flow 
and load would also require continuous monitoring of the influent 
concentration, However, this requires equipment which is both 
complex and expensive. This would nullify., to a degree, the objective 
of developing a low-cost, simple alternative to in-plant control. 
It is rather envisaged that information regarding the influent con-
centration should be stored in the microprocessor and updated as and 
when information is available. While this approach may be regarded 
as a shortcoming in the procedure, it will be shown later that it is, 
in fact, more important to have accurate influent flow rate data than 
concentration data. Briefly, flow and load are being equalized, 
not flow and concentration; as load is calculated by the product of 
flow rate and concentration, the equalization procedure is less 
sensitive to discrepancies between actual and expected influent 
concentration values than it is to the corresponding flow rate 
discrepancies. 
Having identified the requirements for implementation of the 
strategy it is now possible to discuss the methods used for pre-
dicting 24-hour influent flow rate and concentration patterns. 
3.1 Historical Influent Flow Rate and Concentration Profiles 
In Fig. 2.5, Chapter 2, influent flow and load patterns measured 
over a period of one week at the Goudkoppies Sewage Works, 
Johannesburg, illustrated the following features: 
(1) From Monday to Friday the diurnal flow pattern is repeated, 
with relatively small variations. 
exhibited by the load pattern. 
A similar trend is 
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( 2) The form of the flow and load patterns on Saturday £.nd Sunday, 
while similar to each other, differ considerably from those 
observed on weekdays. 
(3) The mean daily influent flow and load rates during the 
weekend are appreciably lower than the corresponding mean 
values during the week. 
(4) The influent patterns exhibit rapid, random variations 
about the average diurnal influent patterns. 
The factors causing the above behaviour were dealt with in Chapter 
2; the purpose here is to utilize this information to determine a 
method whereby satisfactory estimates of the influent flow rate 
and concentrations profiles for an ensuing 24-hour cycle may be 
made at any instant. These expected influent profiles are to be 
used by the equalization algorithm in the control strategy. 
The approach taken in this investigation is that the estimates of 
the expected influent patterns for a 24-hour cycle should be based 
primarily on historical inflow and concentration data. This 
approach seemed reasonable as the diurnal influent patterns are 
generally repeated, with only small variations, from day to day. 
Changes in the form of the influent patterns and the mean daily 
influent values occur only slowly in a cyclic fashion over the year 
as a result of seasonal effects (or where physical changes occur 
in the collection system); it will be shown that appropriate 
procedures ccn be included in the strategy so that these changes 
can be suitably incorporated automatically on a continuous basis. 
3.1.l ~!~~~:~~~~-!~!~~~~~-!~~~-:~~~-~:~!!~~~ 
An historical influent flow rate profile for the 24-hour cycle may 
be obtained from an analysis of data collected over a period at 
the particular plant. Averaging point values of flow rate at, 
say, half-hourly intervals over the day, and drawing a "smoothed" 
curve through the data points, will yield a continuous curve 
reflecting the average daily inflow rate profile for that period. 
It was stated earlier in Section 3.1 that in practice, where there 
are rapid random variations in flow rate about a mean trend value, 
point values of flow rate have little meaning; of more importance 
is the mean inflow rate over an interval of larger duration than 
the period of these rapid variations. For this reason, the 
historical influent flow-rate profile used by the equalization 
algorithm is made up of a number of values, each reflecting the 
mean inflow rate over a particular interval in the 24-hour cycle. 
With regard to the length of these intervals it was found to be 
most convenient if it was taken as the same as the length of the 
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control intervals (and "improvement" intervals). This step function 
historical influent flow rate profile is obtained from analysis of 
the first historical profile consisting of averaged point values, 
taking into account the number of intervals over the day. 
In practice, through measuring the outflow rate and the change in 
tank level over a control interval, the actual mean influent flow 
rate over the control interval is determined.* In this fashion, 
* There is no restriction to measuring mean inflow rates over a 
control interval; any length of interval could be selected. 
However, for computational reasons, it was most convenient if 
the lengths of the control intervals, "improvement" intervals, 
and the inflow rate profile intervals are taken as equal. 
each day a set of actual mean influent flow rates, one rate for 
each control :interval, is generated. These measurements afford 
a means by which seasonal (or other) changes in the average daily 
inflow rate profile can be incorporated to maintain an accurate 
running average of the daily influent flow rate profile. This may 
be achieved as follows: 
For any interval in the 24-hour cycle there is an historical 
value of the mean influent flow rate for that interval 
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stored in the computer memory for use by the equalization 
algorithm; this value most probably will differ slightly from 
the actual mean influent flow rate measured over that interval. 
This difference could reflect (1) the random variation about 
the average influent pattern, and/or (2) a change in the form 
of the influent pattern. It was found that if the historical 
value for that interval is updated by taking the "new" 
historical value to be equal to the sum of, say, 95 percent 
of the existing historical value and 5 percent of the actual 
value, the historical 24-hour pattern reflected the mean 
diurnal influent pattern on a continuous basis, i.e. a 
running average influent 24-hour pattern was stored in the 
computer memory. In this way, the effects of seasonal 
changes in the influent pattern were automatically incorporated 
in the control strategy. An additional benefit of this 
approach was that the 24-hour influent pattern used on 
initiating the control strategy need not be particularly 
accurate. After a few days, the initial pattern will be 
updated to reflect the actual average influent pattern. 
In the initial development of the control strategy a single 24-hour 
historical influent flow rate profile was stored in the microprocessor 
memory for use by the equalization algorithm. At a later stage 
it was found necessary to utilize two different 24-hour historical 
influent patterns - one for the· weekdays, and one for the weekend 
days - in order to overcome problems in the major transition 
experienced from weekday to weekend. This feature will be dis-
cussed in more detail when the application of the control strategy 
oh a continuo"t;.s basis is demonstrated. 
3.1.2 Historical Influent Concentration Profiles 
---~--------------------------------------
The historical influent concentration profiles may be obtained in 
a similar manner to that used for the influent flow rate profile -
using data measured over a period at the plant, and averaging 
point values at intervals over the day, and then drawing a 
"smoothed" curve through the resulting data points to obtain an 
average influent concentration profile for the 24-hour cycle. 
This historical influent concentration data is stored in the micro-
processor memory for use by the equalization algorithm as foilows: 
Point values of concentration at times corresponding to the 
beginning of each "improvement" interval over the 24-hour 
cycle (i.e. the end of the r.revious interval) are stored. 
For example, where the 24-hour cycle is divided into 48 half-
hourly "improvement" intervals, the historical influent 
concentration data consists of 49 values, with the first and 
last values being equal i.e. the values at OOhOO and 24hOO •. 
In the computatiJn of the tank concentration response it is 
assumed that the influent concentration over an "improvement" 
interval varies linearly between the values at the start 
and end of interval. 
If equipment is available for monitoring influent concentration on 
a continuous basis, then historical concentration data stored in 
the microprocessor memory could be updated in the same manner as 
that used for updating the flow rate data. However, in this 
investigation, it is assumed that there will not be continuous 
monitoring of concentration. In this case, due to the partial 
insensitivity of the equalization procedure to concentration 
fluctuations (discussed earlier), it most probably will be 
sufficient if the concentration data is updated only at intervals 
of, say, 3 months. 
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3.2 Accounting for Instantaneous Differences between Actual and 
Historical Influent Values 
At the beginning of a control interval during application of the 
control strategy the expected influent flow rate and concentration 
profiles for the ensuing 24-hour cycle may be obtained from the 
historical patterns stored in the computer memory. The actual 
inflow rate and concentration over the previous interval are un-
likely to have been equal to the correspondong values from the 
historical pattern. Projecting this into the future, if, sa:v, the 
actual inflow rate over the previous interval was greater than the 
corresponding historical value, then it is likely that this 
behaviour will persist and the inflow rate over the next control 
interval, and perhaps subsequent intervals, will also be greater 
than the historical values for the corresponding intervals. That 
is, the expected influent patterns for the subsequent intervals will 
depend not only on the historical values for those intervals, but 
also on the actual immediate past behaviour relative to the 
immediate past historical values. It was therefore decided that 
the e:rpected influent profiles for the ensuing 24-hour cycle to be 
used by the equalization algorithm should be based on the historical 
profiles together with an adjustment to take into account the 
immediate past behaviour. The detailed mechanisms for making the 
adjustments are set out below. 
3.2.1 Adjustment to Influent Flow Rate Profile 
----------------------------------------
In simulations where the historical influent flow rate profile con-
stituted the sole source for determining the expected influent 
pattern, differences between the actual and historical influent flow 
rates did not pose a problem provided the difference was small at 
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the times when the tank hold-up was close to the upper or lower limit. 
However, it was found that when ,either (1) the actual inflow rate 
substantially exceeded the historical value and the hold-up was close 
to the upper limit, or (2) the actual inflow rate was substantially 
less than the historical value and the tank hold-up was close to 
the lower limit, situations of overflow and underflow (emptying), 
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Fi8. 5.1 Illustration of the effect of difference between 
actual and historical influent flow rates. 
respectively, were encountered. These effects are perhaps best 
j_llustrated by an example: Fig. 5.1 illustrates a situation where, 
after a period of minimum inflow, there is a lag in the actual 
increase in influent flow rate compared to that given by the 
historical pattern. From the tank hold-up profiles in Chapter 4, 
it is apparent that when the outflow rate is equalized to maintain 
a value near the daily mean value, the tank hold-up will be close 
to its minimum value when the inflow rate is a minimum; the hold-
up passes through its minimum when the inflow rate increases to 
the mean. Over control intervals 1 and 2, the control strategy 
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that determines the effluent flow rate exclusively on the historical 
pattern, will specify an outflow rate which remains close to the 
mean. At control interval 3, although the tank hold-up may be close 
to the lower limit, the control strategy based only oh historical 
flows will not reduce the outflow rate because a rapid increase in 
I 
I 
the influent flow rate is expected historically. If, at the end 
of control interval 3, the tank hold-up is at the lower limit, the 
control strategy still will not reduce the outflow rate below the 
mean (in order to avoid underflow) because the outflow rate is 
based on an expected historical inflow rate in excess of the mean. 
However, if the actual inflow rate is still less than the outflow 
rate (near to the mean) over interval 4, the tank hold-up actually 
will drop below the allowable limit. The severity of this 
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problem will increase as the duration of the lag increases. To 
prevent this type of situation from developing, the expected influent 
flow rate pattern for a 24-hour cycle predicted at the beginning 
of a control interval should be based on the historical influent 
flow rate pattern, together with an adjustment to account for the 
difference between the actual and historical influent flow rates 
prior to the prediction. The adjustment is determined as follows: 
At the beginning of a control interval, when the influent 
flow rate profile for the ensuing 24-hour cycle must be 
predicted, the actual mean inflow rate for the previous 
interval is calculated in order to update the historical 
data. The difference between the actual and the historical 
influent flow rates for the previous interval, ~F , is given p 
by 
6F = F -F p act,p hist,p (5.2) 
where 
F = mean actual inflow rate over previous interval 
act ,p 
F = mean historical inflow rate over previous hist,p 
interval 
The historical influent flow rate profile for the ensuing 24-
hour cycle is made up of N historical influent flow rate 
values, one for each of the N "improvement" intervals. The 
expected inflow rate profile (to be used by the equalization 
algorithm) is determined by adjusting each of the N 
historical values as follows: The historical value for the 
' first interval in the ensuing 24-hours is adjusted by an 
a.mount J1 , i.e. 
F = F + D 
exp,l hist,l 1 ( 5. 3) 
Thereafter the historical values for the subsequent intervals 
(j = 2, 3, ... , N) are each adjusted by progressively 
decreasing amounts, with the magnitude of the adjustment at 
an interval being equal to some fraction of the adjustment 
at the interval before, i.e. 
D. =a D. 1 for j = 2, 3, ... , N J J- (5.4) 
so that 
F . = Fh. t . + D. exp,J is ,J J 
= Fh. t . + a D. 1 lS ,J J- ( 5. 5) 
where 
F . = expected mean inflow rate over j~th interval 
exp,J 
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Fhist,j = historical mean inflow rate over j-th interval 
a = a factor (a < 1 ) 
For example, the expected mean inflow rate over the second 
interval in the ensuing 24-hour cycle is given by 
and 
N, 
F 
exp,2 
so on, 
F 
exp,N 
= 
= 
until 
= 
= 
( 5. 6) 
for the last interval in the ensuing cycle, 
Fhist,N + DN 
Fhist,N + a DN-1 ( 5. 7) 
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In this manner the expected influent flow rate profile for 
the ens~ing 24-hour cycle is determined. It is now necessary 
3. 2. ~) 
to explain how the adjustment at the first interval, D1 , is 
calculated. 
By trial and error it was found that good results were 
obtained if D1 is given by the weighted sum of the 6F values 
calculated from Eq. (5.2) for the preceding two control 
intervals, 6F and 6F 1 respectively, as follows p p-
b6F l + (l-b)6F p- p 
= b(F -F . ) 
act,p-1 h1st,p-l 
+ (1-b)(F t -Fh. t ) ac ,p is ,p (5.8) 
where 
b = a weighting factor ( 0 < b < 0,5 ) 
In this way, if the 6.F values are due to random fluctuations 
about the historical values (say 6F 1 is negative and 6.F p- p 
is positive, or vice ~eFsa) then the adjustments to the 
historical values will be small; however, if both are 
positive or both negative, indicating that the trend in the 
difference between the actual and historical profiles is 
persisting, the adjustment is larger. 
If continuous monitoring of influent concentration is included in 
the ea_ualization installation, then the expected influent concen-
tration profiles for a 24-hour cycle can be obtained by making an 
adjustment to the historical concentration profile in a manner 
similar to that for flow rate. Where monitoring of concentration 
is not included, a different method for adjusting the historical 
profile is requJred. One method is to assume that the mass of 
material entering the equalization tank over a certain interval is 
the same from day to day. If the flow rate over that interval, 
say, exceeds the historical value then it would be reasonable, 
perhaps, to assume that the concentration will be lower than the 
historical value. However, because the historical influent con-
centration will only approximate the actual values, it was deemed 
that the added complexity introduced by adjusting the approximate 
profile is not warranted. Therefore, in this study, where 
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continuous monitoring of concentration is excluded, the expected 
influent concentration profile for a 24-hour cycle is based exclusively 
on the historical values stored in the computer memory. 
4. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SIMULATION OF CONTROLLED EQUALIZATION 
TANK RESPONSE 
The final version of the control strategy incorporating the equali-
zation algorithm was developed over a period of time. In order to 
be able to assess each version of the control strategy, a computer 
program was used to simulate the r·~al-time controlled response of 
an equalization installation under inputs of flow and load observed 
at full-scale WWTPs. F'or a program to simulate an actual control 
scheme, two models are needed: 
(1) A simulation of the actual tank, with real inflow and con-
centration signals, which will calculate by integration (with 
small integration step lengths) what the actual tank con-
centration and hold-up is over the period of the simualtion. 
Information regarding the tank outflow rate is obtained from 
(2), below. 
(2) . A control strategy. This will also simulate a tank for its 
internal use, but using the expected influent flow rate and 
concentration profiles as well as the actual tank hold-ups 
(from (1) above), and establish a setting for the outflow 
rate at intervals. 
In a real system (1) above will relate to the actual plant whereas 
(2) above will be located in a microprocessor. For this reason, 
it is convenient to separate the two components in the simulation 
program. 
• 
• 
• 
-
Initially a general ASCII FORTRAN program was written to simulate 
controlled operation of either (1) an in-line equalization tank, or 
(2) a side-line equalization tank with flow division either by 
"topping" or by "splitting". The program is listed in Appendix C, 
together with detailed instructions for its use. Two problems 
were encountered in the use of this general program; namely (1) 
the computer storage requirements for the program are relatively 
large, and (2) simulation of the controlled equalization facility 
for, say, a two-day period (used in this study) requires long 
execution times. In practice, it can be expected that a limit 
would be imposed on the allowable storage capacity, depending on 
the microprocessor used in the implementation. Furthermore, 
it would be desirable to minimize the amount of computation ·t;ime 
required to implement the control strategy. For these reasons an 
effort was made to reduce both the storage requirement and the 
execution time of the simulation prJgram. 
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(1) Storage Requirements. The storage requirements for the 
computer program in general will depend. primarily on (1) the 
number of arrays of data utilized in the calculation procedure, 
and ( 2) the number of elements stored in each array. The 
number of arrays may be reduced by considering a less 
generalized problem. For example, fewer arrays would be 
required for a program simulating only an in-line tank than 
would be required in a more general program for both an in-
line or a side-line tank. In the problem discussed above 
the number of elements in the majority of the arrays is 
dependent on the length of the numerical integration step 
used in the simulation of the tank response by the equalization 
algorithm. In the general program the equations governing 
the response of the equalization tank are approximated by 
finite difference, as was the case in the program for the 
equalization algorithm in Chapter 3; short integration step 
lengths of about 5 minutes are required in order to limit 
the magnitude of the errors, resulting in arrays containing 
as many as 289 values. In the case of simulation of the 
-I 
I 
(2) 
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real tank it is necessary to use short integration steps in 
view of the rapid, random variations in the influent flow rate 
and conce~tration data used in the simulations. However, 
where the equalization algorithm simulates the tank response 
for its own use, the profiles used in the computations do 
not exhibit rapid variations over the duration of an "improve-
ment" interval. Therefore, providing a suitable integration 
technique is used, it is no longer necessary to subdivide 
the "improvement" intervals into a large number of short 
simulation intervals; . in fact, providing the "improvement" 
interval is not too long(< 0,5 h), it is not necessary to 
subdivide the interval at all. Using this approach tbe 
number of elements stored in the arrays of the equalization 
algorithm can be reduced substantially. 
Program· Execution Time. It was found that the program 
execution time required for simulation of the controlled 
equalization tank is primarily dependent on the lengths of 
the integration steps utilized by the algorithm. This is 
reasonable to expect because the large portion of the cal-
culation in the simulation involves optimization of the out-
flow rate profile at the beginning of each control interval; 
a relatively small amount of calculation is required to 
simulate the real tank response over the control interval. 
The total execution time increases almost linearly as the 
length of the integration step in the equalization algorithm 
is decreased. Therefore, by following the method used to 
decrease the storage requirements through increasing the 
length of the integration step in the simulation of the tank 
by the algorithm, a substantial decrease in program execution 
time may be realized. 
A second ASCII FORTRAN computer program was written to simulate the 
controlled operation of an equalization tank with the objective of 
minimizing both the program storage requirement and the execution 
time. As a part of the requirement to reduce the storage through 
--
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reducing the number of arrays of data, the program was written for 
the case of an in-line equalization tank only. This decision was 
taken primarily because the opportunity existed to implement the 
control strategy on an in-line tank at the Goudkoppies Sewage Works. 
In addition, i~ was deemed unnecessary to use a third program for 
the side-line case as only a few simulations were required and 
these could be performed using the first program. A listing of 
the program for the in-line case, together with detailed instructions 
for its use, is presented in Appendix C. 
In the program the "improvement" intervals in the equalization 
algorithm are not subdivided into a number of shorter simulation 
intervals; it was found that provided the length of the intervals 
is not greater than 30 minutes, the Runge-Kutta integration method can 
be used successfully to compute the tank response. Initially the 
fourth order method was used; however, second order Runge-Kutta 
integration gave almost identical results, and was selected for its 
smaller computation requirements. 
For the purpose of comparison and graphical evaluation of the 
results obtained from application of the equalization control strategy 
in simulation, a plotting program utilizing the CALCOMP package was 
written; a listing of this program, together with instructions for 
its use, is also presented in Appendix C. The program is used to 
present the results from the simulation of a two day period of 
controlled equalization tank operation. 
At this point one comment should be made concerning the results 
from simulation by application of the control strategy; the 
effect of updating the historical influent flow rate patterns was 
not tested in the simulations. The controlled response of the 
equalization facility was generally only performed for a two day 
period because simulations for longer periods required prohibitively 
long computation times. A period of two days allows each historical 
value of flow rate to be updated twice, which is not enough to be 
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able to evaluate the suitability of the method used. Therefore, 
evaluation of the method of updating could only be obtained from 
the practical implementation of the strategy after a period of weeks 
or months. This small feature does not detract from the importance 
of the simulations in evaluating the control strategy. 
5. APPLICATIONS OF CONTROL STRATEGY 
In Chapter 6 the simulation program for the controlled response of 
an equalization facility will be used to evaluate in detail (1) the 
efficacy of the control strategy, (2) the effect on performance of 
various para.meters such as equalization tank size and the weighting 
factors in the error expression, and (3) the suitability of in-line 
as opposed to side-line equalization tanks. In order to introduce 
and illustrate the strategy one particular situation only will be 
considered here, where the configuration and tank size are specified, 
and equal weight is given to flow and to load equalization, as 
follows: 
(1) An in-line equalization tank with a mean retention time of 
5,5 hours is selected i.e. the tank volume is 23 percent of 
the average daily influent flow, which approximately corres-
ponds to the tank size normally encountered in practice. 
(2) Upper and lower allowable tank hold-up limits of 95 and 5 
percent, respectively, of the maximum hold-up have been 
selected. 
(3) Control interval lengths of 0,5h are used in the simulation. 
The computer program was used to simulate the controlled response 
of the equalization tank for a two day period under inputs of flow 
and concentration measured at the Cape Flats Sewage Works. The 
results of the simulation (produced by the CALCOMP plotting program) 
are presented in Fig. 5.2, which consists of four sections: 
(1) The uppermost section of the diagram shows the actual 
influent flow rate to the equalization basin as a solid line, 
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Fig. 5.2 Example of the controlled equalization tank 
response for a two day period (Cape Flats 
influent data). 
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while the historical influent flow rate pattern is shown as 
a broken line. 
(2) The second section shows the corresponding information for 
the load; the solid line represents the actual influent 
load and the broken line the historical influent load rate 
pattern. 
(3) The third section shows the controlled tank outflow rate as 
a solid line with small step-changes where adjustments are 
made, and the associated effluent load rate as a broken line. 
(4) The tank hold-up response over the two day period, as a 
fraction of the total tank volume, is shown in the lowest 
section of the diagram. 
At the top of Fig. 5.2 information is supplied regarding (1) the 
equalization configuration, (2) the tank size, (3) the allowable 
tank hold-up limits, and (4) the value of the equalization error 
weighting factor, a. 
Certain features rega:rding the results j:>resented in Fig. 5.2 are 
readily apparent in light of the detailed discussion concerning 
the application of the equalization algorithm in Chapter 4, and 
will not be discussed again here; however, certain additional 
features are worth mentioning: 
(1) The method used for incorporating the equalization algorithm 
appears to be successful in that the form of both the 
effluent flow rate and the load rate patterns are very 
similar to the "ideal" patterns for the same tank size 
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(see Fig. 3.5) obtained under fixed inputs, despite the 
differences between the actual and historical influent patterns. 
(2) In this example the increase in outflow rate required to sus-
tain the load over the period where both the influent load 
and hold-up are low is more marked on the Wednesday than 
Tuesday. This difference is explained by considering the 
actual influent flow rate pattern at midday Tuesday; the 
control strategy has not specified the expected increase 
in outflow rate because it has taken into account the sudden 
drop in the actual inflow rate which occurs at 12h00. 
Although this action may appear to be oversensitive it is 
nevertheless required because, at the time when the action 
is taken, there is no information about the period for which 
the deviation in flow rate would persist. 
(3) The deviations in the actual influent load rate are more 
marked than those of the flow rate with regard to both (1) 
the amplitude of the expected pattern, and (2) the deviations 
of short duration about the trend value. It is of interest 
to note how (1) the tank acts as a buffer to smooth the load 
pattern, and (2) despite the peak influent load of 2,10 
times the mean, the effluent load rate never exceeds 1,15 
times the mean. 
Additional features regarding the performance of the control 
strategy could be discussed here. 
considered in detail in Chapter 6. 
However, these aspects will be 
The purpose of this example 
is only to introduce the strategy, the format of the results, and 
briefly to illustrate the approach used in interpreting the results. 
Before proceeding to the more detailed discussion the problem of 
accounting for the transition from a weekday to a weekend is con-
sidered. 
6. INCORPORATION OF WEEK/WEEKEND TRANSITION IN CONTROL STRATEGY 
In Section 3.1.1, which dealt with the historical influent flow 
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rate patterns, it was mentioned that problems may be encountered in 
the transition from a weekday to a weekend when there may be a change 
in both (1) the foPm of the influent flow and load rate patterns 
and (2) the avePage daily influent flow and load. The severity of 
the problem will depend on the magnitude of these changes which, in 
turn, will depend on the nature of the wastewater collection area; 
for example, if the collection was exclusively from commerical 
districts, then it would be reasonable to assume that weekend 
wastewater flows and loads would differ appreciably from those on 
weekdays. The influence on the control strategy performance in 
the transition from a weekday to a weekend is now tested as follows: 
An in-line equalization tank with a mean retention time of 
5,5 hours is utilized; this is the same tank size as for 
the first example in Section 5. Again equal weight is 
ascribed to flow and to load equalization. Actual influent 
data collected at the Cape Flats Sewage Works over a Friday/ 
Saturday sequence is used in the simulations. 
Fig. 5.3 illustrates the behaviour of the control strategy under 
the measured inputs of flow and load in transition from a Friday 
to Saturday. In the simulation the historical daily influent 
patterns utilized by the equalization algorithm were obtained by 
averaging available data including both weekdays and weekend days. 
The difference between the actual Saturday infleunt patterns, both 
in form and average value, with the average historical patterns, is 
shown clearly in the upper two sections of Fig. 5.3. The behaviour 
of the control strategy is best understood by following the tank 
effluent flow and load rate profiles from left to right in the 
Figure while referring to the differences between the actual and 
historic~lly expected influent patterns; it should be noted that, 
while the strategy is able to incorporate to some extent differences 
in flow rate through adjusting the historical flow profile, this 
is not true with respect to differences in load as continuous 
monitoring of concentration is not included: 
Until Friday midday the effluent flow rate remains almost 
constant at the mean value. The strategy does not cause the 
flow rate to increase at about midday in order to sustain the 
load because there is a lag in the expected rapid increase in 
influent flow for almost two hours after midday; in fact, it 
is necessary to slightly decrease the outflow rate in order 
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Fip:. 5.3 Behaviour of control strategy during a 
Friday-Saturday sequence when expected 
daily influent patterns are taken to be 
the average for the whole week. 
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to avoid dropping the tank hold-up to less than the specified 
, 
allowable limit of 5 percent. Between 04hOO and 09h00 on 
the Saturday the actual inflow exceeds the expected inflow, 
and in addition, the inflow rate is expected to increase 
rapidly soon after midday; therefore, action is taken to 
increase the outflow rate in order to sustain the load over 
the midday period because no danger is anticipated with regard 
to emptying the tank. After midday Saturday the behaviour 
of the strategy becomes inadequate as regards equalizing the 
flow and load because for the remainder of the day the 
influent flow and load rates are both substantially lower than 
the expected values, except for a short period close to mid-
night. After midday the strategy is forced to continuously 
decrease the flow rate unt.il, at midnight, the effluent flow 
and load are only 0,65 and 0,72 of their respective mean values. 
This is in sharp contrast to ·::.he usual weekday situation where 
the effluentrflow and load rates are close to the mean values 
at midnight; in addition, the tank hold-up at midnight is 
less than 60 percent, whereas usually the hold-up at midnight 
is close to the allowable maximum. When extended to the 
Sunday, noting that the initial tank hold-up is low and that 
both the influent flow and load on the Sunday are again less 
than that expected by the strategy, it is evioent that the 
strategy will be forced to reduce the outflow rate even 
further to avoid emptying the tank. 
In an attempt to overcome this behaviour it was decided that where 
data indicated substantial differences in the influent flow rate 
and concentration patterns between weekdays and weekends two sets 
of historical influent patterns should be stored in the computer 
memory for use by the equalization algorithm; one for the weekday 
patterns and one for the weekend patterns. By using this approach 
it would seem reasonable to expect the strategy to deal more adequately 
with the weekday-weekend transition because from early Friday the 
strategy already would be able to start making provision for the week-
end situation. 
From an analysis of data measured at three full ... scale ·plants it was 
found that, while the weekend flow pattern differed substantially 
from the weekday pattern, there was not a great difference between 
5.34 
the corresponding influent concentration patterns. This observation 
may not be accepted as a generalization; whether or not a distinction 
is required between weekday and weekend influent concentration 
patterns may differ from one plant to another. In fact, for certain 
plants there may not even be a necessity to distinguish between 
different flow or concentration patterns. In the case considered 
here it was decided to store in the computer memory three historical 
influent patterns: (1) a weekday flow pattern, (2) a weekend day 
flow pattern, and (3) a single concentration pattern. 
Figure 5.4 shows the resultant effect on the behaviour of the control 
strategy for the same Friday-Saturday sequence where a distinction 
is made between the historically expected weekday and weekend 
influent flow rate patterns. 
in the Figure: 
The following features are apparent 
· (1) The marked difference between the historically expected 
influent flow and load rate patterns for the weekday and the 
weekend day is shown in the upper two sections of the Figure. 
(2) From midday Friday periodically the outflow rate is decreased 
to take account of the anticipated lower weekend flow. How-
ever, at midnight Saturday the outflow rate is only reduced 
to about 0,8 of the mean while the load is at the mean value 
(cf. Fig. 5. 3) . 
(3) The feature perhaps most prominent is that the action of the 
control strategy is to reduce the tank hold-up only to 23 per-
cent despite the lower allowable limit being 5 percent. 
The results of this action is two-fold: Firstly, by not 
allowing the tank to almost empty,the additional storage of 
liquid will allow the outflow rate to be maintained at a 
reasonable level on the Sunday; and secondly, the increased 
hold-up allows for improved load equalization - in fact, the 
minimum Saturday effluent load slightly exceeds that for the 
Friday. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
APPLICATION OF CONTROL STRATEGY 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 3 an equalization algorithm was developed for the purpose 
of identifying optimal performance of any given equalization 
facility under specified invariant 24-hour input patterns of flow 
rate and concentration, i.e. where the 24-hour cyclic patterns are 
repeated identically from day to day. In Chapter 4 the principal 
factors affecting the performance of an equalization facility under 
invariant daily cyclic input patterns were identified, and evaluated 
quantitatively, i.e. 
the size of the equalization tank 
the nature of the expected influent flow rate and 
concentration patterns 
the equalization facility configuration, i.e. 
in-line or side-line. 
In Chapter 5 the equalization algorithm was incorporated, with 
suitable modifications, in a control strategy with the objective 
of providing a means to optimally control the performance of an 
equalization facility on a continuous basis under real-time 
conditions - conditions that are non-ideal in the sense that both 
the influent patterns of flow rate and concentration, and the 
masses of influent flow and load, do not remain constant from day 
to day. The equalization control strategy was applied in two 
situations only, to determine whether or not the strategy constitutes 
a viable means for providing near-optimal operation of an 
equalization facility. The results of these two applications 
indicated very positively that the approach has potential. How-
ever, before accepting the strategy it is necessary to test it over 
a range of conditions and situations that can be encountered in 
practice, under input patterns of flow rate and concentration 
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actually measured at full-scale WWTP's. The advantages accruing 
from such tests can be listed as follows: 
The tests will allow evaluation of the applicability of 
the guide-lines for equalization tank design (proposed on 
the basis of the analysis under invariant daily cyclic 
input patterns) under real-time conditions. 
The behaviour of the strategy under storm conditions can 
be investigated. Such events usually occur at random 
intervals and consequently are not reflected in the 
historical data for the average trend pattern of flow to 
the plant; therefore, it is necessary to inquire into 
the propensity and efficiency of the strategy to accommo-
date and minimize the storm effects. 
Emergency control situations can be identified and 
demonstrated, and counter measures incorporated in the 
strategy. Situations may arise in which the control strategy 
based on the equalization algorithm must be superceded by 
some form of emergency action. A typical situation of this 
kind is that at a critical time in the daily cycle when the 
tank hold-up is close to the lower operating limit - the tank 
outflow rate (specified according to the equalization 
algorithm) may cause the hold-up to drop below come absolute 
* minimum hold-up limit. It is necessary for the control 
strategy to identify this, and other crisis situations, and 
to bring into operation emergency procedures for accommodat-
ing the adverse effects. 
By analyzing a number of appropriately selected cases that include 
the abnormal and critical situations set out above, the response 
characteristics of the control strategy allows the magnitudes of 
the problems created by these events to be evaluated, and thereby 
provide the basis for developing counter-procedures for incorpora-
tion in the strategy to minimize or eliminate the adverse effects. 
* Such a hold-up limit typically would exist when floating aerators 
reqUJ.ring a certain minimum operating depth are provided for mixing 
of the tank contents. 
I 
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2. SIMULATIONS OF CONTROL STRATEGY PERFORMANCE 
Application of the control strategy in the various tests discussed 
above requires specification of, inter atia, (1) upper and lower 
allowable or operational tank hold-up limits for use in the equaliza-
tion algorithm; (2) values for the error expression weighting factors 
(a, B, and w) in the equalization algorithm; and (3) the length of I 
the control intervals (which is the same as the length of the adjust-
ment intervals in the equalization algorithm). Selection of the 
magnitudes of these,parameters has been discussed in Chapter 3, and 
the various factors entering into their selection have been 
identified. The result of that analysis was to provide a range 
of possible values which would lead to optimal equalization. The 
values used in the simulations presented in this Chapter are summar-
ized in Table 6.1; these values are very close to, or identical to 
those selected in Chapters 3 and 4. However, under real-time 
operational conditions, the following points are worth noting 
regarding the choice of these values: 
(1) Hold-up limits: The hold-up limits are specified as a percentage 
of the total tank depth, a practice followed throughout this 
investigation. Maximum and minimum limits of 95 arid 5 percent, 
respectively, have been selected here for two reasons: 
These values most probably will be satisfactory for a 
wide range of situations encountered in practice. 
By choosing the limits close to the extreme values, 
almost the full capacity of the tank can be utilized 
while still providing a margin of safety to accommodate 
differences between the actual and historical inflow 
profiles over the critical periods in the daily cycle 
when the tank is close to either overflowing or emptying. 
For the case of invariant cyclic input patterns 
investigated in Chapter 4, limits of 100 and 0 percent 
were used in the algorithm for the upper and lower 
hold-up limits, respectively. These were selected 
because it allows a direct comparison between results 
for different sized tanks (quoted on the basis of the 
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total tank volume). Once hold-up limits are specified 
between the extremes of zero and 100 percent direct 
comparisons with the results obtained when the extreme 
* values are utilized are valid only to a degree. In 
the proposed simulations of the real-time behaviour, 
the practical requirements make it impossible to use 
the extreme physical limits for the operational values; 
however, the values have been selected close to the 
extreme limits so that: (1) the results for different 
sized tanks can still be compared with· those for the same 
tank sizes presented in Chapter 4; and ( 2) by selecti.ng 
the limits close to the extreme values, a severe test is 
imposed on the capacity of the strategy to deal with the 
abnormal input conditions mentioned earlier. 
(2) Weighting factors (a, S, w): The effects on equalization per-
formance'of the magnitudes of o., Sand w have been discussed 
* 
extensively in Section 6, Chapter 3. Of these factors, only w 
(the weighting factor for rate of change of outflow rate penalty 
error) was shown to exert an indirect influence on equalization 
performance under invariant input conditions by masking the 
effect of a. It is necessary therefore to investigate, in 
greater depth, the effect of changing the magnitude of w to 
assess whether the same considerations apply in the selection 
of w as before. This is done in Section 2.2. For our 
present purposes, except where stated otherwise, a value of 
w = 20,0 is selected on the basis of the results obtained under 
invariant inputs. 
In the simulations equal weight will be ascribed to the 
importance of flow and load equalization by choosing a = 0,5; 
this, very likely, will be a common selection in practice. 
Considering the penalty error weighting factor, S, this is 
Tank retention times are quoted in terms of the total tank volume and 
the mean daily inflow rate (RT= VT/Q). Therefore, the limits of 
5 and 95 percent effectively reduce the useful tank volume with res-
pect to flow equalization by a factor of 0,90 and with respect to load 
equalization by a factor of 0,95. Comparison with invariant flow 
conditions and hold-up limits of zero and 100 percent in consequence, 
are not on an equal basis. 
selected solely on the basis of ensuring that the objective of 
the penalty error for volume limits is served; therefore, the 
same value of i3 = 2*10-6 utilized in Chapter 3 is used in the 
simulations. 
(3) Length of control intervals: In the applications of the 
equalization algorithm under invariant input patterns (Chapters 
3 and 4) it was found that the adjustment interval length of 
0,5 hour led to satisfactory results for equalization tank sizes 
to be expected in practice i.e. for mean retention times 
exceeding 3 hours. For the purposes of this Chapter, a control 
intervaZ length of 0,5 hour also will be used for the simulations 
of the control strategy as it is convenient for the practical 
implementation to have the two equal (see Chapter 7), Con-
sequently, the optimal tank outflow rate will be specified every 
30 minutes by applying the equalization algorithm under (1) the 
expected inputs for the ensuing 24 hours and (2) the actual 
tank hold-up at the corresponding time. However, it is 
advisable to analyze more extensively the factors that enter 
into the choice of the control interval length; these factors 
are similar to those involved in the selection of the adjustment 
interval length, and are discussed in Section 4. 
Table 6.1 Some Process Parameters used in Simulations 
Paramete:r Value 
Upper hold-up limit, v!l,u 95 % 
Lower hold:-up limit, v!l,b 5 % 
a 0 ,5 
\ i3 2*10-6 
i w 20,0 l Length of Control Interval 0,5 h 
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Before discussing the various applications of the control strategy., 
some comment should be made regarding the starting conditions for 
the simulations. In the various examples below the procedure 
followed is identical to that used in the examples presented in 
Chapter 5 i.e. the simulations commence at 12 o'clock midnight, and 
cover a 48 hour period. To initiate the simulation it is necessary 
to specify a starting value of the tank hold-up and concentration; 
these values are taken in accordance with the expected values for 
that time of day indicated from the applications of the equalization 
algorithm in Chapters 3 and 4. This would appear to be a 
reasonable assumption considering that the tank parameters should 
be very close to those predicted by the algorithm had the control 
strategy been in operation prior to the start of the simulation -
an assumption which is supported by the observation that, at the 
end of the simulations, (i.e. after two cycles), the tank hold-up 
and concentration are very close to the starting values. 
2.1 Equalization Tank Size 
Under invariant daily inputs, a general conclusion arising from 
the analysis of the effect of tank size on equalization efficiency 
(see Section 2.1, Chapter 4) was that, to provide efficient 
equalization, a 4 to 6 hour retention time tank is adequate. (The 
retention time is based on the mean daily inflow rate). It was 
shown that as tank retention time decreases below 4 hours the 
effluent flow rate and load patterns increasingly assume the 
character of the corresponding influent patterns; and, as the 
tank retention time increases above 6 hours the improvement in 
equalization efficiency is so marginal that it is unlikely that the 
slight improvement will merit the increased capital cost. 
To cheqk if the findings above are applicable also when operating 
the equalization tank under the control strategy, (i.e. under real-
time inputs), three simulations of the controlled response of an 
equalization tank were performed. Tank retention times of 3, 5,5 
and 8 hours were selected, under inputs of flow rate and concentra-
tion measured at the Cape Flats WWTP over a Tuesday/Wednesday 
period. Tne results of the simulations are shown in Figs 6.1, 
* 6. 2 and 6. 3. These results should be compared with those obtained 
utilizing the equalization algorithm under invariant inputs to 
determine the optimal tank effluent profiles for the same respective 
retention tirres (see corresponding Figs 4.1, 3,5 and 4.4). 'I'he 
respective responses are very similar indicating that the control 
straterY appears to induce outflow rate and load profiles (on a 
continuous basis) that are near the "best" patterns obtained under 
invariant daily inputs'. This poses the question: Does this 
imply that the conclusions on the effect of equalization tank size, 
obtained from the analysis under invariant daily inputs, are also 
applicable under real-time inputs? To check this the same 
procedures employed to analyze the response under invariarn:; input 
patterns in Chapter 4 will be repeate·d here. That analysis 
involved two approaches; namely, (1) a qualitative assessment 
involving a visual comparison of results obtained for different tank 
sizes; a..11d ( 2) a qua.nti tati ve assessment in which the relationship 
between a defined relative error, E , and equalization tank size 
r 
was evaluated. 
The qualitative visual assessment of the results for the three cases 
indicates the following points of interest: 
(1) For the 3 hour retention time tank the effluent flow and load 
rate patterns exhibit the same characteristics as the influent 
patterns i.e. the degree of equalization is ineffective, 
although some smoothing of the patterns occurs as a result of 
the buffering action of the tank. 
(2) The full tank capacity is utilized in the 3 hour tank whereas 
the minimum hold-up with the 8 hour tank is 36 percent of the 
total - it is because of this large "reserve" capacity that very 
good load equalization is obtainable with the 8 hour tank. 
* Figure 6.2 for the case of a 5,5 hour tank has already been shown 
in Fig 5.2, Chapter 5; this Figure is again shown here for convenience. 
trn this example the Tuesday /Wednesday inputs are very similar to both 
one another and the historical influent patterns; it may be argued 
that the results obviously should be very close to the optimal results. 
However it should be noted that the simulation results under the 
control strategy are obtained without the restriction of a mass balance, 
whereas in Chapter 3 a mass balance was basic to the optimal solution. 
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(3) There is relatively little difference between the response of 
the 5 ,5 hour and 8 hour tank. Both tanks lead to similar 
degrees of equalization so that subjectively there is little 
merit in selecting an 8 hour retention time tank - the 
increased capital cost will not merit the marginal improvement 
in equalization efficiency. 
The above observations are clearly in conformity with those listed 
in the qualitative analysis of the effect of equalization tank 
size under invariant daily cyclic input patterns (Section 2.1, 
Chapter 4). 
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The quantitative assessment of the results is provided by plotting 
the relative error, E (defined by Eq 4.1) versus equalization tank 
r 
retention time as utilized in Chapter 4. Under invariant inputs the 
curves of relative error, E , versus tank retention time are 
r 
continuous, reflecting a one-to-one relationship i.e. a single value 
of Er is associated with each value of retention time. Under real-
time inputs for a two-day period with half-hour control interval 
lengths, the relative error can be computed 96 times for the 
following reason: 
Under invariant flow and load input conditions the equalization 
algorithm is applied only once in order to calculate the 
optimal outflow rate profile i.e. only one E value is associated 
r 
with each application of the algorithm. With the control 
strategy the algorithm is applied every half-hour in order to 
optimize the output continuously to account for the differences 
between the actual and the historical input patterns; this 
means that simulation for a two-day period gives rise to 96 error 
valu~s. If the actual input patterns conform identically to the 
historical patterns then all 96 E values will be equal. How-
r 
ever, because there are differences between the actual and 
historical input patterns there will be a number of different E 
r 
values for each simulation. 
The ranges of E values obtained in the simulations for each of the 
r 
three tank sizes are plotted in Fig 6.4 together with the E curve 
r 
6.12 
for the case of invariant input patterns (from Fig 4.5). Several 
features regarding the results shown in Fig 6.4 can be noted: 
For each tank size the values of E obtained from each 
r 
application of the equalization algorithm range about the 
value of E obtained under invariant input patterns •. 
r 
With increasing tank size, the range of E values decreases; 
r 
this phenomenon is to be expected because the effect of 
differences between the actual and expected input patterns 
will be less marked for larger equalization tanks. 
The overall impression from Fig 6.4 is that the results 
confirm the observation regarding the effect of tank size 
on equalization efficiency obtained from the analysis under 
invariant daily input patterns i.e. the E value decreases 
r 
rapidly with increasing tank size up to a retention time of 
approximately 4 hours and then decreases less rapidly with 
further increases in tank size. 
There is little reason in attempting a more detailed analysis of the 
effect of equalization tank size on the control strategy performance -
it is clear from the presentation above that the conclusion regarding 
the effect of retention time on equalization efficiency for invariant 
input patterns is essentially also valid under real-time input 
conditions i.e. for inputs of flow and load typically encountered at 
a WWTP, effective equalization requires a 4 to 6 hour retention time 
tank. This is still subject to the proviso, of course, that 
differences between actual inputs from day to day are not too great. 
2.2 Penalty Error for Rate of Change of Outflow Rate - Weighting 
factor w. 
In the development of the equalization algorithm a constraint was 
imposed on the rate of change of the outflow rate from the equaliza-
tion tank. This was achieved byincluding a component in the error 
expression, weighted by a factor w, to penalize the development of 
an outflow profile that exhibits any rapid changes. The purpose 
of this penalty error was actually two-fold: (1) to ensure the 
development of a "smooth" outflow profile which is free from spikes 
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8 
induced by the mathematical optimization procedure, and (2) because 
rapid changes in flow rate will affect the downstream process 
adversely. It was shown in Section 6.3, Chapter 3, that the 
effect of increasing the weighting factor w is to increase the 
importance of flow equalization re la.ti ve to load equalization. 
For this reason it was stated that the magnitude of w should be 
such that it serves the objectives of the penalty error, and yet 
does not mask the function of the equalization error weighting 
factor, a. 
6.14 
With regard to the rate of change of outflow rate penalty error in 
the application of the equalization algorithm in the control 
strategy it is necessary, firstly, to investigate whether the 
function of this error component is still required, and secondly, 
if this is so, to enquire into the effect of won the equalization 
results; this will bring to the fore the considerations that enter 
into the selection of the magnitude of w. 
Necessity for Rate of Change Penalty Error: From simulations 
under real-time inputs it was found that the penalty error 
does, in fact, serve a useful purpose. Consider the situation 
where, say, the inflow is stopped for some reason. The 
desired action would be to ind·.ice a gradual decrease in the 
outflow rate in steps until the inflow is resumed rather than 
inducing a very sudden large change ( rmless this was absolutely 
required because of the volume limits - an aspe.ct in any case 
governed by the volumetric limit penalty error). The gradual 
reduction would be the indicated result from including the 
penalty error for rate of change of outflow rate. 
Selection of w: The magnitude of w can be selected only on the 
basis of a subjective evaluation of the results obtained using 
different w values. To illustrate this, two sets of responses 
are presented in which w is assigned values of 5,0 and 50,0, 
respectively, while all other parameters are held constant; 
these are shown in Figs 6.5 and 6.6 respectively, for the 
controlled response of a 5,5 hour in-line tank over the Tuesday/ 
Wednesday period. Comparison of the two Figures clearly shows 
that, when w is large, the algorithm tends to reduce the number 
of changes in outflow rate; in addition, the concomittant 
effect is to favour flow equalization relative to load equaliza-
tion despite equal weight being assigned to each in terms of the 
equalization error weighting factor, a (a= 0,5 for both cases). 
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To retain the. function of the penalty error without exercising 
too great an influence on the equalization effect it would 
seem that w should be selected in the range of 5,0 to 50,0. 
In the remaining simulations a value of w = 20,0 is used; 
however, this choice is still a subjective one - w should be 
selected specifically for each individual application of the 
control strategy. 
2.3 Equalization Facility Configuration 
6.17 
Simulations of the controlled response of an equalization facility 
presented so far in this Chapter and in Chapter 5 have been restric~ 
ted to the case of in-line configurations, where all the influent 
flow passes via the equalization tank to the downstream process. 
The results have shown that, for in-line equalization, conclusions 
drawn from the analysis of equalization behaviour under invariant 
daily input patterns of flow and load (Chapter 4) also hold when 
the equalization algorithm is used in a control strategy under real-
time inputs of flow and load. It now remains to see whether 
conclusions regarding the performance of side-line equalization 
facilities can also be extended to the case of real-time inputs of 
flow and load. 
The most important conclusion drawn from the analysis of side-line 
equalization under invariant daily input patterns in Section 3, 
Chapter 4, is that, irrespective of the method of flow division 
(splitting or topping), side-line equalization does not lead to any 
reduction in volume requirement for an effective degree of equaliza-
tion when compared to the in-line case. That is, whether an in-
line or a side-line configuration is employed, effective equalization 
requires a tank volume with a retention time (based on the total 
inflow to the plant) in the region of 4 to 6 hours - under invariant 
daily input patterns this is true irrespective of the fraction of 
the daily influent flow diverted via a side-line equalization tank, 
provided this is at least 40 percent of the total inflow, i.e. less 
than 60 percent of the inflow passes directly to the downstream 
process. Therefore, the only motivation for selection of a side-
line configuration over an in-line configuration is the possible 
• 
saving in pumping costs in cases where plant topography does not 
allow for gravity flow through the equalization facility. 
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In side-line equalization an important adverse feature, compared to 
in-line equalization, is apparent when the practical operation of a 
side-line facility is considered. In practice rapid random 
fluctuations about the average (trend) patterns are encountered for 
both the influent flow rate and concentration; where there is a 
division of the influent stream, with one stream bypassing the 
equalization tank, the influent fluctuations will be partially 
transmitted to the downstream process. In contrast, with in-line 
equalization, where none of the influent flow bypasses the 
equalization tank, the tank acts as a buffer for the influent 
fluctuations, and no portion of either the flow or concentration 
fluctuations can be passed directly to the downstream process. 
It would appear, therefore, that this aspect, depending on its 
severity, will be of key importance in the selection of the equaliza-
tion configuration. 
The degree to which influent flow and/or concentration fluctuations 
are transmitted to the downstream process is related, inter aZia, 
to the method of flow division (Chapter 4). For this reason, 
application of the control strategy for the cases of flow splitting 
or flow topping needs to be considered separately. 
2.3.1 §~~~:!~~~-~~~~!~~~!~~~-!~!~_!!~!_§E!~!!~~~ 
With flow splitting there is a continual division of the influent 
flow·in some fixed proportion, i.e. at any instant a fixed proportion 
of the inflow bypasses the equalization tank. Any rapid random 
variations in both the influent flow rate and concentration, 
therefore, are similarly divided on a continuous basis. To assess 
the extent to which this behaviour is likely to affect the efficiency 
of equalization, a simulation of the controlled response of a 5,5 hour 
retention time side-line equalization tank under inputs of flow rate 
and concentration measured over a Tuesdo.y /Wednesday period at the 
Cape Flats WWTP, is presented in Fig 6.7. In this example a value 
of the flow division factor, y = 0,50 is used, i.e. 50 percent of 
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the inflow continuously bypasses the equalization tank. The results 
in Fig 4.14, Chapter 4, which show the relative error, E , plotted 
r 
versus flow division factor, y, indicate that this choice of para-
meters (tank size, y) should lead to essentially the same degree 
of equalization as would be obtained with an in-line tank of the same 
size. Therefore, the results presented in Fig 6.2 for the case of 
an in-Zine equalization tank of the same size and under the same 
} 
inputs of flow and concentration, form a basis for assessing the 
results of Fig 6.7. Comparison of Figs 6.2 and 6.7 identifies the 
following features: 
The efficiency of equalization of both flow and load 
is far greater with in-line than with side-line 
equalization. 
With respect to the fZ()'/;) rate, the peak flow rate of 
the stream entering the dow:1stream process is 1,4 times 
the mean (cf. 1,1 times the mean for in-line) and the 
minimum flow rate is 0,7 times the mean (cf. 0,95 times 
the mean for in-line). 
With respect to the Zoad rute, the corresponding peak 
and minimum are respectively 1,4 and 0,65 times the mean 
load rate (cf. 1,2 and 0,65 respectively for in-line). 
Whereas, with in-line equalization both the equalized flow 
and load rate patterns are relatively "smooth", with side-
line equalization the patterns both exhibit rapid random 
fluctuations in accordance with the fluctuations in the 
influent stream; the magnitude of these fluctuations will 
be approximately half that of therinfluent (for the case 
considered here) as half of the influent stream bypasses 
the equalization tank. 
The comparison above between in-line equalization and side-line 
equalization with flow splitting clearly shows that, in terms of 
equalization efficiency, the in-line configuration is the preferable 
one. The in-line configuration not only leads to superior 
equalization of both flow and load, but also results in relatively 
6.21 
smooth flow and load rate patterns. The latter aspect will result 
in simplified in-plant control over that required for the side-line 
case. 
In side-line equalization with flow splitting the only means for 
reducing the extent to which influent fluctuations are passed to 
the downstream process is to reduce the fraction of the influent 
flow which bypasses the equalization tank, i.e. to move in the 
direction of an in-line configuration. This action, however, will 
be contrary to the objective in using a side-line configuration 
which is to increase the amount of flow bypassing the equalization 
tank in order to reduce pumping costs where gravity flow through the 
tank is not possible. It therefore would appear unlikely that side-
line equalization with flow splitting will provide satisfactory 
equalization performance under real-time conditions if the maximum 
benefit of a reduced pumping cost is to be realized. The pertinence 
of this conclusion is particularly borne out by the example presented 
here (Fig 6.7); the fluctuations about the historical influent 
patterns are not particularly severe, yet their effects are very 
evident in the output profiles. 
2.3.2 ~~~~=~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~!~-~~~~-~~RR~~§ 
Where the method of flow division in side-line equalization is flow 
topping, only influent flows over a certain rate are diverted to the 
equalization tank. Therefore, over parts of the day when the 
influent flow rate drops below the specified cut-off value all the 
influent flow bypasses the equalization tank; over the remaining 
parts of the day the flow rate of the stream bypassing the tank is 
constant. In terms of the influent fluctuations which are trans-
mitted directly to the downstream process, there are two situations: 
When the influent flow rate exceeds the cut-off value 
no influent flow rate fluctuations are transmitted; 
however, concentration fluctuations are transmitted. 
When the influent flow rate is less than the cut-off 
value no flow is diverted to the tank and both flow-
rate and concentration fluctuations are transmitted 
to the downstream process. 
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To assess the extent to which this method of flow division is likely 
to affect equalization efficiency we consider the same case as that 
used for flow splitting in the previous Section; simulation of the 
controlled response of a 5,5 hour retention time side-line equaliza-
tion tank, under the same inputs of flow rate and concentration 
measured over a Tuesday/Wednesday period at the Cape Flats WWTP, is 
presented in Fig 6.8. A value of the flow division factor, y = 0,7 
* is used in the example, i.e. flows in excess of 0,7 times the historical 
average inflow rate are diverted to the equalization tank . 
. Comparing the effluent responses in Fig 6.8 (side-line with flow topping) 
and Fig 6.7 (side-line with flow splitting) with Fig 6.2 (in-line), it 
is apparent that: 
Generally the effluent response from the equalization tanks 
in the side-line configuration (with either flow splitting or 
topping) is not as efficient as the in-line equalization tank 
with respect to both flow and load equalization. 
With flow topping there is, perhaps, a marginal improvement in 
the quality of the flow equalization compared with that obtained 
with flow splitting. This is to be expected because, whereas 
with flow splitting influent flow rate fluctuations always are 
present in the stream bypassing the tank, with flow topping the 
flow rate of that stream is constant at least over a portion of 
the daily cycle. 
The effluent load rate patterns are almost identical with either 
flow splitting or flow topping; therefore, problems with regard 
to downstream aeration control might be encountered, due to the 
"spikiness" of the load pattern. 
In flow topping, as with flow splitting, the only method for reduc-
ing the direct transmittance of influent fluctuations is to reduce 
the fraction of flow bypassing the balancing tank. Such action again 
is in conflict with the objective of reducing pumping costs to or from 
the equalization tank. 
* In the literature a value of y = 1,0 is often encountered i.e. only 
flows in excess of the mean flow rate are diverted to the equalization 
tank. However, from the analysis of flow topping under invariant 
daily input patterns (Section 3.2, Chapter 4), the optimal value of 
y for the Cape Flats input patterns lies in the range 0,6 to 0,8. 
2.3.3 Selection of Configuration : In-Line versus Side-Line 
-----------------~-----------------------------------
On the basis of the results presented in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 
it would appear that a general conclusion regarding the selection 
of process configuration for real-time operation is: 
When gravity flOUJ through an equalization facility is 
possible (and a possible saving in pumping costs is not 
a factor), an in-line configUPation clearly is to be 
preferred over a side-line configUPation with flow 
division either through splitting or topping. 
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This conclusion is formulated solely on the"basis of the efficiency 
of equalization and considerations arising from this with regard to 
downstream process control. In addition to this aspect, other 
factors also favour the selection of an in-line configuration. For 
example: 
Construction requirements: An in-line configuration is likely 
to be more simple, and probably less costly, than a side-line 
configuration. The side-line configuration will require a 
tank bypass channel, a specially constructed flow division 
arrangement, and an additional sump to re-mix the .two streams 
before entering the downstream process. 
Implementation requirements: Implementation of the equalization 
control strategy for an in-line equalization tank requires 
measurement of (1) tank outflow rate and (2) tank hold-up; 
influent flow rates required for updating historical data and 
·determining expected inflow profiles are obtained by calcula-
tion from hold-up changes over an interval, knowing the tank 
outflow rate. In side-line equalization computation of 
influent flow rate from hold-up changes is only possible when 
flow splitting is used; with the continuous division of 
inflow in a fixed proportion, the inflow rate to the tank is 
directly related to the total inflow rate. However, with 
flow topping this is no longer possible as the flow to the 
tank is not directly related to the total inflow. Therefore, 
implementation ·Of the control strategy in a side-line scheme 
with flow topping requires measurement of the influent flow 
rate in addition to the measurement of tank outflow rate and 
hold-up. 
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In light of all the factors favouring the selection of an in-line 
configuration, and the fact that no saving in volume requirement is 
achieved with side-line equalization, very strong motivation would 
be required before a side-line configuration could be preferred to 
an in-line configuration. Such motivation, as is generally 
accepted, is the saving in pumping costs where gravity flow through 
the equalization facility is not possible. However, to realize ·an 
appreciable saving would require very unusual circumstances (such 
as particularly exorbitant electricity costs) because the results 
show that only a small fraction }0,2 of the influent flow may bypass 
the equalization tank without exerting too detrimental an effect on 
the quality of equalization. 
3. CONTROL STRATEGY PERFORMANCE UNDER UNUSUAL INPUTS 
A general feature apparent in the examples of controlled response 
of an equalization tank presented in Chapter 5 and this Chapter is 
that differences between the actual and the historical influent 
flow rate and concentration patterns have been relatively small. 
However, a number of situations can be identified which cause large 
deviations from the expected patterns: 
(1) It is quite common to observe large fluctuations away from 
the historical patterns, but usually the fluctuations are 
of short duration and, more often than not, a fluctuation 
in one direction away from the expected input is partially 
offset by similar fluctuation occurring directly after the 
previous one, but in an opposite direction. Influent flow 
rate and concentrations that oscillate at relatively high 
frequency about the historical input patterns tend to cause 
little trouble in control strategy operation as the combined 
effect is self-compensating. Difficulties only arise where 
the deviation of the actual from the histqrical input is 
sustained in one direction for an appreciable period. Two 
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such situations are detailed in (2) and (3) below: 
(2) At certain extreme states with regard to the tank hold-up, 
for example, when the tank hold-up is close to its lower 
limit, a delay in the historically-expected rapid increase 
in the influent flow rate after the period of minimum inflow 
may cause the tank to empty below the absolute minimum 
allowable level (e.g. floating aerators may require a minimum 
depth). If the delay persists then some form of emergency 
control will be required to ensure that the minimum hold-up 
is maintained. 
(3) A rain-storm in the wastewater collection area causes an 
appreciable ingress of storm water into the sewer system, 
resulting in a hydraulic shock load on the equalization 
facility~ A particularly critical condition will be created 
if.this occurs when the tank is close to its upper hold-up 
limit. Consequently, some emergency action may be required 
in the strategy for this type of occurrence. 
Before discussing the effect of (2) and (3) above on the response 
behaviour and the consequential counter-action to be built into 
the control strategy it is worth commenting on the fact that neither 
event is specifically related to the influent concentration pattern; 
both involve hydraulic effects. Two features combine to give 
precedence to the importance of unusual flow effects over concentra-
tion effects: 
* 
- . The earlier examples have shown how, under normal conditions, 
the control strategy successfully exploits the equalization 
capacity to achieve the objective of providing near-optimal 
operation on a continuous basis. However, under unusual 
input patterns, the equalizing capacity of the facility 
becomes "over-stressed" for the duration of the unusual event 
This investigation has been restricted to the study of systems where 
storm water drains and sewers are separate. However, even where 
separate systems are employed (as is generally the case in South, 
Africa), a certain amount of ingress will occur with storms, depend-
ing on the state of repair of the sewer system and the amount of 
policing by municipal authorities to ensure that illegal addition 
of storm water to sewers is minimized. 
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(and perhaps for a time after the event); in this case the 
action of the control strategy should be to return to optimal 
operation in the best possible manner. In most cases "over-
stressing" of an equalization facility will cause the physical 
volume limits of the tank to be exceeded; for this reason 
unusual events relating to influent flow behaviour achieve 
prominence. 
The control strategy proposed in this investigation does not 
include continuous monitoring of concentration; consequently, 
it is evidently impossible to cater for unusual concentration 
inputs. 
3.1 Emergency Control Procedures 
For any particular equalization facility certain physical limitations 
may exist which, under no circumstances, should be exceeded even 
though this may require overriding the action of the control strategy. 
An example of such a situation is where, as a result of certain in-
flow behaviour, the tank hold-up would drop to unacceptably low 
levels if the tank outflow rate is set by the equalization algorithm; 
in this case the outflow rate setting specified by the·. equalization 
algorithm should be disregarded, and emergency action taken to reduce 
the outflow rate so as to allow the hold-up to increase. Consider a 
case where, say, floating aerators are used for mixing the contents of 
the equalization basin; assume that an absolute minimum depth of 
10 percent of the total tank hold-up is required to ensure that the 
aerators are never damaged. The approach used in utilizing the 
equalization algorithm would be as follows: 
The algorithm requires maximum and minimum allowable tank 
hold-up limits to be specified; in this case the lower limit 
typically would be set at, say, 15 percent of the total tank 
hold-up. In the day-to-day operation, the tank hold-up would 
seluom fall below about 13 percent, depending on differences 
encountered between actual and expected inflow rates at times 
when the tank hold-up is close to the lower limit~ If, 
*The expected inflow profile utilized by the equalization algorithm 
consists of the historical profile, together with an adjustment 
depending on differences between ~ctual and historical inflow rates 
prior to the expected profile being determined (see Section 3. 2, ··' 
r.hl'ln+.P.,- c:;) 
however, the actual inflow rate for some reason is sub-
stantially less than the historical inflow rate for an 
extended period at this time, then the optimal outflow 
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rate may cause the tank hold-up to drop even below 10 percent 
of the total. As this is not acceptable, it would be 
necessary to reduce the outflow rate, ignoring the optimal 
value specified by the algorithm, until the tank hold-up 
attains an acceptable level. 
The mechanisms which must be incorporated in the control strategy to 
ensure that fixed physical limits are never exceeded will differ, 
most probably, from one equalization facility to another; therefore 
it is not possible to prescribe a fixed set of emergency control 
procedures which will find general application. Consequently, the 
objective here is to draw attention to the possible need for such 
procedures; once the need for a particular procedure is identified, 
steps can be taken to include this procedure in the control strategy. 
In this investigation only one "emergency" situation is considered; 
that of preventing tank hold-up dropping below a fixed level. The 
method used here for preventing this occurrence is as follows: 
In the normal operation of the strategy the tank level needs 
to be monitored at the beginning and end of each control 
interval to supply information for calculating the mean inflow 
rates. In all t.he previous simulations, control interval 
lengths of 30 minutes have been used; during this interval 
the maximum change in hold-up generally does not exceed 3 to 
4 percent of the total hold-up, and the requirements for 
control are satisfied. If, during the period when the tank 
is near the lower limit, the inflow rate remains below the 
expected value, but the outflow is set according to the 
expected inflow, the percentage change in hold-up during the 
half-hour may be sufficient to cause the tank level to fall 
below the absolute minimum. To prevent this occurrence it is 
necessary to monitor tank hold-up at shorter intervals within 
the control interval. This type of measurement can be 
obtained readily at short intervals, and also allows computation 
6.29 
of the mean inflow rate over the short interval (because the 
outflow rate is known). With these two pieces of information 
the following can be accomplished: A check can be maintained 
on the hold-up, and the emergency control mechanism is 
activated when the hold-up drops to, or below, some fixed lower 
limit (less than the lower limit used by the algorithm); at 
this point the outflow rate is set equal to the inflow rate 
calculated for the previous short interval to prevent the 
tank hold-up dropping further. Once the hold-up rises to an 
acceptable level the control strategy returns to optimal 
* control. 
To demonstrate the emergency control procedure, the simulated controlled 
response of a 5,5 hour retention time tank under inputs of flow rate 
and concentration measured over a Monday/Tuesday period at the Cape 
Flats WWTP is presented in Fig 6.9. The important feature of the 
influent patterns is that, on the Monday, the rapid increase in the 
inflow rate after the period of minimum inflow lags behind the 
historically-expected increase by about 1,5 hours. To ensure that 
the emergency control procedure is activated the lower tank hold-up 
limit used by the equalization algorithm is specified as 5 percent 
of the total hold-up, while it is assumed that the fixed minimum hold-
up is 3 percent (a difference of only 2 percent). In this example 
control interval lengths of 30 minutes are used, with emergency con-
trol interval lengths of 5 minutes i.e. the hold-up is checked 5 times 
between the beginning and end of each control interval. 
* 
Up to 10h30 the operation of the facility is close to the 
optimum; the tank outflow rate is being increased partially 
to sustain the load rate. At llh30 the outflow rate is 
decreased slightly because the inflow rate has still not 
increased and the tank level is dropping. At 12h00 the tank 
hold-up reaches the limit of 3 percent; immediately the tank 
The mechanism used in this study may appear to be rather crude; 
however, it suffices to note that attention is only being drawn 
•to possible emergency requirements - no fixed solutions are being 
proposed. 
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outflow rate is reduced to equal the inflow rate. This 
continues for approximately half an hour until the hold-up 
increases to above 3 percent; therea~er the outflow rate 
returns to the optimal value specified by the equalization 
algorithm. 
3. 2 Control Strategy Performance under Storm Inputs 
Storm water flows cause an hydraulic shock load resulting from 
ingress of storm water into the sewer system during and after 
a rain storm. It has already been noted that, where the storm 
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drains and sewers are separate, the effect of storms on the 
influent patterns to a WWTP should be minimal; however, if it is 
accepted that the effect, in fact, is appreciable then the first 
step in assessing the influence of a storm input is to quantify the 
input. To this end three questions must be answered: 
( 1) What will be the form of the influent flow rate and concen-
* 
tration patterns? In the case of the influent flow rate 
pattern, the first assumption made here is that the normal 
activities in the collection area are not affected, and any 
additional flow due to the storm is merely superimposed on 
the actual wastewater influent pattern~ Once this is 
accepted the question becomes one of selecting the form of the 
storm water flow pattern which arrives at the plant. This 
selection is a subjective one as many influences will deter-
mine the actual form . However, in keeping with the 
. hydrologist's approach, it :was decided to accept the follow-
ing pattern: 
From the moment the storm flow reaches the plant, 
the storm flow rate increases (from zero) at a 
constant rapid rate to a maximum, and thereafter 
decreases, also at a constant, but slower rate, 
until the storm flow becomes zero. The rates of 
increase and decrease are discussed later. 
The implicit assumption here is that the sewers are able to carry 
the extra flow without influencing the wastewater flow rate. 
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The nett effect is that the form of the storm flow is a skew 
triangle, as shown in Fig 6.10, which is then superimposed 
on the usual inflow pattern to give the actual inflow rate 
pattern for use in the simulations. The validity of this 
approach would appear to be reasonable when the inflow data 
collected at one full-scale plant over a storm flow period is 
considered. Figure 6.11 shows a recorder plot of the 
influent flow rate to the Goudkoppies plant over a two-day 
period. [Note that the chart is read from 1-.ight to left]. 
In this case a heavy thunderstorm occurred over the major part 
of the collection area between 16hOO and 17h00 on the Friday; 
meteorological office records showed that approximately 75mm 
of rain fell in the collection area, making this one of the 
heaviest storms that occurred during the first 10 months of 
1981. Comparison of th~ cyclic pattern for this day's flow 
with those of previous days indicated that (1) the patterns 
were almost identical up to 201100 when the storm flow caused 
a deviation from the normal pattern; (2) the effect of the 
storm passed away relatively slowly - by approximately 02h00 
on the Saturday the flow rate appeared to have returned to the 
normal pattern; and (3) the hydrograph of the storm flow 
pattern appears to be similar to that selected for the 
simulations, as shown in Fig 6.10 . 
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.. 
With regard to the effect of the storm flow on the influent 
concentration pattern, it would seem most likely that the 
action of the storm water entering the plant would be to 
reduce the concentration through dilution. However, because 
continuous monitoring of concentration is not included and the 
strategy has no means for quantifying the reduction, it is 
assumed that no change in the influent concentration pattern 
occurs. This assumption in no way influences the results 
presented later for showing how the strategy deals with the 
hydraulic shock - it will only cause the effluent load pattern 
to differ partially from that likely to be encountered in 
practice. 
Once the form of the influent storm patterns is fixed, a 
second question must be answered; namely: 
(2) What will be the magnitude of the storm flow? The form of 
( 3) 
the influent storm flow pattern is shown in Fig 6.io; it is now 
necessary to quantify (a) the rates of increase and decrease of 
the storm flow rate, and (b) the peak storm flow rate. Selec-
tion of the magnitudes of these factors also is a subjective 
one; because of the difficulty in choosing these values 
appropriately it was decided to test the behaviour of the 
strategy under two sizes of storm input, with the rate of 
increase and decrease in storm flow rate being the same for 
each case. Details of the rates of change of flow rate, peak 
storm flow rate, etc., for the two storms (referred to as a 
"small" and a "big" storm) are listed in Table 6. 2; uni ts of 
flow are the same as used elsewhere i.e. 1 unit equals the normal 
mean daily inflow rate. 
At what time of day will the storm flow commence? The time 
at which the storm flow enters a WWTP will depend on a number 
of factors; for example, time of day when a rainstorm in the 
collection area occurs, length of sewers, gradients of sewers, 
etc. To test the behaviour of the control strategy under 
storm flows in an adequate manner, it is necessary to consider 
two possible situations - one where the storm flow enters the 
Table 6. 2: Description of "small" and "big" storm flow patterns 
~sed in simulations. 
Rate of increase 
(units/hour) 
I Rate of decrease 
(units/hour) 
Para.meter 
during rising flow 
during declining flow 
Peak storm flow rate 
Duration of rising flow rate (hours) 
Duration of declining flow rate (hours) 
Storm flow as a fraction of usual daily 
total inflow 
Small Big 
0,2 0,2 
0,04 0,04 
o,4 o,8 
2 4 
10 20 
0,1 o,4 
plant when the tank level is dropping and approaching its 
minimum level, and one where the· flow enters when the tank 
level is increasing, and approaching its maximum level. The 
two times selected for the commencement of storm flow are 
04h00 and 16hOO, respectively. 
Having quantified the storm flow patterns it now remains to demon-
strate the manner in which the control strategy will behave under 
these unusual inputs. The selection of the storm flow patterns 
requires the investigation of four different cases - a small and a 
big storm commencing at either 04h00 or at 16hOO. For the 
simulations an in-line equalization tank with a 5,5 hour retention 
time (based on the normal mean daily inflow rate) is used. In 
order to exclude the possible interference of other factors, the 
daily influent wastewater patterns are taken as being very close 
to the historical patterns; each simulation covers a two-day period, 
with the storm commencing on the first day and the storm flow pattern 
being' superimposed on the wastewater influent flow rate pattern. 
Previous simulations have shown that, under the usual inputs of flow 
rate and concentration encountered at the Cape Flats WWTP, tank hold-
up is decreasing at 04h00; Figure 6.2 illustrates how the hold-up 
continues decreasing up to about 13h00 when a minimum is reached -
with a 5,5 hour tank this minimum is close to the lower allowable 
hold-up limit of 5 percent. Figures 6.12 and 6.13 illustrate the 
controlled response of the equalization tank when a small and a big 
storm, respectively, conunence at 04hOO. 
(1) Small storm (Fig 6.12): The top section of the Figure shows 
how the small storm flow is superimposed on the usual input 
pattern; the storm flow increases up to 06hOO and thereafter 
falls off until the storm flow contribution is zero at 16hOO. 
The results illustrate how the action of the strategy is to 
"spread out" the effect of the storm: 
The strategy increases the outflow rate as the storm 
flow increases because there is no fore-knowledge as 
to when the peak will be reached; once the peak storm 
flow has passed and the actual. inflow rate gradually 
returns to the historical pattern, the action of the 
strategy is to distribute the excess inflow over an 
extended period. The nett effect is that the tank 
effluent flow and load rate patterns are verJ similar to 
the optimal patterns. 
'Two features contribute to allow this behaviour: (1) the 
relatively small amount of excess flow entering the plant -
the daily inflow is only increased 10 percent; and (2) the 
storm occurs at a suitable time in that hold-up capacity is 
available to store the excess flow·- this is reflected in the 
difference between the tank hold-up profile for Day 1 and Day 2. 
(2) Big storm (Fig 6.13): The action of the strategy under the 
large input is very different from (1) above, because the 
daily inflow is 40 percent greater than usual and the effect of 
the storm persists for a full 24-hour period before influent 
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conditions return to normal. In this case, because the 
equalization facility is so over-loaded, the primary concern 
is to avoid overflowing the tank. Thus, although the storm 
flow passes its maximum at 08hOO, it is necessary to continue 
increasing the outflow rate steadily up to 18hOO. There-
a~er, the outflow rate more or less follows the influent 
pattern until the tank effluent flow and load rates approach 
their respective mean values. 
3.2.2 ~!~E~~-2~~~~~~~~-~!-~§~~~ 
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Under normal operation the tank hold-up is increasing at 16hOO; there~ 
fore it can be expected that storms starting at 16hOO will exert an 
even worse effect than storms starting at 04hOO because there is no 
longer excess capacity in the immediate future for storing additional 
flow. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 again illustrate the controlled response 
of the equalization facility under a small and big storm input, 
respectively, but this time for storms commencing at 16hOO. 
(1) Small storm (Fig 6.14): In this case, even with the relatively 
small increase in flow rate, it is necessary to increase the tank 
outflow rate substantially to avoid overflowing tne tank. 
Comparing these results with those of Fig 6.12 (same storm, but 
commencing at 04hOO), near-optimal behaviour can be maintained 
only by distributing the excess flow over an extended period 
if the storm commences at a time when there will be available 
hold-up capacity in the future. 
(2) ~ig storm (Fig 6.15): With a big storm commencing at 16hOO 
the position is more aggravated; in fact, even though the tank 
outflow rate is raised to twice the normal value, the tank 
overflows slightly between 20h00 and 22h00. Once the actual 
influent flow rate drops towards the mean, however, the excess 
tank volume normally available during Day 2 is utilized to 
distribute the excess flow over a longer period. 
3.2.3 ~~~~~!~-~~§~~~~§-~~E!~~~~~~~-~~~~E_§!~E~-!~r~!~ 
A general conclusion from the simulations of the controlled res.ponse 
of an eQualization tank under storm inputs is that, to maintain near-
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optimal operation on a continuous basis, excess tank hold-up capacity 
must always be available so as to enable excess flows to be stored and 
distributed over an extended period; the magnitude of storm which can 
be handled in this way will depend on the amount of available excess 
hold-up. One way to achieve this would be to use, say, an 8 hour 
retention time tank, and to specify the upper allowable tank hold-up 
limit as about 70 percent of the total. By suitable adjustment 
of the penalty error for volume limits in the error expression used by 
the equalization algorithm, such a system always would have the 
capacity to absorb relatively large shock loads. Also, under normal 
conditions the operating hold-up would be roughly equivalent to a 5,6 
hour retention time tank and would lead to relatively good equalization 
of both flow and load under normal conditions. Under normal circum-
stances it is doubtful whether such a scheme would be worthwhile; in 
most cases shock loads large enough to over-load an equalization facility 
will occur very infrequently. It would seem more reasonable to use. 
the available hold-up fully, accepting that upsets due to storm flows 
may occur, rather than setting aside capacity to deal with infrequent 
unusual inflows and thereby achieving a lesser degree of equalization 
than necessary for the major part of the year. However, each situa-
tion must be judged according to the circumstances prevailing at a 
particular plant. If, for example, over a part of the year, storms 
occur regularly, then a reduction in the upper hold-up limit can be 
specified for tank operation over that period, and/or the tank volume 
can be increased at the design stage. 
The effect of storm flows through a plant can be particularly onerous 
on the secondary settling as this increases the mass flux throughput 
on the tank, and loss of sludge over the effluent weirs is a common 
occurrence at such times. A modification in the plant design can 
reduce this effect considerably: through a flow topping method 
divert the influent flow in excess of the maximum allowable flow to 
the process direct to the secondary settling tank. Although the 
flow through the settling tank is increased, the solids mass flux 
throughout is maintained near-constant, and the settling tank will 
behave more effectively. 
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4. SELECTION OF CONTROL INTERVAL LENGTH 
In all the simulations of the controlled equalization tank performance 
presented in Chapter 5 and in this Chapter, control interval lengths 
of 30 minutes have been used. That is, at half-hourly intervals the 
equalization algorithm is used to determine the optimal outflow rate 
from the tank for the ensuing half-hour; except in cases where 
emergency control action is required, this flow rate is not changed 
during the half hour. This particular control interval length was 
selected purely on the basis of providing seemingly satisfactory results 
in the simulations. 
To investigate the factors requiring consideration in the selection 
of the control interval length, additional simulations were carried 
out using a range of control interval lengths (15, 30 and 60 minutes) 
and for a range of tank retention times (3, 5 and 8 hours). 11hese 
simulations identified one importar.t feature regarding the selection 
of control interval length. 
Irrespective of the tank retention time, there is a slight 
improvement in control strategy performance as the length of 
the control intervals is shortened; the extent of the 
improvement increases as (1) the magnitude of the deviations 
between the actual and historical influent flow rate patterns 
increases, and ( 2) as the retention time of the tank decreases. 
This feature is best explained if one considers an example where, say, 
the actual inflow rate corresponds identially to the historical 
pattern up to a point and then, immediately after the outflow rate has 
been specified for an interval, the actual inflow rate suddenly becomes 
progressively larger than the historically-expected inflow rate. 
There will be a lag in the response of the control strategy in making 
any necessary adjustment to the tank outflow rate because the increased 
flow rate will be noticed only at the end of the control interval; 
this response time is obviously reduced if the length of the control 
' interval is shortened. It was found that, for any tank size,-as the 
intervals are shortened, the behaviour of the control strategy becomes 
more stable because differences between the actual and expected inputs 
6.44 
are picked up more quickly, thereby enabling small adjustments to be 
made at short intervals rather than having to make large changes at 
longer intervals - this latter behaviour may lead to overcompensating 
for certain fluctuations in the influent patterns. 
The effect of changing control interval length was highlighted in the 
case of a 3 hour retention time tank. Because of the rapid response 
of the small tank it was found that, if control intervals of 60 minutes 
are used, the response of the strategy is hopelessly inadequate; 
problems are continually encountered with tank overflow and under-
flow. However, as the control interval length is decreased from 60 
to 30 and then to l5 minutes the operation of the control strategy 
improves markedly. 
Rough guidelines for the selection of control interval lengths for 
different equalization tank sizes are listed in Table 6.3. It 
should be stressed that these values are not fixed; rather, because. 
these values give satisfactory results in the simulations using the 
Cape Flats influent data, a.~d because this influent data appears to 
be typical for a WWTP, it is likely that the same selection will be 
appropriate in other cases. 
Table 6.3: Guidelines for selection of control interval lengths 
Mean Tank Retention Time r.ontrol Interval Length 
(Hours) (Minutes) 
< 4,5 15 
4,5 - 6,o 30 
> 6,o 30/60 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTROL STRATEGY AT FULL-SCALE 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Once the control strategy had been developed and tested by simula-
tions of the controlled response of different equalization 
facilities under various input patterns of flow rate and concentra-
tion, the final phase in the project was the implementation of the 
control strategy at full-scale. The success, or failure, of this 
phase obviously constitutes the "acid test" for the control strategy 
- whether or not the favourable results obtained in the simulations 
can, in fact, also be achieved in practice. 
An underlying feature in the deveiopment and testing of the control 
strategy was a continual effort to provide a means for controlling 
the operation of an equalization facility which (1) will result in 
optimal, or near-optimal, operation on a continuous basis, and (2) 
is suited for practical implementation. 
Development: In the development a continual effort was made 
to structure the strategy in a manner suitable for the 
eventual practical implementation. This was achieved 
through taking cognizance of the instrumentation available 
for implementing the scheme, and structuring the strategy 
accordingly. For example, the direct measurement of 
inflow rate is circumvented by structuring the strategy to 
require only mean inflow rates over, say, half hour 
intervals - information which can be calculated from outflow 
rate and tank level change over the interval i.e. from information 
provided by instruments which in any case are necessary for 
the implementation. 
Testing: During the testing phase of the control strategy, 
simulations of the controlled equalization facility response 
were performed using not only input data measured at full-
s cale WWTP's, but also a variety of i~put patterns selected 
to stress the capacity of the control strategy. This 
enabled emergency control procedures requiring information 
on only the outflow rate and tank level to be incorporated 
in the strategy i.e. emergency procedures which are 
practicable. 
7.2 
In the transition from the simulation phase to that of implementing 
the strategy, one aspect in which problems were anticipated was 
allowing for the time required for application of the equalization 
algorithm at the beginning of a control interval i.e. a real-time 
limitation: 
At the start of a control interval the tank outflow rate 
for that interval must be specified by the strategy. When 
testing the strategy by using simulated inputs as discussed 
in Chapters 5 and 6, real-time limitations were not of any 
consequence. Simula ti om: of the controlled tank response, 
in fact, involve two separate simulations: firstly, the 
equalization algorithm must simulate the expected tank 
response under the expected inputs for an ensuing 24-hour 
cycle; and secondly, the computer program must simulate the 
actual tank response under the specified inputs, subject to 
the outflow rate determined from application of the algorithm. 
In testing the control strategy under specified input data, 
at the start of a control interval the algorithm is applied 
to determine the required tank outflow rate; once this 
value has been determined, only then does the program simulate 
the actual tank response for the duration of the control 
interval i.e. during application of the algorithm at the start 
of the interval time was, in effect, "frozen". However, in 
practice the extensive computation of the optimum tank out-
flow rate from application of the algorithm using a micro-
computer may require a computation time of several minutes 
i.e. computation time may constitute a large fraction of the 
control interval. This is in conflict with the effective 
assumption in the simulations that the computation is 
instantaneous, or conversely, that the real world stops for 
the duration of the calculation. For this reason it was 
necessary to re-structure the control strategy slightly; 
the means by which this was achieved is discussed later. 
7.3 
Once the development and testing of the general control strategy had 
been completed, permission was obtained from the City Council of 
Johannesburg to implement the strategy at the Goudkoppies plant. 
This particular plant was not the ideal one for testing the control 
strategy (tile causes for this are discussed later), but despite 
these problerr£ it was decided to use this plant for two reasons: 
The Goudkoppies equalization tank had been manually operated 
for a considerable time; consequently, data under manual 
operation was available for comparison with the microcomputer-
controlled operation. 
The Goudkoppies equalization tank was the only one available; 
the only alternative woul1 have been to test the strategy at 
pilot scale. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE GOUDKOPPIES PLANT 
The Goud.koppies Wastewater Treatment I'lant is situated, on gently 
sloping ground, approximately 30 kilometers south-west of the 
Johannesburg city centre~ The major source of wastewater for the 
plant is the central business district of Johannesburg, while ti:le 
balance is of a domestic nature chiefly from the Orlando region of 
Soweto. The plant has been designed for a mean inflow rate of 
150 M.Ld-l and a mean raw influent COD concentration of 900 mg COD.£-1 . 
At present the plant is underloaded, with a mean daily inflow rate 
of between 90 and 110 M£ and a mean influent COD concentration of 
-1 
approximately 600 mg COD.£ However, modifications to the sewer 
network, to be completed by late 1981, will raise the inflow to the 
-1 design load of 150 ML d ; the influent COD concentration is also 
-1 
expected to rise to approximately 800 mg COD.£ . 
Figure 7 .1 shows a schematic flowchart of the Goudkoppies plant; the 
actual layout of the plant can be seen in the aerial photograph in 
* Fig 7.2. At the header works the raw influent sewage is screened 
* Fig 7.1 shows the flow from the equalization tank as passing to a 
single activated sludge module; the outflow from the tank is dis-
tributed between three identical activated siudge modules, each 
designed to handle a flow of 50 M£. d-1. 
and degritted; thereafter the flow passes to two clusters of 
circular primary settling tanks (four tanks in each cluster). The 
total underflow from the primary settling tanks constitutes only 
about 2 percent of the total inflow; this underflow is pumped to 
a sump from where it flows by gravity to anaerobic digesters at the 
nearby Klipspruit plant. Between 35 and 45 percent of the influent 
COD is removed at present in the primary settling tanks. Settled 
sewage flows, also by gravity, via two underground pipes, to the in-
line equalization tank, entering the tank just above the base of 
the tank. There are three outlets from the equalization tank - one 
* to each of the three activated sludge modules. 
The three activated sludge modules are identical and have been 
designed according to the five-stage Phoredox process, with the 
objective of removing both nitrogen and phosphorus from the influent. 
The influent, together with the underflow recycle from the secondary 
settling tanks, enters an anaerobic zone (2080 m3) at the head of 
the process; from the anaerobic zone the flow passes sequentially 
to a primary anoxic zo~e (4800 m3), an aeration reactor (14700 m3), 
a secondary anoxic zone (4800 m3), and a small re~aeration reactor 
(2700 m3), and finally to the circular secondary settling tanks. 
An internal recycle transfers mixed liquor from the main aeration 
reactor to the primary anoxic zone. 
A detailed discussion of the biological process does not fall within 
the framework of this investigation. The design of the equalization 
tank, however, is of importance and will be discussed in some detail. 
2.1 Description of Goudkoppies Equalization Tank Construction 
and Operation 
The Goudkoppies equalization tank, constructed of concrete, is set 
on a gentle slope between the primary settling tanks and the 
activated sludge modules so as to allow gravity flow to, and from, 
the tank. A detailed plan of the tank is shown in Fig 7.3. The 
tank is rectangular in plan with dimensions of 150m by 50m, and a 
vertical side wall depth of 3,8m. The overflow weirs are set 3~03m 
* A fourth activated sludge module can be seen at the bottom of 
Fig 7.2. However, no mechanical equipment has been installed 
in this module and the module is not connected into the flow network. 
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7.7 
above the base of the tank, giving a tank hold-up capacity of 
22750 m3• Based on the plant design flow, this hold-up corresponds 
to a mean tank retention time of 3,64 hours; with the present flow 
the mean tank retention time is approximately 5,5 hours. In terms 
of the results presented in Fig 4.7, Chapter 4, the present retention 
time should allow efficient equalization of both flow and load to be 
attained, with a marginal decrease in efficiency as the design flow 
is approached. 
There are two inlets and three outlets from the tank. The relative 
positions of the inlets and outlets are indicated on the plan in 
Fig 7. 3. 
Inlets. Flow from the primary settling tanks enters the 
equalization tank via two large-diameter pipes just above 
the tank base; the two pipes are positioned lOm and 40m 
from a corner of the tank along one of the 150m side walls. 
Outlets. Three identical outlets from the equalization 
tank are positioned at the corner of the tank furthest 
from the inlets. The outlets are immediately adjacent 
to one another and form an integral part of the 150m side 
wall. Detailed drawings of the outlet .configuration are 
shown in Fig 7.4. The outlets are rectangular, and the 
outflow from each is set by the position of a motor-driven 
Rotorque gate valve. Each of the three streams leaving 
the tank enters a flow measuring flume; the flow rate 
through each flume is measured by measuring the depth of 
flow in the channel approximately 5m upstream of the flume 
using an air bubbler/pressure transducer instrument. The 
measured tank outflow rate through each of the flumes is 
displayed on the respective control panel (mounted on the 
tank wall) on a dial graduated in litres per second. 
The outflow rate from each tank outlet is controlled by a 
feedback controller. The required outflow rate is 
determined by the position of a setpoint potentiometer 
located in the flow controller panel. The flow controller 
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* 
uses the output from the pressure transducer as a feedback 
signal, and if the flow rate exceeds certain limits from 
7.9 
the setpoint value, a motor is actuated to change the position 
of the gate valve by an incremental amount so as to reduce 
the differential between the measured and the setpoint flow 
rate. The magnitude of the differential which causes the 
motor to be actuated is determined by the setting of a 
proportional band potentiometer in the flow controller 
circuitry. In order to provide stable control it is 
necessary that the proportional band setting is such that. 
the differential which causes the gate position to be changed 
is larger than the change in flow rate which occurs when 
the gate is moved by an incremental amount; if this were 
otherwise the controller would "hunt". Therefore, with 
these flow controllers, the accuracy within which a specified 
outflow rate can be maintained is effectively determined by 
the minimum period over which the motor-drive can be 
activated - if this period is very short then fine adjustments 
to the outflow rate can be made, and the limits about the set 
point which if exceeded, cause the motor to be activated, can 
* be made correspondingly small. However, if only large 
adjustments are possible then the accuracy of the flow control 
is impaired because the flow rate necessarily must be 
allowed to fluctuate within an even larger range of the 
setpoint - if the limits causing the valve to move are too 
close the controller will "hunt". 
Before implementing the control strategy the flow controllers 
were tested. The tests showed that there was cause for 
concern because the proportional band setting was such that 
the motor-driven valves were actuated only when the differ-
ence between the actual flow rate and the set-point exceeded 
-1 
about 150£.s - about a 30 percent indeterminacy consider-
ing that the usual outflow rate setting is in the region of 
500£.s-1 . The behaviour as a result of this is illustrated 
The size of the adjustments can also be decreased through changing 
either the structure of the outlet from the tank or through chang-
ing the gearing of the motor; however, both of these changes 
would be costly and were therefore discounted as possibilities. 
TANK FLOOR 
AUTOMATICALLY OPERATED 
PENS TOCK 
7.10 
TO FLUME ---
• ~~~@i:::;::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l:!::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::~:::::::: 
:1ill 
Jlilil! 
(a} Outlet under normal flow conditions. 
STEEL GRATING 
I 
TANK FLOOR 
""' 
(bl Tank overflow outlet. 
Fig 7.4 Drawing of the equalization tank outlet configuration 
for (a) normal outflow and (b) overflow. 
7.11 
in Fig 7.5 which shows a recorder plot of the flow rate from 
one tank outlet over 24 hours; although the specified out-
flow rate was 500.Q.. s-1 the valve position was not altered 
over the day despite the variation in the actual flow rate 
between 330 and 560£.s-l caused by head changes in the tank. 
[Between 171100 and 2lh00 the outflow rate remained constant 
because the tank was overflowing into a channel parallel to 
the measuring flume and the head in the tank was constant 
over this period]. This insensitivity was clearly 
unacceptable considering that the magnitude of the flow 
rate adjustments required by the control strategy would be 
about 2 percent of the usual flow rate. However, it was 
found that by fine-tuning the controllers and reducing to a 
minimum the period a motor-drive is actuated, the tank out-
flow rate could be held within approximately 5£.s-l of the 
desired value i.e. within 1 percent accuracy. 
Overflow weirs. In the event of the tank hold-up exceeding 
the maximum tank capacity of 22750m3 , flow passes over three 
identical overflow weirs adjacent to the respective outlet 
gate valves (see Fig 7.4). Each overflow discharges into 
an open channel parallel to the respective flow-measuring 
flume, and joins the respective flow to the biological plant 
immediately downstream of the flume. 
Three features appeared to contribute to the inefficient utilization 
of the Goudkoppies equalization tank while under manual control: 
The proportional band within which the flow could vary before 
the flow controllers were. activated was too wide. This 
problem could have been remedied by reducing the period for 
which the motors driving the gate valves were actuated, and 
correspondingly reducing the proportional b~nd setting. 
The operators experienced difficulties in making the correct 
estimates of the tank outflow rates, particularly in the 
transition from week to weekend, and vice versa, when there 
are significant, and fairly sudden, changes in both the . 
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Fig 7.5 Example of 24 hour flow rate response in one tank 
outlet with a specified set point of 500 i.s-1 
(Broad proportional band setting). 
daily mass inputs of flow and load and their associated 
diurnal patterns. 
The tank contents were, and still are not, completely 
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mixed. This feature was the major one causing problems in 
the operation of this equalization facility; this aspect 
merits further detailed discussion. 
In the initial design of the equalization tank at Goudkoppies the 
objective was to achieve good flOl:J equalization; load equalization 
was regarded as a secondary objective and provision for mixing of 
the tank contents was not included. As a result a large degree 9f 
settlement of particulate material on the base of the relatively 
shallow tank was anticipated. To prevent any accumulation of 
solids in the tank, a system of four 700 mm tall dwarf walls was 
constructed along the base of the tank as shown in Fig 7. 3; by 
allowing the tank level to drop below 700 mm each day the flow would 
be canalized between the dwarf walls, thereby fJ..ushing out any 
solids each day and preventing any accumulation in the tank. How-
ever, if the tank is not drained each day in this fashion, solids· 
rapidly accumulate on the tank floor; consequently when the 'tank 
level does drop below (00 mm a slug of material is flushed into the 
biological reactors and the COD concentration in the stream to the 
-1 biological processes increases to as high as 6000 mgCOD.i . To 
avoid this occurrence the tendency developed to specify the outflow 
rate controller set points to intentionally underestimate the 
required outflow rate, and accept that the tank would overflow for 
a portion of the day; in this way the operators ensured that the 
tank level never dropped low enough to flush solids from the tank. 
The result of this operating pattern not only negated, in part, the 
function of the equalization tank, i.e. the purpose of flow 
balancing, but also caused an increasing accumulation of solids in 
the tank which, at some time, would have to be removed. T'nat the 
mass of solids in the tank is substantial under this mode of opera-
tion was evident from two observations: 
There was a mass loss of COD of approximately 20 percent 
between the tank influent and effluent. 
There appeared to be a high rate of anaerobic activity on 
the base of the tank; gas bubbles continuously rose to 
the surface over the whole extent of the tank. 
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It was envisaged that when implementing the equalization control 
strategy at Goudkoppies the accumulation of solids in the tank could 
be prevented automatically by specifying the lower allowable tank 
hold-up limit as, say, 400 mm to ensure flushing of the tank each 
day. That is, implementing the control strategy at this plant 
would have the effect of both ( 1) improved equalization of the flow, 
and (2) prevention of the accumulation of solids in the tank - a 
situation not achieved when the tank was operated under manual 
control. The principal disadvantage of implementing the strategy 
at Goudkoppies (with regard to testing the strategy) was that, 
because there was not efficient mixing of the tank contents, 
simultaneious flow and load equalization (incorporated in the strategy) 
* could not be tested. However, it was decided to accept this 
disadvantage, and to proceed with the implementation at the Goukkoppies 
plant. 
3. EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTROL STRATEGY 
The basic requirements for implementing the control strategy, in 
addition to a suitable microprocessor, have been identified in 
Section 3, Chapter 5; these are the facilities to: 
* 
(1) Adjust the tank outflow rate from the microprocessor; 
( 2) Measure the outflow rate and transfer this measurement 
to the microprocessor; 
(3) Measure the liquid level in the equalization tank and 
It would, of course, be possible to develop an empirical procedure 
for modelling the settlement, and subsequent flushing, of solids 
in the tank. A multitude of factors influence this behaviour; 
for example, tank dimensions, relative position of tank inlets and 
outlets, efficiency of primary settling tanks, etc. Because of 
the complexity of such a model it was decided that initially the 
approach would be to concentrate entirely on flow equalization, and 
thereafter to, perhaps, develop some empirical model to enable the 
incorporation of load equalization, depending on the resultant 
behaviour of the tank effluent load rate response. 
transfer this measurement to the microprocessor. 
To satisfy these requirements an interface must be included in the 
link between the microprocessor and the plant; this interface unit 
is needed to suitably condition the signals passing between the two 
items. A schematic representation of the equalization control 
* strategy system is shown in Fig 7.6. 
Normally the development of such a system would be relatively quick 
as the majority of the electronic equipment can be purchased "off 
the shelf"; however, to reduce costs, a large portion of the equip-
ment was developed, built and tested at the University of Cape Town. 
This resulted in a substantial saving,but caused a delay in the 
implementation. As it was necessary to reduce costs, this option 
Level 
Measurement 
Microprocessor 
Flow 
Control i----------i 
I I 
I I 
.. 
Interface 
Flow 
Me•surement 
Fig 7.6 Schematic representation of requirements for implement-
ing the control strategy. 
* At the Goudkoppies plant there are three outlets from the tank; 
therefore provision must be made to control and to measure 
three outflow rates. 
was the only one open. Generally, however, it could be accepted 
that it would be easier, perhaps, to use commercially built 
electronic modules where possible - this would make for easier 
maintenance of the equipment. 
Five different aspects of the equipment and requirements for the 
implication of the control strategy at ti1e Goudkoppies plant are 
now discussed in more detail; these are 
1. The microprocessor 
2. Measurement of the tanl~ outflow rate 
3. Setting the tank outflow rate 
4. Measurement of liquid level in the tank 
5. The interface unit 
3.1 Microprocessor/Microcomputer 
It has been stated previously that a "suitable" microprocessor is 
required for implementation of the control strategy. As yet the 
term "suitable" has not been qualified; in the discussion so far it 
has merely been assumed that the microprocessor will be able to 
carry out the range of tasks necessary for the implementation. The 
general characteristics of microprocessor control systems are now 
discussed briefly; this provides a basis for rationalizing the 
choice of the microprocessor system se1ected for this particular 
application. 
It is a common misconception that a microprocessor is all that is 
needed to control a process or to do calculations. First1y, to 
execute a program or to store data requires that the microprocessor 
shou1d have access to a memory from whiGh it can read instructions 
or data and to wnich it can write information. Secondly, control 
of a process using a microprocessor is possible only through out-
putting control signals to the process and retrieving information 
which reflects the status of the process; this means that the micro-
processor must also have access to input and output elements. These 
requirements indicate that a microprocessor constitutes only one 
part of a microcomputer system used for process control. :Uortmans 
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(1981) mal(es the following distinction between a microcomputer and 
a microprocessor: 
"A microcomputer is the interconnected collection of micro-
processor (CPU), memory and input/output (I/O) elements, 
while the microprocessor can be characterised as just the 
ri.anaging part of such a microcomputer (see Fig 7.7)". 
Identification of the characteristics required from the microcomputer 
which is "suitable" for implementing the control strategy is best 
done through listing the general requirements for implementing the 
strategy as follows: 
.. 
" 
1. Extensive numerical computation capability for application 
of the equalization algorithr.i: the microcomputer must 
allow use of a high level lQnguage for writing the programs. 
2. Input of process parameters and output of setpoints for the 
flow controllers on the pla.nt: the minicomputer must provide 
easily available facilities for I/O. 
3. Storage of both process data and computer programs. This 
facility can be provided by various hardware items; however, 
probably the most suitable item is a floppy disk as this 
facilitates development of the computer programs. 
4. Speed of operation. 'l'he iterative equalization algorithm 
program must be executed sufficiently fast for the 
appropriate application of the control strategy. Two 
factors determine the speed of execution of a microcomputer 
program: 
CPU Memory Support I/O 
,. 
-
. .. ,. 
-
,. .. 
.. ~ ~ .. .. • .. ~ .. • 
System bus ( adress, data, control ) 
Fig 7.7 Structure of a microcomputer 
.. 
.. 
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Nature of software. High level languages available for 
microprocessor applications are either of the interpretive 
type or the compiler type. With interpretive languages 
each line of source code is compiled as it is executed; 
these have the advantages that they generally are easy 
to use and editing of programs is simple. In the case 
of compiler language, a machine lcode version of the 
program is generated before execution; once the program 
has been compiled_the machine code can be executed with-
out referring back to the source code. The major 
advantage of compilers over interpreters is that the 
program is executed approximately 100 times faster. 
8 or 16 bit processors. At present most microprocessor~ 
commonly encountered in control applications are either 
8 or 16 bit machines; this refers t·o memory word size 
and the width of the data bus. Without going into 
detail, it suffices to note that the speed of a 16 bit 
microprocessor is tens of times faster than an 8 bit 
machine. The disadvantage of the 16 bit machine is that 
both the hardware and software is many times more 
expensive than for the 8 bit machine. 
Selection of a suitable microcomputer for a particular application 
involves evaluation of a wide range of commercially available systems. 
The ffiajority of small integrated systems (i.e. CPU, memory, VDU, disk, 
etc.) contain a PROM-resident BASIC interpreter which implies rela-
tively slow execution of programs. Changing to a different language 
is only possible through changing the language card; this facility 
is only available in a restricted number of systems. Further 
disadvantages often encountered with these machines are - (1) software 
and compatible peripherals are only available from the manufacturers -
this excludes the possibility of cost-savings through developing 
certain hardware items in-house; and (2) often the disk is only 
suitable for program storage and file handling facilities are limited. 
The system eventually selected as the most suitable for this 
application was the SWTP microcomputer whicbl is based on the Motorola 
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6809 microprocessor. The features which make this machine 
particularly attractive for this application are: 
* 
Hardware flexibility. The approach with SWTP microcomputers 
is to supply a chassis containing power supplies, etc., and 
a motherboard which carries the various system buses. A 
series of modules are available to plug into the mother-
board (e.g. CPU, memory) . This allows a system to be 
assembled to meet the required specifications for a particular 
application. In addition to the main components there are 
additional ports specially set aside for I/O devices - these 
items can be purchased as standard units; however, specific 
devices can be designed and manufactured to operate from these 
locations. One particularly attractive feature of the system 
is that the eight available I/O slots_(ports) are predecoded 
to 16 addresses per port; therefore, after a device is 
slotted into a certain physical position, the device resides 
at specifi·ed addresses in memory, allowing easy access from 
both high level language and assembler programs. 
Software flexibility. There is a wide range of inexpensive 
software available for use with the SWTP microcomputer. 
For this particular application the following so~ware packages 
were used: 
* FLEX : This is the Technical Systems Consultants (TSC) 
disk operating and file management system. The soft-
ware has been designed specifically to operate on the 
SWTP machine and is probably the most widely used disk 
operating system for Motorola microprocessors. In 
addition to the disk operating system,FLEX has various 
other components which are also used in the development 
of software ·for implementation of the control strategy; 
these are the FLEX Mnemonic Assembler and the FLEX Text 
Editor. An additional advantage of the FLEX system is 
FLEX is the trademark of TSC and the copyright is obtained from 
TSC for the use of BLEX. 
that a wide range of other FLEX-compatible software 
(e.g. high level languages) is available from other 
suppliers. 
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Pascal P-Code Compilert: This is a high level language 
package which conforms to the standard Pascal format 
and which has been developed by LUCIDATA specifically to 
run under the control of FLEX. The code generated on 
compilation of a program is executed in conjunction with 
a run-time package; this approach gives execution times 
in the region of 50 to 100 times shorter than normally 
obtained with BASIC interpreters. 
It is not necessary to discuss the specifications of the main system 
components (CPU, Memory, etc) in detail; this information is 
available in the various handbooks which describe the Motorola 6800/9 
systems. However, it is necessary to supply certain information 
concerning the I/O devices as this will facilitate understanding of 
tl1e computer programs presented in Section 4. 
3.1.1 !{~-~::::~~::~-~~~::~-~::-~~~::::~::::~~~~:::: 
There are four input/output (I/O) devices located in specific slots 
(or ports) on the SWTP motherboard. The common function of these 
items is to provide a means of communication for the microprocessor 
with the outside world. The ports at which the devices are 
located, and the range of 16 addresses in memory to which each 
port is decoded, are as follows: 
I/O Device Port No. Address Range 
Serial Interface (ACIA) 0 $EOOO - $EOOF 
Disk Controller 1 $E010 - $E01F 
Analog to Digital Converter 3 $E030 - $E03F 
Parallel Interface (PIA) 7 $E070 - $E07F 
* 
(1) Serial Interface (ACIA): The specific function of this device 
is to allow input and output of data to the terminal and printer. 
t This package is available under licence from LUCIDATA Ltd., 
P 0 Box 128, Cambridge CB2 5EZ, United Kingdom. 
* The prefix $ signifies a hexadecimal number. 
(2) Disk Controller: This item provides for data exchange with the 
floppy disk drive. 
(3) Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC): The function of the ADC is 
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to convert analog input signals (reflecting the status of the equaliza-
tion tank level and outflow rates) to digital signals which can be 
used by the microcomputer control strategy program. The input 
signals are converted to the range 0,5 to 3,5 V (by the interface) 
and converted by the ADC to the equivalent binary value in the range 
0 to 255; the ADC is capable of 8 bit resolution i.e. an accuracy 
of 1 part in 256, which was perfectly adequate for this application. 
The particular ADC is a 16 channel multiplexed device of which only 
four channels were used, for the three outflow rate measurements and 
one tank level measurement; these channels are located at addresses 
$E030 to $E033. To access information from the device a machine 
code program must be executed which will signal the device to read 
the required channel, after which the digital value can be obtained 
directly from the appropriate memory location mentioned above. 
( 4) Parallel Interface (PIA): The purpose of the PIA is to transfer 
digital information in and out of the system. The device used is 
based on the Motorola Peripheral Interface Adaptor which has two 8 bit 
parallel ports that can each be programmed either as inputs or as 
outputs. Once the device has been initialized (through executing a 
machine code program) each 8 bit port is treated as a single memory 
location with respect to read/write operations - each memory word 
therefore is able to convey 8 pieces (bits) of information (true or 
false). For the application at Goudkoppies one of the ports was 
initialized for input and the other for output; using this configura-
tion it was (in conjunction with 4 external 8 bit latches) possible 
to convey all the required information to or from the microprocessor 
with a single PIA card. The specific functions of the inputs and 
outputs are as follows: 
Inputs: The digital input information required by the control 
strategy program at various times during operation is (1) the 
status of 3 "day type" switches located on the front panel of 
the interface unit; and (2) the status of a binary counter 
(clock) used for monitoring real time. 
~~~-~rR:_~~~~~~:~: The control strategy requires to 
know whether the present day and the following one are 
either weekdays or weekend days; this information is 
needed by the equalization algorithm to set up histori-
cal influent flow rate profiles for an ensuing 24-hour 
cycle. The mechanism for providing this information 
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is through each day manually setting three on/off switches 
designating "today", "tomorrow", and the "next day", 
respectively. For a weekday the appropriate switch is 
set in the "on" position, and in the "off" position for 
a weekend or public holiday. Depending on whether a 
switch indicates either a week day or a weekend day, 
either a 0 or a 1, respectively, is placed in specific 
bits of the 8 bit input word (bits 2, 3 and 4); the 
status of each switch is determined by executing a machine 
code program to sort out the information in the various 
bi ts of the word which resides at the location $E072. 
Clock counter: Implementation of the control strategy 
requires, inter alia, monitoring of real time. To do 
this the status of a 2 bit binary counter (which changes 
once a minute) is recorded in bits 0 and 1 of the input 
word located at ~E072 in memory i.e. the binary value in 
bits 0 and 1 changes at one minute intervals from 00 to 
01 to 10 to 11, and back to 00, and so on. By executing 
a machine code program to read bi ts 0 and 1 of the input 
word at regular intervals, the actual time (in hours and 
minutes) can be appropriately updated in the software of 
the control strategy program (provided that the time is 
correctly initialized in the software at start-up). The 
reason for selecting a 2 bit binary counter will become 
apparent later when the structure of the control strategy 
program is discussed. 
Outputs: The devices that are driven by the 8 bit digital 
output port are (1) three digital-to-analog converters (DAC's) 
3.1.2 
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which provide the appropriate setpoint signals for the three 
tank outflow rate controllers; and (2) three "Local/Auto" 
control switches on the interface unit which indicate whether 
the tank outflow rate is to be set manually or from the 
microprocessor. The three DAC's each require input informa-
tion in the form of an 8 bit word (a decimal value in the 
range 0 to 255 recorded in its binary form), while one bit 
is required to pass information to each of the three "Local/ 
Auto" switches - in all 27 bits of information must be output 
from the PIA. As only a single 8 bit output port is available 
on the PIA card this port is connected to the inputs of four 
8 bit latches. These latches, in turn, are connected to the 
DAC inputs and the three switches. In order to set the bit 
pattern on a specific DAC that bit pattern is written to the 
8 bit output port of the PIA, and a strobe pulse to the 
specific latch is generated. The latch is thus set and 
remains· in that status until reset. 
Certain circuitry, in addition to the CPU, memory and four I/O devices, 
is located in the microcomputer housing. Although this circuitry is 
not directly linked to the computer bus system, and therefore does not 
constitute a component of the microcomputer, it was found to be most 
convenient if this circuitry is located in the computer housing. The 
circuitry for the· three items in question is contained on a single PC 
board positioned in one of the vacant slots on the motherboard. The 
function of the different circuits is only described briefly here; 
detailed circuit diagrams are presented in Append.ix D. 
Four 8 bit latches: The function of these latches is detailed 
in the discussion of the PIA output port operation presented 
in Section 3.1.1. 
Three DAC circuits: The function of the DAC's is to supply an 
analog signal which is conditioned by the interface unit to 
provide an appropriate setpoint signal for the three tank out-
flow rate controllers. The appropriate digital signals in 
the range 0 to 255 are transferred to the inputs of the DAC's; 
3.1. 3 
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these signals are then converted to analog signals in the 
range 0 to 5V for onward transmission to the flow controllers. 
Clock circuit: The specifications for the clock require the 
status of a 2 bit binary counter to be changed at 1 minute 
intervals. This is conveniently achieved through a series 
of frequency dividers which suitably reduce a 2400 Hz signal 
derived from the microprocessor BAUD rate generator. 
At this point it is useful to summarize the information regarding the 
various data transmission functions described in Sections 3.1.1 and 
3.1.2. This summary not only facilitates understanding of the hard-
ware required for implementation of the control strategy at the Goud-
koppies plant, but also forms a useful reference when discussing the 
various computer programs presented in Section 4. Figure 7.8 shows 
a block diagram of all the I/O facilities between the microprocessor 
and the outside world. 
3.2 Measurement of Tank Outflow Rate. 
Sewage leaving. the equalization tank flows by gravity in open channels, 
of rectangular section, to the biological processes; common air 
bubbler/pressure transducer systems are used to measure the flow rates 
of the three streams leaving the tank. The primary element in each 
of the flow measuring schemes is a Parshall flume located approximately 
20 m downstream from the tank; the flume restricts the width of the 
open channel along which the flow passes, causing the upstream level 
to rise. A bubbler system constitutes the secondary element in the 
scheme. A constant flow of air is forced through a dip tube fixed 
to the side-wall of the open channel 5 m upstream of the flume; 
bubbles of air escape from the open end of the dip tube at the base 
of the channel, and the back pressure on the tube is monitored. 
This back pressure is proportional to the immersed depth of the dip 
tube, and therefore to the liquid level in the channel. 
The relationship between the flow rate in the channel and the 
depth of flow is non-linear and is given by the following equation: 
(6.1) 
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-1 tank outflow rate, i.s 
depth of flow in channel, m 
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The maximum depth of flow which can be handled by each channel before 
spillage over the side walls of the flume occurs is 0,712 m - a flow 
-1 
rate of 700 i.s . A pressure transducer is calibrated to supply 
the outflow rate controller with a feedback signal which varies from 
7,5 V to 8,5 V (a 1 volt swing) as the flow rate increases from 
0 to 700 i.s-1 • 
In addition to being used by the flow controller, the voltage output 
from the pressure transducer is also transferred to the interface 
unit. At the interface the signal is conditioned to give a voltage 
signal in the range 0,5 to 3,5 V which can be interpretted by the 
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) located in the ITicroprocessor unit; 
in this way the microprocessor can obtain measurements of the three 
outflow rates as required. 
3.3 Setting the Tank Outflow Rate 
The equalization algorithm resident in the microprocessor specifies 
the required optimum out.flow rate from each of the three tank outlets 
at regular intervals. The process initially tested for setting these 
outflow rates was virtually the reverse of the procedure for measuring 
the outflow: when the outflow rate is to be set, the digital-to-analog 
converter (DAC) located in the microprocessor housing, outputs a 
voltage signal in the range 0 to 5 V to the interface unit. This 
signal ·is conditioned to give a second signal in the range 7,5 V to 
8,5 V, depending on the required outflow rate; the second signal then 
becomes the setpoint for the outflow rate controller. This approach , 
however, gave certain problems with regard to obtaining accurate 
outflow rate settings for the following reason: 
The required outflow rate from each tank outlet is usually 
in the region of 500 i.s-1 ; from Eq (6.l) it is apparent 
that when the flow rate is in the range 400 to 600 i.s-l 
a small inaccuracy in the DAC output leads to a relatively 
large inaccuracy in outflow rate setting. Furthermore, it 
7.27 
was found that the DAC output tended to fluctuate very slowly 
from day to day; even though these fluctuations were very 
small, problems were encountered in maintaining the required 
outflow rate accurately on a continuous basis. 
In contrast to the DAC, it was found that the outputs from the pressure 
transducers used to measure the three outflow rates were particularly 
stable. This stable signal, whic~ ensures accurate flow measurements, 
was used to develop a second method for maintaining the outflow rate 
very close to the required value. The approach was as follows: 
On starting-up the control strategy, the method initially 
tested is used to specify a setpoint for the flow controller 
only at the beginning of the first control interval. There-
after, at regular intervals, the actual outflow rate is 
measured and compared to the required outflow rate stored in 
the microprocessor memory; if there is a difference of more 
-1 than, say, 5 Q,. s between these values a slight adjustment is 
made to the current setpoint signal from the DAC. In this 
way, even though the DAC output may fluctuate slightly from 
day to day, the required outflow rate always can be maintained 
very accurately. It was also found that because the changes 
in outflow rate, from one control interval to the next, are 
usually very small, the same method can be used to make these 
changes. 
3.4 Measurement of Liquid Level in the Tank 
Operation of the control strategy requires, i~ addition to measure-
ment of the tank outflow rate, measurement of the liquid level in 
the equalization tank at any instant. Various instruments such as 
ultrasonic level sensors were considered for this application; 
although such instruments are neat and compact, and relatively easy 
to install, it was decided to use a more cumbersome float unit as 
this provided the lowest cost alternative. 
The float unit was attached to the inside wall of the equalization 
tank, close to the three outlets from the tank, as shown in Fig 7.9. 
The unit consists of a float, attached to a steel tape, moving up 
and down in a vertically-mounted 318 w.m diameter PVC Class 4 stilling 
t 
tube which is 3870 mm long; the dimensions of the float unit are 
shown in Fig 7.10. The bottom of the tube, which is open, is 
positioned 330. mm from the tank base. The float has a total travel 
of 2750 mm and can move over a range from 350 mm to 3100 mm relative 
to the base of the tank; in terms of the depth of the tank from base 
to overflow this corresponds to a hold-up range of 11,7 to 103,3 
percent. It was found that if the tank level dropped to less than 
450 mm the flow rate past the base of the stilling tube caused the 
level inside the tube to rise and fall, leading to slightly unstable 
readings. This behaviour was unlikely to cause problems in opera-
ti on, however, because the tank level would seldom drop to less than 
500 mm; it was found that if the tank level dropped below 500 mm 
then the head in the tank could not maintain the required flow rate 
through the outlets - for this reason the lower allowable tank hold-
up limit is always selected as about 18 percent of the total tank 
depth ( 540 mm). 
A signal indicating the position of the float, and thus the liquid 
level in the tank, is supplied by a potentiometer arrangement mounted 
on top of the stilling t·ibe. As the floa-'v moves up or down, a steel 
tape attached to the float is either taken up or paid out from a wheel 
at the top of the tube. As the wheel rotates the potentiometer 
setting is changed to give an output voltage signal which varies over 
the range 0 to 5 V as the float moves from one extreme position to the 
other. This signal is transmitted to the microprocessor via the 
interface unit; knowing the dimensions of the float unit i.e. the 
length of steel tape), this signal can be interpretted as a tank 
hold-up for use by the microprocessor. 
The only maintenance of the float unit appears to be occasional 
sluicing of the inside wall of the stilling tube, at about 4 month 
intervals, to prevent any build-up of crust which may hinder the 
movement of the float. 
3. 5 Interface Unit 
In this Section the various functions of the interface unit are 
Fig 7.9 Photograph showing location of float uni t adjacent 
to tank outlets . 
OVERFLOW 
WEIR HT. 
TANK 
WALL 
POTENTIOMETER 
UNIT 
STILLING TUBE 
FIXING BRACKET 
STEEL TAPE 
FLOAT 
TANK FLOOR 
Fig 7 . 10 Schematic diagram of float unit . 
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discussed. No detailed documentation of the circuitry is presented 
here; the purpose, rather, is to explain the functions of the 
different circuits in more general terms. Detailed circuit diagrams 
are supplied for reference purposes in Appendix D. 
The primary function of the interface unit is to suitably condition 
the signals passing between the microprocessor and the plant. 
These signals reflect (1) the liquid level in the equalization tank, 
and (2) the flow rates.from the three tank outlets, and specify (3) 
the setpoints for the three flow controllers on the tank outlets. 
Although it is standard industrial practice to transmit analog control 
.signals as current loops (e.g. 4 - 20 mA), in this application all 
signals are transmitted as voltages on twisted pair cables. This 
method was selected to fit in most easily with the existing instrumenta-
tion on the plant, and necessitated the minimum modifications to the 
flow controller circuitry, i.e. the least cost alternative. To 
prevent possible problems of interference or "noise" being picked 
up on the lines, in all cases the control voltages are fed into the 
inputs of differential amplifiers; in this way any interference, 
which is likely to be common to both lines of the twisted pair, is 
rejected. This scheme for the transmission of signals was found to 
give good results in the application. 
The block diagram in Fig 7.11 shows the direction of transmission of 
the various signals, together with the different voltage ranges along 
different sections of the link between the microprocessor and plant. 
Conditioning of the three different categories of signal is now 
considered: 
The output from the 
three DAC's are signals in the range 0 - 5 V. These 
signals must be conditioned to give appropriate voltages 
in the range 7,5 V to 8,5 Vat the flow controller set-
points. This conditioning of each signal takes place 
in two stages: 
(1) The 0 - 5 V signal is passed (without modification) 
through a buffer amplifier located in the interface 
unit to offer some isolation between cables to the 
.... 
• 
• 
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plant and the DAC circuitry. The buffer amplifier 
also drives a meter located on the front panel of 
the interface unit to supply a visual indication of 
the specified outflow rate (as a percentage of the 
maximum outflow rate of 700 2.s-1 ). 
(2) The second stage in the conditioning is a zero/span 
adjustment circuit located in the flow controller 
panel. Tnis circuit has an input differential 
amplifier as mentioned previously and two further 
amplifiers to appropriately shift the zero and adjust 
the range of, the 0-5 V signal to a 7 ,5-8, 5 V signal 
for the flow controller setpoint. 
Flow rate signals. The three flow controller circuits each 
provide a signal in the range 7,5-8,5 V reflecting the depth 
of flow, and thus the flow rate, in the channels upstream of 
Parshall flumes at the three tank outlets. Each signal is 
passed to the input of a differential &~plifier located in 
the interface unit- thereafter two additional amplifiers are 
used for zero/span adjustment to provide the appropriate 
signal in the range 0,5-3,5 V for input to the ADC. 
Tank level signal. The output s~gnal from the float unit 
is conditioned in an almost identical manner to that for the 
flow measurement signals, the only difference being that the 
output signal from the float unit varies in the range 0-5 V, 
as opposed to a range of 7 ,5-8,5 V for the flow controllers. 
The interface unit provides the location for several other circuits 
for implementation of the control strategy; these are: 
Digital inputs to PIA (see Section 3.1.1): Three circuits for 
the three da;y-type switches mounted on the interface panel 
each consist of a buffer to present the PIA 8 bit input port 
with a standard logic level (i.e. 0 or 1) on the selected 
bits. 
Digital outputs from PIA (see Section 3.1.1): Whether or not 
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the three tank outflow rates are to be controlled from the 
microprocessor is determined by the status of three digital 
outputs from the PIA. The PIA signal is amplified to 
provide a switch closure output. This relay output enables 
the software to specify either that the flow controller 
accepts the microprocessor-generated setpoint or that the 
manually-specified setpoint is used. When the outflow 
rates are controlled from the microprocessor three LED's on 
the interface panel light up. 
Two additional circuits housed in the interface unit relate to 
detection and prevention of errors that may occur during operation: 
Alarm circuit. In the event of certain unusual behaviour 
(specified later), software will cause an audible alarm to be 
triggered. This draws the operator's attention to an error 
message printed on the VDU of the terminal. The alarm may 
be cancelled by a button on t:t1e interface panel. 
Power trip circuit. During normal operation a "program 
active" pulse is generated at approximately 5 second intervals. -
If this pulse is absent for more than 30 seconds the circuit 
will be tripped, removing power from the entire interface 
unit, and the system will revert to the manually-specified 
setpoints on the flow cont rollers. This ensures fail-safe 
operation in the event of either a computer malfunction or 
a power failure; in either case it will be necessary to re-
initialize operation of the control strategy. 
4. REAL-TIME MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAM 
The operation of the equalization facility, when under the control 
of the microprocessor, is directed by a single computer program 
which runs continuously. The function of this program is to carry 
out, and schedule, all the different operations necessary for the 
implementation of the control strategy in the real-time situation. 
For the particular application at Goudkoppies, a Pascal programming 
package was used for the mainline program. This package has been 
developed specifically for the Motorola 6800 series microprocessors, 
7,34 
and includes certain features which facilitate the development of the 
control program. 
below. 
These features become evident in the discussion 
To develop the computer program for the real-time implementation of 
the control strategy it is necessar'J f{rst to define the variou8 
requirements for the implementation; once these have been listed it 
becomes a simple matter to describe the development of the computer 
program which directs the operation. The basic requirements for 
the operation can be listed as follows: 
- Monitoring of a clock. Certain procedures must necessarily 
be carried out at specific times; therefore, the micro-
processor must maintain a continuous check on the actual time 
of day to enable scheduling of different events. 
- Computation of the optimum tank outflow rate at regular 
intervals, and computation cf the distribution of this flow 
between the three tank outlets. This involves utilization 
of the equalization algorithm, taking into account the 
immediate past behaviour of the equalization tank. 
- Setting the outflow ~ates from the three tank' outlets. 
- Measuring the three tank outflow rates. This is necessary 
to supply information for both (1) updating historical 
influent flow rate data stored in the microprocessor memory 
for use by the equalization algorithm, and (2) maintaining 
a check on the actual outflow rates so that possible adjust-
ments to the flow controller setpoints can be made. 
- Monitoring the liquid level in the equalization tank. This 
information is required for (i) use by the equalization 
algorithm, (2) computation of actual mean inflow rates over 
each control interval for updating the historical influent 
data, and (3) maintaining a check on the hold-up situation iri 
case of the possible need for emergency control action. 
- Output of information concerning the operation of both the 
equalization tank and the control strategy either on a regular 
basis or when called for by an operator. 
The requirements listed above demand mechanisms for communication 
between the control strategy program resident in the micro-
7.35 
processor and the "outside world". Two specific cases are involved: 
- Output to, or receipt of signals from the interface unit 
which provides the link with the plant; and 
- The facility to interrupt the normal operation of the 
microprocessor to access certain information with regard to 
either the operation of the control strategy or, more 
likely, the situation of the equalization tank at any 
instant. This facility applies specifically to information 
which is not output by the microprocessor on a regular basis. 
Transmission of information to or from the plant. The method by 
which signals (reflecting outflow rates and tank hold-up, and signals 
for the flow controller setpoints) are transmitted between the micro-
processor and the plant, via the interface unit, has already been 
discussed. Instruments on the plant form one end of this link, while 
the other end comprises either the output ports of the digital-to-
analog coverters (for signals directed to the plant - setpoint signals) 
01' the input ports of the analog-to-digital converter (for signals 
directed to the microprocessor - the various measurement signals). 
So far there has been no discussion on how this information is either 
written to the DAC or read from the ADC; it has merely been stated 
that this requires execution of a machine code program. 
say, the case of writing information to the DAC: 
Consider, 
At particular times the mainline Pascal program will require 
the outflow rate from the tank to be set; the version of 
Pascal used here allows a scaled value ,of the flow rate in 
the range 0 to 255 (for the range of possible flow rates of 
0 to 700 £.s-1 ) to be placed in a specific location in the 
microprocessor memory which is specially set aside for the 
use of the DAC (through the POKE command). However, to 
convert the digital information to a corresponding voltage 
signal on the output of the DAC for transmission to the 
flow controller setpoint, requires execution of a particular 
7.36 
machine code program. This is readily accomplished through 
the USER command in the mainline Pascal program as follows: 
The USER command diverts execution from the Pascal 
program to the start address of the machine code 
program which has been located in a vacant area in 
the microprocessor memory. Once this machine code 
program has been serviced, the microprocessor returns 
to the Pascal program. 
The DAC write program is one of a number of machine code programs 
which are resident in the microprocessor together with the mainline 
Pascal program. Details of the different machine code programs are 
presented in Section 4.2. 
Operator interruption of program execution. The microprocessor runs 
continuously, either executing the mainline Pascal program or 
servicing one of the machine code programs. However, some mechanism 
is required to allow interruption of the processing so that the micro-
processor can be instructed to output certain information which is 
not 3Upplied on a regular basis. For example, an operator may wish 
to know what the tank hold-up is at a particular time; it should be 
possible to instruct the microprocessor to output this information~ 
The mechanism to do this is provided through the interrupt facility 
of the microprocessor, and again involves directing execution to a 
machine code program. In this way requests for information typed 
in from the keyboard can be processed. Details of the possible 
output and workings of this machine code program are presented in 
Sections 4.1 and 4.2. 
The discussion above identifies two types of program for the imple-
mentation of the control strat:egy: 
* 
A mainline program (written in Pascal language) which not 
only computes the optimal tank outflow rate profile, but 
The primarJ functions in the control strategy operation are (1) 
application of the equalization algorithm to determine optimum 
tank outflow rate settings at. regular intervals, and (2) execution 
of certain procedures at specific times. It is necessary, therefore, 
to structure the computer programs in a manner such that operator 
interruption of program execution does not interfere with control 
stra~egy operation; this aspect of program structuring is detailed 
directs the operation of the control strategy. 
- A series of machine code programs which are accessed by the 
mainline program or from the keyboard. 
These various programs are now discussed in detail. The approach 
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here is to explain the function of different sections of these programs, 
rather than presenting actual software listings. Detailed listings 
of the programs are presented in Appendix E; these serve as a refer-
ence for the discussion which follows. 
4.1 Mainline Pascal Computer Program 
Individual functions of the mainline program have been listed at the 
start of Section 4, where the computational requirements for the 
real-time implementation of the control strategy are identified. 
Writing the software for each individual aspect in the particular 
version of Pascal used in this application does not pose any problem; 
a large part of this essentialiy involves translating the FORTRAN 
programs already written for the simulation study, with some small 
modifications. There are, of course, other sections required for 
the output of results specific to the Goudkoppies application; 
however, each entity again involved writing a simple Pascal program. 
The main difficulty in developing the real-time program is to link 
all the subsections of program together while still ensuring that all 
the individual events are correctly sequenced. By this we mean that 
certain actions must be taken at specific times in order to operate 
the plant appropriately; it is the function of the mainline program 
to ensure that the necessary action is taken at the correct time and 
in the correct sequence. 
illustrated by an example: 
The importance of this aspect is best 
Assume, say, that the tank level must be monitored at 
5 minute intervals to check whether or not any emergency 
control action is required to prevent the level dropping 
below some specified limit. Assume also that the com-
putation of the optimum tanl~ outflow rate by the equalization 
algorithm has just commenced. This computation involves an -
extensive iterative procedure and may require an execution 
7.38 
time of, say, 10 minutes. It is apparent that during this 
10 minute period the attention of the microprocessor cannot 
be directed exclusively to the determination of the optimum 
tank outflow rate; the microprocessor, amongst other 
functions, must monitor the liquid level in the tank at least 
twice, and perhaps carry out other procedures on the basis of 
these readings. 
The problem of setting up the mainline program therefore is one of 
sharinr,, in some way, the facilities of the microprocessor so that 
each function is serviced, and yet without neglecting to carry out 
the various control operations at their specific times. The solu-
tion to this pro~lem is through the structuring of the mainline 
program. The approach used here is to structure the program in a 
manner that allows application of a form of time-sharing system in 
which: 
Each program section that requires processing only receives 
the attention of the microprocessor for one or two seconds 
at a spell, even though the total processing time for a 
particular section of program may be several minutes. 
- Real-time is monitored at intervals of a few seconds so 
that the attention of the microprocessor can be diverted to 
servicing time-specific functions within a few seconds, at 
most, of the required time. 
This system, in effect, allows parallel processing of a number of 
different items, one of which is monitoring of a real-time clock. 
Structuring of the mainline program to incorporate this time-sharing 
system is achieved through the use of a series of software flags, 
as follows: Each sub-section of program for each of the individual 
functions (or requirements) of the control strategy is written as a 
separate Pascal procedure (or subroutine); these procedures are 
linked into a continuous program loop. At any time whether or not 
a procedure requires processing is indicated by the status of a flag 
associated with that particular procedure - if the flag is set 
(FLAG=l) then the procedure is processed for. a maximum period of 
t 
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about 2 seconds before re-entering the program loop; if the flag is 
not set (FLAG=O) then the next flag in the loop is scanned, and so 
on. In this way, by progressively moving around the continuous 
program loop several different procedures can be processed in 
parallel. At any one time it is unlikely that more than two or 
three procedures will .require simultaneous processing; therefore, 
each "revolution" of the program loop will take, at most, about 
6 seconds. By monitoring the clock once during each cycle, the 
status of the flags governing entry to the procedures for the time-
specific functions can be changed within a few seconds of the required 
time, and then, during the next "revolution", the procedure for the 
particular function can be serviced - this leads to delays of only a 
few seconds in executing time-specific procedures. 
Figure 7.12 shows the schematic structure of the mainline program, 
together with the names of the different Pascal procedures attached 
* to the program loop. On starting up the control strategy the first 
action is to initialize the control procedure (read in data, 
initialize program arrays, etc.); once this is completed, operation 
involves moving around the program lo.op continuously, servicing the 
various functions necessary for application of the control strategy, 
until execution is stopped either from within the program or through, 
for example, a power failure. Figure 7.12 only represents the 
structure of the mainline program, and in no way reflects the flow-
chart of the real-time operation of the control strategy; in fact, 
the ordering of procedures around the program loop can be completely 
rando~ - the sequence of performing different functions is determined 
solely by the sequence in which the status of the various 
so~ware flags is changed. For example, if in Procedure A the flag 
governing entry to Procedure D is changed from 0 to 1, then Procedure D 
will be processed before Procedure A can possibly be re-entered - care 
must just be taken to re-set flats at the appropriate points to avoid 
confusion. 
* An additional benefit of this method of structuring the program is 
that adjustments to the software can be made with a minimum of 
difficulty; additional procedures can be added to the loop (or 
removed) as completely independent units - only minor changes with 
respect to the procedure's software-flag are required in the 
remainder of the program. 
It was found that this approach to structuring the mainline program 
leads to satisfactory, stable operation of the control strategy. 
Although there is a delay of a few seconds in carrying out certain 
operations, this does not pose a problem because the response of 
the system being controlled (the tank) is relatively slow. 
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Having presented the overall structure of the control program, details 
of the function of the individual components are now discussed more 
f1illy. The sixteen different procedures linked to the program loop 
(see Fig 7.12) can be divided into four categories: 
( 1) Procedures relating to the direct use of the equalization 
algorithm; 
(2) Procedures for output of information; 
( 3) Procedures for scheduling the time-dependent events, and 
for other "bookkeeping" fun:::tions. 
(4) Procedures relating to the distribution of the total 
tank outflow between the three tank outlets. 
4.1.1 
The primary problem with incorporatine the equalization algorithm in 
a real-time control strategy arises from the relatively long calcula-
tion time required by the microprocessor to apply the lengthy 
iterative procedure for deternrining the optimum outflow rate from the 
tank - a problem which did not arise in the simulations of the 
control strategy behaviour (Chapter 6). In the case of the simula-
tions 'it was assumed that application of the algorithm at the start 
of a control interval was instantaneous (or equivalently, .that real-
time was "frozen" for the period during which the algorithm is 
utilized); that is, the optimal tank outflow rate for a control 
interval was known at the start of the interval. However, in the 
practical implementation this assumption is no longer valid. 
Consider the situation at the beginning of a control interval when 
the tank outflow rate for the duration of the interval must be 
determined: 
If, say, computation time for applying t:Pe equalization 
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algorithm is about 10 seconds, the short delay in setting 
the outflow rate would be acceptable, most probably, as this 
would be short compared to the response time of the flow 
controllers on. the tank outlet. However, by trial it was 
found that the particular microprocessor used in this applica-
tion would require between 2 and 10 minutes for these 
calculations, depending on (1) the number of adjustments 
necessary to determine the optimum 24-hour outflow profile, 
and (2) the length of the control intervals. For a specified 
I 
control interval length the duration of this calculation can 
be shortened only through using a faster microprocessor; 
however, this alternative was unacceptable due to the extra 
cost. It was necessary therefore to investigate methods 
for accommodating the relatively slow application of the 
equalization algorithm. 
One possibility would be to accept that there will be a delay in 
setting the optimum outflow rate for an interval. That is, initiate 
calculation of the optimum outflow rate at the start of an interval 
without adjusting the outflow rate setting from the previous interval; 
then, when the optimum value has been calculated, adjust the outflow 
rate to the optimum. A disadvantage with this approach is caused by 
the variable length of the delay in specifying the outflow rate; this 
leads to added complexities in those sections of the program used for 
determining actual inflow rates for the updating of historical data 
stored in the microprocessor memory. To avoid this added complexity 
it wa~ necessary to investigate alternative approaches for incorporat-
ing the equalization algorithm in the control strategy which would 
not lead to a marked loss in optimality, but which would allow the 
outflow rate for a control interval to be set at the start of the 
interval. Two methods which would allow the outflow rate to be 
set at the start of a control interval are: 
Method 1: From the start of one control interval commence the cal-
culation of the optimal outflow rate for the next control interval; 
this will allow sufficient time to complete the computation. Then, 
at the end of the present interval, set the outflow rate for the next 
interval, and commence with the calculation for the following interval, 
and so on. This approach results in a slight loss in optimality 
because it is implicitly assumed that the actual inflow rate during 
the interyal in which the computation is made exactly equals that 
·i J· 
expected by. tTie microprocessor; most likely there will be a slight 
difference between these two values. The loss in optimality can be 
. ! 
reduced by reducing the length of the control intervals. There is a 
" lower limit, however, to the length of the intervals because as the 
24-hour cycle is subdivided into shorter intervals the amount of 
calculation increases correspondingly. · 
Method 2: A second approach which possibly can overcoNe the problem 
of increasing computation time with decreasing control interval 
length is to sub di vi de only the first control interval in the ensuing 
24-hour cycle. This has the advantage over Method 1 that the loss 
in optimality is reduced by reducing the delay between determining 
the outflow rate and applying this value. 
A number of approaches similar to the two set down above can be 
suggested:~- all with the purpose of being able to specify the tank 
outflow rl~e immediately at the start of a control interval. How-
ever, before initiating an extensive investigation into the different 
methods, it was decided to test the first approach in siNulations as 
a guide-line to whether the method would be suitable in practice. 
The results of these simulations showed that, even when control 
interval lengths as great as 1 hour are used, there is only a slight 
loss in the level of performance. T'ne only instances where problems 
appear to arise are when there is a large difference between the 
actual and the expected inflow rates when the tank level is close to 
the upper or lower hold-up limits. However, with half-hour control 
intervals, input patterns of a most unusual character are required 
to upset control strategy performance. For this reason it was 
decided to accept this approach in the full-scale implementation on 
an initial basis - it could always be replaced or modified at a later 
stage if unsatisfactory. 
To summarize, the method for determining the optimal tank outflow 
rate is as follows: 
Step 1: 
Step 2: 
Step 3: 
Step 4: 
At the start of a control interval the tank hold-up is 
measured, and, according to the expected inflow rate and 
the specified outflow rate (determined previously) over 
the present interval, the expected tank hold-up at the 
start of the next interval is calculated. 
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Set up the expected influent flow rate profile and an initial 
outflow rate profile for the 24 hours starting at the 
beginning of the next control interval. 
Apply the equalization algorithm in the normal manner during 
the present control interval to determine the optimum 
outflow rate profile for the 24-hour cycle under consideration. 
Accept the value in the optimal profile corresponding to the 
next control interval as the outflow rate setting to be used 
for that interval. 
Implementing the sequence set out above for applying the equalization 
algorithm involves two calculation phases. At the start of a control 
interval the equalization algorithm must be initialized; thereafter, 
the iterative procedure for determining the optimum outflow rate 
profile is followed until any adjustment to the outflow rate profile 
no longer leads to a reduction in the value of the error expression. 
In order to be compatible with the method for structuring the main-
line Pascal program, the equalization algorithm is ~plit into two 
procedures,, INITIAL and OP';.1IMUM, for the two phases identified above. 
Whether or not program control is diverted to these procedures during 
normal operation is controlled by the status of the flags FLAGIO (for 
INITIAL) and Fi.AGII (for OPTH'lUM). Immediately prior to the start 
of a new control interval both of these flags are set equal to zero 
i.e. neither procedure is being processed. At the start of the 
control interval the status of FLAGIO is changed to 1 so that, in 
the next "revolution" of the program loop the procedure INITIAL is 
processed; this involves (1) calculating the mean inflow rate over the 
previous interval, (2) updating the historical inflow rate data, (3) 
determining the expected 24-hour inflow rate profile from the start of 
the following control interval, and (4) initializing the various 
arrays for use by the equalization algorithm. The final step in 
Procedure INITIAL is to open Procedure OPTIMUM for processing (by 
setting FLAG II = 1) and closing INITIAL (by setting FLAG IO = 0). 
Thereafter, in subsequent "revolutions" of tbe program loop, Procedure 
OPTIMUM is processed for a period or' about 2 seconds at a time; each 
computation spell involves a single adjustment of the tank outflow 
rate profile used by equalization algorithm at only one of the improve-
ment intervals. This process continues until the optimum profile has 
been established, and may involve diverting execution to Procedure 
OPTIMUM several hundred times. At this point the total tank outflow 
rate setting for the next control interval is stored for later use, 
and Procedure OPTH1UM is closed i.e. FLAGII = 0, and only re-opened 
during the next control interval. 
4.1.2 
A large portion of the mainline Pascal program is made up of a number 
of procedures for the printed output of results during operation. 
In fact, these procedures comprise more than 30 percent of the total 
number of lines in the Pascal program. Eight output procedures are 
included in the overa.11 mainline program structure in the usual 
manner i.e. each procedure is only processed when the status of the 
particular flag governing entry to the procedure is changed from 0 to 
1 (see Fig 7.12). The output procedures, together with a description 
* of the information supplied by each, are: 
PRTOPT: 
A list of the information which can be directed to output, as 
well as certain functions accessible through the keyboard 
interrupt facility (discussed in Section 4.2.1 later). 
PRINTl: 
A short list of process information such as effective mean 
tank retention time (based on mean historical daily inflow 
*Examples of the actual printed output are presented in Appendix E. 
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rate and actual tank volume), allowable tank hold-up limits, 
equalization algorithm error expression weighting factors, 
etc. 
PRINT2: -
Historical inflow rate data stored in the microprocessor 
memory. The output consists of two columns of inflow 
rate data, one for the weekday pattern and one for the 
weekend pattern. The listed values are the mean historical 
inflow rates for each control interval in the 24-hour cycle. 
PRINT3: 
Actual results for last 24 hours. Once a day (at 07h45 here) 
the actual outflow rate settings for the three tank outlets 
over each control interval during the past 24-hours is 
printed. Values of the actual tank hold-up (as a percentage 
of the total) at the start of each control interval, as well 
·as the actual mean inflow rates over the intervals, are also 
listed. 
PRINT4: 
Expected results for the ensuing 24-hour cycle. A printout 
is produced of the expected inflow rate and expected optimum 
outflow rate, and the expected tank hold-up at the start of 
each control interval, for the ensuing 24-hour cycle (start-
ing with the next control interval). 
PRJ;NT5: 
Level sensor reading. The tank hold-up (as a percentage of 
the total) is printed on request. 
PRINT6. 
Present error distribution. The procedure lists the values 
of the different error components, and the total, calculated 
by the equalization algorithm. Information regarding the 
number of cycles of adjustments to the outflow rate profile 
made by the algorithm is also provided. Normally this 
information would be of little interest to the plant operator; 
this optional output was only included to provide a check on 
the control strategy behaviour in the develqpment. 
PRINT7: 
Actual and requested outflow rates. The outflow rate settings 
specified for each of the three tank outlets and the actual 
measured outflow rates can be printed to provide a check on 
the functioning of the outflow rate controllers. Each of 
the three sets of values will most probably differ by a few 
litres per second, depending on the accuracy of the controllers 
in maintaining the correct required value. 
A temptation in setting up a microprocessor-based control strategy is 
to print out reams of information at regular short intervals. While 
this approach may be impressive, it is unlikely that much of the 
information is ever useful; in fact, this approach can have a detri-
mental effect - providing lists of information are continuously being 
produced, a tendency on the part of the operator would be to auto-
matically assume that the control strategy is functioning appropriate.ly. 
The approach used here is to restrict the regular output of information 
to a minimum, and to provide the operator with a schedule of outputs 
required daily; by supplying guide-lines for assessing this output, 
a check on control strategy performance can be maintained. 
Only one of the eif,ht sets of information is printed on a regular 
basis; this is a listing of results for the past 24 hours which is 
printed each day at 07h45 by the Procedure PRIHT3. In this case the 
status of FLAG3 is automatically changed from 0 to 1 by the software 
clock procedure at 07h45 each day. The remaining output information 
is oniy supplied on request from the keyboard, using the interrupt 
facility of the microprocessor. This involves changing the status 
of the software flag governing entry to the required procedure through 
initiating execution of one of the machine code programs (discussed 
later). 
A final comment regarding the output of results is that certain of 
the printing procedures must be processed in short segments so as 
not to upset the time-sharing structure of the mainline program. 
This is necessary because printing time for some of the information 
on the relatively slow line printer used here can be up to 2 minutes. 
This is achieved in the following manner: 
On requesting particular output, the status of the 
appropriate flag is changed from 0 to 1. When that sub,... 
routine is encountered in the program loop only, say, 5 
lines of the output are printed (requiring about 2 seconds) 
before returning to the program loop (without re-setting 
the flag to 0). In subsequent "revolutions" another 
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5 lines are printed at a time until the output is completed; 
at this point the flag is re-set to 0 before returning to 
the program loop. 
4.1.3 
The mainline program is made up of a number of separate procedures 
(or subroutines) all linked to a continuous program loop. Control 
of the different procedures is through software flags which, if set 
to 1, allow execution of a particular procedure or, if set to 0, 
cause the procedure to be disregarded. The status of the flags must 
be changed in a particular sequence, and at appropriate times, from 
within the mainline program so as to correctly schedule the 
different functions required for application of the control strategy. 
The manner in which the status of the flags is controlled will now 
be considered. 
On starting the control strategy one of the features of the 
initialization performed before entering the continuous program loop 
is setting all the procedure flags to zero, with the exception of 
FLAG8 for the procedure TIMSET which is set to 1; therefore, TIMSET 
* will be the first procedure executed in the loop. The function of 
TIMSET is to 
* 
- Prompt for the correct time of day from the keyboard to 
set the software clock. 
Initialize the hardware clock so that, in subsequent 
"revolutions" of the program loop, t.he software clock 
is correctly updated. 
The status of FLAG8 can also be changed from the keyboard through 
an interrupt; this allows the software clock to be checked and/ 
or changed at any time. 
- Set FLAGIO = 1 to open Procedure INITIAL so that calculation 
of the optimum tank outflow rate for the next control interval 
is started. 
- Initialize some program counters (according to the time of 
day) so that various arrays of data used in the program can 
be appropriately ordered. 
Tl1e next section of program to be executed is Procedure CLOCK which 
is processed once in each "revolution" of the program loop. The 
primary function of CLOCK is to update the software clock at one 
minute intervals, and then, according to the time of day, to change 
the status of certain flags so that various time-dependent filnctions 
are executed at the correct time. These are as follows: 
( 1) 07h45: 
FLAG3 is set to 1, so that when Procedure PRINT3 is 
encountered that section of program is executed to provide 
a listing of the equalization tank response for the 
previous 24-hour cycle. 
(2) 12h00: 
FLAG13 is set to 1, and Procedure TODISK is executed when 
~ext encountered in the program loop. Tnis involves 
writing the updated version of all the historical inflow 
rate data stored in the microprocessor memory to files 
on the mini-floppy disc. In this way, if there is, say, 
a power failure, the control strategy can be restarted 
with historical data which is never more than 24 hours old. 
( 3) 19h00: 
During normal work hours the operator is required to check 
and, if necessary, change the status of the three Day Type 
Switches on the interface unit; these switches indicate 
whether "Today", "Tomorrow", and the "Next day" are either 
weekdays or weekend days (or public holidays). At 19h00 
the status of these switches is monitored by CLOCK so that 
from midnight the historical influent flow rate patterns used 
by the equalization algorithm can be set up appropriately. 
(4) 10 minute intervals: 
At O, 10, 20, ..•• , 50 minutes past the hour FLAG14 is set 
to l; this allows Procedure SERVCLOCK to be executed at 
10 minute intervals. SERVCLOCK provides several functions 
which may differ depending on whether or not the time 
corresponds to the start o·f a new control interval. 
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- At the start of a control interval SERVCLOCK will (1) 
adjust certain program counters for use by the equaliza-
tion algorithm according to the time of day, and (2) 
compute the distribution of the optimal total tank out-
flow rate for the ensuing control interval between the 
4.1.4 
three tank outlets. If the outflow rates are to be 
set by the microprocessor for the first time then the 
appropriate values are written to the three DAC's for 
transmission to the outflow rate controller setpoints. 
- Each time SERVCLOCK is executed FLAG12 is set to l; 
this causes Procedure EMERGE to be processed every 
10 minutes - EMERGE has two principal functions. The 
first is to perform a check on the reasonableness of 
the signals from the monitoring instruments~ if the 
measurements do not fall within certain ranges or if 
the actual outflow rates are very different from the 
requested values, then an appropriate error message 
is printed and the system is automatically taken off 
line, thereby reverting to the manually-specified 
setpoints. The second function of Procedure EMERGE is 
to make small adjustments to the three flow controller 
setpoints on the basis of the differences between the 
actual and requested outflow rates. 
Distribution of Flow Between the Tank Outlets 
The Goudkoppies plant is designed to handle a daily average inflow 
-1 
of 150 MR..d ; it is intended that each of the three biological 
n -1 process modules should receive an almost constant flow of 50 Mx,.d • 
However, at present the plant is underloaded, with a total inflow 
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in the region of 90 to 110 M£. d-l during the week, and 60 to 80 .MQ.. d-l 
over the weekend and on public holidays. To date the practice in 
operating the plant has been to maintain the flow to two of the 
biological process modules as close to the design flow rate of 
50 ML d-l as possible, and to divert a lesser amount of flow to the 
third module. When the setpoints for the three outflow rate 
controllers were specified manually difficulties were encountered 
in applying this method of flow distribution; these problems again 
arise from the inability of the plant operators to estimate daily 
inflow rates with sufficient accuracy in advance. However, many 
of the difficulties of applying this approach are by-passed when 
* the outflow rates are controlled from the microprocessor. In the 
mainline program distribution of the total optimum tank outflow 
rate occurs as follows: 
On starting up the co~trol strategy the microprocessor 
prompts for various bits of information which is input 
from the keyboard. One of these is whether or not one of 
the three modules is to receive a stream of a specific flow 
rate, and if so, what this flow rate should be. If one of 
the flows is srecified in this manner then, at the beginning 
of each control interval the remaining portion of the total 
outflow is distributed equally between the other two modules. 
This approach may appear to encompass some of the problems of 
manual operation in that the specified flow rate setting for one of 
the modules is again related to an estimate of daily inflow rate. 
In practice, however, the method appears to work very successfully; 
part of the reason for this success seems to be that, because the 
outflow rate data for each outlet is printed each day, the plant 
manager is able to optimize, to a degree, the flow rate of the 
stream sent to the third module. An additional benefit of this 
approach to flow distribution is that it affords a means for reducing 
the effect (on the two modules receiving close to the design flow) 
of the decreased inflow rate over weekends: 
* The computational facility of the microprocessor would allow the 
development of a more complex method for distributing the flow in 
an optimal manner. However, on the request of Johannesburg Muni-
cipality, a method for flow distribution similar to the original 
was incorporated in the control strategy. 
• 
During the week the flow to Module 3 is generally set at 
approximately 15 MR,.d-l i.e. each of the other modules 
receives an inflow of approximately 40 to 45 MR,. d-l. Over 
the weekend when the total inflow to the plant drops by 
about 20 :MR,. d-l, the flow rate to Module 3 can be decreased 
-1 to between 5 and 10 MR,.d ; this action, although detri-
mental to Module 3, results in only a small decrease in 
flow over weekends to Modules 1 and 2 which are treating 
the major portion of the influent flow. 
The facility to change the flow rate setting for the module receiv-
ing a specified flow _(usually Module 3) is provided by Procedure 
MA.NSET. A request to check and/or change the flow rate setting 
is entered from the keyboard; the interrupt facility causes FLAG9 
to be set to 1 - on execution of MANSET the microprocessor supplies 
the outflow rate setting and prompts for a change to the setting. 
4. 2 Machine . Code Programs 
Certain functions necessary for implementation of the control 
strategy are performed through executing one of a number of machine 
code programs which are resident in the microprocessor memory 
together with the mainline Pascal program. The various machine 
code programs are located sequentially in a section of memory which 
is not used by either the microprocessor operating system or the 
Pascal program. A complete listing of the machine code programs 
is provided in Appendix E; in this Section only the function of 
the different programs is discussed. 
The programs can be divided into two categories on the basis of 
the manner in which they are accessed for execution, as follows: 
- Programs that are executed through interrupts typed in 
from the keyboard, and which result in different sections 
of the mainline Pascal program being processed. Typically 
this involves processing of a request for printed output 
which is not provided by the mainline program on a regular 
basis. 
- PrograIT'$ that are executed on the basis of instructions 
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from within the Pascal program. An example of this would be 
transferring information to the digital-to-analog converters 
(DAC's) when an adjustment to an outflow rate is required; 
the required outflow rate settings are calculated within the 
Pascal program - transferring this information to the output 
ports of the DAC requires execution of a machine code program. 
4.2.1 
All the different components of the mainline program are located· 
in separate procedures (or subroutines) which are tied in to a 
continuous program loop . Whether or not a particular procedure · 
. is processed depends on the status of a s'oftware flag associated 
with each of the procedures; a flag value of 1 leads to processing 
of the procedure, while a value of 0 causes the procedure to be dis-
regarded during execution. Certain of the software flags are 
controlled from within the mainline program; these flags are used 
to ensure the appropriate implementation of the control strategy 
through scheduling execution of the different procedures at the 
correct times. Other flags are used to control the execution of 
procedures which do not form an integral part of the control 
strategy, but which are included so that information regarding the 
behaviour of the system (both the strategy and the equalization 
tank) can be provided on request. Manipulation of these flags, 
to enable processing of procedures not accessed during normal 
operation, is achieved by using the interrupt facility of the 
microprocessor; this aspect is now discussed. 
On starting up the control strategy the ACIA~ which controls the 
passage of information between the keyboard and ti:le ::-1icroprocessor, 
* is manipulated to allow interruption of normal processing. There-
after, if any character on the keyboard is touched execution of 
the Pascal program is momentarily suspended while a section of 
machine code causes the character to be printed. To prevent 
inappropriate use of the interrupt facility, which may upset the 
normal operation, it is necessary to type in a keyword. In this 
case, if the word HELLO is typed on the keyboard, followed by a 
* Usually while a program is being executed the keyboard will be 
"dead" i.e. any character typed in from the keyboard is dis-
regarded by the IT~croprocessor. 
carriage return, the machine code responds with a message prompt-
ing for an "option number" as follows: 
HEL.l...Ci 
HELLO! - Correct entrY 1 
SPECIFY OPTION NUMBER CC.R.) 
IF UNSURE OF OPT. NO. ENTER P 
There are nine different one-character options that can be entered 
i.e. P, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9. On entering one of these, 
execution of the Pascal program is interrupted, and a section of 
machine code is processed to store a 1 in a specific memory loca-
tion (for a particular flag). The Pascal program regularly scans 
these memory locations, setting t~e values of the sof'tware flags 
equal to the values stored in the appropriate location (by using 
the PEEK command). In this way certain of the procedures in the 
mainline program can be opened for processing from the keyboard. 
A listing of the possible option numbers and the corresponding 
output can be obtained by typing in HELLO followed by a P : 
LIST OF INTERRUPT OPTIONS 
.I. 
t::· 
'"' 6 
P i:;: I N T I r·.1 ;::· U T D {, T ti 
PRINT HISTORICAL DATA 
PRINT EXPECTED RESULTS FOR NEXT 24 HOURS 
F·F: I HT L..E 1,JE!... ::;E:N:::;nr~ i:::FAD I NC 
PRINT CURRENT ERROR EXPRESSION VALUES 
SOMPARE ACTUAL AND REQUESTED OUTFLOWS 
CHECK AND/OR CHANGE TIME OF DAY 
CHECK AND/OR CHANGE SPECIFIED FLOW 
Of these eight options designated by the characters listed above, 
six provide printed output reflecting the behaviour of the control 
strat;:egy and the equalization tanl':. The remaining two cause either 
FLAG8 (for Procedure TIMSET) or FLAG9 (for Procedure MANSET) to be 
set to l; these allow, respectively, the so~ware clock to be 
checked (and changed if necessary) and the specified flow rate 
setting for a module receiving a specified flow to be altered via 
the keyboard. 
4.2.2 
The machine code programs discussed above were those executed as a 
result of keyboard commands to allow different sections of the 
mainline program to be processed. The remainder of the machine 
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code program consists of a series of sub-programs which are processed 
at appropriate times through specific commands within the mainline 
program. Processing is diverted from the Pascal program through 
the USER command. This command in the Pascal package allows 
processing to be diverted from the mainline program to one of the 
machine code programs; once the machine code program has been 
executed control reverts to the mainline program. When the USER 
command is encountered in the Pascal program, processing is 
directed to a jump table (or directory) in the machine code program; 
then,depending on the value passed in the calling list of the USER 
command, one of the machine code subprograms is executed. 
The individual sections of the machine code program, with a 
description of their functions, are: 
MCPULS: Operation of the control strategy involves moving 
around a program loop continually; each "revolution" of 
the loop requires only a few seconds. If the operation of 
program is upset for some reason, and the looping stops, 
then it is necessary that the control strategy be taken 
off-line. To achieve this, MCPULS is executed once during 
each loop; the function of MCPULS is to re-set an 
incremental counter in the interface unit. If normal 
program operation is upset, however, then MCPULS is not 
executed and the counter is not re-set; . after about 20 
seconds. the microprocessor is taken off-line and control of 
the tank outflow rates reverts to the manually specified 
setpoints on the flow controllers. Initialization of the 
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control procedure from start-up (before the program loop is 
entered) requires input of information from the keyboard over 
a period of about 2 minutes; in this case the trip-out 
facility must be overridden by a switch on the interface 
unit (Trip/Override Switch), to prevent unintentional 
tripping. 
MCALRM: One of the functions of the mainline program is to 
check the reasonableness of the tank hold-up reading and the 
three outflow rate measurements; this check is provided by 
Procedure EMERGE at regular 10 minute intervals. If these 
values do not lie within certain specified limits then EMERGE 
outputs an error messaged identif'ying which signal is faulty 
before reverting to the manually specified flow controller 
setpoints. At this point MCALRM is executed, causing a 
bleeper in the interface unit to sound; this continues until 
the alarm cancel button on the interface unit is depressed. 
MCPIA: The functions of the Parallel Interface Adaptor (PIA) 
have been described in Section 3.1.1. To provide these 
functions it is necessary to initialize the PIA; this 
involves setting up one of the two 8 bit parallel ports as 
inputs and the other as outputs. At the start of control 
strategy operation execution of the mainline program is 
diverted to the machine code program MCPIA (via the USER 
command); MCPIA sets up the A side of the PIA as outputs and 
the B side as inputs. 
MCCLOK: Implementation of the contr,ol strategy requires 
monitoring of real time. On initiating operation, the 
mainline Pascal program prompts for the time of day (in 
hours and minutes); this information is supplied by the 
plant operator via the keyboard. Thereafter, once during 
each "revolution" of the program loop, the status of a 
2 bit binary counter is checked to ascertain whether or not 
the software time requires updating. Monitoring the status 
of the counter is carried out by diverting execution fro~ 
the Pascal program to the machine code program MCCLOK which 
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checks for O's or l's in bits 0 and 1 of the PIA input port. 
The decimal value of the 2 bit binary counter is incremented 
at one minute intervals from 0 to 1 to 2 to 3 to 0 ...• and 
so on; therefore, providing the status is checked at least 
once every four minutes, the software clock can be suitably 
updated - usually the counter is monitored at about 5 second 
intervals so that the software clock is accurate to the minute. 
MCADC: During operation of the control strategy the four 
measurement signals from the plant - three outflow rates and 
the tank hold-up - are regularly monitored. This requires 
reading the digital output on the appropriate output ports of 
the ADC, and is achieved by calling the machine code program 
MCADC from the mainline program. The inputs to the ADC are 
voltage signals in the range 0,5 to 3,5V; when the program 
MCADC is executed the equivalent digital value in the range 
0 to 255 is placed in the four memory locations $7810-$7813 
for access from the :mainline Pascal program. 
MCDAC: When it is necessary to supply new setpoint signals 
for the three tank outflow rate controllers the appropriate 
digital values in the range 0 to 255 are placed in the memory 
locations $7821, $7822 and $7823 by the Pascal program (using 
the POKE command). Execution is then diverted to the machine 
code program MCDAC which sequentially places the values in 
those memory locations on the 8 bit output port of the PIA and 
transfers the data, via a latch, to the appropriate DAC which 
iri turn converts the digital signal to an analog voltage out-
put in the range 0 to 5V. An additional function of MCDAC is 
to set the status of the "local/auto" switches according to 
whether or not the tank outflow rate is to be set from the 
microprocessor. 
MCDAY: Three switches of the interface panel are set by the 
plant operators to indicate whether "today", "tomorrow" and the 
"next" day are weekdays or weekend days. Once a day (at 
19h00) the machine code program MCDAY is called from the 
matnline program to evaluate the status of the three switches 
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according to whether a 0 or a 1 is located at bits 2, 3 and 
4 of the PIA 8 bit input port. Depending on these values 
either al (for a weekday) or a 2 (for a weekend day) is 
stored in the memory locations $7831, $7832 and $7833. The 
Pascal program can then access the values in these locations 
as information for setting up the expected influent flow 
rate patterns, and automatically make the required changes 
at midnight. 
5-. INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT AT GOUDKOPPIES WWTP 
The microprocessor and ancillary equipment for implementation of the 
control strategy at the Goudkoppies WWTP, Johannesburg, was installed 
during February,1981. The initial development of the system, which 
was carried out in Cape Town, involved three phases: 
Selection and purchase of a suitable microprocessor (with 
VDU, mini-floppy disc drive and printer), as well as the 
software required for the development of the control 
strategy computer programs. 
Design of the electronic circuitry located in the inter-
face unit, and the assembly of this unit. 
- Development of the computer programs for the real-time 
implementation of the control strategy. 
Once these aspects of the development had been completed the system 
was bench-tested extensively over a two week period. The objective 
here was to test the operation of both the hardware and software 
components of the system. The major portion of this exercise 
involved monitoring the response of the control strategy under 
simulated real-time conditions by linking the system to a second 
microprocessor which was programmed to simulate the behaviour of the 
equalization tank. This method allowed the system to be tested 
over a wide range of situations (both usual and unusual) in a rela-
tively short time, and was successful in identifying several features 
that required slight modifications. 
When the equipment was accepted as being complete it was transferred 
to the plant in Johannesburg. Before the system could be linked 
up to the equalization tank and brought on line, several tasks had 
to be completed: 
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Installation of float unit: The float unit (see Section 3.4) 
used for measuring the tank hold-up was manufactured by a 
Johannesburg firm. The unit was fixed to the inner wall of 
the equalization tank as per Fig 7.9. 
Modifications to existing flow controllers: The circuitry 
for the existing flow controllers is located in three water-
proof panels located on the outer wall of the equalization 
tank adjacent to the three tank outlets. It was necessary 
to make small adjustments to this circuitry so as to allow 
the set-points for the controllers to be specified from the 
microprocessor. These modifications were made by the firm 
which had originally installed the controllers and which is 
responsible for maintenance of the units. 
Cable from plant to microprocessor: The most convenient 
location for the microprocessor and the interface unit is 
in a small laboratory building which stands between Modules 
1 and 2 of the activated sludge plant. The main advantages 
of housing the unit in this building are that: 
- The building is relatively dust free. At the Goudkoppies 
plant surface aerators are used in the aerobic zones of 
the biological process; on windy days fine droplets of 
entrained mixed liquor from these zones tend to permeate 
most of the other buildings, and, on drying, leave a dusty 
deposit on all surfaces. 
- The annual temperature range in the building is relatively 
small, even though the outside temperature will usually 
vary between -4°c and 36°C. Therefore, the micro-
processor will always operate well within the specified 
operating temperature limits. 
- This location allows convenient access for the plant 
operators during both day and night shi~s. 
( 
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The one disadvantage of locating the microprocessor and inter-
face unit in this particular building is the relatively long 
lines required for transmitting signals between the micro-
processor and the plant. The line-of-sight distance between 
the two is approximately 70 metres, and a cable length of 
125 metres was required to carry the various lines. As the 
cable passes close to a number of large electric motors (for 
the aerators) it would have been preferable to use well-
screened industrial cable so as to avoid the possibility of 
picking up spurious signals on the lines. However, in terms 
of the limited budget and the short term nature of the project 
(from the research point of view) it was decided that this 
alternative would have been too costly; instead, inexpensive 
20-core telephone cable was used. To reduce the effects due 
to the proximity of the electric motors, where the cable is 
routed close to the motors it is passed through metal conduit 
earthed at a number of points. This appears to be satis-
factory for, up to the present, no interference effects have 
been noted. 
Once the plant modifications discussed above had been completed the 
microprocessor was linked up to the plant. Before setting the 
control strategy in operation it was necessary to check the calibration 
of those sections of the interface unit used for conditioning the 
signals passing between the ~icroprocessor and the measuring and 
control instruments on the plant. For this purpose a short Pascal 
compute~ program was written to execute the two machine code programs 
MCADC and MCDAC which, respectively, monitor the incoming signals and 
specify setpoints for the flow controllers. Having completed this 
procedure, the system was brought into operation. 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTROL STRATEGY AT FULL-SCALE 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 7 a detailed description of the technical aspects involved 
·in the implementation of the equalization control strategy at the 
Goudk.oppies WWTP was presented. Much of that description provided 
information particular to implementation at Goudk.oppies; for example, 
the fact that there are three tank outlets added complexity to both 
the hardware and software requirements necessary for the implementation -
in many applications it is likely that there will be only one tank out-
let. In addition, much of the information in Chapter 7 on the hard-
ware and software is unique to the packages employed in this partic-
ular instance. Clearly other systems could have been used; in that 
case the content of Chapter 7 would have been different. For these 
reasons, development of the hardware and software systems for imple-
mentation of. the control strategy at the Goudkoppies plant was pre-
sented as a separate Chapter. However, despite these specificities, 
much of the information in Chapter 7 should provide a useful base for 
anyone presented with the problem of developing a control system at 
any location. 
Although the technique of implementation necessarily contains elements 
specific to the installation, the equalization algorithm operation is 
free of this. In this Chapter, therefore, we return to the general -
the performance of the control strategy at full-scale. 
2. SELECTION OF STRATEGY CONSTANTS APD PARAMETERS 
The microprocessor-based control strategy was brought on line for the 
first time at approximately 07h40 on a Saturday morning. Prior to 
start-up it was necessary to specify values for a number of parameters 
or constants utilized by the equalization algorithm: namely. 
(1) Upper and lower allowable tank hold-up limits. 
(2) Error expression weighting factors. 
(3) Magnitude of the incremental change when an adjustment 
is made to the outflow rate profile used by the 
algorithm. 
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(4) Historical influent flow rate patterns for both a week-
day and a weekend day. 
(5) The control interval length. 
2.1 Hold-up Limits 
The upper and lower allowable tank hold-up limits were initially 
selected as 95 and 20 percent, respectively, of the maximum possible 
hold-up. For the upper limit, a value of 95 percent is perhaps o".erly 
conservative because over~low from the tank in any case will be passed 
to the downstream modules. However, it was decided rather to be 
conservative in this selection, to allow for any initial instability 
in the operation of the control strategy. Appropriate selection of 
the lower allowable hold-up limit is important; this value must be 
such that each day the hold-up drops to below the level of the dwarf 
walls (700 mm; 24% hold-up) on the floor of the tank so as to scour 
out any particulate matter which may settle on the base of the unmixed 
tank. For the Goudkoppies application there is also a lower limit to 
the· value that can be choosen because, if the tank level drops to 
below about 500 mm (17% hold-up), the head is insufficient to maintain 
the required outflow rate from the tank. For these reasons an inter-
mediate value for the lower hold-up limit of 20 percent was selected; 
this value should result in the tank level dropping to about 600 mm 
during each cycle. 
2.2 Er.ror Expression Weighting Factors 
The contents of the Goudkoppies equalization tank are not mixed. The 
implications of this aspect have been discussed in Section 2, Chapter 
7; the consequence, in terms of application of the control strategy 
was that initially only flow equalization could be set as a verifiable 
* objective for the operation - not flow and load equalization. This 
meant that a value for the equalization error weighting factor, a = 1, 
had to be selected for this application. The value of a has no 
* It was decided first to determine the influence of flow equalization 
on load equalization in order to determine whether or not it is 
necessary to incorporate, in the control strategy, an empirical 
model for the settlement and scouring of solids so that the load 
equalization, per se, can be included as an objective. 
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bearing on the selection of the values for the penalty error weighting 
factors, B and w; these are selected merely on the basis of ensuring 
appropriate behaviour of the penalty errors - from past experience 
with applications of the algorithm and simulations of the control 
strategy operation values of B = 2*10-6 (for the hold-up limit penalty 
error) and w = 25 (for the penalty error for rate of change of outflow 
rate) were selected. 
2.3 Incremental Flow Rate Adjustment 
The algorithm simulates the expected response of the equalization tank 
for an ensuing 24-hour cycle to determine the optimum expected outflow 
rate profile under the expected 24-hour input of flow. The actual 
outflow rate for the control interval under consideration is set according 
to the value for the corresponding section (i.e. the first section) 
of the expected optimum profile for the ensuing 24-hour cycle. By 
repeating the simulations at regular intervals operation of the equal-
ization facility is continuously optimized. 
In a simulation of the expected tank response for any ensuing 24-hour 
cycle the inflow and outflow profiles are divided into a number of 
intervals and numbered vith the interval under consideration being 
number one, and the remainder in sequence for the 24 hours following. 
The simulation intervals are chosen to correspond to the control 
intervals over the day, and then, starting with the first interval, 
the effect of an incremental change (either up or down) in outflow 
rate at each interval in the cycle is assessed (through the error 
expression value). Once the full cycle of changes has been attempted 
(and changes possibly accepted at certain intervals), the procedure 
is repeated from the first interval until, in a full cycle, no adjust-
ment to the simulated outflow rate profile leads to a decrease in the 
magnitude of the error expression. For the simulation,selection of 
the magnitude of the incremental flow rate adjustment (called LIMIT 
in the computer program) requires a balance between a value which is 
neither too large nor too small: 
If LIMIT is too large the optimization procedure can be-
come unstable, and the final outflow rate profile is not 
the optimum one. In addition, large changes in outflow 
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rate will be made at the start of control intervals nullifying, 
to a degree, the objective of flow equalization. 
If LIMIT is too small then, even though the resulting out-
flow rate profile may be very close to the optimum in this 
that the method will allow very small changes in outflow to 
be distributed over the full cycle, computation time required 
for application of the equalization algorithm becomes in-
ordinately long. 
In the real-time application another aspect imposes a lower limit on 
the magnitude of LIMIT - the minimum size of adjustments to outflow 
rate that can be made by the flow controllers on the outlets from the 
tank. At the Goudkoppies plant the size of these adjustments is 
-1 
approximately 10 i.s on each of the three tank outlets. Under the 
selected operating procedure, the flow to Module 3 is held constant 
and changes in outflow rate are distributed evenly between the other 
two modules (see Section 4.1.4). Therefore, the magnitude of LIMIT 
which equals the minimum size of the total outflow rate adjustment from 
-1 
one control interval to another, is approximately 20 i.s . In the 
computer program LIMIT is specified as a fraction of the mean outflow 
rate and initially was assigned a value of LIMIT = 0,22; as the mean 
flow rate is about 1200 i.s -1 this corresponds to a minimum possible 
' 
change in outflow rate of approximately 24 i.s -1 which exceeds the 
' 
minimum allowable value and, therefore, is acceptable. 
2.4 Historical Influent Flow Rate Profiles 
The equalization algorithm requires historical inflow rate data for 
two different 24-hour input patterns - one for the weekday pattern and 
and for the weekend/public holiday pattern. The number of data values 
required for each pattern corresponds to the number of control inter-
vals over the day. For example, if 30 minute control intervals are 
utilized, then each outflow rate profile consists of 48 values with 
each value reflecting the mean historical inflow rate expected over a 
particular interval. The initial historical profiles need not be 
particularly accurate because it is the function of the control strategy 
to continuously update the profiles. However, the period from start-
up until operation of the strategy is stable, will be reduced if 
reasonably accurate initial profiles are used. In this case the 
initial historical data for the two profiles was obtained from a rough 
analysis of inflow rate data over the weeks prior to start-up of the 
strategy. 
2.5 Control Interval Length 
Guidelines for the selection of control interval length on the basis of 
tank size have been presented in Section 4, Chapter 6; these indicated 
that control intervals of 30 minutes would be appropriate for the 
application at Goudkoppies where the equalization tank has a mean re-
tention time of approximately 5 hours (based on the present mean in-
flow rate). Further to this, considerations regarding computation 
time.in the real-time application of the control strategy also 
indicated that a control interval length of 30 minutes would be suit-
able (see Section 4.1.1, Chapter 7). For both these reasons 30 minute 
control intervals were accepted; that is, the control strategy will 
possibly cause a change in outflow rate at half-hourly intervals pro-
vided that emergency control action is not required during an interval. 
3. INITIAL PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTROL STRATEGY 
The control strategy was set in operation for the first time in 07h40 
on a Saturday morning; with control interval lengths of 30 minutes 
this meant that the outflow rate from the equalization tank was speci-
fied by the microprocessor from 08hOO onwards. Figure 8.1 shows 
details of the behaviour of the control strategy over the first six 
days of continuous operation i.e from Saturday morning until midnight 
on the·following Thursday. These results are presented in three 
sections, as follows: 
The top section shows (1) the actual inflow rate to the 
equalization tank over the period, and (2) the historical 
influent flow rate profile stored in the microprocessor 
memory and used by the equalization algorithm. In the case 
of the actual inflow rate, a smooth curve was drawn through 
data points calculated for the mean inflow rates over half-
hourly intervals. Consequently "noise" effects indicated by 
rapid, random fluctuations about the trend pattern were ex-
cluded. This was done to facilitate interpretation of the 
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results. Similarly, a smooth curve was drawn for the histori-
aaZ pattern even though discrete values of the mean inflow rate 
over 30 minute intervals are stored in the microprocessor 
memory. 
- The centre section shows the total tank outflow rate over the 
* period i.e. the sum of the three tank outflow rates. This 
data plots as a stepped function with the step lengths reflect-
ing the frequency at which the outflow rate was changed by the 
control strategy. 
- The tank hold-up variation over the period is illustrated in 
the bottom section. The data is presented as a percentage 
of the total tank hold-up. 
The outflow rate profile indicates a considerable attenuation of the 
influent flow rate variations; however, the profile does exhibit some 
troughs and peaks that seem contradictory to results indicated by the 
simulations of controlled equalization response in earlier Chapters. 
In addition, over the weekdays the full tank capacity available was not 
utilized. The apparent non-optimal response was not due to the 
strategy itself. The response of the control strategy from interval 
to interval over this initial period of operation can be explained 
exactly in terms of differences between the actual and historical in-
flow rate patterns and the tank hold-up situation,indicating that the 
strategy was opera.ting in a.n optimal manner in terms of the criteria 
laid down in the error expression. The non-optimal behaviour over the 
initial period of operation can be ascribed to two features: (1) the 
starting conditions, and (2) inaccuracies in the initial historical 
influent flow rate patterns. 
* 
(1) Starting conditions: Up to 08hOO the outflow rate from the 
equalization tank was controlled by manual operation i.e. non-
optimally; setpoints for the three outflow controllers had 
The function of the equalization algorithm is to calculate the optimum 
total outflow rate from the t8.Dk; this outflow rate is divided ·between 
the three tank outlets by the control strategy in accordance with the 
procedure outlined in Section 4.1.4, Chapter 7. Over the period con-
sidered here Module 3 received a constant flow rate of 170 ~.s-1, whil~ 
the remainder of the total outflow was evenly distributed between 
Modules 1 and 2. 
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been specified by the plant operators. As was to be expected, 
the tank hold-up on starting up the control £trategy operation 
(55%) was substantially different from the value (of about 25%) 
which would have been encountered had the tank been under the 
control of the microprocessor over the preceding cycles. There-
fore, over the first day of microprocessor operation, the action 
of the strategy was to "force" the tank towards the optimal 
situation in an effort to stabilize operation. 
(2) Initial historical inflow rate patterns: Over the first two 
days the actual inflow rate pattern was very different from the 
historical pattern - in general the historical patterns under-
predicted the actual inflow rate. Differences between the 
actual and the historical inflow rate patterns for the period 
from Monday to Thursday were not as marked as the differences 
over Saturday and Sunday but the actual inflow pattern still 
differed from the initial weekday historical pattern over three 
periods in the daily cycle. Differences are particularly 
evident in the patterns for the Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday: 
Over the period of minimum inflow between 02h00 and 07h00 
the actual inflow rate dropped below the historical values. 
Between 06hOO and lOhOO the inflow rate tended to rise more 
rapidly than reflected in the historical pattern. 
Over the period of maximum inflow the historical data over-
predicted both (1) the peak flow rate, and (2) the period 
for which the peak flow rate is sustained. 
Over the weekdays, as noted above, the principal differences in 
flow rate occurred over the periods of maximum (peak) and mini-
mum daily inflow rates; in both instances the expected 
(historical) exceeded the actual inflow rates. As a consequence, 
in approaching (and during) the peak flow periods, the strategy 
anticipated a large inflow and appropri~tely made provision for 
more storage volume to be available over the peak flow period 
by increasing the outflow rate. When the high inflow does not 
materialize, the result is that the tank hold-up only attains a 
maximum of approximately 85 percent of the total ev2n though the 
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upper allowable hold-up limit is specified as 95 percent. 
During the periods of low inflow the strategy again expects 
a larger inflow than that which actually occurs; in con-
sequence, the strategy sets the outflow rate at a higher level 
than would have been the case if the historical and actual in-
. 
flow patterns were the same. When the actual inflow rate, in 
fact, is over-estimated the tank empties faster than anticipa-
ted; the lower hold-up limit penalty error is activated and 
the flow rate is reduced fairly drastically, to cause the sharp 
trough during this period. 
The result of these differences was to increase the period 
required for operation to stabilize; the period for stabiliza-
tion was further affected by the occurrence of a rainstorm in 
the collection area on the Sunday afternoon which resulted in 
a substantial increase of the actual inflow rate over the latter 
part of Sunday through ingr~ss of stormwater in the sewer system. 
The effects of the incorrect starting conditions and the inaccurate 
initial historical inflow rate data were different in so far as their 
influence on the period required for operation to stabilize was concer-
ned. The effect of a non-optimal hold-up when the control strategy 
was brought on-line is inconsequential; after 24 hours of operation the 
effect is virtually eliminated. In contrast, the effects of marked 
differences between the historically-expected and the actual inflow 
patterns persisted for a longer period, principally because the updating 
procedure for the historical data is relatively slow, so that the histori-
cal inflow profiles approach the actual profiles only after a number of 
* daily cycles have been completed. 
*Updating the historical inflow rate data is demonstrated in the results 
shown in Fig 8.1: 
On the Monday the historical peak inflow rate value was 1850 Sl,.s-1; 
however, on that day and the subsequent days, the actual inflow rate 
does not reach this level. Careful scrutiny of the results shows 
that, by Thursday, the peak historical value has been progressively 
reduced to 1800 £.s-1. 
It might appear that the historical data is updated at an overly slow rate: 
(each day the new historical mean influent flow rate over an interval is 
taken as the sum of 95 percent of the current historical value and 5 per-
cent of the actual mean inflow rate over that interval). However, the 
reasons for this small weighting of the actual inflow rate are cogent and 
have been discussed in Section 3.1.1, Chapter 5; therefore, the slow rate 
of convergence is an inbuilt characteristic of the strategy and the be-
haviour indicates no abnormality. 
• 
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4. STABILIZED OPERATION OF CONTROL STRATEGY 
In time, as the historical influent flow rate data stored in the micro-
processor memory wa.s updated to reflect the actual inflow rate profiles 
more closely. so the response of the equalization tank stabilized, and 
the quality of the flow equalization improved. In Fig 8.2 the results 
obtained over a week's operation under stabilized conditions is shown. 
(For purposes of comparison the data is plotted in the same format as 
in Fig 8.1 for the first week's operation). The performance closely 
follows the results predicted from the simulations in Chapter 6 indicat-
ing that, once the historical and actual influent profiles are in close 
agreement, a high level of equalization efficiency can be expected. 
It is not necessary to interpret the reasons for each individual change 
in outflow rate over the week to confirm that the control strategy is 
behaving in the expected manner; this aspect has been discussed for 
the results in Fig 8.1. However, features worth noting from the 
results of Fig 8.2 are: 
- Over the midweek period (i.e. Tuesday, Wednesday and the 
previous Thursday) the tank outflow rate is very near 
constant; the flow rate varies within limits of ± 3,5 percent 
of the mean value. 
- In the transition from a week to a weekend, and vice versa, 
when there is a marked change in inflow rate, the required 
change in outflow rate is spread over a full 24 hour cycle; 
commencing early Friday and early Sunday there is a gradual 
trend to decrease and increase the outflow rate, respectively. 
- On the Saturday the tank hold-up is only reduced to a mini-
mum of 34 percent of the total although the lower allowable 
limit is 20 percent. The action of the strategy is to retain 
flow on the Saturday for use during the latter part of the 
period of decreased flow i.e. over the Sunday. On the 
Sunday the tank level is allowed to drop to its lower limit 
so as to maintain a reasonable outflow rate. 
The study of Fig 8 .. 2 can only 9erve to reinforce the conclusion that 
there can be little doubt about the effectiveness of the control 
strategy under real-time conditions to smooth and equalize the flow 
pattern in a very efficient manner. The advantages of utilizing the 
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" control strategy are further exemplified by comparing the results of 
Fig 8.2 with those obtained when the flows were controlled by manually 
setting the outflow controllers: The results presented in Fig 2.14 
(p 2.26, Chapter 2) illustrate the response of the equalization 
facility over a period of one week under the manual mode of operation; 
these results, when compared with those obtained under the control 
strategy, clearly illustrate how the strategy leads to far superior 
utilization of the equalization facility. 
mentioning in this regard: 
Several features are worth 
Comparison of the results in Fig 2.14 and Fig 8.1 show that 
even during the first few days of operation under micro-
processor control (before the oper~tion had properly 
stabilized) the behaviour was far superior to that obtained 
under manual control. 
- During operation under the control strategy the equalization 
tank w~ll seldom, if ever, overflow (this problem might occur 
only on the first day after start-up depending on the tank 
hold-up situation when the microprocessor is brought on-line). 
In contrast, under manual operation overflow was an almost 
daily occurrence. 
- Under control strategy operation the level to which the tank 
drops during each daily cycle can be specified and controlled 
quite accurately. This is particularly important in the 
Goudkoppies operation to ensure that no accumulation of solids 
on the base of the tank will take place (for more stable 
operation of the downstream biological process). If, however, 
it should be desired to retain solids in the equalization tank 
for some reason, this can be attained by specifying a higher 
value for the lower allowable tank hold-up limit. 
- Under the control strategy a gradual transition from weekday 
to weekend, and vice versa, is attained. Although the week-
end mean daily inflow rate at Goudkoppies is only about 75 
percent of the weekday value, no sudden changes in outflow rate 
are reflected over the transition periods; the effect is 
spread over a full 24-hour cycle. 
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- A benefit of particular importance at Goudkoppies, which is 
likely to be repeated whenever the strategy is implemented, 
is that the strategy relieves the plant operators of a 
time-consuming and frustrating task. The inherent 
deficiencies of the manual flow control procedure (see Section 
3.3, Chapter 7) made that the efficiency of equalization prior 
to installation of the strategy was very unsatisfactory despite 
the large amount of time devoted to the task of setting and re-
setting the controller setpoints. Once the strategy was in 
operation the amount of operator attention was reduced to a few 
minutes each day. 
5. EFFECT OF FLOW EQUALIZATION ON LOAD RATE VARIATIONS AT 
GOUDKOPPIES WWTP 
The discussion so far has revolved around the performance of the 
control strategy with regard to equalization of flow rate, with no 
consideration for the load equalization aspect. This approach, 
mentioned previously, was taken because, on implementation at Goudkoppies, 
it was only possible to verify the flow equalization aspect of the con-
trol strat~gy for reason that the contents of the equalization tank are 
not mixed. It is of some interest, however, to assess the extent to 
which load equalizatio~ has been attained with an un-mixed tank opera-
ted with the specific objective of flow equalization only. 
Figure 8.3 shows the measured response of both the tank effluent flow 
rate and COD load rate over a 24-hour period when the equalization 
tank was controlled by the strategy; the corresponding influent 
profiles are also shown in the Figure, together with the tank hold-up 
response. Although the load rate profiles are drawn as continuous 
curves, in actual fact the load was calculated from COD concentration 
measurements made at one hour intervals - the curves tend to accentuate 
deviations commonly exhibited by grab samples. 
features are apparent from Fig 8.3: 
Several important 
- The effluent flow rate profile is almost constant; 
therefore, variations in the effluent load rate profile 
reflect, very closely, the effluent COD concentration 
variation. 
- Comparison of the influent and effluent load rate profiles 
8.14 
show that there is, in fact, an appreciable degree of 
attenuation of the load variations (over this period at 
least). The peak load shows a reduction from 1,48 to 1,14 
times the mean value, and the minimum load an increase from 
0,12 to 0,60 times the mean. 
- Up to the point where the tank hold-up and the influent load 
rate reach a minimum, the effluent load rate remains very 
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close to the mean value (behaviour not indicated in the 
simulations); there is a decrease in effluent load rate 
only a~er this time. This behaviour possibly is due to 
two effects: firstly, over the period when the hold-up is 
close to the minimum, particulate material which has settled 
on the base of the tank during the previous cycle is scoured 
from the tank, helping to maintain the effluent load rate 
close to the mean; secondly, the dimensions of the tank 
cause a partial plug flow effect across the tank from inlet 
to outlet, resulting in a lag in the decrease in effluent 
load rate with respect to the influent. 
For the 24-hour cycle considered here there is only a 
1 percent mass loss in COD from the influent to the 
effluent. This contrasts sharply with the mass loss of 
approximately 20 percent across the tank when the tank 
was operated by human agency and retention of solids in 
the tank was an objective. Although this low value of 
1 percent may be fortuitous, the controlled mode of opera-
tion whereby settled solids are flushed from the tank each 
day does appear to be successful. This is supported by 
the absence of gas bubbles rising to the surface - escaping 
gas previously indicated a high degree of anaerobic activity 
in the tank. 
From the results presented above it would appear that even though (1) 
only flow equalization was specified as an objective, and (2) the 
contents of the tank were not mixed, the resultant degree of load 
equalization was not substantially different from the results obtained 
in simulations where both flow and load equalization are objectives. 
The results, therefore, indicate that benefits accruing from load 
equalization should be apparent at the Goudkoppies plant. For example, 
one should expect that control of aeration in the biological process 
under the equalized load pattern should demand less need for matching 
aeration rate to oxygen demand compared to the situation of no equali-
zation. However, this, and other benefits, can be assessed fully only 
from monitoring plant behaviour over a period of several months. 
During the period the flow equalization behaviour was tested changes 
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were continuously being made in plant operating procedures in an effort 
to improve plant performance with respect to biological nitrogen and 
phosphorus removal. These changes made it difficult to evaluate the 
effect of the load equalization aspect on plant dissolved oxygen control, 
and other performance effects even though the results. from monitoring 
equalization tank effluent COD load would indicate that such effects 
should be significant. 
6. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN OPERATION AT GOUDKOPPIES 
With regard to the operation of the control strategy itself, only very 
minor problems have been encountered in the application at Goudkoppies. 
Problems initially arose mainly as a result of incorrect calibration 
of the signals passing between the equalization tank and micro-processor 
resulting in false information being passed to or from the control 
strategy. If proper care is taken in setting up and calibrating the 
signals, then very likely it will be necessary only to check the cali-
bration of these signals at intervals of a few months~ The frequency 
at which the calibration of the signals requires to be checked will be 
related to the manufacturers' specifications on the electronic components 
in the various bits of circuitry. For example, if relatively cheap 
pressure transducers are used in the measurement of tank outflow rates, 
generally these will require more regular checking than more expensive 
transducers, manufactured according to more stringent specifications. 
The one major problem encountered in the operation at the Goudkoppies 
plant is damage to electronic equipment as a result of lightning 
strikes. The Goudkoppies plant is situated in the heart of the 
Witwatersrand area of South Africa; during summer months this region 
is renowned for the high incidence of violent electric storms. 
Approximately one month after the microprocessor was brought on-line 
for the first time, certain of the electronic and electrical equip-
ment on the plant was damaged during such an electric storm, including 
the equalization control equipment. Although the damage was only minor -
requiring replacement of a few electronic components only, amounting to 
* Checking the calibration is very simple. In the case, of say, the 
tank outflow rates, the microprocessor reading of the three outflow 
rates can be printed out and compared directly with the outflow rate 
readings displayed on the front of the panels housing the flow 
controller circuitry. 
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a few cents - it is evident that electric storms can put the equipment 
out of action. 
The actual source of the damage as a result of lightning is difficult · 
to ascertain. Three possibilities can be suggested: 
- A direct strike either on, or close to the metal flow-
controller panels, or, on the metal walkways close to these 
units. 
A current induced in the cable between the plant and the 
interface unit. 
A voltage surge transmitted on the mains supply. 
Whatever the source of the problem, it would seem essential to protect 
the equipment in regions where occurrence of electric storms is a 
possibility. In the case of the Goudkoppies plant the possibility of 
damage from lightning was anticipated, and over-voltage protection is 
included on both the mains supply aLd all lines between the plant and 
the interface unit. Despite this protection, damage to the equipment 
* did occur on the one occasion mentioned above. Therefore, it would 
appear obligatory to obtain the services of an expert with a view, say, 
to opto-isolating all electronic circuitry so as to exclude the 
possibility of lightning damage completely. 
* The Goudkoppies plant is particularly susceptible to damage by 
lightning. Damage has not been restricted to the equalization 
equipment - over the past two summers dissolved oxygen control 
equipment has been damaged severely on three occasions and an aerator 
motor completely destroyed. 
CHAPTER NINE 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The principal objective in this study was to develop a microprocessor-
based "intelligent" control strategy operating on an equalization 
facility to provide near-optimal performance on a continuous basis i.e. 
specifically a control strategy which utilizes the available equaliza-
tion hold-up volume in a manner that achieves the greatest possible 
degree of equalization of both influent flow and load rate. 
1. MOTIVATION 
Motivation for the development of an equalization control strategy came 
as the result of an enquiry into control of wastewater treatment plants, 
with particular emphasis on control within the South African context. 
From this enquiry it was evident thet, in South Africa, in-plant control 
is not suited to nutrient removal processes, principally for the 
following reasons: 
The complex nature of these processes (which include anaerobic, 
anoxic and aerobic zones) necessitates a complex in-plant 
control strategy to ensure successful performance under dynamic 
loading conditions. A successful strategy for these conditions 
will have to rely heavily on the predictive power of a model 
describing both the activated sludge process response and the 
secondary clarifier behaviour - it is doubtful whether adequate 
models exist as yet. 
Some of the more important process parameters (oxygen 
utilization rate, nitrification) respond very sensitively to 
variations in flow and load inputs (a kinetic consequence of 
the long sludge ages of 15 to 25 days). This phenomenon 
makes for stringent, and perhaps complex, control requirements 
if successful process performance is to be achieved under 
variable load rate inputs. For example, both over- and 
under-aeration have an equally adverse effect on the process. 
Consequently, for adequate process control, accurate and 
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reliable monitoring equipment is essential. Stability of 
monitoring instrumentation at present is more the exception 
than the rule, so that back-up services are crucial; such 
back-up services do not exist country-wide in South Africa. 
For optimum performance of these nutrient removal plants adequate con-
trol is so essential that attention was directed to equalization as an 
alternative to in-plant control. From a theoretical viewpoint, com-
plete or near-complete equalization of both flow and load would reduce 
the required in-plant control to the simplest level, within the com-
* petence of the plant operator. From a practical point of view, the 
following questions needed to be answered: 
1. Is simultaneous equalization of flow and load possible ? 
2. If so, will the instrumentation necessary for its implemen-
tation be simple and reliacle enough that it will be within 
the competence of the operator to operate the system effec-
tively, and, will the necessary back-up services (in the 
South African context) be adequate ? 
To answer the first question required a thorough review of the work that 
had been done on equalization, and further theoretical work to develop 
the potential and define the limitations of the equalization approach. 
To answer the second question, consequential to an affirmative answer 
to the first, necessitated a wide-ranging enquiry into the needs for 
effective equalization, both for monitoring and implementation of a 
control strategy. 
2. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
Theoretically, if the diurnal infleunt flow and load rate variations 
could be reduced to yield near-constant inputs of flow and load to a 
WWTP, then the need for control on the plant (e.g. aeration control) 
* The selection of load, instead of concentration, as the parameter 
to define the pollution aspect needs some comment. The selection 
is justified from the kinetic behaviour of the activated sludge pro-
cess. In terms of the process model developed by Dold, Ekama and 
Marais (1980), at long sludge ages variation in mass oxygen demand 
rate is controlled principally by the variation in load rate (i.e. 
concentration x flow rate), not by the variation in concentration 
alone. 
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would largely fall away. Yet despite such positive theoretical 
indications, in the literature many researchers concluded that there 
is little merit in equalization. However, an analysis of the basis 
for these conclusions indicated that these were mainly a result of a 
lack of understanding of the kinetic behaviour of the activated sludge 
process. 
1. In many cases incorrect parameters were used to assess the 
effects of equalization. For example, evaluation of equaliz-
ation performance was often based on effluent COD (or BOD). 
quality. However, because a large fraction of the influent 
COD is particulate material, the effluent COD is virtually 
insensitive to influent COD load rate variations as the 
particulate material is enmeshed and adsorbed by the sludge 
mass. Consequently, the use of the parameter as a criterion 
to assess the effectiveness of equalization is bound to show 
that little benefit is to be derived from equalization. 
2. Much of the work on equalization was conducted on plants 
operated at very short sludge ages (< 3 days). From kinetic 
considerations, the response of the oxygen utilization r~te 
in this situation is largely attenuated, even where variations 
in the influent loading conditions are substantial. Conse-
quently, equalization could demonstrate very little benefit 
in terms of simplifying the problem of aeration control. 
This negative conclusion on equalization would have-been 
highly unlikely had the evaluation included plants operated 
at long sludge ages. At long sludge ages both theoretical 
predictions and plant experience show that the process 
responds fairly sensitively to influent load fluctuations. 
3. On settling tank behaviour, the literature often reports 
negatively on the effects of flow equalization. These 
negative reports were found to be associated with plants 
in which the settling tanks were considerably underlo.aded. 
However, for settling tanks loaded to full capacity equaliz-
ation of the flow showed significant improvement of the 
effluent quality with regard to solids loss, by reducing the 
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day. It became clearly evident that, if the hold-up of the tank is 
to be used optimally, a predictive technique taking due cognizance of 
the variability of the influent pattern from day to day and between 
week and weekend needs to be incorporated in the control procedure, 
i.e. in a control strategy. 
3. DEVELOPMENT OF A CONTROL STRATEGY 
From the enquiry into the historical background of equalization it was 
evident that the operational procedure implicit in the cumulative flow 
hydrograph approach to design should be abandoned if equalization is 
to serve as an effective alternative to in-plant control, particularly 
if both flow and load equalization are set as the objective, and if 
the operational problems caused by variable daily inputs are to be 
overcome. Identification of deficiencies in this operational pro-
cedure, as traditionally practised, was helpful, however, in developing 
the structure of an equalization co~trol strategy which can provide an 
adequate alternative to in-plant control. Two principal requirements 
of the control strategy structure were identified: 
* 
1. Whenever a control decision is to be taken it is necessary to 
consider the effect of that decision as a part of the full 
24-hour cycle. Because of the interrelation of the parameters 
flow and load, no constant output value can be expected for 
either parameter over the daily cycle for optimal equalization 
of both - it was apparent that, if the flow rate remained con-
stant at the mean value, the load rate could fluctuate quite 
appreciably, and vice versa. This observation necessarily 
accepts that, if optimal equalization of flow and load is 
to be achieved, a principal function of the strategy will be 
to vary the tank outflow rate (and effluent load rate) over 
the 24-hour cycle, but in the smallest degree consistent with 
* the objective.· 
It would perhaps appear that the approach of allowing the outflow 
rate to vary over the 24-hour cycle would not be necessary if flow 
equalization is the sole objective. This is not always true: if 
the tank size is such that it is not possible to withdraw a constant 
outflow rate over the full cycle then it is again necessary to in-
corporate the possibility of varying outflow rate within the 24-hour 
cycle in an operational procedure. In this event it follows again 
that it is necessary to consider the full 24-hour cycle to obtain 
optimal utilization of the available hold-up volume. 
2. Control decisions should be taken at short intervals (say, 
half-hourly). The daily cyclic inplant flow and load rate 
patterns are not repeated identically from day to day. To 
account for this variability it is necessary to re-assess con-
trol decisions at short intervals to obtain near-optimal 
operation on a continuous basis~ 
From identifying the requirements (1) and (2) above, it was possible 
to envisage the overall structure of a flow and load equalization con-
trol strategy without having to detail the actual .method of operation 
(or the variables on which control action should be based). Tha~ is, 
control decisions should be made at short intervals and, in order to 
make a control decision, it is necessary to utilize some predictive 
technique for forecasting the expected influent patterns for the en-
suing 24-hour cycle. 
Once an outline of the control strategy structure had been proposed 
the first requirement in evolving the strategy was to develop a 
numerical procedure whereby, given a specified equalization tank size, 
the tank effluent flow and load rates would deviate the least from 
absolute constancy. In developing this numerical optimization pro-
cedure it was necessary (1) to attach relative weights to the importance 
of flow and load equalization, and (2) initi~lly to assume that the 
daily cyclic influent patterns would be repeated identically from day 
to day. 
1. Weighting factor for equalization. As the two interrelated 
parameters (flow and load) are independent in so far as the 
calculation procedure for evaluating equalization is concerned 
f 
a weight had to be ascribed to the relative importance of 
equalization of each. For example, a weight of 1 for flow 
equalization (and corresponding 0 for load) would express 
the intention to equalize the flow rate without consideration 
of the load, and so on. 
2. Selection of fixed daily cyclic influent patterns established 
a basis for the development of a numerical procedure to 
identify an optimal equalization condition. Acceptance of 
fixed daily input patterns implied that (1) all tank response 
I 
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variables (hold-up, concentration, flow rate, etc.) necessarily 
must be the same at the beginning and end of each 24-hour 
cycle, and (2) mass balance principles must be obeyed. These 
conditions served a most useful function in that, for any 
proposed calculation procedure to obtain optimal equalization, 
if the conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied the procedure at 
least is stable and convergent. 
To establish the numerical procedure required consideration of the 
situation as encountered in practice: The equalization tank hydraulic 
response is governed by a simple differential equation relating the 
change in tank hold-up, V, to the inflow and outflow rates, F
0 
and F1 , 
respectively, i.e. 
dV/dt = F -F · 
0 1 (9.1) 
In the situation under consideration the influent pattern, F , is 
0 
fixed. In seeking an approach to the numerical procedure, to identify 
the optimal solution for a 24-hour cycle, it was first of all necessary 
to decide on whether one should either: 
1. Determine the tank hold-up profile, V, under the cyclic 
inputs which results in optimal flow and load rate equalization, 
and from this determine the outflow rate profile, F1 , to be 
applied by the control strategy; 
or 
2. Determine the outflow rate profile, F1 , which results in 
optimal flow and load rate equalization, and from this deter-
mine the hold-up profile, V,.associated with F
0 
and F1 . 
In both cases a constraint on the tank hold-up is operative in that 
the tank must neither empty nor overflow during the cycle. After a 
thorough investigation, the second approach was found to be superior: 
By maintaining a "smooth" outflow rate profile, the tank acts as a 
buffer to rapid random variations exhibited by the input pattern in 
practice. In contrast, by imposing a "smooth" hold-up profile, sharp 
variations about the input trend pattern are transmitted to the down-
stream process, thereby nullifying, to a degree, the objective of 
equalization. 
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Development of a calculation procedure (using the outflow rate pro-
file development approach) that will always advance to the optimal 
solution (i.e. development of an equaliza.tion algorithm) required 
formulation of an objective function to give an assessment", 
numerically, of the equalization: Accepting that the effluent flow 
and load rates will deviate from the mean over the daily cycle, it 
is necessary to quantify the combined deviation. This was accom-
plished by including two terms in the objective function (error 
expression) - one for the flow deviation, Ef, and one for the load 
deviation, Eld· By selecting a weighting factor ,'a , the two 
components can be summed to provide a measure of the equaliza.tion. 
error, Ee, which takes into account the relative importance 
ascribed to each equalization aspect: 
(9.2) 
where 0 ' a ' 1 
Formulation of the components Ef and Eld was subjective. By trial 
it was found that successful results were obtained if each was cal-
culated on the basis of the squares of the deviations from the 
respective mean values, integrated over the 24-hour cycle, i.e. 
Ef - !24 (F/F-1)2 dt ( 9. 3) 0 
and Eld = !24 (1/E-1)2 0 dt (9.4) 
The p'rocedure to determine the optimum outflow rate profile from an 
equalization tank of a specified size, under known 24-hour inputs 
of flow and load rate, operated as follows: 
(1) Initially an arbitrary outflow rate profile is selected. 
To maintain consistency with the approach adopted for the 
control strategy, the profile is divided into a number of 
adjustment intervals corresponding to the number of con-
trol intervals in a 24-hour cycle. 
( 2) The outflow rate profile, together with the inflow profile, 
I 
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is used to calculate the tank hold-up (volume) response 
over the cycle. This hold-up profile, together with the 
influent flow rate and concentration profiles, enable the 
calculation of the effluent concentration profile and, in 
turn, the effluent load rate profile. The selected out-
flow rate profile and the associated effluent load rate 
profile then can be used to compute a measure of th~ 
equalization efficiency. 
(3) To determine the optimum outflow rate profile, an iterative 
procedure is followefrwhereby the effect of incremental 
changes in outflow rate at the different adjustment inter-
vals is assessed by each time calculating the associated 
effluent load profile and the value of the equalization 
error. Changes to the profile which result in a decreased 
Ee value during the procedure are "accepted" until a change 
in flow rate (increase or decrease) at any of the adjustment 
intervals no longer improves the equalization efficiency. 
The final profile is then accepted as the optimum. Two 
different optimiaation techniques were used to check that 
this approach did, in fact, identify the optimal condition. 
A necessary condition for the optimum outflow profile is that, under 
the influent pattern, the associated tank hold-up profile at no point 
exceeds the physical volumetric limits of the equalization tank, i.e. 
there is no overflow and/or emptying. It was found that this physical 
constraint could be incorporated as an integral part of the optimiza-
tion procedure byadding a penalty error, E1 , to the equalization m 
error·, E , which increases rapidly when the tank hold-up limits are 
e 
exceeded, and then using the combined value as the objective function. 
In this way changes to the outflow profile which cause the hold-up 
iimits to be exceeded at some point in the cycle will be strongly 
resisted because, even though the E component might decrease, the 
e 
accompanying increase in Elm will outweigh the decrease. To attain 
stability in this mechanism it was necessary to select an appropriate 
weighting factor, B, for the penalty error value, Elm' so that the 
penalty error component in the objective function is negligible 
compared to the equalization component if the hold-up limits are 
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not exceeded; the inclusion of a weighting factor is rnErely a con-
sequence of the units used in the calculation of the penalty error, 
E1m· 
Perhaps the principal benefit of the penalty error approach is that 
it prevents development of problems of mathematical discontinuities 
and instability in the iterative optimization procedure. This is 
ex.plained best by an example: One manifestation of the approach 
is that during the procedure to identify the optimal solution it is 
possible that hold-up values outside the physical limits can be 
encountered in an interim solution - however, the penalty error 
"forces" the development of an optimal outflow rate profile with 
an associated hold-up profile that satisfies the physical limits. 
This transition from a physically-impossible solution to an acceptable 
one is mathematically continuous, with the advantage that problems 
of instability (which arise with methods that incorporate discontinui-
ties to avoid unacceptable interim solutions) will be bypassed. 
A further advantage of the volumetric penalty error approach is that 
the penalty error can be formulated to allow specification of upper 
and lower tank hold-up limits within the physical extreme values. 
This is useful for the analysis of situations where, for example, the 
tank hold-up may not drop below a specified level for sbme reason. 
Application of the optimization procedure using the combined equaliza-
tion error and the volumetric limit penalty error still gave rise to 
certain problems: with small equalization tanks (< 3 hours mean 
retention time), "spikiness" could develop in the outflow rate 
profile. One method of accounting for this problem would have been 
simply to specify a maximum allowable rate of change of outflow rate 
in the development of the optimum profile. However, to maintain 
consistency in the mathematical procedure, a second penalty error, 
Es, was included in the objective function to constrain the rate of 
change of tank outflow rate; this ensures the development of a 
smooth profile. Large values of E in the objective function, 
s 
while ensuring the development of a smooth outflow rate profile, 
will favour flaw equalization, and will tend to mask the effect of 
the equalization error weighting factor, a (see Eq 9.2). To prevent 
this situation again it is necessary to include a weighting factor, 
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w, for the penalty error, Es' to maintain an appropriate balance 
between the magnitudes of the different components of the objective 
function. 
To summarize, the objective function (or error expression) which was 
found to result in acceptable behaviour of the equalization algorithm 
was made up of three components, one of which (Ee) itself consisted 
of two parts, i.e. 
E 
s 
3.1 Application of the Equalization Algorithm 
(9.5} 
The results from application of the equalization algorithm under 
invariant daily input patterns potentially provided a very useful 
means for evaluating the effects of various parameters on equaliza-
tion performance. For this purpose it was necessary to devise a 
method of assessment. One method of assessment is the qualitative 
(visual) approach in which the effluent flow and load rate patterns 
are compared with the influent patterns; this method is most use-
ful but does not allow q_uanti tati ve comparison. To obtain a 
quantitative comparison a numerical measure of the effectiveness of 
equalization was required. A suitable measure was found to be the 
relative error, E , defined as the ratio of the effluent equalization 
r 
error, (E )1 , to the influent equalization error, (E ) ; the latter e e o 
calculated on the same basis as the effluent error, but using the 
influel'.).t flow: and load.rate patterns i.e. Eqs 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4, with 
(9.6) 
The relative error approach was used to compare the behaviour of both 
in-line and side-line equalization configurations. 
conclusions were: 
The principal 
(1) For both in-line and side-line equalization, the efficiency 
of equalization increases with increasing tank size; 
however, the rate of improvement decreases with increasing 
size. Optimal equalization generally requires a tank 
(2) 
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with a mean retention ti!qe Cba:;;ed on the mean inflow rate) 
in the region of 4 to 6 hours. Very little is gained in 
equalization efficiency for retention times greater than 
6 hours. 
Almost identical curves of relative error, E , versus 
. r 
retention time were obtained for influent data collected 
at different full-scale treatment plants, i.e. the efficiency 
of equalization with retention time for equalization 
facilities receiving influent flow and load rate patterns 
that differ substantially between plants appear to follow 
very similar trends. 
(3) An important characteristic exhibited by the controlled 
load rate is that, whereas the load rate in the uncontrolled 
(influent) cycle may fluctuate between a quarter and two to 
three times the mean (with consequential low and high oxygen 
demands in the downstream process), the controlled load is 
virtually constant, with a small drop once every 24 hours. 
This phenomenon will have a marked effect on aeration control, 
and will also substantially reduce the cost of providing 
aeration capacity to meet the peak requirement. 
(4) The behaviour of the algorithm over the region where there 
was a 'drop in effluent load rate (see 3 above) highlighted 
the superiority of the optimization approach over the 
subjective response action likely if the control decisions 
were by human agency. When the tank hold-up was approach-
ing its lower limit the algorithm caused the outflow rate 
to increase, thereby increasing the rate at which the 
already low tank level was dropping - an action unlikely to 
be duplicated in manual control. The necessity for this, 
however, was evident from the objective (to equalize both 
flow and load): over this period the tank outflow rate 
was increased slightly to sustain the decreasing load rate. 
(5) With regard to equalization tank volume requirements, 
comparison of side-line and in-line equalization indicated 
that, in the region where effective equalization is achieved, 
both schemes require the same size of equalization tank, 
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i.e. neither scheme results in a decreased volume require-
ment over the other. 
(6) With side-line equalization as much as 60 percent of the 
daily inflow may bypass the equalization tank without 
reducing the equalization efficiency. This may allow a 
substantial saving in pumping costs where gravity flow 
through the tank is not possible. However, the disadvan-
tage with side-line equalization is that the tank no longer 
acts as a buffer to all of the rapid fluctuations in the 
influent stream because part of the inflow bypasses the 
tank. Therefore, where possible in-line equalization 
should be used in preference to the side-line configuration. 
A general conclusion regarding the equalization algorithm is that it 
provides an effective aid in establishing guide-lines for the design 
of equalization facilities. Furthermore, quantitization of the 
efficiency of the equalization solu~ion for any particular equalization 
situation (influent patterns, configuration, size, etc) affords a 
rapid and simple method for selecting the most appropriate design for 
that situation. 
Formulation of the equalization algorithm constituted the first phase 
in the development of the equalization control strategy. Once this 
aspect had been completed the next step was incorporation of the 
equalization algorithm in the control strategy structure outlined 
prior to development of the algorithm. 
3.2 Control Strategy 
In control strategy operation the equalization algorithm is applied 
at regular short intervals to determine the optimal outflow rate 
profile for an ensuing 24-hour cycle under the expected 24-hour 
input patterns. The actual tank outflow rate for the duration of 
the short (say, half-hour) control interval is set equal to the 
value at the start of the calculated optimum profile for the ensuing 
24-hour cycle. By re-optimizing operation at regular short inter-
vals to account for the variability of the influent patterns under 
real-time conditions, near-optimal operation on a continuous basis 
should be attained. 
I 
Successful operation of the control strategy obyious~y depends to a 
large degree on the ability to make accurate predictions, at the 
start of any control interval, of the expected influent flow and 
load rate patterns for the ensuing 24-hour cycle. Because the 
daily input patterns are repeated with relatively small variations 
from day to day, it was decided that the expected influent patterns 
should be based on the historical average influent patterns. It 
was found that, if the influent patterns are very similar from day 
to day, and if the patterns are close to the mean historical 
influent patterns, then the control strategy operates very success-
fully i.e. the daily outputs are very close to the optimal ones 
obtained under invariant daily inputs. However, if the daily inflow 
patterns differ substantially from the mean historical patterns, 
difficulties are encountered, particularly over those parts of the 
cycle when the tank is either near-full or near-empty. It was 
found that this problem can be overcome by basing the prediction 
primarily on the historical inflow anj concentration data, but 
incorporati~g an adjustment to the inflow data based on differences 
between actual and historical inflow rates immediately prior to the 
prediction of the influent profiles for the ensuing 24-hour cycle. 
A second problem encountered in the prediction of the expected 
24-hour influent patterns based on the historical average patterns 
was that changes to the influent patterns (as a result of, for 
example, changes in the sewer collection network) may cause the 
historical data stored in the microcomputer memory no longer to 
conform to the daily inputs. To overcome this problem, a mechanism 
for continuous updating of the historical inflow rate data was in-
corporated in the strategy as follows:* 
* 
By monitoring the change in tank level over a control 
interval, and knowing the tank outflow rate, it was 
possible to compute the inflow rate, and in turn update 
the historical data stored in the microcomputer memory. 
In this way, a running average of historical data is 
maintained; this approach also allows the effect of 
Updating of historical influent concentration data is discussed 
later. 
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gradual seasonal changes in flow rate to be automatically 
incorporated in the operation. 
Yet another problem in the prediction of expected 24-hour influent 
patterns was that the influent patterns differ substantially between 
weekday and weekend. An analysis of data for several treatment 
plants showed that the influent patterns for weekdays and weekend 
days differ sharply in (1) the form of the flow and load rate patterns 
and (2) a reduction in the mean daily flow and load rates for the 
weekends compared to weekdays. This problem was resolved by 
distinguishing between two types of.historical daily inputs - one for 
weekdays and one for weekend days (and holidays). With this approach 
application of the control strategy showed that the strategy very 
effectively evens out the sharp disparity in flow and load rates in 
the transition from week to weekend, and vice versa. That is, the 
strategy allows the effect of the change to be spread over an exten:-
ded period without necessitating any sudden control action. 
Accepting that the expected influent profiles for an ensuing 24-hour 
cycle could be determined, application of the algorithm under real-
time conditions (i.e. in the control strategy) nevertheless differs 
slightly from the application under invariant daily inputs - it be-
came evident that the constraint on maintaining a material balance 
over a 24-hour ayaZe must not be imposed when the algorithm is 
applied under real-time conditions: 
The objective in applying the equalization algorithm; for 
both invariant daily inputs or for real-time conditions, 
is to determine the 24-hour outflow rate profile which 
' results in the maximum attenuation of influent flow and 
load variations, that is, the objective is to maintain 
the outputs as close as possible to the respective mean 
values of the expected 24-hour input patterns. In the 
analysis under invariant inputs, where the daily cyclic 
influent patterns are repeated identically from day to 
day, it was necessary to fo1low mass balance principles 
over a 24-hour cycle because the daily outflow necessarily 
equalled the daily inflqw, and the tank situation (hold-up, 
concentration, outflow rate, etc) must be identical at the 
start and end of each ·24-hour cycle. Under real..-time 
conditions, in view of the variability of the influent 
patterns, it is unlikely that the tank situation (hold-up, 
etc) corresponds identically to the optimal one indicated 
by the historical influent data at the time that the 
equalization algorithm is applied - in fact, if, say, a 
rainstorm has occurred then it is possible that the tank 
situation is very different from the optimum. Effective 
long-term operation of the strategy hinges on the expecta-
tion that the influent patterns in general will correspond 
relatively closely to the historical data. Therefore, 
even if the tank situation is non-optimal when the algo-
rithm is utilized, the action of the strategy should be to 
endeavour to return the situation to optimality in future 
cycles (observing the volumetric limits and constraint on 
rate of change of outflow rate, of course). In order to 
ach:i.eve this action it is necessary to drop the requirement 
of maintaining a material balance during application of 
the algorithm; in this way, by allowing either more or 
less than the daily inflow to leave the tank over 24-hours 
it would be possible to converge to the optimal condition 
·in future cycles. 
Once the mass balance constraint had been dropped it was necessary 
to ensure that the control strategy would still lead to optimal 
operation. To this end the strategy was tested, assuming that the 
actual inputs corresponded exactly to the historical data, but with 
the starting condition different from the optimal one. It was found 
that, after one or two cycles, the operation returned to optimality -
even though a mass balance was not imposed~ once the behaviour had 
stabilized the daily outflow equalled the inflow and the tank 
situation was identical at corresponding times in subsequent daily 
cycles. 
3. 3 Testing the Control Strategy 
To test the control strategy a series of simulations (using input 
data measured at full-scale treatment plants) was devised to check 
whether or not the conclusions obtained using the algorithm under 
under invarillJlt daillf crclic inputs still hold for the real-time 
situation. The results of these simulations indicated that: 
In all cases the conclusions (with regard to tank size, 
configuration, etc) obtained under fixed diurnal input 
vatterns also hold under real-time inputs. 
There is, only a marginal decrease in performance 
effici'ency w:i:th the real-time daily inputs compared to 
the invariant inputs. 
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The final phase of evaluation of the control strategy involved test-
ing the behayiour under unusual input patterns. The purpose of this 
part of the study was to illustrate tbat, under certain circumstances, 
situations may arise where emergency action must supercede the action 
of the control strategy; two examples of such situations were 
considered: 
Cl)_ Minimum level requirement: In certain cases it may be 
obligatory that the tank level does not drop below some 
absolute minimum value. An example would be the situa-
tion where floating aerators are used to mix the tank 
contents, and a minimum operating depth is specified. 
It wa.s found that this condition could be satisfied by 
monitoring tank level at short intervals (of, say, 5 
minutes); if the· level drops to below a specified mini-
mum, the outflow rate is reduced to that of the inflow -
once the level returns to within acceptable limits the 
outflow rate is re-set to the optimum value specified by 
the equalization algorithm. 
(2) ·Storm conditions: The control strategy wa.s developed 
for systems with separate sewers and stormwater drains; 
however, even with separate systems, a certain flow of 
stormwater may be-expected to enter the sewers during, 
and after, a rainstorm. To test the behaviour of the 
control strategy under such conditions four possible 
situations were considered: either a "small" or a "large" 
storm superimposed on the usual input pattern, occurring 
either during the period of minimum or maximum inflow in 
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* the daily cycle. This aspect of the study yielded three 
principal conclusions: 
A "small" storm has little effect on the normal operation, 
irrespective of when it occurs in the daily cycle. 
A "large" storm, occurring during the period of minimum 
inflow can be readily accommodated; the strategy utilizes 
the available tank hold-up capacity to distribute the 
excess inflow over an extended period, with only a marginal 
decrease in equalization performance - this is possible 
because the tank is near-empty during the period of 
minimum inflow. 
A "large" storm, if it occurs during the peak flow period, 
when the tank is near-full, can result in a deterioration 
in performance because there is no capacity available to 
store the excess flow. The nett effect is that the 
effect of the storm flow is damped only partially. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTROL STRATEGY 
For the implementation of flow equalization the only requirements needed 
to operate the microcomputer control strategy are the facilities to: 
measure liquid level in the tank 
measure tank outflow rate 
- specify the setpoint for the outflow rate controller. 
These measurements can all be obtained with very reliable, and simple, 
instrumentation which is stable in the long term - an important aspect 
in the South African context, to minimize back-up needs. 
For implementation of simultaneous flow and load equalization it would 
appear that continuous monitoring of, say, COD concentration would 
also be required. This would pose a problem because instrumentation 
* 
The extra volume entering the tank as the result of a storm was 
assumed to be 10 per cent and 40 per cent of the total daily inflow 
for the "small" and "large" storms respectively. 
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required to monitor COD on a continuous basis, and the operation thereof, 
is both complex and costly - this would nullify, to a degree, the 
objective of developing a cheap and simple alternative to in-plant 
control. However, continuous monitoring of COD was not found to be 
necessary; it would be sufficient to check the historical COD data 
stored in the microcomputer memory at intervals of, say, 3 to 4 months. 
This is so because simulation studies indicated that the system response 
is relatively insensitive to deviations in actual influent concentration 
from the historical data for the magnitude of deviation normally en-
countered. The reason for this insensitivity arises from the fact 
that the load rate is the product of flow rate and concentration; be-
cause the flow rate is accurately accounted for continuously, deviations 
. in concentration affect the load rate only in part. Indeed, the added 
efficiency in load equalization obtained by continuous COD monitoring 
is most unlikely to merit the cost of implementation. 
The control strategy was implemented on the 100 Mi.d-l Goudkoppies plant 
which has an in-line equalization tank with a mean retention time of 
approximately 4, 5 hours. This tank is not stirred so that it was not 
possible to apply the CSTR equations for COD concentration (and load) 
with any expectation of accuracy. Consequently, in this instance, only 
the fl.OU) equalization aspect of the control strategy was .implemented 
(i.e. a= 1 in Eq. 9.1). 
On start-up the control strategy behaved exactly according to specification; 
initially the tank outflow rate was not as constant as would be expected 
with a tank of this size, but this was due to differences between the 
roughly estimated historical inflow rate data and the actual influent 
patterns. However, within a few days the initial historical inflow 
profiles had been updated to reflect the actual influent patterns more 
accurately and the control strategy operated with remarkable effectiveness: 
(1) During the mid-week period the tank outflow rate was 
maintained very near constant. 
(2) The strategy handled the transition from week to weekend, 
and vice versa, in the expected manner by spreading the 
effect of the step change in daily inflo~ rate over an 
extended period. 
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(3) The control strategy removed a considerable work load from 
the plant operators. 
(4) The level of equalization efficiency was incomparably higher 
than that attained when the outflow rate was specified 
manually. 
In the case of the implementation at Goudkoppies initial indications 
are that, even though the tank is un-mixed, the degree of load equaliz-
ation achieved perhaps exceeds that expected for a completely mixed tank. 
In particular, when the tank level is low, the drop in load rate does 
not appear to be as great as that encountered in simulations for a 
completely mixed tank. It can perhaps be surmised that the load rate 
is partially sustained over this period by solids being flushed out, 
having settled on the tank base during the remainder of the cycle. 
This behaviour is possibly specific to the Goudkoppies installation 
the tank contains a set of dwarf-walls laid out in such a way that, when 
the tank level is low, flow is canalized in series fashion and settled 
solids are scoured from the tank as a result of the increased linear 
flow velocity along the tank flow. Because of this feature it would 
be inappropriate to draw any general conclusions as yet on the merits 
of using an un-mixed tank. 
5. CLOSURE 
In this investigation the original objective was to develop a practical 
procedure, or control strategy, by means of which an equalization tank 
can be operated to give the minimum variation in flow and load rate 
under the normal cyclic inputs encountered at wastewater treatment plants. 
Now that the investigation has been concluded one may enquire to what 
extent the objective has been satisfied. 
From both a theoretical and experimental point of view there seems to 
be no doubt that the proposed control strategy gives rise to a very 
satisfactory performance of equalization tanks. The success achieved 
in this project is likely to lead to added interest in equalization, 
particularly for the South African situat·ion where control of nutrient 
removal plants (operated at long sludge ages) is important and installation 
of high performance equalization tanks will obviate most of the difficulties 
encountered in the application of in-plant control procedures. 
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This investigation has been directed specifically towards the develop-
ment of a high quality scheme; this demanded the inclusion of a micro-
computer and electronic circuitry. Implementation of the control 
strategy undoubtedly requires the attention of an electronics/micro-
computer control system expert. However, once a system is installed, 
the simple nature of the measuring instrumentation and the robustness 
and long-term reliability of modern microcomputers makes that maintenance 
problems should be minimal, particularly if high quality components 
are used in the monitoring equipment and for the electronic circuiting. 
Apart from the control of nutrient removal plants, installation of equal-
ization facilities on other plan-types will allow increased plant 
capacity and simplified plant control. This would apply particularly 
to extended aeration plants where, due to the long sludge ages normally 
employed, the oxygen demand fluctuates appreciably. For these plants, 
because over-aeration is not such a critical factor as in nutrient 
removal plants, even partial equalization will be sufficient to allow 
an increase in plant capacity. In such cases, the high degree of 
efficiency attained with the computer-based control strategy perhaps 
is not necessary - partial equalization should be sufficient. 
Partial equalization is likely to be possible using some form of 
mechanical control scheme. This investigation into equalization should 
provide the background for the development of such a scheme, and opens 
up a field for future research that may yield results of great value, 
particularly to small isolated communities. 
R.l 
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A P P E N D I X A. 
INFLUENT FLOW/CONCENTRATION DATA 
Table A.l Hourly Flow Data from Monday 14/3/77 until Sunday 20/3/77 
for the Cape Flats Sewage Works, Cape Town 
Time Flow Rate (MR./d) 
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun. 
OOhOO 58,3 43,2 43,2 42,2 39,0 48,5 
OlhOO 54,o 44,2 45,0 42,3 38,5 ·42,3 
02h00 48,5 45,0 44,2 42,3 40,3 37,0 
03h00 37,3 43,1 42,3 4o,4 40,0 10 ,o 
04hOO 10,0 40,0 38,6 40 ,1 37,4 52,0 
05h00 52,7 30,0 25,0 38,5 36,5 10 ,o 
06hOO 25,0 24,o 20,0 10 ,o 32,0 20 ,1 
07h00 15,0 27,3 23,4 22,5 20,1 46,o 27,4 
08h00 18,3 25,5 25,0 24,1 24,o 24,o 32,1 
09h00 23,5 24,o 27,8 23 ,4 24,o 21,0 17,3 
lOhOO 23,1 25,0 28,3 25,0 24,o 23,0 21,2 
llhOO 21,3 26,0 27,5 24,o 22,6 25,0 56,5 
12h00 21,0 50,0 28,3 25,5 46,7 22,0 32,0 
13h00 83 ,1 52,5 85,0 49,6 45,0 47,5 47,6 
14h00 76,2 88,0 81,2 82 ,4 77,3 47 ,o 55,0 
15h00 75,3 82,0. 73,4 80 ,1 82,2 76,5 53,3 
16hOO 77;0 79,3 71,3 80 ,1 84,o 57,6 53,8 
17~00 73,8 78,2 77,4 82,3 80,2 55,0 73,4 
18hOO 75,0 76,0 78,6 76,9 83,3 55,0 70,0 
19h00 74,o 73,2 12,7 77,6 80,1 56,0 58,9 
20h00 81,0 72,8 72,4 75,0 72,4 54.,1 56,6 
2lh00 81,0 79,0 70,0 78,1 68,1 54,8 40,0 
22h00 75,0 76,2 71,3 65,0 67,7 52,2 40,0 
23h00 40,0 40,0 61,0 38,5 57,2 50,0 41,3 
24h00 58,3 43,2 43,2 42,2 39,0 48,5 35,6 
A.2 
Table A.2 Averaged Hourly Flow Data for the Period Monday 14/3/77 
to Friday 18/3/77 for the Ca~e Flats Sewage Works, Cape 
Town 
Average Flow Rate Typical COD Concentration 
Time (Mt/d) (mg COD/JI.) 
OOhOO 41,8 830 
OlhOO 46,4 842 
02h00 45,0 844 
03h00 40,8 1182 
04h00 32,2 912 
05h00 36,6 809 
06hOO 19,8 769 
07h00 21,7 681 
08hOO 23 ,4 672 
09h00 24,5 559 
lOhOO 25 ,1 713 
llhOO 24,3 503 
12h00 34,3 424 
13h00 63,0 638 
14h00 81,0 687 
15h00 78,6 548 
16hOO 78,3 1141 
17h00 78,4 901 
18hOO 78,0 1071 
19h00 75,5 923 
·20h00 74,7 1068 
2lh00 75,2 976 
22h00 71,0 1163 
23h00 47,3 839 
24h00 45,2 826 
A. 3 
Table A.3 Hourly Flow and Concentration Data from "Smoothing" 
Observed Average Flow Profile and a Typical Concentration 
Profile (Cape Flats) 
Time Flow Rate (MR./d) COD Cone entration (mg COD/~,) 
OOhOO 44,o 860 
OlhOO 43,5 860 
02h00 42,2 860 
03h00 40,0 860 
04h00 36,2 860 
05h00 30,0 810 
06hOO 20,0 760 
07h00 20,6 710 
08hOO 21,2 660 
09h00 21,8 610 
lOhOO 22,4 560 
llhOO 23,0 510 
12h00 45,0 460 
-
13h00 64,o 595 
14h00 81,0 730 
15h00 80,0 865 
16hOO 79,0 1000 
17h00 78,0 1000 
18h00 77,0 1000 
19h00 76,0 1000 
20h00 75,0 1000 
2lh00 74,o 1000 
22h00 73,0 1000 
23h00 44,o 860 
24h00 44,o 860 
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Table A. 5 Goudk.oppies Averaged Hourly Data for Period (Monday to 
Friday) 5/8/79 to 19/8/79 
Before Balancing 
Q, Mt/d COD,mg/ t Load, kg/d*lO -3 
OOhOO 78,6 921 72,4 
OlhOO 66,o 860 56,8 
02h00 52,7 698 36,8 
03h00 48,0 840 40,3 
04h00 43,2 904 39,1 
05h00 41,5 832 34,5 
06hOO 44,1 750 33,1 
07h00 57,5 655 37,7 
08hOO 89,0 572 50,9 
09h00 135 ,o 529 71,4 
lOhOO 146,9 518 76,1 
llhOO 145,8 690 100,6 
12h00 145,2 810 117,6 
13h00 151,4 818 123,8 
14h00 155,5 822 127 ,8 
15h00 148,6 825 122,6 
16hOO 138,2 828 114,4 
17h00 i26,o 844 106,3 
18h00 117 ,5 864 101,5 
19h00 108,3 965 104,5 
20h00 100,2 1004 100,6 
2lh00 96,1 972 93,4 
22h00 93,3 826 77,1 
23h00 87,5 878 76,8 
24h00 78,6 921 72,4 
I 
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A P P E N D I X B 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR EQUALIZATION ALGORITHM 
B.l TANK OUTFLOW PROFILE DEVELOPMENT ALGORITHM PROGRAM 
B.1.1 General Description 
TOPDA (Tank Outflow Profile Q_evelopment ~lgorithm) is an ASCII FORTRAN 
computer program which uses an iterative optimization technique to 
develop the outflow profile from a tank of a specific size in an equali-
zation facility in such a manner that the optimum attenuation of the 
effluent flow and load profiles is achieved. The objective function in 
the optimization is an error expression which takes into account the 
attenuation of effluent flow and load from the equalization installation 
as well as the physical constraints of the system (Section 4, Chapter 3). 
The workings of the program are presented by means of a flowchart (Figs. 
3.4 (a), (b) and (c)), the contents of which are amplified by Figs. 3.4 
(d) and (e). 
Numerical results from the program are presented and discussed in 
Chapters 3 and 4. 
A detailed description of the internal logic of the program will not be 
presented here. TOPDA is written in modular form; that is, it con-
sists of a main program and a series of independent subroutines. The 
function of the main program is to read the necessary input information 
and to call the relevant subroutines which perform the actual optimiza-
tion and output. 
Amongst the general features of the program are the following: 
(a) All arithmetic i"s performed in single precision. 
(b) Certain printed output is optional. The user may select the 
frequency of data output during the iterative optimization by 
entering the relevant option in the data input. 
(c) The program is designed for interactive use on a computer 
terminal. When the program is executed it calls for the 
required data input which is supplied by the user. 
B.2 
(d) Once the correct data is received by the program the method of 
optimization can be selected (Section 3.3, Chapter 3). The 
number of iterations to be performed using this selected 
optimization method, and the allowable change in tank outflow 
rate at the end of each improvement interval is then specified 
by the user. 
(e) During execution of the program the method of optimization can 
be changed. 
(f) In addition to the output supplied during execution, the 
results of the optimization are written to temporary files on 
completion of execution. This facilitates using the results for 
graphical output. 
(g) Computer storage allocation can be adjusted according to the 
size of the problem by changing the dimensions of certain arrays 
at the head of the main program and each subroutine. 
(h) All data input is in free format. 
A detailed description of the data input, with sample data, and 
execution of the program is given in Section B.1.2. 
B.3 
B.1.2 A Typical Runstream for TOPDA 
An example of the execution of TOPDA is laid out below. 
It is assumed that the program is contained in the element 
CMASP*EQUAL.TOPDA. The program must be compiled and mapped before 
the first execution as follows: 
@ FTN CMASP*EQUAL.TOPDA 
@ EOF 
@MAP CMASP*EQUAL.TOPDAM,.TOPDAM 
@ EOF 
The element CMASP*EQUAL.TOPDAM contains the following 
IN CMASP*EQUAL.TO?DA 
LIB SYS$*FTNLIB$. 
It is assumed that information concerning the nature of the influent 
flow and concentration has been obtained, and that the elements 
CMASP*EQUAL. CAPEFIN and.CAPEBIN each contain 49 half-hourly point 
values of influent flow rate and concentration respectively. The 
1st and 49th values in each element, corresponding to the information 
at OOhOO and 24h00 should be the same. Any units of flow rate can 
be used, while the units of concentration should be mg COD/£ or 
mg BOD/£. 
The·following runstream is used to access and execute TOPDA 
@ RUN 
@ PASSWD 
@ ASG, AX CMASP*EQUAL. 
@ XQT CMASP*EQUAL.TOPDAM 1·. 
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At this point the program calls for input of data and the user is re-
quired to provide certain responses 
Input 1: 
**************************************** 
TANK OUTFLOlrl PROFILE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
DATA INPUT 
<ALL DATA IN FREE FORKATJ 
**************************************** 
ENTER EQUALIZATION CONFIGURATION OPERATING MODE 
I TYPE 
- 1 FOR FLOIJ SPLITTING 
- 2 FOR FLOIJ TOPPING 
- 1 OR 2 FOR IN-LINE EQUALIZATION 
The user is required to respond with the code for the mode of operation 
of a side-line equalization installation. 
equalization either a 1 or a 2 is entered. 
In the case of in-line 
Input 2: 
ENTER VALUE OF FLOW DIVISION FACTOR 
GAKKA 
E.G. 0.40 
>O.JO 
The user enters the value of the flow division factor. 
of in-line equalization enter 0.00. 
In the case 
Input 3: 
ENTER TANK RETENTION TIME BASED ON THE 
AVERAGE INFLUENT FLOW <HOURS> 
THT 
E.G. 5.00 
>6.00 
Input 4: 
ENTER UPPER AND LOWER ALLOUABLE TANH 
VOLUME LIMITS <%> 
'TOPLIM BOTLIM 
E.G. 95 .0 ~.).0 
>100.0 o.o 
Input 5: 
ENTER ERRGR CRITERION WEIGHTING FACTORS 
ALPHA BETA ZETA 
E.G. 0.50 2.0E-06 20.0 
>0.50 2.0E-06 100.0 
B.5 
The choice of values of the weighting factors for the error term is 
discussed in Section 6 of Chapter 3. 
Input 6: 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF SIMULATION INTERVALS AND THE 
NUMBER OF IMPROVEMENT INTERVALS PER HOUR. 
NUHS NUHC 
E.G. 12 2 
>12 2 
B.6 
NUMS and NUMC are, respectively, the number of simulation intervals 
per hour and the number of improvement intervals per hour. The 
graphical results shown in Chapter 4 were all obtained using values 
of 12 and 2 for NUMS and NUMC, respectively. That is, 5 minute 
integration intervals were used, while adjustments to the tank outflow 
profile were made over 30 minute intervals. In the computation it is 
necessary to d{mension certain arrays of size (NUMC*24 + 1) and other 
arrays of size (NUMS*24 + 1). This was done by way of PARAMETER state-
ments at the head of each subprogram. It was found that for tank 
retention times of 3 hours or more, values of 12 and 2 for NUMS and 
NUMC, respectively, gave satisfactory results. For tank hold-ups of 
less than 3 hours values of 12 and 2 lead to some instability in the 
calculation procedure, and it was necessary to increase the values of 
NUMS and NUMC to 24 and 3, respectively. This increases both the 
computation time and the program storage requirement as the values of 
the PARAMETER statements at the head of each subprogram must be 
increased. However, apart from the necessity for completion in 
presenting the results in this report it is unlikely that users will 
require utilizing the program for tank hold-ups of less than 3 hours. 
Thus, the suggested values of NUMS and NUMC of 12 and 2 per hour, 
respectively, can be adhered to. 
Input 7: 
ENTER THE FREOUENCY OF PRINTING OUTPUT 
NOP RT 
E.G. 4 
>·1 
NOPRT specifies the frequency at which intermediate results are 
output. A value.of 2 means that results are printed every 2nd cycle 
during the optimization. 
Input 8: 
(MDD ELEHENT CONTAINING 49 HALF-HOURLY 
POINT VALUES OF INFLUENT FLOlJ <ANY UNITS> 
)(~ADD EQUAL. CAPEF IN 
Input 9: 
@ADD ELEMENT CONTAINING 49 HALF-HOURLY 
POINT VALUES OF INFLUENT CONCENTRATION 
>~ADD EOl.ML.CAPEBIN 
Input 10: 
GIVE A STARTING VALUE FOR TANI< IJOLUME (i.:) 
><16.0 
B.7 
/ 
At this point the program supplies the fractional division of the 
flow between the stream diverted to the tank and the stream passing 
directly to the downstream process . Here we have a side-line equaliza-
. tion installation with a flow division factor of 0,30 so the division 
is obvious. 
FRACTIONAL FLOU APPORTIONMENT 
DIRECT TO PROCESS - .300 
VIA EOUAL. TANK = .700 
Input 11: 
WHAT ME'THO[I OF OPTIHIZATION DO YOU lJANT? 
STEEPEST DESCENT/FAST CONVERGENCE <Sil/FC> 
>SD 
The user selects the method of optimization to be used by entering 
either SD or FC for optimization by the Method of Steepest Descent 
or the Fast Convergence technique, respectively. 
Input 12: 
HOW MANY ITERATIONS? lJHAT LIMIT FOR FLOll AitJUSTMENT? 
)] .0~1 
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The user specifies how many cycles are to be performed using the 
selected optimization method, and also the amount by which the flow at 
the end of each improvement interval should be adjusted. 
All the results presented in Chapter 4 were obtained, using the Fast 
Convergence optimiation technique, as follows: 
(i) An initial value of LIMIT oif 0,02 was used until 
DELTA ERROR became zero. 
(ii) Execution was continued with a value of LIMIT of 
0,01 until DELTA ERROR once again became zero. 
(iii) Execution was completed. 
It is suggested that the user will find this approach to give 
acceptable results. 
I 
The program provides limited output every NOPRT cycles as follows: 
Tl,.IO"-HOURLY PCV VALUES 
96.0 92.6 87.6 77.7 
40.5 . 46.6 60.3 73.0 
96.0 
PCVMAX = 9?.75 
E<FINAU = .255665-001 
FBAR = .999999+000 
NO. OF ITERATIONS = 1 
63.9 50.7 
84.8 95.7 
DELTA ERROR =-.100000+021 
LBAR = .857768+003 
LAST ADJUSTMENT AT INTERVAL 48 
AVERAGE ERROR {IISTR IBUTION 
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FLOW - .899284-002 FLOIJ+LOAD ERROR ::: .254955·-001 
LOAD = .165027-001 
HIN/MAX PENALTY = .246860-004 
DF/DT PENALTY = .463000-004 
nm-HOURLY PCV VALUES 
96.2 92.8 87.7 77.8 64.0 50.8 
40.5 46.6 60.3 73.0 84.9 95.9 
96.2 
PCVMAX = 97.92 
E<FINAL> = .253699-001 
FBAR = .999999+000 
DELTA ERROR :::- .196597-003 
LBAR = .857787+003 
NO. OF ITERATIONS = 2 
LAST ADJUSTMENT AT INTERVAL 40 
AVERAGE EHROR DISTRIBUTION 
FLOW = .890519-002 
LOAD = .163360-001 
HIN/MAX PENALTY= .361135-004 
DF/DT PENALTY - .925975-004 
Each set of output shows: 
FLOIJ+LOAit ERROR'::: .252412·-001 
(i) Thirteen tank hold-up (PCV) values, expressed as a 
percentage of total tank volume, at two-hourly inter-
vals, as well as the maximum value (PCVMAX). 
(ii) E(FINAL), the value of the error term at the end of 
the cycle, with DELTA ERROR, the change in error since 
the last cycle. 
(iii) FBAR and LBAR, the mean values of flow and load in the 
effluent. FBAR should be 1,0. 
(iv) The number of cycles which have been completed, and the 
interval at which the last adjustment to the tank outflow 
profile was made. (There are 24*NUMC intervals over a 
day). The interval of last adjustment will always be 0 
when the Fast Convergence optimization technique is used. 
(v) The individual components of the total error. 
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Execution of the program continues until either the specified number 
of cycles has been completed or the value of DELTA ERROR is zero. In 
the case of the latter it means that the value of E(FINAJ~) from the 
previous cycle is the minimum for the chosen value of LIMIT. 
At this point the steps Input 11 and Input 12 are repeated with a new 
value for LIMIT. 
B.1.3 Output of Program Results to Temporary Files 
On completion of execution certain results are written to temporary 
files in order to provide the necessary information for the graphical 
representation of the results. Each temporary file contains 
(NUMS*24 + 1) data values at (60/NUMS) minute intervals over the day. 
With NUMS equal to 12 as suggested this corresponds to 289 values: 
that is, point values at 5 minute intervals over the day with the 
first and the last value being equal. 
The procedure for transferring data from, for example, a temporary 
file, 16., to an element in a program file, EQUAL.LOUTTANK, is as 
follows: 
@COPY, I 16., EQUAL.LOUTTANK 
@ ED EQUAL.LOUTTANK, .LOUTTANK 
EXIT 
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Table B.l, below, lists the numbers assigned to the temporary files 
with their contents. 
Table B.l Contents of Temporary Files on Completion of Execution 
of TOPDA 
File No. Contents 
15. Flow rate of stream diverted to tank 
16. Total effluent mass load 
17. 'Tank hold-up (as a per cent of total tank volume) 
18. Tank effluent flow rate 
19. Tank effluent concentration 
20. Installation exit flow rate 
21. Installation exit concentration 
22. Total influent flow rate 
23. Total influent mass loading 
24. Flow rate of stream direct to process 
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B.1.4 Listing of Progra.~ TOPDA 
CMASP:t.EOUAL<1>.TOPDA 
1 C**** * ********* ********** ********** ********** ********** ******** * ******** 
2 c c 
3 C HAINLINE EQUALISATION PROGRAM C 
4 c ----------------------------- c 
5 c c 
6 C THIS PROGRAH: C 
7 C ( 1 > READS IN THE INFLUENT FLOW AND CONCENTRATION ItATA C 
8 C (2) READS IN THE PROCESS INFORMATION AND IDENTIFIES C 
9 C THE CONFIGURATION C 
1 O C (3) CALCULATES THE INPUTS OF FLOW ANit CONCENTRATION C 
1 t c TO THE DIFFERENT PROCESS srnEAMS. c 
12 C (4) ATTEHPTS TO LESSEN THE OUTFLOW VARIATION IN FLOW AND C 
13 C LOAD BY ALTERING THE DAILY TANK OUTFLOW PROFILE. C 
14 C ( 5 > FOR EACH IMPROVEMENT INTEIWAL. OUTFLOW FROM THE TANI< IS C 
15 C EHHER INCREASED ,DECREASED OR NOT CHANGED. C 
16 C ( 6 > FOR EACH CHANGE IN OUTFLOW SUBROUTINES NEWF'CV AND C 
17 C ERCALC ARE CALLED. C 
18 C (7) LIMITED OUTPUT IS GIVEN AT THE END OF EACH ITERATION. C 
19 c c 
20 C VARIABLE LIST C 
21 c c 
22 C ALPHA = WEIGHTING FACTOR FOR EQUALIZATION ERROR C 
23 C BETA = llEIGHTING FACTOR FOR VOLUMETIUC LIMITS PENALTY ERROR C 
24 C BEXIT = CONCENTRATION OF MIXED STREAM C 
25 C BIN = CONCENTRATION OF INFLOW C 
26 C BINIT = CONCENTl~ATION OF INFLOW <HALF···HOURLY VALUE> C 
27 C BOTLIH = LOYER ALLOWABLE LIMIT OF PCV C 
28 C BOUT = EQUALIZATION TANI< EXIT CONCENTRATION C 
29 C DELT "" NO. OF SIMULATION POINTS PER HIPl~OVEMENT INTEr-<VAL C 
30 C E = TOTAL ERROR VALUE C 
31 C EDIF = PENALTY ERROR FOR RATE OF CHANGE OF FLOW C 
32 C EFLOD = SUH OF APPORTIONEII FLOll AND LOAD ERl~OR C 
33 C EFLOll = PORTION OF EFLOD DUE TO FLOll C 
34 C ELOAD = PORTION OF EFLOD DUE TO LOAD C 
35 C ELIM = UOLUHETRIC LIMITS PENALTY ERROR C 
36 C ERDIF ::: CHANGE IN ERROR OVER THE PRECEDING CYCLE C 
37 C FBAR = AVERAGE OF UNNORMALIZED INFLOll VALUES C 
38 C FEXIT = HIXED EXI,T STREAM FLOW C 
39 C FIN = INFLOW RATE C 
40 C F !NIT = INFLOW RATE <HALF·-HOURLY VALUE> C 
41 C FINSTR = INFLOW RATE DIRECT TO PROCESS C 
42 C FINTNK = INFLOW RATE VIA EOUALIZATION TANK C 
43 C FOUT :::: OUTFLOW RATE Fl~OM EIJUALIZATION TANK C 
44 C FOUTT = TEMPORARY ARRAY OF TANK OUTFLOWS C 
45 C GAHHA = FACTOR FOR DIVISION OF INFLOW C 
46 C ITER = NO. OF IMPROVEMENT INTERVALS C 
47 C ITYPE = FLAG TO IDENTIFY FLOW CONFIGURATION C 
48 C = 1 FLOW SPLITTING C 
49 C = 2 FLOl.I TOPPING C 
50 C LAST ::: NO. OF SIMULATION POINTS C 
51 C LBAR = HEAN OF LOUT VALUES C 
52 C LIMIT = SIZE OF FLOW ADJIJSTMEN'T OVEF< AN IMPROVEMENT INTERVAL C 
53 C LIN = INFLUENT LOAD<FLOW:+:CONCENTl~ATION> C 
54 C LOUT = MIXED EXIT STREAM LOAD C 
55 C NCYC = NO. OF CYCLES TO BE PERFORMED C 
56 C NOP RT = NO. OF CYCLES BETWEEN PRINTING RFSlll TR c 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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NUMC = NO. OF IMPROVEMENT INTERVALS PER HOUR c 
HUHS = NO. OF SIMULATION INTERVALS PER HOUR c 
PCV = PERCENTAGE OF "TOTAL TANK VOLUME c 
PCVHAX = HAXIHIJM PCV VALUE OVER THE DAY c 
PCVT = TEMPORARY ARRAY OF TANK PCV VALUES c 
SIGN = DIRECTION OF ADJUSTMENT OF FLOW c 
= +1 INCREASE IN FLOW c 
= -1 DECREASE IN FLOW c 
THT = EQUALIZATION TANK RETENTION TIME c 
TOPLIH = UPPER LIMIT OF PCV c 
ZETA = WEIGHTING FACTOR FOR RATE OF CHANGE OF TANK OUTFLOW c 
RATE PENALTY ERROR c 
c 
70 C*********************************************************************** 
71 PARAMETER N=300 
72 PARAMETER M=50 
73 CHARACTER RED0*1(9) 
74 REAL LOUT,LBAR,LIMIT,LIN,LSUH 
75 INTEGER STOP,DELT ,SIGN,FINAL 
76 DIMENSION FIN<N>,FOUT<N>,BINCN>,BOUTCN>,LINCN>, 
77 +PCVCN),E(MJ,SIGNCM>,FINIT<MJ,BINITCM> 
78 DIMENSION FINSTR<N > ,FINTN~«N > 
79 DIMENSION FEXIT<N>,BEXIT<N>,PCVTCN>,FOUTT<N>,LOUTCN> 
80 CALL UNDSET<3> 
81 CALL DIVSETC3> 
82 CALL OVFSETC3J 
83 CALL OVUNFL(J) 
84 50 FORMAT< J 
85 51 FORMAT CI I I, ********* ******************** ********* ** ·' 
86 1 i ··· TANK OUTFLOU PROFILE DEVELOPHEN"T PROGRAM·' 
87 21 ·' ItA TA INPUT·' 
88 3/ ·' CALL DATA IN Fl~EE FORMAT)' 
89 4/ .. · ****************************************-') 
90 52 FORHATC//F ENTER EIJUALIZATION CONFIGURATION OPERATING ttODE ... 
91 1 I ··· !TYPE·' 
92 2/ = 1 FOR FLOW SPLITTING·' 
93 3/ ·' ::: 2 FOR FLOW "TOPPING·' 
94 4/ ··· = 1 OR 2 FOR IN-LINE EOUALIZATIOW /J 
95 53 FORHATC//' ENTER VALUE OF FLOW DIVISION FACTOR' 
96 t I ·' GAMMA· .. 
97 2/ ' E.G. 0.40'/) 
98 54 FORMAT U /-' ENTER TANK RETENTION TIME BASED ON THE ... 
99 t I ·' AVERAGE INFLUENT FLOW <HOURS J ·' 
100 21 ·' THT' 
101 3/ ' E.G. 5.00'/J 
102 55 FORMAT<I/"' ENTER UPPER AND LOWER ALLOlJABLE TANK ... 
103 1/ ' VOLUME LIMITS CZ>' 
104 2/ ' TOPLIM BOTLIM' 
105 3/ ... E.G. 95.0 5.0'/) 
106 56 FORMAT U F ENTER ERROR CRITERION WEIGHTING FACTORS··· 
107 1 I ·' ALPHA BETA ZE"TA··· 
108 2/ ' E.G. 0.50 2.0E-06 20.0'/) 
109 57 FORMAT <I/-' ENTER THE NUMBER OF SIMULATION INTERVALS AND TME·' 
11 0 1 I ' NUMBER OF IMPROVEMENT INTERVALS PER HOUR.·' 
·111 2/ ' NUMS NUHC' 
1 1 2 3/ ·' E • G • 1 2 2 ·'I > 
113 58 FORMAT(//·' ENTER THE FREOUENCY OF PRINTING OUTPUT·' 
114 1/ ·' NOPRT' 
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115 2/ ' E.G. 4'/) 
116 59 FORMAT<I/"' @ADD ELEMENT CONTAINING 49 HALF-HOURLY·' 
117 1/ ··· POINT VALUES OF INFLUEN"T FLOU <ANY UNITS>···;) 
118 61 FORHAT<I/" @ADD ELEMENT CONTAINING 49 HALF·-HOURLY·' 
11 9 1 I ··· POI N'f VALUES OF INFLUENT CONCENTRATION··· I > 
120 c 
121 C READ IN DATA AND VARIABLES 
122 c 
123 WRITE<S,51) 
124 URITE<5,52) 
125 READ<B,50) ITYPE 
126 lJRITE<5,53> 
127 READ<S,50) GAMMA 
128 lJRITE<5,54) 
129 READ<B,50) THT 
130 lJRITE<S,55) 
131 READ<S,50) TOPLIH,BOTLIM 
132 WRITE<5,56> 
133 READCB,50) ALPHA,BETA,ZETA 
134 lJRITE<5,57) 
135 READ<8,50) NUMS,NUMC 
136 lJRITE<5,58> 
137 READ<8,50) NOPRT 
138 c 
139 C TO INITIALIZE SOME A~'.RAYS 
140 c 
141 NCYC=1 
142 DELT=NUMS/NIJMC 
143 STOP=NUMC:t:24 
144 ITER==STOP 
145 FINAL=STOP+1 · 
146 DO 40 1=1,STOP 
147 SIGN<I>=1 
148 40 E<I>=1.0E20 
149 E<FINAL>=t.OE20 
150 LAST=NUKS*24+1 
t 51 STOP=LAST·-1 
152 c 
153 C READ 49 HALF-HOURLY POINT VALUES 
154 C OF INFLUENT FLOW AND CONCENTl~ATION 
155 c 
156 URITE<5,59> 
157 READ<8,50> CFINIT<I>,I=t,49> 
158 lJRITE<5,61) 
159 READC8,50> <BINIT<I>,I=1,49) 
160 c 
161 C READ INITIAL VALUE OF PCV 
162 c 
163 URITE<5,62l 
164 62 FORMAT<//" GIVE A STARTING VALUE FOR TANK VOLUME. Ct>·'/) 
165 READ<B,50) PCVC1> 
166 c 
167 C EXPAND 49 FLOW VALUES 
168 c 
169 CALL EXPAND<FINH ,FIN,NUMS> 
170 c 
171 C NORMALISE THE EXPANDED FLOW DATA 
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1 .. 7? I~ c 
173 FSUM=O.O 
1?4 DO 110 1=1,STOF' 
175 110 FSUM=FSUM+FlN<l> 
17 6 FBAR=FSUM/FLOAT<STOP> 
177 DO 120 1=1,LAST 
178 120 FIN<I>=FIN<l>JFBAR 
179 c 
180 c EXPAND 49 CONCENTRATION VALUES 
181 c 
182 CALL EXPAND<BINlT,BIN,NUMS> 
183 BOUT<LAS'T>=81N<1> 
184 c 
185 c STORE NORMALISED INFLUENT FLOU AND LOAD 
186 c VALUES IN TEHPORARY FILES FOR PLOTTING 
187 c 
188 LSllM=O.O 
189 DO 70 1=1,STOP 
190 LlN<I>=FIN<I>*BIN<I> 
191 70 LSlJM:=LSUM+LIN< I) 
192 LIN<LAST>=LIN<1> 
193 LBAR=LSUM/FLOAT(S'TOP) 
194 DO 90 1=1,LAST 
195 90 LIN<l>=LIN<IJ/LBAR 
196 URITE<22,63> <FIN<I>,I=1,LAST> 
197 WRI'TE<23,63) (LIN<I>,1=1,LAST> 
198 63 FORMAT<6<1X,F9.3)) 
199 c 
200 c CALCULATE DIVISION OF FLOWS 
201 c 
202 DO 10 I=1,LAST 
203 c 
204 c FLOU SPLITTING 
205 c 
206 IFCITYPE.EG.1> THEN 
207 FINSTR<I>=GAMMA*FIN<I> 
208 FINTNK<I>=<1.0-GAMMA)*FIN<I> 
209 c 
210 c FLOW TOPPING 
211 c 
214 ELSE IF<ITYPE.E0.2) THEN 
213 F INSTR< I ) =GAMMA @ FBAR=1.00 
214 IF<FINSTR<I>.GT.FlN<I>> FINSTR<I>=FIN<I> 
215 FINTNK<I>=FIN<I>-FINSTR<I> 
216 END IF 
217 10 CONTINUE 
218 c 
219 c CALCULATE FRACTIONAL :OI'JIS:CON OF FLOWS 
220 c 
221 TNKSUM:=O. 0 
222 STRSUM=O.O 
223 DO 20 I=1,STOP 
224 S'fRSUM=STRSUM·t-F INSTR< I ) 
225 20 TNKSUM=TNKSUM+FINTNK<I> 
226 SUM=STRSUM+TN~<SUM 
227 FRASTR=STRSUM/SUM 
228 FRATNK=TNKSUM/SIJM 
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22 9 UR ITE CS, 60 > FRASTR, FRA TNI< 
230 60 FORKAT<///SX,'FRACTIONAL FLOU APPORTIONHENT", 
2 31 1 I , 8 X , / DIRECT 'fO PROCESS :: ... , F5 • 3 , 
232 21,SX,-"VIA EQUAL. TANK :: ',F5.3///) 
233 c 
234 C AVERAGE TANK OUTFLOll EQUALS FRATNK <FBAR::1.0) 
235 c ' 
2:36 DO 30 I::1 ,LAST 
237 30 FOUT<I>=FRATNK 
238 c 
239 C OPTIHIZE TANK PROFILE FOR 
240 C MIXED EXIT STREAM 
241 c 
242 c 
243 C LOOP TO INITIALISE PCV & FOUT TEMPORARY ARRAYS 
244 c 
245 DO 130 I=1, LAST 
246 FOUTT<I>=FOUT<I> 
247 130 PCVT<I>=PCV<I> 
· 248 HOUNT=O 
249 Kf PRT=O 
250 GO TO 240 
251 250 DO 260 JCYC=1,NCYC 
252 HTPRT=KTPRT+1 
253 NUM=1-DELT 
254 E<1>::ECFINAL> 
255 c 
256 c LOOP TO CARRY ou·r ONE PROFILE IMPROVEMENT 
257 c 
258 DO 140 I=1,ITER 
259 NUM=NUM+DELT 
260 IOPT=O 
261 J=l+1 
262 c 
263 C TRY A CHANGE IN THE PREVIOUS BEST DIRECTION 
264 c 
265 CHANGE=Lltfff:t:SIGNC I> 
266 CALL NEUPCV<FINTNK,FOUTT ,PCVT ,NUttS,NUMC,DELT ,'fHT ,I, 
267 +CHANGE,LAST,IOPT> 
268 c 
269 C CHECK FOR NEGATIVE FOUTT VALUES 
270 c 
271 NEG=O 
272 DO 150 K=1,LAST 
273 IF<FOUTT<IO .LT .0.0) NEG=-1 
274 150 CONTINUE 
275 IFCNEG.E0.-1) THEN 
276 E<J>=1.0E20 
277 ELSE 
2?8 CALL ERCALC<FINTNK ,FOUTT ,BIN ,BOUT ,BEXIT ,LOUT ,PCVT ,NUMS,THT, 
279· t FBAR,LBAR,E<J>,STOP,ALPHA,BETA,ZETA,TOPLitt,BOTLIM, 
280 + PCVHAX ,FEXIT ,FINSTR,EFLOU,ELOAD ,ELIM,EDIF ,METHOD> 
281 END IF 
282 IFCHETHOD.E0.1) THEN 
283 IF<E<J>.LT.E<I» GO TO 100 
284 c 
285 C LOOP TO. RE·-INITIALISE TEMPORARY ARRAYS 
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286 c 
287 DO 160 K=1,LAST 
288 FOUTT<K>=FOUT<K> 
289 160 PCVT<K>=PCV<K> 
290 ELSE IF<HETHOD.EG.2) THEN 
291 c 
292 c LOOP TO RE·-INITIALISE 'TEMPORARY ARRAYS 
293 c 
294 DO 1?0 K=l,LAST 
295 FOUTT<K>=FOUT<K> 
296 170 PCVT <K>=PCVHO 
297 IF<E<J> .LT .E< I)> GO TO 100 
298 END IF 
299 c 
300 c TRY A CHANGE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION 
301 c 
302 SIGN<I>=-SIGN<I> 
303 CHANGE=LIMIT*SIGNCI) 
304 CALL NEWPCV<FINTNK,FOUTT,PCVT,NUMS,NUMC,DELT,THT,I, 
305 +CHANGE,LAST,IOPT> 
306 c 
307 c CHECK FOR NEGATIVE FOUT'T VALUES 
308 c 
309 NEG=O 
310 DO 180 1<=1,LAST 
311 IFCFOUTT<K>.LT.O.O> NEG=-1 
312 180 CONTINUE 
:313 IF<NEG.ED.-1> THEN 
314 E<J>=1.0E20 
315 ELSE 
316 CALL ERCALC<FINTNK,FOUTT,BIH,BOUT,BEXIT,LOUT,PCVT,NUMS,THT, 
317 + FBAR,LBAR,E<J>,STOP,ALPHA,BETA,ZETA,TOPLIM,BOTLIH, 
318 + PCVHAX,FEXIT,FINSTR,EFLOW,ELOAD,ELIM,EDIF,METHOD> 
319 END IF 
320 IFCMETHOD.EQ.1) THEN 
321 IF<ECJ).LT.ECI>> GO TO 100 
322 c 
323 c LOOP TO RE-INITIALISE TEMPORARY ARRAYS 
324 c 
325 DO 190 K=1,LAST 
326" FOUTT<K>=FOUTCKJ 
327 190 PCVTCK)==PCVm> 
328 ELSE IF<METHOD.E0.2> THEN 
329 c 
330 c LOOP TO RE-INITIALISE TEMPORARY ARRAYS 
331 c 
3;32 DO 200 K=t,LAST 
333 FOUTT<K>=FOUTCK> 
334 200 PCVT<K>=PCV<K> 
335 IF<E<J>.LT.E<I» 60 "TO 100 
336 END IF 
337 c 
338 c TRY NO CHANGE 
339 c 
340 E<J>=E<I> 
341 GO TO 140 
342 100 IFCMETHOD.EG.1> THEN 
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343 c 
344 C RE-SET f'CV AND FOUT "TO IMPROVED VALUE IF NECESSARY 
345 c 
346 DO 210 K=1,LAST 
347 FOUT<K>=FOUTT<K> 
348 210 PCV<K>=PCVT<K> 
349 ELSE IF<METHOD.E0.2> THEN 
350 c 
351 C REMEMBER INTERVAL AND SIGN FOR THE BEST IMPROVEMENT 
352 c 
353 I SITE= I 
354 ISIGN=SIGN<I> 
355 END IF 
356 140 CONTINUE 
:357 IF<METHOD.EG.1) GO TO 80 
358 IF<E<FINAL>.EG.E<1» GO TO 80 
359 c 
360 C CALCULATE PROFILE AND ERROR FOR BES"T IHPROVEMENT 
361 c 
362 CHANGE=LIMIT*ISIGN 
363 IOPT=1 
364 CALL NEYPCV<FINTN~{,FOUH ,PCVT ,NUMS,NUMC ,DEU ,TIH, !SITE, 
365 +CHANGE,LAST,IOPT> 
366 CALL ERCALC<FINTNK,FOUTT ,BIN,BOUT ,BEX IT ,LOUT ,PCVT,NUMS, TH"f, 
367 +FBAR, LBAR, E <FINAL> ,STOP ,ALPHA,BE.rA,ZE"TA, TOPLIM,BOTLIM, 
368 +PCVHAX,FEXIT,FINSTR,EFLOW,ELOAD,ELIM,EDIF,METHOD> 
369 IOf'T=O 
3?0 c 
3?1 C RESET PCV ANit FOUT TO THE IMPROVED VALUES 
372 c 
3?3 DO 220 K=1 ,LAST 
374 FOUT<K>=FOUTT<K> 
375 220 PCV<K>=PCVT<K> 
376 c 
377 C OUTPU'T SOME RESULTS EACH KPRT ITERATION 
378 c 
3?9 80 KOUNT=KOUNT+1 
380 ERDIF=E<FINAL>-E(1) 
381 IF<KTPRT.LT.NOPRT.AND.ERDIF.NE.O.O> GO TO 230 
382 URITE<5,64> 
383 64 FORMAT u··· TWO-HOURLY PCV VALUES·') 
384 URITE<5,67) <PCV<JJK>,JJK=1,LAST,NUMS*2) 
395· URITE<5,66> PCVMAX 
386 URITE<5,65) E<FINAL>,ERDIF 
387 URITE<S,68> FBAR,LBAR 
388 65 FORMAT<' E<FINAL> =',E12.6,5X,'DELTA ERROR =',E12.6) 
389 66 FORHAT<' PCVMAX = ',F6.2> 
390 68 FORMAT<·' FBAR :::·' ,E12.6,5X,-'LBAR ::·' ,E12.6/) 
391 67 FORHAT<6<1X,F5.1)) 
392 WRITE<5,69> KOUNT,ISITE 
393 69 FORMAT<·' NO. OF ITERATIONS = ·', 13/ 
394 1' LAST ADJUSTMEN'T AT INTERVAL·', 13!) · 
395 EFLOD=EFLOW+ELOAD 
396 URITE<5,71) EFLOW,EFLOD,ELOAD,ELIH,EDIF 
397 71 FORMAT<·' AVERAGE ERROR DISTRIBUTION·' ,I, 
398 15X,'FLOU - ',E12.6,8X,'FLOU+LOAD ERROR =',E12.6,I, 
399 15X,'LOAD = ',E12.6,I, 
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400 25X,-.. MIN/MAX PENALTY == ··· ,E12 .6,/, 
401 35X ,-··nF /DT PENAL TY = ·'E12. 6 ,I I) 
402 KTPRT=O 
403 230 IF<ERDIF.EG.O.O> GO TO 240 
404 260 CONTINUE 
405 240 URlTE<S,72> 
406 72 FORMAT <I/"' WHAT METHOD OF OPTIMIZATION DO YOU WANT?" ,I, 
407 16X,'STEEPEST DESCENT/FAST CONVERGENCE CSD/FC)') 
408 READ<S,73) REDO 
409 73 FORMAT<9A1 > 
410 IF<REDOC1 >.EO.'F'> THEN 
411 KETHOD=1 
412 ELSE IF<REDOC1).EO."S'> THEN 
413 METHOD=2 
414 END IF 
415 URITE<5,74) 
416 74 FORMAT(!·' HOU MANY ITERATIONS? UHAT LIMIT FOR FLOW ADJUSTMENH"') 
417 READ<8,50) NCYC,LIMIT 
418 IF <NCYC .GT .O > GO TO 250 
419 c 
420 C l..IRITE RESULTS TO TEMPORARY FILE 
421 c 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
75 FORMAH6F9 .3) 
URITEC20,75) CFEXIT<I>,I=1,LAST> 
URITEC21,75> <BEXIT<I>,I=1,LAST> 
URITEC 16,75) CLOUT< I>, 1==1,LAST> 
URITEC17,75> CPCVCI>,I=1,LAST> 
URITE<18,75> <FOUT< I> ,I=1,LAS'T> 
WRITEC24,75) <FINSTR<I>,I=1,LAST> 
URITEC15,75) CFINTNKCI>,1=1,LAST) 
URITE<19,75> <BOUT<I>,I=1 ,LAST> 
UR ITE <5, 76> 
76 FORMAT<·" END OF EXECUTION·'> 
CALL EXIT 
END 
. 432 
433 
4~54 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
C************************************'~****************************** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE NEWPCV 
THIS SUBROUTINE: 
< 1> CHANGES THE TANK FLOW AND VOLUME PROFILE 
OVER THE JTH IKPROVEMENT INTERVAL; AND 
<2> ADJUSTS THE FLOWS AND VOLUMES AT THE 
REMAINING CALCULATION POINTS IN ORDER TO 
MAINTAIN A MATERIAL BALANCE. 
VARIABLE LIST 
SEE KAIN PROGRAM 
AKULT = FACTOR TO CONVERT FLOW CHANGE TO VOLUME CHANGE 
CHANGE = POSSIBLE CHANGE IN FOUT AT ENI! OF J.TH INTERVAL 
DELF = CHANGE IN FOUT PER SIMULATION INTERVAL 
FDEL = ACTUAL CHANGE IN FOUT AT END OF J'TH INTERVAL 
FFIN = POSSIBLE VALUE OF FOUT AT END OF JTH INTERVAL 
J = INDEX OF IMPROVEMENT INTERVAL 
NSTART = SECOND POINT OF <J+1 >TH U1PROVEHENT INTERVAL 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
457 
458 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 
469 
470 
471 
472 
473 
474 
475 
4?6 
4?7 
478 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 
486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
NS TOP 
START 
STOP 
START1 
= LAST POINT Of' (J+l HH IMPROVEMENT INTERVAL 
= SECOND POIN"f OF JTH IMPROVEMENT INTERVAL 
= LAST POINT OF JTH IMPROVEMENT INTERVAL 
= SECOND POI HT OF (J+1 > 'fH IMPROVEMEiff INTERVAL 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C************************************'4<****************************** 
c 
SUBROUTINE NEUPCV<FIN,FOUT ,PCV ,NUMS,NUMC ,DELT ,THT ,J, , 
+CHAHGE,LAST,IOPT> 
INTEGER s·rART ,STOP ,START1 ,DELT 
DIMENSION F'CV<1>,FIN<1>,FOUT<1> 
C IS THIS THE INTERVAL FOR OPTIMUtl CHANGE? 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
50 
c 
c 
c 
60 
c 
c 
c 
IF<IOPT.E0.1> THEN 
START=CJ-1>:t:DELT+2 
STOP=START +DELT·-1 
S'TART1 =STOP+l 
GO TO 60 
ELSE 
HAS THIS INTERVAL JUST BEEN CHANGED? 
IF<J.EO.K> GO TO 60 
END IF 
IF<J.NE.1) GO TO 50 
DEAL WITH THE FIRST ADJUSTMENT INTERVAL OF DAY 
AHULT=FLOAT ( NUMS ):t:'fHT / 100. 
INTVLS=24*NUMS·-DELT 
START=2 
STOP=START+DELT-1 
START1=STOP+1 
GO TO 60 
DEAL UITH 'rHE OTHER ADJUS'TMENT INTERVALS 
START=START1 
S TOP=ST ART+ DELT -1 
ST ART1=STOP+1 
RECORD UHICH INTEl~VAL IS BEING CHANGED 
H=J 
CHANGE FLOWS AND VOLUKES OVER FIRST AIIJUSTMENT INTERVAL 
FFIN=FOUT(STQP)+CHANGE 
FDEL=CHAHGE 
IF<FFIN.LE.0.0) FDEL=O.O 
DELF=FDEL:t:FLOAT<NUMC)/FLOATCNUHS> 
K~{:::Q 
DO 10 I=START,STOP 
KK=K~{+l 
FLO=<FIN<I>+FINCI-1))/2.0 
FOUT<I>=FOUT<I>+FLOAT<KK>:tcDELF 
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514 DELPCV=<FLO-FOUT(l))/AHULT 
515 PCV<I>=PCV<I-1>+DELPCV 
516 10 CONTINUE 
517 c 
518 C ALTER THE NEXT ADJUSTMENT INTERVAL 
519 c 
520 HSTART=S'TART1 
521 IF<STOP.EQ.LAST> NSTART=2 
522 NSTOP=HSTART+DELT-1 
523 KK=DELT 
524 DO 20 I=NSTART,NSTOP 
525 KK=KK-1 
526 FLO=CFIN<I>+FINCI-1))/2.0 
527 FOUT<I>=FOUTCI>+FLOAT<KK>:t:DELF 
528 DELPCV==<FLO-FOUT<I> )/AMUU 
529 PCVCI>=PCV<I-1 )+ItELPCV 
530 20 CONTINUE 
531 c 
5~52 C ALTER THE SUCCEEDING POINTS TO END OF DAY 
533 c 
534 KK=O 
535 NSTAR1=NSTART+DELT 
536 IF<NSTOP.EG.LAST> NSTAR1==2 
537 LENGTH=INTVLS-DELl 
538 LHALF=LENGTH/2 
539 HT=FDEL/(FLOATCLHALf)/FLOAT(DELT>> 
540 DO 40 I=NSTAR1,LAST 
541 KK=KK+1 
542 IF< t<t<. GT. LENGTH> l<K =LENGTH 
543 IFOm.LE.LHALF> ADJUST= <FLOAT<l<IO/FLOAT<LHALF> >*HT 
544 IF O<K .GT .LHALF > ADJUST=< <FLOAT< LENGTH >-FLOAT <1<10 )/FLOAT (LHALF) ):t:HT 
545 FOUT<I>=FOUT<I>-ADJUST 
546 FLO=<FIN<IJ+FIN<I-1))/2.0 
547 DELPCV=CFLO-FOUT<I>>IAMULT 
548 PCV<I>=PCV<I-1>+DELPCV 
549 40 CONTINUE 
550 c 
551 PCV<1>=PCV<LASTJ 
552 FOUT<1>=FOUTCLAST> 
553 IEND=START·-1 
554 IF<IEND.LT .2.0l<.IEHD.GT .LENGTH> GO TO 70 
555 . IBEG=2 
556 c 
55? C LOOP TO HAKE ADJUSTMENTS FROH 0 HOUR 
558 c 
559 DO 30 I=IBEG,IEND 
560 K~{=Kl{+1 
561 IF<KK.LE.LHALF> ADJUST==<FLOAT<f<K)/FLOAT<LHALF J >*HT 
562 IF< Kl< .GT. L.HALF) ADJUST:=( <FLOA TC LENGTH >-ROAT <Kl<)> /FLOAT <LHALF) J:t=HT 
563 FOUT<I>=FOUTCI>-ADJUST 
564 FLO=<FIN<I>+FIN<l-1))/2.0 
565 DELPCV= <FLO-FOUT <I)) /AMULT 
566 PCV<I>=PCV<I-1)+DELPCV 
567 30 CONTINUE 
568 c 
569 ?O RETURN 
570 END 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 
590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
597 
598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
60? 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
61? 
618 
619 
620 
621 
622 
623 
624 
625 
626 
627 
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C************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE ERCALC 
THIS SUBROUTINE: 
< 1) CALCULATES THE TANI< EXIT CONCENTRATION, 
ASSUMING CSTR BEHAVIOUR; 
<2> CALCULATES THE CONCENTRATION,FLOlJ AND LOAD 
IN THE MIXED EXIT S'fREAM; AND 
(3) CALCULATES THE ERROR ACCORDING TO THE 
SPECIFIED ERROR CRITERION. 
VARIABLE LIST 
SEE HAIN PROGRAM 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C************************************************************** 
SUBROUTIHE ERCALC<FIN,FOUT ,BIN, BOUT ,BEXIT ,Lou·r ,PCV,NUMS,THT, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
40 
10 
c 
c 
c 
20 
+FBAR,LBAR,ERROR,STOP,ALPHA,BETA,ZETA,TOPLIM,BOTLIH, 
+PCVHAX,FEXIT,FINSTR,EFLOW,ELOAD,ELIM,EIIIF,METHOD> 
PARAKETER N=300 
INTEGER STOP 
REAL LOUT,LBAR,LSUM 
DIMENSION FIN<1 > ,FOUT<1 > ,BIN<1) ,LOUT(1) ,PCV<1 > ,BOUH1 > 
DIMENSION BEXIT<1>,FEXIT<1>,FINSTR<1> 
FSUM=O.O 
LSUM=O.O 
PCVMAX=O.O 
CALCULATE TANK 01.JTLET CONCENTRATION 
START CONVERGENCE CALCULATION WITH BOUT< t>=BIN<t) 
BOUT<1>=BOUT<STOP+1) 
DO 10 1=1,STOP 
B1=<BIN<I>+BIN<I+1))/2. 
P1=<PCV<I>+PCV<I+1))/2. 
F1=<FIN<I>+FIN<I+1))/2. 
IF<P1.GT.1.0> GO.TO 40 
BOUT<I+1>=BIN<I+1) 
GO TO 10 
BOUT< 1+1) =BOUT< I >+F 1*100.O*<B1 ·-BOUT (I>) I <P1 *THT:tcHUMS > 
CONTINUE 
MIXING OF STREAMS 
DO 20 1:=1 ,STOP 
FLOSTR=<FINSTR<I>+FINSTR<I+1))/2.0 
BINSTR=<BIN<I>+BIN<I+1>>12.0 
FEXIT<I+l>=FLOSTR+FOUT<I+1> 
LOUT(l+1>=<FOUTCI+l>*BOUT<I>+FLOSTR*BINSTR> 
BEXIT<I+1)=LOUTCI+1)/fEXITCI+1> 
FSUH=FSUM+FEXIT<I+1) 
LSUM=LSUM+LOUT<I+1) 
CONTINUE 
628 
629 
630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
6;-P 
638 
6J9 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
646 
647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
686 
c 
FEXIT<1>=FEXIT<STOP+1) 
LOUT<1>=LOUT<STOP+1) 
LBAR=LSUM/FLOAT<STOP) 
FBAR=FSUM/FLOAT<SlOP> 
C CALCULATE THE ERl~OR VALUE 
C AN AL'TERNA'TIVE ERROR CALCULATION CAN BE USED 
c 
EFLOW==O.O 
ELOAD=O.O 
E[IIF=O.O 
ELilt=O.O 
DO 30 1=1,STOP 
P=FEXIT<I>IFBAR-1.0 
Q=LOUTCl)/LBAR-1.0 
EFLOW=EFL OU+P=+=P 
ELOAD=ELOAD+Q:f:Q 
EDIF=EDIF+<FOUTCI+1>-FOUT<I>>•:t:2 
IF CPCV< I) .GT .PCVMAX) PCVMAX=PCV<I) 
IF<PCV< I) .GT. <TOPLIM-5.0) > THEN 
ELIM=ELIM+<PCV<I>-<TOPLIM-5.0)):t::t:6 
ELSE IFCPCV<I>.LT.<BOTLIM+5.0)) THEN 
ELIM=ELil'I+ < PCV <I> -<BOTLIM+S. 0 > > :f::f:6 
END IF 
30 CONTINUE 
ERROR=ALPHA:t:EFLOlJ+ < 1 .O-ALF'HA ):f:ELOAD+BETA*EL U1+ZETA*ED IF 
ERROR=ERROR/FLOAT<STOP> 
EFLOW=ALPHA*EFLOU/FLOAT<STOP> 
ELOAD=C1.0-ALPHA>*ELOA£1/FLOATCSTOP> 
ELIM=BETA*ELIM/FLOAT<STOP> 
EDIF=ZETA=f:EDIF/FLOATCSTOP> 
RETURN 
END 
C**** =+=********* ********** =+=****************** ************ 
c c 
C SUBROUTINE EXPAN[I C 
c ----------------- c 
c c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE INTERPOLATES BETWEEN 49 DATA C 
C POINTS TO PRODUCE <NUMS•24+1) POINTS C 
c c 
C VARIABLE LIST C 
c c 
C FI = ARRAY OF POINT VALUES TO BE EXPANDED C 
C FO = ARRAY OF EXPANDED POINT VALUES C 
c c 
C******************************************************* 
SUBROUTINE EXPANDCFI,FO,NUMS> 
PARAMETER N=300 
PARAMETER M=SO 
DIMENSION FI<M>,FOCN) 
INTEGER STOP 
1<2==1 
DO 10 J==1,48 
K1=H2 
H2=K1+NUMS/2 
DO 10 1=~{1 ,K2 
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10 FO< I>= <FI CJ)+( <FI (J+1 )·-FI (J) ):tcfLOAT ( I·-1<1 >I< FLOAT CNUMS > 12.))) 
END 
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B.2 GRAPH PLOTTING PROGRAMS 
Two plotting programs were written for the graphical output of the 
equalization results from execution of TOPDA. The first was for 
the case of an in-line equalization configuration, while the second 
was for the side-line configuration. Both programs are based on 
the CALCOMP plotting software. Listings of the programs together with 
the required data input and instructions on how to execute the programs 
is supplied for the benefit of users who may have access to the same 
software. 
B.2.1 In-line Equalization Configuration Plotting Program 
This program, called NEWPLOT, is used to produce the graphical output 
of results for the case of an in-line equalization configuration. 
An example of the output is shown in Fig. 4.1, Chapter 4. The program 
consists of a main program and a number of subroutines, and is based on 
the CALCOMP plotting software. 
A description of the data input and execution of the program is now 
Before the first execution the program must be compiled and 
mapped as follows: 
@ FTN EQUAL.NEWPLOT 
@ FTN EQUAL.NAXIS 
@ FTN EQUAL.NLINE 
@ FTN EQUAL. PAGSIZ 
@ FTN EQUAL.BRLINE 
@ FTN EQUAL.SCRIBE 
@ EOF 
@ MAP EQUAL.NEWPLOTCM,.NEWPLOTCM 
@ EOF 
The element EQUAL.NEWPLOTCM contains the following: 
IN EQUAL.NEWPLOT 
IN EQUAL.BRLINE,. NLINE,. NAXIS,. PAGSIZ,. SCRIBE 
· LIB SYS$*FTNLIB$ 
LIB CALCOMP*SUBR. 
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It is assumed that, on execution of TOPDA certain output has been 
transferred from temporary files to program elements. A list of the 
results which are transferred and the names of the program elements 
is given in Table B.2, below. 
Table B.2 Data from Execution of TOPDA required as input for NEWPLOT 
Temporary File No. Element name 
22. EQUAL.FINDATA I I 
20. EQUAL.FEXIT I 
I 23. EQUAL.LINDATA 
16. EQUAL.LEXIT I 
17. EQUAL.PCV 
Each of these elements contains (NUMS*24 + 1) data values (289 values 
when NUMS is 12). The range of the. plot (0.0 to 24.0) must be divi-
ded into the same number of data values in order to supply the 
corresponding abscissa values. It is assumed that the user has 
prepared a program element, EQUAL.TIME, containing (NUMS*24 + 1) values with 
the first value equal to 0.0 and the last value equal to 24.0. 
The program is executed as follows: 
@ XQT,F EQUAL.NEWPLOTCM 
@ ADD EQUAL.RUNNEWPLOT 
In addition to listings of EQUAL.NEWPLOT and the other subroutines 
in Section B.2.2, a listing of the data input element EQUAL.RUNNEWPLOT 
is also given. In the listing of EQUAL.RUNNEWPLOT the user's attention 
is drawn to information peculiar to each execution which must be 
supplied by the user. 
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B. 2. 2 Listing of the Program Elements Required for the in-line 
Equalization Configuration Plotting Program 
EQUAL.NEWPLOT 
EQUAL.NLINE 
EQUAL.NAXIS 
EQUAL.ERLINE 
EQUAL.SCRIBE 
EQUAL.RUNNEWPLOT 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
CNASP*EOUAL<1J.NEWPLOT 
1 C.. PLOTTING PROGRAM FOR IN-LINE EQUALIZATION 
2 c 
c 
PARAMETER NDIM=300 
INTEGER YTITLE<10>,XTITLE(10) 
REAL LBAR,LSUM 
DIMENSION FLABELC20) 
USE X1,X2,X3 IF REQUIRED 
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3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
DIHENSION XVAl:..S<NDIM>,Y1VALS<NDIM>,Y2VALS<NDIM>,Y3VALS<NDIM>, 
1Y4VALS <ND 111 >, Y5VALS<ND IH> ,SEGL 1 <2> ,SEGL2< 4 > 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
•r1 
.:.1 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
c .• 
10 
505 
506 
c 
c 
DATA SEGL1/0.3,0.2/ 
DATA SEGL2/0.3,0.2,0.05,0.2/ 
FORMAT<> 
FORMAT<20A4J 
FORMAT<10A4,10A4> 
NCR=8 
NPR=5 
llRITE<NPR,510) 
510 FORMAT<·" ENTER LENGTHS OF X AND Y SCALES, AND·" 
$!' SCALEDATA FOR X, THEN FOR Y .·', 
c 
$/-' <SCALDATA IN FORM: FIRST VALUE, UNITS/CH>-', 
$r ENTER SCALING FACTOR··) 
READ<NCR,10>XLONG,YHIGH,SCALX1,SCALX2,SCALY1,SCALY2,FCTR 
C.. START PLOT 
c 
CALL PLOTS<O,O,O> 
CALL NEWPEN < 1> 
CALL OPMESC24,'PLEASE LOAD P1-BK/I4 ') 
CALL PAGSIZ<27.,19.l 
CALL FACTOR<FCTR> 
C •• READ THE TITLE CARD 
c 
520 
c 
c 
lJRITE<NPR,520) 
FORMAT<·' ENTER TITLE CARD···) 
READ<NCR,506>YTITLE,XTITLE 
C •• READ THE NUMBER OF LINES PER GRAPH 
YRITE<NPR ,530) 
530 FORMAT ( ··· ENTER NO OF DATA SHS TO BE PLOTTED·'> 
READ<NCR,10) KLINES 
WRITE<NPR,540>KLINES 
540 FORMAT(·' ENTER THE·' ,12,-' DATA SETS AFTER THE X VALUES···; 
1 ·' LABEL·' I 
c. 
2··· NO. OF DATA POINTS···; 
J·' @ADD ELT WITH DATA···) 
C.. READ THE X DATA 
C •• FOR EACH DATA SET, READ 1 LABEL CARD, 
READ<NCR,505> FLABEL 
URITE<NPR,505) FLABEL 
C.. READ NU"BER OF DATA POINTS 
READ<NCR,10) ND 
C NDP2=ND+2 
C.. NB - FIRSTV & DELTAV<UNITS/CM> IN LAST TUO POSITIONS, 
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57 c ELSE READ ONLY ND DATA POINTS, NO"T ND+2 
58 READ<NCR, 10) <XVALS<I>,1=1,NDl 
59 c 
60 c READ THE Y DATA 
61 READ<NCR,505> FLABEL 
62 UR.ITE <NPR,505) FLABEL 
63 READ<NCR,10) ND1 
64 c ND1P2=ND1+2 
65 READ<NCR, 10) CY1VALS<I>,I=1,ND1) 
66 c .. 
6? c .. 
68 IFCl<LINES.EQ.1>GO TO 30 
69 c. 
?O READCNCR,505) FLABEL 
71 WRITE<NPR,505) FLABEL 
72 READ<NCR,10) ND2 
73 c ND2P2=ND2+2 
74 READCNCR,10><Y2VALSCI>,I=1,ND2> 
75 LSUM=O.O 
?6 DO 40 J=2,ND2 
n 40 LSUM=LSUM+Y2VALSCJ) 
78 LBAR=LSUM/CFLOATCND2>-1. 
79 DO 50 J==1,NI12 
80 50 Y2VALS<J>=Y2VALS(J)/LBAR 
81 c •• 
82 IF<KLINES.E0.2>GO TO 30 
83 c. 
84 READCNCR,505> FLABEL 
85 URITE<NPR,505) FLABEL 
86 READ<NCR, 10) ND3 
87 c ND3P2=ND3+2 
88 READ<NCR,10lCY3VALSCI>,I=1,ND3> 
89 DO 20 I=1,ND3 
90 20 Y3VALSCI>=Y3VALS(l)/100.0 
91 c •• 
92 IFrnLINES.EG.3>GO TO 30 
93 c. 
94 READ<NCR,505) FLABEL 
95 URITECNPR,505) FLABEL 
96 READ<NCR,10) ND4 
97 c ND4P2=ND4+2 
98 READCNCR, 10) CY4VALS< I>, I=1 ,ND4) 
99 c •• 
100 IF rnLINES. EG. 4 >GO TO 30 
101 c. 
102 READCNCR,505> FLABEL 
103 URITE<NPR,505> FLABEL 
104 READCNCR,10) ND5 
105 c ND5P2=ND5+2 
106 READ<NCR,10><Y5VALS<I>,I=1,ND5> 
107 c .. INSERT OTHERS IF REOUIRED 
108 c 
109 30 CONTINUE 
110 c .. SIZE THE VALUES 
111 XVALSCND+1 >=SCALX1 
11 2 XVALS<ND+2>=SCALX2 
113 Y1VALS<ND1+1>=SCALY1 
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114 Y1VALS<Nil1+2>=SCALY2 
115 DO 310 N=1,2 
116 Y2VALS<ND2+N)=Y1VALS<N[l1+N> 
117 C X2VALS<ND+N>=X1VALS<ND1+N) 
118 Y3VALS<ND3+N>=Y1VALS<NDHN> 
119 Y4VALS<ND4+N>=Y1VALS<ND1+N> 
120 310 Y5VALS<Nil5+N>=Y1VALS<ND1+N> 
121 c 
122 C.. SET ORIGIN 
123 XORIG=7.0 
124 YORIG=4.0 
125 CALL PLOT <XORIG,YORIG,-3l 
126 URITE<NPR,550) 
·12? 550 FORMAT(-' PLOT STARTED·'> 
128 c •• 
129 C.. DRAW INNER FRAME 
130 C CALL PLOT<O.O,YHIGH+0.0,3> 
131 C CALL PLOT<XLONG+O.O,YHIGH+0.0,2) 
132 C CALL PLO"T<XLONG+0.0,0.0,2> 
133 c CALL PLOT<O.o,o.o,J> 
134 C.. DRAU THE AXIS 
135 C CALL AXIS<O.,O.,XTITLE,-40,XLONG,O.,XVALS<ND+1), 
136 C 1XVALS<ND+2)) 
137 C CALL AXIS<2. ,2., YTITLE,40, YHIGH,90., Y1VALS<ND+1 >, 
138 C 1Y1VALS<ND+2>> 
139 c 
140 C.. ALTERNATIVE: BLANK AXIS 
141 C NAXIS<XST,YST,AXLEN,S"TARHNG LOG·OR 0 FOR LINEAR SCALE, 
142 C NO. OF LGCYCS OR TICK INTVLS,ANG,CCW<1) OR CW<--1>, 
143 C "TICK LENGTH,LINE SOLID<2> OR BLANK<J> ) 
144 c 
145 CALL NAX IS<O. ,o., YHIGH ,O ,4., 90. ,--1, .25,2 > 
146 CALL NAXIS<O., YH:CGH,XLONG,O ,6. ,O. ,-1, .25,2) 
147 CALL NAXIS<O.,O.,XLONG,0,6.,0.,1,.25,2> 
148 CALL NAXIS<XLONG,O.,YHIGH,0,4.,90.,1,.25,2) 
149 c 
150 GO TO <140,130,120,110,100),l<LINES 
1 51 1 00 .CONTINUE 
152 CALL BRLINE<XVALS,Y5VALS,ND5,SEGL2,4> 
153 110 CONTINUE 
154 CALL BRLINE<XVALS, Y4VALS,ND4 ,SEGL1 ,2> 
155 120 CONTINUE 
156 CALL NLINE<XVALS,Y3VALS,ND3,1,15,5) 
157 130 CONTINUE 
158 CALL NLINE ( XVALS, Y2VALS,ND2, 1, 15 ,O) 
159 140 CONTINUE 
160 CALL NLINE<XVALS,Y1VALS,ND1,1,15,2) 
161 c 
162 C URITE THE LEGEN[1 "TABLE 
163 CALL SYMBOL<3.45,11.2,0.30,8HIN OUT,0.0,8) 
164 CALL SYMBOL<1.2,10.6,0.30,11HFLOlJ - ·- -,0.0,11> 
165 CALL SYHBOL<1.2,10.0,0.30,11HLOAD - • -,0.0,11> 
166 CALL SYMBOLC1.2,9.4,0.30,6HVOL FR,0.0,6) 
167 CALL SYHBOL<5.3,10.75,0.25,2,0.0,-1> 
168 CALL SYHBOLCS.3,10.1510.25,o,o.o,-1> 
169 CALL SYHBOLC4.40,9.55,0.25,5,0.0,-1l 
170 URITE<NPR,560) 
171 560 
172 
173 c 
174 c 
175 c 
176 c 
177 c .. 
1?8 
179 
180 570 
181 
182 
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FORMAT<·" ENTER ANNOTATIONS REQUD, 4F5.2,15A4 .. I' OTHERIJISE 999.·") 
CALL SCRIBE 
CALL NEWPEN<2> 
CALL RECT <--.O:J,-.03, YHIGH+.06,XLONG+.06,0. ,3) 
SIGN OFF 
CALL PLOT <0,0,999> 
WRITE <NPR,570) 
FORKAT < ·' :t:PLOT DONE:t:·' > 
STOP 
END 
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CMASP*EUUAL<1>.NLINE 
1 SUBROUTINE NLINE < X1iRl~A·Y, W\liRAY ,NF'TS, INC,LINTYP, lNTEO> 
2 CALCOMP HCBS PN 741013/941013 FOR UNIVAC 1107-8 NOVEMBER 1,1972 
3 COPYIRIHGT 1972, CALIFORNIA COMPUTER PRODUCTS INC. 
4 C..... XARRAY NAtlE OF ARRAY CONTAINING ABSCISSA OR X VALUES. 
S C..... YARRAY NAtlE OF ARRAY CONTAINING ORDINATE ORY VALUES. 
6 C..... NPTS NUtlBEH OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED. 
7 C..... INC INCREMENT OF LOCATION OF SUCCESSIVE POINTS. 
8 C •••• ~ LINTYP CONTROL TYPE OF LINE--SYMBOLS, LINE, OR COMBINATION. 
9 C..... IN.TEO INTEGER EQUIVALENT OF SYMBOL TO BE USED, IF ANY. 
10 C MODIFIED FOR METRIC MEASURE 
11 DIMENSION XARRAY<1>,YARRAY<1> 
12 LtlIN = NPTS*INC+1 
13 LDX = LMIN+INC 
14 NL = LtlIN-INC 
15 FIRSTX = XARRAY<LtlIN> 
16 DElTAX ~ XARRAY<LDX> 
17 FIRSTY = YARRAY<LtlIN> 
10 DELTAY = YARRAY<LDX> 
19 CALL UHERE CXN,YN,DF> 
20 DF=AMAXl<ABS<CXARRAYC 1>-FIRSTX)/DELTAX-XN>, 
21 1 ABS< (YARRAYC 1 )-FIRSTY>/DELTAY-YN> > 
22 DL=AtlAX 1 <ABS C < XARRAY <NL >-FIRS.TX >JDELTAX-XN >, 
23 1 ABS<<YARRAY<NL>-FIRSTY>JDELTAY-YN> > 
24 IPEN = 3 
25 !CODE = -1 
26 NT =IABSCLINTYP) 
27 IF <LINTYP> 7,6,7. 
28 6 NT = 1 
29 7 IF <DF-DL> 9,9,0 
30 0 NF = NL 
31 NA = C <NP'TS-1 >JNT):t:NT+NT·-CNPTS·-1) 
32 KK = -INC 
33 GO TO 10 
34 9 NF = 1 
35 NA = NT 
36 K•{ = INC 
37 10 IF (LINTYP> 11,12,13 
38 11 I PE NA = 3 · 
39 ICODEA = -1 
40 LSU = 1 
4 t GO TO 15 
42 12 NA=LDX 
43 13 IPENA ~ 2 
44 ICODEA = -2 
45 LSU=O 
46 15 DO 30 I =1,NPTS 
47 XN = CXARRAYCNF>-FIRSTX>JDELTAX 
48 YN = CYARRAY<NF>-FIRS'TY>IDEL'TAY 
49 IF <NA-NT> 20,21 ,22 
50 20 IF CLSU> 23,22,23 
51 21 CALL SYtlBOLCXN,YN,0.14,INTEO,O.O,ICODE> 
52 NA = 1 
53 GO TO 25 
54 22 CALL PLOT CXN,YN,IPEN> 
55 23 HA = NA + 1 
56 25 NF = NF+KK 
57 !CODE = ICODEA 
50 30 IPEN = IPENA 
59 RETURN 
60 END 
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CMASP•EUUAL<1>.NAXIS 
1 SUBROUTINE NAXIS<XST,YST,AXLEN,LOG,ANUMBR,ANG,LR,ncK,LINE> 
2 C.... ROUTINE FOR DRAYING AXIS WITHOUT ANNOTATION 
3 C.... <EITHER LOG OR LINEAR> 
4 c •••• 
5 C •••• COMPLIMENTS OF YOUR FRIENDLY CHEM. ENG. DEPARTMENT. 
6 C •••• XST,YST =STARTING POSITION 
7 C.... AXLEN :: LENGTH OF AXIS TO BE PLOHED, Cit 
8 C.... <AXLEN MAY BE NEGATIVE> 
9 C •••• LOG =STARTING POSN FOR LOG SCALE, USUALLY 1, 
10 C.... OR= 0 FOR LINEAR SCALE 
11 c.... ANUMBR :: NO. OF LOG CYCLES OR NO. OF nc1< INTERVALS 
1 2 C. • • • ALONG AXLEN. 
13 C •••• ANG = O. OR 90. FOR HORIZ. OR VERTICAL AXIS <ONLY) 
14 C.... LR = LOCATION OF TIC~{ MAR~{S RELATIVE 'TO AXIS LINE: 
15 C.... 1 FOR CCU, -:1 FOR CLOCKWISE. 
1 6 c. . . . urn :: SIZE Of TICK MARK, CM 
17 C.... LINE ::: 2 FOR SOLID, 3 FOR BLANH AXIS LINE: 
18 C.... I.E., 3 I.JILL GIVE TICK MARl<S ONLY. 
19 AXIS=O. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
5'' 
53 
~'i4 
55 
56 
DX1=0. 
IIDX1=0. 
DX2=0. 
DY1=0. 
IIDY 1 =O. 
DY2=0. 
LPOSN=LOG 
IF<AXLEN.NE.0.) GO "TO 11 
WRITE ( NPR, 15 > 
15 FORMAT<·· WARNING - AXIS LENGTH IN NAXIS ROUTINE IS ZERO.·') 
RETURN 
11 DELTA=AXLEN/ANUMBR 
IF<ANG.LT.10.) GO TO 1 
DX1=TICK 
IFCLR.GT.O> DX1=-DX1 
DDX1=DX1 
GO TO 2 
DY1=TICK 
IF<LR.LT.O> DY1=-DY1 
DDY1=DY1 
C •••• START AXIS 
2 CALL PLOT<XST,YST,3> 
X:=XST 
Y=YST 
3 IFCLOG.EG.O> GO "fO 4 
C •••• SET UP LOG SCALE 
4 
DELTA=CALOG10<LPOSN+1 >·-ALOG10CLPOSN> ):t:AXLEN/ANUMBR 
LPOSN=LPOSN+1 
IF<LPOSN.EQ.10) LPOSN==1 
DX1=DDX1 
DY1=DDY1 
IF<LPOSN.NE.2> GO TO 4 
IF< TICK.GT.< .1:f:AXLEN> > GO TO 4 
DX1=2*DX1 
DY1=2*DY1 
IFCANG.LT.10.>DX2=DELTA 
IF<ANG.GT .10. > DY2=DELTA 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
"65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
.-
,) 
AXIS=AXIS+ABS<DELTA> 
CALL PLOHX+DX1,Y+DY1,2> 
CALL PLOT<X,Y,3) 
IF<AXIS.GT .ABS<AXLEN» GO TO 5 
X=X+DX2 
Y=Y+DY2 
CALL PLOT<X,Y,LINE> 
GO TO 3 
IF<ANG.LT.10.> X=XST+AXLEN 
IF<ANG.GT.10.> Y=YSHAXLEN 
CALL PLOT<X,Y,LINE> 
RETURN 
END 
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CMASP:1<EGUAL(1).BRLINE 
1 C.. BROKEN-LINE PLOTTING SUBROUTINE 
2 C. • H 0 BUHR DEPT. CHEM. ENG. U C ·r 
3 C.. "THIS SUBROUTINE PLO-TS A BROKEN LINE BEHIEEN ·rHE DA"TA POIN"TS 
4 C.. llHOSE COORDINATES ARE STORED IN ARRAYS X & Y RESPECTIVELY. 
5 C.. NPTS = NUMBER OF DATA POINTS TO BE PLOTTED. NO"fE THAT THE 
6 c.. LAST nm POSITIONS <NP"f5+1 AND +2) OF x & y 
7 C.. SHOULD CONTAIN SCALING INFORMATION • 
8 C.. SEGLEN IS THE NAME OF AN ARRAY CONTAINING SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
9 C.. THE REPETIHVE PATfERN OF THE BROKEN LINE, GIVEN AS 
10 C.. "INCHES SOLID", "INCHES BLANI<", ·"INCHES SOLID", -·-·-ETC 
11 C.. NSEG IS THE NUMBER OF SEGMENTS CONTAINED IN THE SPECIFICATION 
12 C.. FOR SEGLEN. 
13 C.. E.G. DA"TA /SEGLENl.5,.1,.1,.1/ AND NSEG=4 UILL PLOT A 
14 C.. "CENTRELINE" CONFIGURAHON 
15 c .. 
16 SUBROUTINE BRLINE<X,Y,NPTS,SEGLEN,NSEG> 
17 DIMENSION X<1>,Y<1>,SEGLEN<1> 
1 B C •• 
19 C.. SET UP STARTING VALUES 
20 X2=<X<1 >-X<NPTS+1 ))/X<NPTS+2> 
21 Y2=<Y<1>-Y<NPTS+1))/YCNPTS+2) 
22 NP=1 
23 IPEN=2 
24 ISWTCH=1 
25 INDEX=1 
26 RSEG=SEGLEN<1> 
27 CALL PLOT<X2,Y2,3> 
28 c .. 
29 C.. CALCULATE LINEAR DISTANCE BETWEEN DATA POINTS 
30 40 CONTINUE 
31 NP=NP+1 
32 IF<NP.GT .NPTS> RETURN 
33 X1=X2 
34 Y1=Y2 
35 X2=<X<NP)-X<NPTS+1) >IX<NPTS+2) 
36 Y2=<Y<NP>-Y<NP'TS+1 > >IY<NPTS+2> 
37 DX=X2-X1 
38 DY=Y2-Y1 
39 HYPOT=SQRT <DX**2+DY:t::t:2 > 
40 RGAf':=HYPOT 
41 c 
42 100 IF<RGAP.GE.RSEG> GO TO 150 
43 c .. 
44 C.. PLOT TO END OF CURRENT GAP, RESET RSEG 
45 CALL PLOTCX2,Y2,IPEN> 
46 RSEG=RSEG·-RGAP 
4? GO TO 40 
48 c .. 
49 C.. PLOT TO END OF CURRENT SEGMENT, RESET RGAP 
50 150 X1=X1+DX*RSEG/HYPOT 
51 Y1=Y1+DY:1<RSEG/HYPOT 
52 CALL PLOT<X1,Y1,IPEN> 
53 RGAP=RGAP·-RSEG 
54 C.. SUITCH PEN POSITION, SET NEXT SEGMENT 
55 IPEN=IPEN+ISUTCH 
56 ISWTCH=-ISWTCH 
5? INDEX=INDEX+1 
58 IF< INDEX.GT .NSEG>INDEX=1 
59 RSEG=SEGLEN<INDEX> 
60 GO TO 100 
61 END 
B.35 
CMASP:t<EOUAL<1>.SCRIBE 
1 SUBROUTINE SCRIBE 
2 C •• SUBROUTINE TO ANNOTATE A PLOT. 
3 C •• COMPLIMENTS OF YOUR FRIENDLY CHEM. ENG. DEPARTMENT. 
4 C •• THE ROUTINE READS IIATA CARDS DESCRIBING ANNOTATION REOUIREII, 
5 C •• UNTIL A VALUE OF >100. IS READ IN FIRST POSITION,E.G. X=999. 
6 C •• FORHAT OF DATA IS X, Y, SIZE OF LETTERS, ANGLE, AND ·rHE 
7 C •• TEXT TO BE PLOTTED <UP "TO 60 LErTERS> 
8 C •• FORMAT IS 4F5.21 15A4 
9 INTEGER TEXT(15) 
10 10 READ<S,100) X,Y,SIZE,ANGLE,TEXT 
11 IF<X.GT.100.) RETURN 
12 CALL SYMBOL<X,Y,SIZE,TEXT,ANGLE,60) 
13 GO TO 10 . 
14 100 FORMAT<4F5.2,15A4> 
15 END 
CHASP*EOUAL<1>.RUNNEUPLOT 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
so 
16.00 12.00 o.o 1.5 o.o 0.17 
0.90 
5 
TIME VALUES 
289 
!~ADD EQUAL. TIHE 
OUTFLOW VALUES 
289 
@ADD N.FEXIT 
LOAD OUT VALUES 
289 
@ADD N.LEXIT 
PCV VALUES 
289 
@ADD N.PCV 
INFLOW VALUES 
289 
@ADD EOUAL.FINDATA 
LOAD IN VALUES 
289 
@ADD EQUAL.LINDATA 
-1.0 o.o 0.30 o.o o.o 
16.2 o.o 0.30 o.o o.o 
-1.0 2.9 0.30 o.o 0.5 
16.2 2.9 0.30 o.o 0.5 
-1.0 5.9 0.30 o.o 1.0 
16.2 5.9 0.30 o.o 1.0 
-1.0 8.9 0.30 o.o 1.5 
16.2 8.9 0.30 o.o 1.5 
-1.0 11.7 0.30 o.o 2.0. 
16.2 11.7 0.30 o.o 2.0 
o.o -0.5 0.30 o.o 0 
2.5 -0.5 0.30 o.o 4 
5.25-0.5 0.30 o.o 8 
7.8 -0.5 0.30 o.o 12 
10.S -0.5 0.30 0.0 16 
13.15-0.S 0.30 0.0 20 
15.4 -0.5 0.30 o.o 24 
5.8 -1.5 0.4 0.0 TIME <HOURS> 
-1.5 1.0 0.4 90.0 FLOY AND LOAD <NORMALIZED> 
18.0 2.0 0.4 90.0 FRACTIONAL TANK VOLUME 
0.6 14.2 0.35 0.0 CONFIGURATION : IN·-UNE 
0.6 13.6 0.30 0.5 TANK HOLD-UP = 5.5 HOURS 
0.6 13.0 0.30 0.0 HOLD-UP LIMS. MAX = 100.07. 
0.6 12.4 0.30 0.0 MIN = 0.07. 
10.S 13.0 0.30 0.0 EQUAL UL FAC"TOR: 
11.0 12.4 0.30 0.0 ALPHA= 0.10 
999. 
* Data peculiar tc; each plot supplied by user 
----* 
~---* 
~---* 
4-----* 
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B.2.3 Side-line Equalization Configuration Plotting Program 
An example of the graphical output of results for a side-line 
equalization installation is shown in Fig. 4.15, Chapter 4. The 
program, called SIDEPLOT, consists of a main program and a number of 
subroutines. These subroutines are connnon to the plotting program 
for the case of in-line equalization. 
The program must initially be compiled and mapped in a similar manner: 
@ FTN EQUAL.SIDEPLOT 
@ FTN EQUAL.NAXIS 
@ FTN EQUAL.NLINE 
@ FTN EQUAL.PAGSIZ 
@ FTN EQUAL.ERLINE 
@ FTN EQUAL.SCRIBE 
@ EOF 
@ MAP EQUAL. SIDEPLOTCH,. SIDEPLOTCM 
@ EOF 
The element EQUAL.SIDEPLOTCM contains the following 
IN EQUAL.SIDEPLOT 
IN EQUAL.BRLINE,. NLINE,. NAXIS,. PAGSIZ,. SCRIBE 
LIB SYS$*FTNLIB$ 
LIB CALCOMP*SUBR. 
Th~ information which must be transferred from temporary files to 
program elements on execution of TOPDA is listed in Table B.3, below: 
B.38 
Table B.3 Data from Execution of TOPDA required as Input for SIDEPLOT 
Temporary File No. Element Name 
22. EQUAL.FINDATA 
24. EQUAL.FINTNK 
ls·. EQUAL.FINSTR 
20. EQUAL.FEXIT 
18. EQUAL.FOUT 
17. EQUAL.PCV 
23. EQUAL.LINDATA 
16. EQUAL.LEXIT 
A program element EQUAL.TIME containing the corresponding abscissa 
values is prepared in the manner d:scribed in Section B.2.1. 
The program is executed as follows: 
@ XQT,F EQUAL.SIDEPLOTCM 
@ ADD EQUAL.RUNSIDEPLOT 
Listings of the main program, together with a listing of the data 
input element EQUAL.RUNSIDEPLOT, is given in Section B.2.4. The 
user's attention is drawn to input data in EQUAL.RUNSIDEPLOT which 
must be supplied by the user, as this information is peculiar to 
each execution. The subroutines which are common to the plot for 
in-line equalization are listed in Section B.2.2. 
B.2.4 Listing of the Program Elements Required for the Side-line 
Equalization Configuration Plotting Program 
EQUAL.SIDEPLOT 
EQUAL.RUNSIDEPLOT 
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CMASP*EGUAL<1>.SIDEPLOT 
1 C. PLOTTER PROGRAM FOR SIDE·-·LINE EQUALIZATION. 
2 c 
c 
PARAMETER NDIM:=600 
INTEGER YTITLE<10>,XTITLE<10J 
REAL LBAR,LSUM 
DIMENSION FLABEL<20J 
USE X1,X2,X3 IF REQUIRED 
B.40 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
DIMENSION XVALS < NDIM J, Y1 VALS<NDIM J, Y2VALS<NirIH >, Y3VALS< NDIM >, 
1Y4VALS (ND I H), Y5VALS <NDIM J, Y6VALS<NDIH) ,SEGL 1<2 > ,SEGL2 (4 >, 
2Y7VALS<NDIH>,Y8VALS<NDIMJ 
DATA SEGL1/0.2,0.3/ 
DATA SEGL2/0.4,0.3,0.05,0.3/ 
13 c •• 
14 10 FORMAT<> 
15 505 FORMAT<20A4) 
16 506 FORtlAT<10A4,10A4J 
17 c 
18 NCR=8 
19 NPR=5 
20 c 
21 WRITE<NPR,510) 
22 510 FORMAT<··· ENTER LENGTHS OF X AND Y SCALES, AND··· 
23 $/' SCALEDATA FOR X, THEN FOR Y.', 
24 $/~ <SCALDATA IN FOR": FIRST VALUE, UNITS/CM>', 
25 $/' ENTER SCALING FACTOR'> 
26 READ<NCR, 10JXLONG, YIHGH,SCALX1, SCALX2,SCALY1 ,SCALY2 ,FCTR 
27 c 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
;55 
36 
37 
38 
39. 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
C.. START PLOT 
c 
CALL PLOTS<O,O,O> 
CALL NEWPEN<1> 
CALL OPMES<24,'PLEASE LOAD P1-BK/14 ') 
CALL PAGSIZ<21.,30.) 
CALL FACTOR <FCTR J 
C •• READ THE TITLE CARD 
C WRITE<NPR,520) 
520 FORMAT< / ENTER TITLE CARD·'> 
C READ <NCR , 506 > YTI T LE, XT ITLE 
c 
C •• READ THE NUMBER OF LINES PER GRAPH 
MRITE<NPR,530> 
530 FORMAT<··· ENTER NO OF DATA SETS TO BE PLOTTED·") 
READCNCR,10> KLINES 
WRITE<NPR,540JKLINES 
540 FORMAT<' ENTER THE·', 12,-·· DATA SETS AFTER THE X VALUES· .. / 
1 ·' LABEL' I 
c. 
2··· NO. OF DATA POINTS· .. / 
3··· P.ADD EU WITH DATA·'> 
C.. READ THE X DATA <TIME VALUES> 
C •• FOR EACH DA"TA SET, READ 1 LABEL CARD, 
READ<NCR ,:505) FLABEL 
URITE<NPR,505) FLABEL 
C.. READ NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 
READ<NCR, 10) ND 
C.. NB - FlRSTV & DELTAV<UNHS/CM> IN LAST TMO POSHIONS, 
c 
20 
c .. 
c 
c •• 
c 
50 
c •. 
c .. 
c 
c~. 
\. 
/ 
[ 
/ 
B.41 
' I 
. , 
1 •. 
.. .· 
I ' 
I < • 
B.43 
171 CALL IIRLINE<XVALS, Y3VALS,ND,SEGL2,4> 
172 CALL PLOT<0.,-18.,-3> 
173 c 
1?4 WRITE< NPR, 560 > 
17.~ 560 FORMAT<··· ENTER ANNOTATIONS REQUD, 4F5.2,15A4·'/" OTHEl~lJISE 999.·') 
176 CALL SCRIBE 
177 c 
178 C CALL NEIJPEN<2> 
179 C CALL RECT< -.03 ,·- .03, YHIGH+ .06,XLONG+ .06, 0. ,3 > 
180 c 
181 C.. SIGN OFF 
182 CALL PLOT (0,0,999> 
183 URITE<NPR,570> 
184 570 FORMAT<··· *PLOT DOHE:fo") 
185 STOP 
186 END 
------··-··---·-· ------
---·------
B.45 
57 -1.5 20.1 0.3 90.0 INFLOU 
58 -1.5 8.4 0.3 90.0 LOAD 
59 -1.5 0.15 0.3 90.0 FRACTIONAL TANI< VOL 
60 o.o 26.2 0.35 0.0 CONFIG. : SIDE-LINECFLOW TOPPING> * 
61 o.o 25.6 0.30 0.0 TANK HOLD-UP = 5.0 HOURS * 
62 o.o 25.0 0.30 0.0 TANK LEVELS MAX =100.07. * 
63 o.o 24.4 0.30 o.o MIN = 0.0% * 
64 7.9 25.6 0.30 0.0 CONSTAN'TS: 
65 8.4 25.0 0.30 0.0 ALPHA = 0.50 * 
66 8.4 24.4 0.30 0.0 GAMMA = 0.70 * 
67 999. 
* Data peculiar to each run supplied by user 
A P P E N D I X C 
SIMULATION PROGRAMS FOR TESTING THE 
EQUALIZATION CONTROL STRATEGY 
C. l INTRODUCTION 
C.l 
Development of two different computer programs for the simulation of 
controlled equalization tank response has been discussed in Section 4, 
Chapter 5. The first of these programs (SIMCONOLD) was developed 
along similar lines to the equalization algorithm program, TOPDA; the 
program can be used to simulate the controlled response of either an 
in-line or a side-line equalization tank and utilizes finite difference 
integration (with short step lengths) for that section of the program 
computing the expected tank hold-up and concentration response under 
the expected input patterns for ~n ensuing 24 hour period.' Certain 
problems were encountered in the use of this program; namely, the 
relatively large program storage requirement and the long computation 
ti~es required for simulation of the controlled tank performance for 
a two-day period, the simulation period generally used in this 
investigation. This led to the development of a second simulation 
program (SIMCON). The program SIMCON is more suitable for simulations 
of the controlled equalization tank response because (1) the program 
storage requirement is fairly small as the program is less generalized 
than SIMCONOLD (only the in-line case is considered); and (2) execution 
time is reduced to about one tenth of that required for SIMCONOLD as 
second order Runge Kutta integration (with relatively long step lengths) 
is used in the equalization aigorithm section of the program. In 
Chapters 5 and 6 results for both in-line and side-line equalization 
tanks are presented. For completeness, therefore, both the programs 
SIMCONOLD and SIMCON are listed here, together with instructions for 
their use. In addition the single plotting program used for present-
ing the results obtained from use of either simulation program is also 
presented. 
C.2 
C.2 SIMCONOLD - SIMULATION PROGRAM FOR THE CONTROLLED RESPONSE OF 
EITHER IN-LINE OR SIDE-LINE EQUALIZATION TANK 
C.2.1 General Description 
SIMCONOLD is an ASCII FORTRAN computer program which simulates the 
controlled response of either an in-line or a side-line equalization 
tank of a specified size under inputs of flow rate and concentration 
specified by the user. The main feature of the program is that the 
equalization algorithm (developed in Chapter 3 and modified slightly 
in Chapter 5) is used to determine the optimum tank outflow rate at 
specified intervals. 
Details of the workings of the program are very similar to those 
presented for the equalization algorithm program and are not repeated 
here (see flowcharts in Fig. 3.4, Chapter 3). However, it is worth 
mentioning certain general features of the program as this will 
facilitate understanding of the data input discussed in the next 
Section: 
(a) All arithmetic is performed in single precision. 
(b) The program is not designed for interactive use as was the 
case for the equalization algorithm program TOPDA. Rather, 
it is intended that the program is used to simulate the 
controlled equalization tank response for some period, the 
length of which is determined before execution. 
(c) Details of the data input are presented at the head of the 
program listing. All data input is in free format. 
(d) Input flow rate and concentration data is specified as point 
values at 5 minute intervals. The program is structured 
to allow simulation of the controlled tank response for any 
length of time up to a two day period (i.e. 577 input pairs 
of flow rate and concentration); however, only small changes 
are required to allow simulation for longer periods. 
(e) Certain printed output of results is supplied during program 
execution; an example of this output is presented in the 
following section. In addition the data required for the 
graphical output of results is written to a temporary file 
during execution to facilitate use of the plotting program 
described in Section C.4. 
C.2.2 A Typical Runstream for SIMCONOLD 
This Section presents an example of the input data required for 
execution of the program SIMCONOLD, together with an example of the 
printed output. It is assumed that the program contained in the 
element, CMASP*EQUAL.SIMCONOLD has been compiled and mapped to give 
an executable absolute version in the element .SIMCONOLDABS. 
C.3 
Much of the input data is identical to that required for the equaliza-
tion algorithm program TOPDA. Therefore it is only necessary to 
present a sample of the input data here. The reader is ref erred to 
the discussion in Section B.1.2 and to the detailed instructions 
regarding input data contained in the listing of the program (Section 
C.2.3). 
The following "canned" runstream is typical of those used for pro-
ducing the results presented and discussed in Chapters 5 and 6; the 
printed output of results is directed to a print file which may be 
directed to a printer (by the @SYM command) or viewed directly on 
a VDU. 
@RUN 
2 @DELElE,C F'F. 
:3 @ASG,UP PF.,F2 
4 (~SYM,D F'RINl$ 
'.'.'> @BRKPT PRINT$/F'F 
6 l~XlH C M1~Sf':t:EOUAL • SI MCONOl.JJABS 
7 1 
8 0 .0 
</ 5. ~j 
10 95.0 5.0 
1 1 0 • ~:i 2 • Of.>06 2 0 • 0 
p 12 
13 b 
14 0 .02 
1 "'i 1 1 2 
16 @ADD CMAS~tEQUAL.FIN1 
17 @ADD CMASP=+:EOUAL.BIN1 
1 8 . @.ADD CMASP:+:EnUAL. F IN2 
1 9 @ADD CMASP:+:EIJIJAL. BIN2 
20 92.0 971.0 
21 @ADD CMASP:+:EOLIAL ";FLOWCONCDATA 
22 -99.9 999.9 
2:3 @COPY, I 21. ,CMASP=+:EOIJAL.PLOTJJATA 
24 (~ED CMASF':+:EfllJAL.PLOT:oATA, .F'UJTDATA 
25 @BRKPT PRINT$ 
26 @SYM,D PRINT$ 
27 @FREE PF. 
The printed results obtained from this execution of the program 
I 
SIMCONOLD for simulation of the control strategy performance over 
24 hours are presented overleaf. The information supplied is as 
follows: 
Certain information regarding the input data. 
C.4 
The tank outflow rate setting for each control interval during 
thesimulation period; this data is supplied in normalized 
units to simplify evaluation of the control strategy perfor-
mance. 
The effluent load rate at the start of each control interval. 
The tank hold-up (as a percentage of the total tank hold-up) at 
the start of each control interval. 
Details of the individual components of the error expression as 
well as the number of cycles required to determine the optlmum 
tank outflow rate at the start of each control interval using 
·the equalization algorithm. 
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C.8 
C.2.3 Listing of Program SIMCONOLD 
CMASP:+:EflUAL ( 1 ) • SI MCONOL D 
., [;•::f::f::+::f::+::t::+::f::t: * :t::t::+::+::t::+::+::t::t::f::t: * ************ :+::t::t::t::f::+::t::t::f::f::f::t:************ * ****** 
2 c c 
3 C PROGRAM TO SIMULATE OPERATION OF CON.Tli:OL STRATEGY C 
4 c ------------------------------------------------- c 
'5 c c 
6 C THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE CONTROLLED 1:;:ESPONSE OF EITHER C 
7 C AN IN-LINE OR A SIJJE-UNE EOIJALIZATION TAm{ UNDER SPECIFIED C 
B C INPUTS OF fl~Ol.J RATE AND CONCENTRATION l..JHEN THE 01.JTFUJl~ RATE C 
9 C FROM THE TANI< IS DETEl:;:MINED Tl·lli:OUGH APPLICATION OF THE C 
10 C EOUALIZATIOH ALGm(fTHM DEVELOF'EJ) AT THE: UNIVEli:SITY OF CAPE C 
11 C TOlJN. C 
12 c c 
13 C****************************************************:t::t::t::t::t::t::t::+::t::t::t:t::t::t: 
14 C NOTE: IN TH1~T PAR!" OF THE Pl:;:OGf.\:AM 1..JHICH INVOLVES THE C 
15 c mu1~LIZATION AL.GOIUTHM, FINITE DIFFERENCE c 
16 C INTEGRMHIN IS USED fO COMPUTE THE TANI< HOUHJP C 
17 C AND CONCENTRATION RESPONSE. THIS METHOD IS ALSO C 
1 B C USED TO COMPUTE THE HESPONSE OF THE ···REAL,, TAN~( C 
. 19 C UNDEli: THE SPECIFIED INPUTS OF FUJl,J R1~TE 1~N.[1 CONC. C 
2 0 c * * * * :f: * * * * * * * * * * *** ;f::t::t::f::t::t::f:;f:;f::t::f: ,, *********** t::t::t::t::+::t::+::f::t::+::t::+::f: ************ 
21 c c 
22 C DETACL.S FOR DATA INPUT <ALL D1~1TA IN Fli:EE FORMAT> C 
23 c ---------------------- c 
24 c. c 
25 C CARD 1 : ITYPE ·- SPECIFIES METHOD OF FLOW DIVISION IN C 
26 c SIDE·-1..INE rnu.~UZATIIJN c 
27 C ::: I FOH H .. 01,J SPL.I n ING C 
28 C ::::2 FOi:;: FLOl.J TOPPING C 
29 c :::1 Oli: 2 FOR IN·-UNE CASE C 
30 C E.G.·1 C 
31 c i' 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
'5 4 
SS 
56 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CARD 2 GAMMA ·- FLO!J Dll.JISION FACTO!:;: FOR SIDE-LINE C 
EOUALIZATION C 
:::O.O FOi:;: IN·-UNE CASE · C 
E.G. 0.30 C 
c 
CARD ;, THT -- MEAN Tr~IW l.\:ETENTION TIME<HOUl:\'.S) C 
E.G. 6.0 C 
c 
CARD 4 TOPUM,BOTLIM - UPPEI.;: AND LOl.JER 1~LL.OlJ1~BLE TANK C 
HOUHJP LIMITS(%) C 
E.13. 95.0 5.0 C 
c 
CARD 5 Al.YHA~.BETi"!yOMEGA ·- El~l''.OH EXPRESSION WEIGHTING C 
FACTI]:\'.S C 
E.G. 0.5 2.0E-06 25.0 C 
c 
CARD 6 NUHSIM -- NO. OF SIMULATION INTERVALS PER Hotll:;: C 
E.G. 12 C 
c 
CARD 7 NUMCTL ·- NO. UF SIMUL.r::iTION INTEl.\:V1::iL.S PEI~ CONTROL C 
INTEH'·JAL FOi". "REAL·" T1~NH 
E.6 .. 6 
CARD 8 LIMIT - SIZE OF INCREMENTAL CHANW~ MADE TO 
FLOl.J RATE BY EOUALIZ1~TION r~U30RITH1t 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
57. 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
?2 
73 
74 
i' 5 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
8? 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
E.G. 0.02 
CARD 9 JTODAY ,JfOMOl;:,JNEXT ·- DAY-TYPES FOR TODAY, 
TOKORROl,J AND NEXT DAY 
=1 FOi;: 1..JEEKltAY 
:::2 FOi~ 1..JEEl<END DAY 
E.6 •. , ., 2 
CARD 10: 49 HALF·-HOURLY POINT 1JALUES OF _HISTORICAL. 
INFLOW RATE DATA FOR A lJEEl·WAY 
E.G. !~ADD WUAL.FIN1 
CARD 11: 49 HAl...F·-HOUl~L.Y POINT l..JAU.JES OF HISTORICAL 
CONCENTRr;noN DATA FOi~ A l,JEEl<DAY 
E.G. @ADD EOUAL.BIN1 
CARI• 12: 49 HALF·-HOU!''.LY POINT VALUES OF HISTORICAL 
I NFL.OW 1;:An DATA FOR A UEEl<END 
E.G. @ADD EQUAL.FIN2 
CA~:[I 13: 49 HALF-HOURLY POINT t,IALUES OF HISTORICAL 
CONCENTRATION DATr; FOR A UEEl<END 
E.G. l!ADD EWJAL. BIN2 
CARD 14: PC 1J(1),BOUTA - INITIAL TAN~{ HOLD·-UP AND 
CONCENTRATION 1H SlAIH OF SIMULATION 
E • G • </(). 0 870. 0 
CARD 1'.5: ACTUAL INFUJl.J h'.<HE ANO CONCENTl\'.AT:CON AT 
START' OF ~HMUl..ATIUN 
E.G. 41 .0 86'.5.0 
CARD 16: POINT Vr-"iLUES OF r;CTl.ML INFL.OIJ l\'.ATE AND 
CONCENTR1~TION AT INTERVALS OF ·"60/NW. 
11 IN.UTES AFTER START 
E.G. 41.'.'.) 8?6.0 
.<f5 • 7 8::50 .. 0 
40 • ~.) 890. 0 
CARD 17: -99.9 99.9 - STOPPING CARD 
IJNITS ANY UNITS FOi\'. BOTH FLOl.J !~ATE AND CONCEHTRATION 
PROVIDING. THE UNITS Al".E COMPATIBLE 
C.9 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
,~ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 0 1 c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ******** * ************* ************ ************ * *** 102 PARAMETER N=289 
103 PAl\f".\METER i'\::::49 
1 04 DI ME NS ION FINCTL < 2 ,N), BINCTL ( 2 ,N l , BOUTPI;: ( N) ,LINCH. ( 2, N l , 
105 1FOUTPR<Nl,FTKCTI_l2,Nl 
106 DIMENSION E<Ml,FINIT<2,Ml,BINIT<2,Hl,ISIGN<M> 
107 [I I MENS ION PCV (2), Fli\U~CT < 2 l ,FTHACT < 2) ,FSTACT <2) ,BINACT< 2 l 
108 INTEGER FINAL 
109 REAL 1...0l.lTA,LOUTPl;:,uMIT ,LINCTL,LSUM,LBAR 
110 CALL UNDSET<J> 
111 CALL DIVSET<:3> 
11 2 CAL l OVFSET C3 l 
11 3 CALL OtJIJNFI ... ( :.~ ) 
114 c 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
1:fi 
136 
1:37 
138 
139 
·140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
·147 
148 
·149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
1 ~.)4 
155 
156 
. 157 
15f.l 
159 
"160 
161 
162 
·1fd 
164 
165 
166 
"16? 
168 
169 
170 
171 
50 
150 
25() 
3~30 
450 
550 
6~i0 
?'.'lO 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
40 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C.10 
FORMAT( ) 
FORMAT <3X ,F4. 1 ,4X,FS .:~ ,4X,F6. 1 ,6X ,F4. 1 ,ax ,5<F 6 .4 ,2X), 9X' 12) 
FORHAT ( 5 <F9 .3)) 
FORHAT U II /!5X, 20( ···:+:··· )/6X, ... SilllJLATION RESULTs···/!5X ,20( ··· * ... > 
1//3X,-'TIHE OIJTFUJW EFF. LOAll TANI<'..~·· ,18X, 
2· .. ERROR IHSTRIBl..ITIOl'V, 18X, 'NO. OF .... 
:3/?x,-··rnRS. > f\'.ATE RATE HfJLD·-IJP FLOW 
4·'LOAD LIMIT DF/JJT TOTAL ITERATIONS·' 
5 I 2 x '6 ( .·· _ ... ) , 4X '4 ( I __ ... ) , '.)X '4 ( .·· ·-' ) '6X, 7 ( ... - .·· ) '8X '4 ( .. · ·- .·· ) , 
64X,4('-'>,3X,5<'-'),3X,5('-'),3X,5<'-'),7X,10C'-')/) 
FOR HAT ( "llfl , 4X, 12 ( ... ,., .. )/6"(, ... INPUT MTA' /!5X, "1'.2 < ... ,., .. ·) l 
FORl'IATU/3X,··MEAN TAMI< l~~ETENTION TIME <HOIJl~S> ::: ···,fl.1 
l /i 3 X ,-·· TANH VIJIJJME L H'fflS CO : ,. / 1 0 X , ··· Mf~X:UilJ II :: ··· , F 4 • 1/ 
21<iXv···111NIMUM :::: ... ,F4.Lt,r~X,-"El:;:ROR EXPRESSION. 1.JEIGHTING ... , 
3·'FACTORS : .. Itox,·:~LF'HA :: ··,F4.:21·1ox,· .. BET1~ ::: ... ,E7.1/10X, 
4 .. 0MEGA = /,F4.1//3X,'llINIMUM FL~W ADJUSTMENT= ',F4.2// 
53X,'SEOUENCE OF DAY TYPES :') 
FORMTU10X, '1.JEHWr:iY··· > 
FOPMAT( /10X, ·'1,JEfl(ENfl DAY".> 
READ IN DATA 
READ<8,50) ITYF'E 
READ<B,'.':i()) GAMlh:i 
READ(8~50) THT 
READ<8,!.')0) TOPUM,BOTUM 
READ ( 8, !50 > ALPHA, BE Tc~, OMEGA 
RE1'-'D<8,!:)0) NUMSIM 
READ ( 8, !50) NIJMCTL 
READ<8 ,'.'50) LIMIT 
READ<B~.!50) ,JTODAY ,JfOMOli:, ,JNEXT 
l.JtfffE OUT INPUT DATA 
l,.Jl:;:ITE < 5, 4!50) 
WfUTE< 5 ,~:i!.501 THT ,TOPUM,BOTUM,Al .. Pl-IA,BETA,OffEGA,LIMIT 
IF < J TODAY • W • 1 ) WR HE ( 5 , 6!.50 ) 
IF<JTODAY.E0.2> URITE<S,750) 
IF <JTOMOR • EQ. 1 l l,JR ITE C5, 6~:>0 > 
IF ( .JWHOR .EU. 2 > l,JRI TE(~), l'.50 > 
IFUNEXT .E0.1) l.JRITE<!.5,650) 
IF<JNEXT .EG.2> 1.Jt:;:ITE<!.5,7!.50> 
TO INITIALIZE SOME Ali:l:;:r~Y:: 
FJN<~L=24:+:NUMSIM/N.UMCTL+·1 
:00 40 I:::: ·t ~· FINAL 
I SIGN( l ):::1 
E< l ):"·1 .. OE06 
1 .. AST::,NUMSIM:t:24+1 
LASTM1 ==LAST- ·1 
READ IN VARJ1~BL.ES REQUIRED BY THE CONTli:OL ALGORITHM. 
RE1'.\ft 49 HALF-HOURLY POINT VALUES OF HISTOli:ICAL 
I NF L.IJENT FLOU AND CONCEN THrH ION, AND THE 
EXPECTEfl OUTFLOW PROFILE 
·" 
1/2 
173 
174 
175 30 
liO 3() J::: 1 ·, ~! 
READ<8,~50) <FINIT<J,O,I=·l ,49) 
READ<8 1 50) <BINIT<J,I>,I~1,49) 
CONTINUE 
1?,-S REAI:i\8,!50) <FOUTPl;:<I), J:;:1,L.AS'T> 
177 c 
1?8 f'. CONVERT FOUTPI;: TO <NUMCTL/NUMSIM>--HOUl~L.Y AVEl~AGES 
179 c 
mo DO 10 1:::·1, (24:f:Nl.JKSIM/NUMCTU 
181 TOTF=O.O 
'182 DO 20 J= 1 , NUMCTL 
183 20 TOTF=:='fOTF+FOIJTPR < < I·-1 ):t:Nl.JMC'fl+J) 
184 FAVG=TOTF/FLOAT!NUMCTL) 
1 B 5 [I() 1 0 ..J = 1 , NUMCTI .• 
186 FOUTPR< cc-·1 ):f:NUKCTL +.J):=FAVG 
187 ·10 CONTINUE 
188 FO!JTPR<LAST>=FOUTF'R( 1) 
189 c 
190 C EXPAND 49 FUJl.J VALUES FOR EACH DAY HPE 
191 c 
Vi12 CALL L~f'r~NDffINIT 1 F INCTL ~NUMSHI) 
193 c 
FM C NUP1'11:\LI~:iE fHE FXPAN:OEfl Fl..otJ :OAT t~ 
i 91'· c 
·196 FSUl•\::;0,,0 
197 DO -io·1 1::::·1 ,LASTM'I 
198 101 FSUM=FSUM+FINCTU 1 , :0 
199 FBAR=FSUi'1./FLOAT<L.1!\STM·!) 
200 (I() 12·1 .J==1~2 
201 DU 120 I=1~LAST 
202 ·120 FINCTL.U~ 1 l :::FINCTU.J, I) /FBr~R 
203 121 CONTINUE 
204 c 
20~5 C EXPAND 49 CONCENTRt~TION VALUES FOR EACH :OAI TYPE 
206 c 
20? CAL.I ... EXPAND (BIN IT, ii INCTL, NUMSI H) 
208 c 
209 
210 
211 
j' 
c 
c 
SUPPLY CON.T!i:OI._ ALGORITHM l.JITH EXPECTED 
FLOl .• J lHHOUGH THE Tf'1NK FOR EACH DAY TYPE 
212 CALL. DIV IDE ff I NCTL , ITYPE , GAMMA, L. A ST , FTl<CTU 
713 c 
2·14 
215 
:n 6 
217 
'.,:~·18 
219 
220 
221 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
HEi!\D INITIAL IJAL.UE OF PCV AND BOUT 
READ ( 8 , ~5() > PClJ ( 1 ) , BOUTA 
READ AND ··NOF\MALIZE· .. ACTUAL INFLOW 
AND READ ACTUAL INFLUENT CONCENTRATION 
AT START OF SIMULATION 
222 REAI)(8 1 50> FINACTCl I ,BINACT<1) 
223 FINACT<1>=FINACT<1>/FBAR 
224 c 
.-)•'")I:" 
.. _,.,.,) 
226 
22/ 
228 
c 
c 
FUJl,I SPLITTING 
IF<ITYF'E.Ell.1 > THEN 
FSTACT< 1 ) =GAMMMF INA CT Cl ) 
C.11 
229 
230 
2~51 
c 
c 
232 c 
2~3:3 
234 
235 
236 
237 
2:58 
2:39 
240 
241 
242 
24~~ 
244 
245 
246 
24? 
:248 
249 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r· 
.J 
FH{ACT(1 ):=(1.0-GAMMA>:t.FINACT<1) 
FLOW TOPPING 
ELSE IF< HYPE. EU. 2) THEN 
FSTACT< 1 >==GAllMA @ FB1~R:::·1 .00 
IF<FSTACT( 1) .GT ,FINACT( 1)) FSTACT< 1):::FINACT<1) 
FHCACT ( 1 >==FINACT ( 1)·-FSTACT<1 l 
END IF 
INITIAL SET-UP 
JKfCTL ::: N UMCTL 
ITERKT==O 
BOl.JTPR <LAST>::::BINCTL< 1, 1 > 
DEUA=1 ./FLOAT<NUMSii'O 
AMUL T ==FLOAT< Nl.JMS IM HTHTII 00. 
WRITE ( !.'.i ,3!50) 
BEGIN ITl::J<ATION 
2'.50 ·t 001 CONTINUE 
2:::;1 
252 
2:B 
254 
256 
c 
c 
c 
JETCTL:::JHTCTL+l 
CONTl:;:OL ALGOFUTHM SETS 01.JTFLOl.J EVEHY NUMCTL INTEl:;:VALS. 
ff(..JKTCTL.L.T.Nl.JMCTU GO TO 500 
.JKl"CTL==O 
C.12 
2!5/ Cr!iLL CONrnL<FrnCTL ,FIHCTL. ,BINCTL 'fOIJTPI~ ,PCV ( 1) ,BOUTF'R ,NIJMCTL, 
258 1 NUHS I H, AMUL T ,L1~ST r I SIGN ,E ,ALPHA ,BETA ,OMEGA, 
259 2TOPL.I M ,BOTLIM ,Liii IT ,FOUTC, ITitlE ,..JTODAY ,JTOMOR,.JNEXT, 
260 3ITYPE,GAMMA,EFLOW,ELJJAD,ELIM,EDIF> 
261 FOUTRQ==FOIJTC 
262 '500 CONTINUE 
263 CALL SIJBCTUF'CVi 1 > ,FOlJTC ,AMULT ,FOl.JTRlH 
2 6 4 FOUT A==FOUTC 
265 c 
266 C REAL TANH SIMULATION 
267 c 
268 c 
269 C READ AND ... NORMALISE· .. THE ACTUAL INFLOW 
270 C AND HEAD ACTUAL. INFLUENT CONCENTRATION 
271 C FOR EACH NUMSIM INTEl:;:VAL 
272 c 
274 c 
c STOPPING CONDITION 
276 c 
:U? ff <FINACT(2) .LT .o.1n Ci'~L.L. EXIT 
278 FINACT<i>=FINACT(2J/FBAR 
279 c 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
c 
c 
OUTF-'UT 1:;:i::suus ON MAIGNG A CONTROL DECISION 
FXACT=FSTACT<1 HFOl..ITA 
LOUTA::::fOlJTA=+=BOUTMFSTACT < 1 ):t:BIHACT ( 1 ) 
ff(JKrcn .. m .. O) THEN 
CTIME=FLOAT<ITIME-NUHCTL-1>/NUMSIM 
286 
287 
288 
~~89 
290 
291 
293 
294 
295 
296 
2<~? 
298 
299 
300 
30·1 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
:308 
309 
:310. 
:311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
I' 
c 
c 
WRITE ( ~5, 150) CTI ME , FXACT, LOUT A, PCV < 1 > , EFLOll, ELOAD, 
1 ELHl,EDIF,E<FINAU ,JCYC 
END IF 
STORE RESULTS FOR PLOTTING 
WRHE( 21 ,250) FINA CT< 1>,BINACT<1 ) ,PCV< 1 > ,FXACT ,LOUT A 
FLOl..J SPLITTING 
lF<ITYPE.EU.1) THEN 
FST ACT< 2) :=GAMMA:+:f INACT < 2 > 
FTI<A~f<2>=<1.0-GAMMA>*FINACT<2> 
FLOW TOPPING 
ELSE IF ( ITYPE.EG.2> THEN 
FSTACT<2> =GAMMA 11 FJ3Al~=1 .00 
IF<FSTACT(2) .GT .FINACT (2)) FSTACT<2>=FINACT<2> 
FTl<ACT <2 ):=FINACT<2>·-FSTACT < 2 > 
END IF 
DETERMINE F'CV<2> AND .BIJUTA 
FMID=<FTKACT<1 )+FTl<ACT(2) )/2. 
PCV <2) ::::f'CV < 1 )+ < FMI D-FOl.JTA) /AM ULT 
IF<F'CV(2).U.0.'.5) THEN 
PCV(2)::::PCV( 1) 
BOUT r~:=B I H ACT ( 2) 
ELSE 
316 PMI~=<PCVC1>+PCV<2ll/2. 
31? :t:MIJ)::::(BINACT<, H.BINACT en )/2. 
31 8 BOl.Jf A::::BOUTMFMIIJ:t: <BMHH301JTA)/ <PMID*AMUL T > 
319 IF(BOUTA.LT.Ol BOIJTA:=f.i:£NACT<2> 
320 END IF 
321 FH(ACT<l >=FTl<ACT(2) 
322 FSTACT ("I )=FSTACT ( 2) 
323 FINACT<1 >=FINAC"f<2) 
324 BINACT<1>=BINACT<2> 
325 PCV<1>=PCV<2> 
326 PCV<1 >==PCV<2> 
327 GO TO 1001 
:328 END 
329 C:f:****** ************* *********** * *********** ************ 
330 c c 
331 C SUBROUTINE EXPAND C 
332 c -----·-·--····-·-·--·-·--·- c 
333 c c 
334 C THIS SUBROUTINE INTERPOL.ATES BETWEEN 49 D.1~TA C 
335 C POINTS TO PRODUCE <NUMS*24+1 > POINTS C 
336 c c 
337 C VARIABLE LIST C 
338 c c 
339 C FI = ARRAY OF POINT VALUES TO ~E EXPANDED C 
34 0 C F 0 = 1~l~RA 'f OF . EXPANDED POI NT tJAUJES C 
341 c c 
342 C******************************************************* 
C.13 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
3~51 
352 
353 
354 
355 
3~36 
3:5? 
3:58 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
.364 
365 
366 
367 
368 
369 
37() 
371 
372 
37~3 
374 
37:':i 
:3/6 
SUBROUTINE EXPAND<FI,FO,NUMS) 
PARAMETER N:=289 
PARAMETER M=49 
DIMENSION FI<2,M>,F0<2,N> 
DO 20 ..JK=1,2 
t(2:::·1 
no 10 .J:=l ,48 
t(1 ""t(2 
K2==1·{1 +NUMS/2 
DO 1 0 J:=H1 ,K2 
10 FQ( .JI<, I >=<FI <JK ,.J )+<<FI ( ..Jt(, (,J+1 ) >--FI <JK ,.J > ):t:FLOAT < I-~{1 )/ 
l(fLOAT<NUMS>/2.))) 
20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
c * ************ ************ *************:f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f:t:f::f::t::f::f: 
c c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE DIVIDE 
THIS SUBROUTINE SUPPLIES THE CONTl~OL.LER l.JITH 
THE ANTICIPATED JH'·.J:lSION OF FLOWS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
(******************************************************* • 
SUBROUTINE DIVIDE<FIN, ITYPE ,GAMMA,LAST ,FTNIO 
PARAMETER N==289 
DIMENSION FIN<2,N > ,FTNK<2,N> 
c 
C CALCULATE DIVISION OF FUJI.JS 
c 
c 
c 
DO 30 J~(::: ·1 , 2 
DO 'IO 1:::·1,LAST 
FL.()!,J SPLITTING 
377 c 
:ve IF< ITYPE.rn.1) THEN 
3/if 
380 
381 
382 
38~i 
384 
385 
386 
387 
388 
:389 
390 
~W1 
c 
c 
c 
10 
::50 
FTNt(( Jl<,I >=< 1 .O·-GAMMA):+,FINUI<, I) 
FLOl.J TOPPING 
ELSE IF(:CTYPE.E0.2) THEN 
{~ FBAR:=1 .00 
IF (F::3Th:. GT. F IN(JI<, l)) FSTR=FIN (JI<, :C) 
FTNH ( ,JH, I )":F IN(.JI<, J )·-FSTR 
END IF 
CONTINUE 
CONT INl.JE 
RETU!~N. 
F.ND 
39:2 . c :t::t::t::f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f: * ;f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f::t::f: * :f::f::f::f::f::t::f::f::f::f::f: * *********** * :f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f: 
393 c c 
394 C SllBROUT INE CONTRL C 
395 c --------·---·-·--·-·-·- c 
396 c c 
397 C THIS SUBROUTINE SUPPLIES THE SETTING FOi~ THE TANK C 
398 C OUTLET RATE C 
399 c c 
4 0 0 C * * lf< ***:I:**** :f: :f::f::t::f::f::f: * ot::+::t::f::f::f::t::t::f::f::f: * :f::f::f::f::t::f::f::f::f::f::f:*:f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f::f:t:f::f::f< 
C.14 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 
410 
4 "!'I 
4·12 
413 
4·14 
4·1 ~') 
416 
41? 
418 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 
424 
42:'.'i 
426 
42? 
428 
42<~ 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
4:3? 
4:3B 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
4~)3 
4~)4 
455 
456 
457 
91 
94 
1 1 
92 
SUBROUTINE CONTRL<FTl<CTL,FINCTL ,BINCTL,FOUTPl;:,Pcv ,BOUTPR, 
lNUttCTL,HUMS:CM,AMULT,LAST,:CSIGN,E,ALPHA,BETA,OKEGA, 
2TOPLIM ,BOTLIM, l IMH, FOIJTC, I TIME ,.JTODAY, .JTOMOR, JNEXT, 
3 I TYPE, GAMMA,EFLOl.J, ELOAD,ELIM,EDIF > 
PARAMETER N:=289 
PARAMETER 11:=49 
DIMENSION FTHCTU2, H > ,F:CNCTL<2, H) ,BINCTL<2 ,NJ ,BOUTPR<N) 
DIMENSION E<M>,ISIGN<K> 
DillENSION PCVC<N> ,F'CVCTU~> ,FOUTPl~:<N> ,FOUTT\N) ,FrnEXP <N> 
DIMENSION FSTE:XP(N),BINE:XP<N> 
r-<EAL LIMIT 
IF< INITL .EU.O> THEN 
NCYC::<50 
ITitlE::;1 
FOUTC:=FOUTPR< 1 > 
F'CVC<1>=PCV 
ItO 91 I:=1, <LAST·-1 > 
DEL.PCV:;:( FTHCTLCJTOitAY, :C >--FOIJTPR< I>> /AMULT 
PCVC (I +·1 ) ::PCVC (I>+ DELPCV 
DO 94 1=1,LAST 
FSTEXP( I ):=FINCTL<JTODAY, I >--nw~TL (.JTODAY, I) 
Bl NEXF' <I) :::BINCTL. < .JTODAY, I> 
FrnEXP (I ):=FTl<CTL ( JTODAY, I) 
DELFCT=O.O 
INITL:=10 
ELSE 
NCYC=·15 
FINTOT==O.O 
DO 11 I=< ITIME-NlJMCTU, < ITIME·-1) 
FINTOT=FINTOT+FTl<CTL< .JTODAY, I) 
FIHEXF'=FINTOT/FLOAT(NlJMCTl.) 
IF<ITIME.EU.L.AST> THEN 
ITIME::::1 
,JTODAY=JTOMOR 
,JTOMO R=JNEXT 
EHD IF 
PCVC<ITIME>=PCV 
FI NA I) (3:: ( PCV·-1=·cvL s T ) :+:AMULT /FLOAT ( NUMCTL ) +F 0 IJTC 
DELFCl=O. 4:t:JJELFCT+O. b=+= <FINAl..,IG-F:CNEXi=·) 
cm~liN:=DELFCT 
no 92 :C:=IlIME, (l...1~ST·-·1) 
IFCITYF£.EU.1) TI~EN 
FTl<EXP< I ):=FTl<CTL( JTODAY, J. )+CORRN 
FSTEXf' Cl ) :: <Gr~MMA/ ( ·1 • ·-GAMMA) ) :t:FTl<EXP <I) 
ELSE IFU:TYPE.Eg.;z; THEN 
Fff! EXP ( I l ==GAMMf.1 
IF ( FSTEXP ( :r) .GT. F rncn .. ( .. JTODAY, I) ) THEN 
FSTEXP <I I =FINCTU .. JTOMY; I >+CORRN 
FTHEXP( I ):::Q .0 
EL.SE 
FTHEXP< I J =FTl<CTL<JlODAY, I )+CORl~N 
END IF 
END IF 
BINEXP<I>=BINCTL(JTODAY,I> 
CORRN=O. 9~.5:t:CORRN 
!F<ITIME.E0.1) GO lD 23 
DO 9;3 I:=1. <ITIME·-1 > 
C.15 
458 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
46/ 
468 
469 
4?0 
471 
472 
473 
474 
4?~3 
476 
477 
478 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
IF<ITYPE.Eo.·1) THEN 
FTl<EXP < I) •=FTHCTL < .JT OMOli:, I) +CORRN 
FSTEXP ( I ) •=<GAMMA/ ( 1 • -GAMf1A > ) :t:F T l<EXP < I > 
ELSE IF< !TYPE. EIJ. 2) THEN 
FSTEXF'( I )::::G<~MKA 
IF <FSTEXP (I) .GT .FINCTL< .JTOMOR, I)> Tl-IEN 
FffrEXP< I >==FINCTL ( JTUMOli:, I )+CORli:N 
FTl<EXP <I):::(). 0 
ELBE 
FTl<EXP <I) =FTHCTL <.JTOMOR, I HCORRN 
END IF 
END IF 
f.HNEXP< I ):::BINCTL (.JTOMOR, I) 
9 ~3 COl1:11:H =O. 9~'HCORRN 
23 no 20 I:=ITIME,<LAST-1) 
DELPCV= <FTKEXP< I >--FOIJTPR< I) )/AMULT 
20 PCVC( I+l >=PCVC< I H-DELPCV 
IF< ITIME.E0.1 > GO TO 22 
PCVC<1>=PCVCCLAST> 
no 21 1=1, <ITIKE-:n 
DELPCV= <FTl<EXP< I >--FOl.JTPR< I) )/AKIJLT 
21 PCVC< 1+1 ):=PCVC<I) +DELPCV 
END IF 
22 CALL Eli:CALC <FTl<EXP ,FSTEXP ,FOUTPR ,BI NEXP ,BCJUTPR, PC1-JC ,E< 1 ) , 
1 AMUL T, ALPHA, BETr~ ~OMEGA, TOF'LIM, BOTUll ,LAST, HJ.ME, FOUTC, 
2EFLOU,ELJJADvEL.IM,EDIF> 
484 c 
48~.'i 
486 
4B? 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 
~502 
~)03 
504 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
f'' 
c 
sn ·-UP sc1:;:rnCH Al1:HA YS FOR PCVC AND FOUT 
[tO ~30 :C "" 1 , LAST 
PCVCT < I ) ::PCVC ( I ) 
FOUTT (I )::F!Jl.JTPR (I) 
ITERAT:::24:t:NIJMSIM/NUMCTL 
DO 99 .JCYC::::1 ,NCYC 
ICHFLG=O 
ISTRT=ITIME-NUMCTL 
IF <..JCYC .NE. 1) E ( 1 ):::E ( ITERAT·t"I ) 
LOOP TO CARI:;:'( OUT Pt:;:OFILE IMPROVEMENT 
no 110 I:=1 f ITERAT 
ISTRT::::ISTRT+Nl.JltCTL 
IF<ISTRf .EG .LAST) ISTl\T"-=1 
..J::::I +1 
fRY A.CHANffi~ IN THE PREVIOUS BEST DIRECTION 
505 CHANGE=LIMIT*ISIGN(I) 
50 6 CXiLL. NEl,JPh'. (FOUTT ,FTl<EXP ,PCVCT ,CHANGE ,AKIJU, :CSTRT, 
507 lITIHE,NlJMCTL~LASTl 
508 c 
'509 
51 () 
!':i 11 
!512 
513 
514 
c 
c 
40 
CHECt~ FOi~ NEGATIVE FOUTT VALUES 
NEG,.:O 
DO 40 K=1 ,LAST 
IF<FOUTT<K>.LT.0.0) NEG=-1 
CONTINUE 
C.16 
IF<NEG.E0.-1) THEN 
ECJ)=1.0E06 
ELSE 
,C.17 
~515 
516 
51? 
5·10 
519 
520 
521 
522 
523 
'524 
525 
·CALL ERCALC<F"H(EXP ,FSTEXP ,FOUH ,BINEXP ,BOIJTPR,PCVCT ,E (J), 
AltULT,ALPHA,BETA,OMEGA,TOPLIM,BOTLIM,L.AST,H:CME,FOIJTC, · 
'.'.'i26 
5')·7 4l 
528 
c 
c 
c 
'.'.)0 
529 c 
2 EFLOIJ, ELOAD,EUM,EDIF) 
END IF 
IF<ECJ>.L.T.E<I» GO TO 100 
LOOP TO Ht;:-- INITIAU ZE SCRATCH ARl~AYS 
DO 50 H ::: ·1 1, LAST 
PCV CT no :::f'ClJC ( K ) ' 
FOUTT ( ~() =F OUTPR < ~{) 
~BO C TRY A CHANGE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION 
531 c 
532 ISIGN\I )~-::·-ISIGNCO 
533 CHANGE:::UMIT:t:I'.3I6N( I) 
5 3 4 CALL. NEl.JPH < FOUfT, FH(EXF' , f'CVCT, CHANGE , AMIJLT, ISTRT , 
535 1ITIHE,NUMCTL,LAST> 
536 c 
~)~5/ ·· C CHEO( FOR NEGATIIJE VALUES OF FOUH 
538 c 
~f.39 NEG:::O 
!540 DU 60 K = ·1 , LAST 
541 IF<FOUTT<K>.LT.0.0) NEG:::-1 
542 60 CONTINUE 
543 IF<NEG.E0.·-1) THEN 
544 E(JJ=1.0E06 
545 ELSE 
!'546 Ci~LL EJ<CALC<FH<EXP ,FSTEXP ,FOUTT ,HINEXP ,BOUTPl~,PCVCT ,E<J), 
547 AM ULT, ALPl·M, BETA, OMEGA, TOPUM, BOTLIM ,LAST, ITIME,FOUTC, 
548 2 EFLOIJ,ELCIAD,EUM,EDIF> 
549 END IF 
~3:50 IF<EC..l>.LT.E<Ill GO TO "IOO 
551 c 
552 
553 
~:)54 
55!7i 
556 
557 
5'.)8 
(" 
c 
70 
c 
c 
559 c 
LOOP TO RE-INITIALIZE SCRATCH ARRAYS 
DO /0 K=1,LAST 
PC'·) CT < ~{ ) ::PCVC ( ~( l 
FOi.HT < K > :::fOUTPR < K) 
TRY NO CHANGE 
~560 E <.J ) :::E ( I > 
561 GO TO 110 
!.562 c 
~363 C RE-SET PCVC AND FOl.JTPR TO IMPROVED VALUE IF NECESSAf:;:y 
564 c 
565 100 DO 80 K=1 ,LAST 
566 PCVC<K>=PCVCT<K> 
567 80 FOUTPR<K>:::FOUTTUO 
568 ICHFL.G::;JCHFLG+1 
569 110 CONTINUE 
~.PO IF<ICHFLG.LE .4) GO TO 98 
571 
1;;·-7r) 
.. .J ... ,,;.. 
573 
574 
575 
5/6 
1-·T7 
,)/ I 
5?8 
579 
560 
581 
582 
583 
504 
565 
586 
587 
588 
569 
590 
'.591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
~)<~? 
~598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
606 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
6i6 
617 
618 
f.:."l'.1 
620 
621 
622 
9'1 
98 
CONTINUE 
INTVL:~'( J.TIME+NUMCTL·-1) /NUMCTL. 
FOl.JfC:::FOUTPI~: (IT IME) 
IT I ME:= IT IME·+-NIJl!CTL 
PCVLST:::PCV 
RETURN 
END 
C******************************************************* c c 
C SUBROUTINE SUBCfl r 
c ----------------- c 
c c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS AN Ei'lEl~GENCY CONTf\~DLL.ER C 
C \.IHICH PREVENTS THE Tr~Nh LEVEL FROM BECOMING C 
C LESS THAN ZL C 
c c 
c :f: * * * * * * * * * ****** * *********** *******'*'***** * ************ * SUBROUTINE SUBCTL(PCl)CUR,FOUTC ,AMIJLT ,FOUTRG) 
IF<PCVCUR.LT.2.0) THEN 
LOl.JFLG:=1 
FIN::: ( PCVCIJR-PCV PIW) :t:AMULHF OIJTM1 
IF<FIN.LT .FOUTRCH FOlHC===FlN 
EL.SE IF<l..OIJFLG.EIJ. ·1) THEN 
FOUTC:::FOIJTRO 
l.JJUFLG:::O 
END IF 
PCVF'l~V:::p C '·JCIJH 
FOUTMl :::FOUTC 
RETIJl~N 
END 
C:+::~::f::f;;f::+:.+: * *********** * :f::f::f:;f::f::f::f::f::f::t::t::f: * :f::t::f: **** :+::f::I::+: t :t::t::f::f::f;;f::f::f::t::f::+: * :f::f::f::1: 
c c 
C SUBROUTINE NEl.·JPh: C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C************************************************************* 
SUBROUTINE NEtJPt:;:<FOUTT ,FTl<EXP, f'ClJCT ,CHANGE, AMUL T, :CSTRT, 
11TIHE,NUHCTL,L.AST> 
PARAMETER N::::289 
DI MEN.~HON FOi.HT <N) ,PCIJCT <N> ,F'TKEXF'<N> 
IFIN::::ISTRT+NIJMCTL·-1 
DO 10 I:=ISTIH,IFIN 
·1 () FOUT l ( I ) ==FOIJTT < I l +CH1~NGE 
DO 20 J:::IT:CME, <LAST-I) 
20 
DEL 1:·c1.J::: ( F"l l<E:XP ( I J ···FOUTT (I> ) I AMULT 
PC\ICT ( l+l ):::PC\ICT( I )·HJELPG1·J 
IF(ITIME.EQ. ·1) RETUl~N 
F1:UCT<1J~PCVCT<LAST> 
DO JO I=1,<ITIME-2l 
DFIJ·'(}.J::: •: FTl<EXP.; I) ·-FOUTT (I ) ) /1~MULT 
PC\.!C r (I+'! ) :::PCl.JCT (I) +DELPCtJ 
l~:Efl..!RN 
623 ENO 
6 2 4 C:t.:f::f::+: * *********** t: *******''*** t: ************ * ************ ******** 
625 c c 
626 C SUBROUTINE ERCALC C 
627 c ----------------- c 
C.18 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
646 
647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
6~)4 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
~ 6'? o~
663 
664 
6&) 
666 
667 
668 
669 
6?0 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 6.,..., 
I , 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
686 
68? 
688 
689 
690 
691 
692 
693 
694 
695 
696 
69? 
c c 
C************************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE El:;:CALC < FTl<EXP, FSTEXP, FOl.JTPI\, B INE XP , BOUTPI\ , PC V , 
c 
1 ERROR, AMIJLT ,ALPHA; BETA,OMEG1~r TOPUM,BOTUM,LAST, HIME, 
2FOUTC, EFLOl..J,ELOAD ,EUH ,EDIF) 
PARAMETER N:=289 
REAL LOUT,LBAR,LSUM 
DIMENSION FTHEXPOI!) ,FOUTPl\<N) ,BINEXP<N> ,BOIJTPR(N) ,Pcvrn> 
DIHENSION FSTEXP<N> 
DIMENSION FEXIT<N> ,LOUT <N> ,BEXH<N> 
LASTM1=LAST-1 
FSIJM=O.O 
LSl.JM:=O.O 
C CALCULATE TANH OUTLET CONCENTRATION 
C START CONVERGENCE CALCULATION tJITH BOl.JTPR< 1 ):=BINEXP(1 > 
c 
c 
BOUTPR< 1 ):::BOUTPR( LAST> 
DO ·10 I::: 1 , L.r1STM 1 
P1=<PCVCIJ+PCV<I+1))/2. 
IF(P1.fff.1.0) GO TO 40 
BUUTPRCI+1)=BINEXPCI+11 
GO TO ·10 
C.19 
40 BOUTPR( I+ I )::::BOUTPR< I HFTl<EXP( I):+:( BINEXF'< :C >-BOUTF'R< I) )/(F'H:AMIJLT > 
10 CONTINUE 
c 
C MIXING OF STli:EAMS 
c 
fJCl 20 I:=1 , L.ASTM1 
FEXIT CJ ):::FSTFXP< I >+FOUTPR( I> 
LOUT< I ):::ffOUTPR< :C ):+:)301.JTPI~( I )+FSTEXF'< I ):+:BINEXP< I)) 
BEX IT< I ):=LOUT (I) /FEXIT (I) 
FSIJM:=FSUM+FEXIT < :C) 
LSIJM:::f..SUM+LOUT<I> 
20 CONTINUE . 
c 
LBAR:=L.SUM/FLOAT <LASTM"I ) 
FBAR==FSUM/FL01H (LASTM"I) 
C CALCULATE THE EHROR Vf.-1UJE STARfING AT n IME 
C AN 1~LTEHNATPJE Hi:ROR CALCULATION CAN BE USED 
c 
EFL.01,J=O .0 
EUJAD:::O.O 
EDlF""'O .O 
EUM=O.O 
FF'RV:=FOU TC 
DO 30 I==ITIME,LASTH1 
P=FEXIT<I>IFBAR-1.0 
0;::1._0UT ( 1 ) /LBAR-1 • 0 
EFL 01 . ..J:=EFUJW+P:+:P 
EL OAD:=ELOAU+O:t:Q 
EDIF==EDIF + (FOUTF'R< :C )-FPl~l.J.):t::t.2 
FPRV=FOUTPR(I) 
IF<PCl.J( I) .GT. <TOPLill-6.0)) THEN 
f'.:l.IM:;::El IM·+<PCl.J ( :C >·-< TOPL.JM·-6 .0)) **6 
EU3E IF (PCl.J (I) .f..T. ( BOTL.IM+6 .O) l THEN 
698 
699 
?()0 
/01 
702 
703 
704 
705 
706 
707 
708 
709 
710 
711 
712 
/13 
?"14 
715 
716 
717 
718 
719 
720 
?21 
~50 
I . 
El... I ?1::=El .. IM+ ( PCV ( I)- ( BOTL.IM+6. 0) ):t::t:6 
END IF 
CONTINUE 
DO 50 I=1~<ITIME-1 > 
~=FEXIT<I>IFBAR-1.0 
O:=LOU T ( I ) /LBr~R-1 • 0 
EFLCJlJ:=EFLOU +P:t:F' 
ELO A [t:=ELOA:O·+O:t:(~ 
EDIF=EDIF+CFOUTPR<I>-FPRV>**2 
FPRV=FOUTPt=\:(J) 
lF<PCVC[) .GT. <TOPLIM·-5.0) > THEN 
EUM=EL.IM+( PCV< I )·-<TOPLIM-5 .0) ):t::+:6 
ELSE IF ( PCV ( I ) • LT. <BOTL.I M·+'.5. 0) ) THEH 
EUM:=El..IM+ <PCV< I >--<BOTUM+!.5.0) ):+::+:6 
END IF 
CONTINUE 
E HHOf~::ALPH1~:t:E FLOW+< ·1 • O·-AL PHA ) :+:EL.OAD+BE T A*EL IM+OME G MED IF 
ERROR=ERRORIFLOAT(LASTM1> 
EFUJl,J::::ALPHA*EFLOl,J/FLOAT<LASTMl) 
EUJAil=< ·t. O·-·ALPHA ):t:ELOAD/Fl.J)(1T <LASTM'I ) 
ELIM:::HETf~*EUM/FLClAT < LASTM1 ) 
l::I)ff"'OMEGr:'.\:t:ED IF/FLOAT <LASTM1) 
RETURN 
END 
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C.3 SIMCON - SIMULATION PROGRAM FOR THE CONTROLLED RESPONSE 
OF AN IN-LINE EQUALIZATION TANK 
C.3.1 General Description 
C.21 
SIMCON is also an ASCII FORTRAN computer program and only differs from 
the program SIMCONOLD in that (1) only the response of an in-Zine 
equalization tank can be simulated, and (2) se~ond order Range Kutta 
integration is used in the equalizati~n algorithm section of the 
program to compute the.expected response of the equalization tank. 
The General Description for the program SIMCONOLD (Section C.2.1) 
applies identically for the program SIMCON, and therefore is not 
repeated here. 
C.3.2 A Typical Runstream for SIMCON 
Most of the input data required for executing SIMCON is identical 
to that for SIMCONOLD (Section C.2.2). Therefore, the reader is 
again referred to the program listing in Section C.3.3 where details 
of the input data are documented. 
An example of a typical runstream is as follows: 
3 
4 
i::· 
~· 6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
@RUN 
@ELETE,C PF. 
@ASG,UP PF.,F2 
f.i!SYM,D PRINT$ 
(~Bm~PT PRINH/PF 
l~XIH CMASP:t:EOUAL .S:CMCONABS 
5.5 
95.0 5.() 
0.5 2.0E·-06 20.0 
'l 
.:.. 
12 
0.02 
1 1 2 
f~ADD CMASP*HlUAL.FINl 
@ADD CMASP:+:EOUAL. B IN1 
@ADD CMASP:t:EOUAL.FIN2 
I.MDII CMA SP:+:EOl.JAL. B IH 2 
92.0 9?1.0 
@ADD CMASf':+:EOlJAL. FLOUCONCDATA 
-99.9 999.9 
' @COPY, l 21. ,CMASF':t:EOUAL.PLOTDA'TA 
@ED CKASF':f:EQUAL.PLOHIATA, .PLOTDATA 
@BRKF'T PRINT$ 
(~SYM,D PRINT$ 
@FREE PF. 
The printed output obtained from execution of SIMCON is identical to 
that shown in Section C.2.2 for the program SIMCONOLD. 
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C.3.3 Listing of Program SIMCON 
CMASP*EOUAU 1 > .SIMCON 
1 C****************************************************************** 
2 c c 
3 C PROGRAM TO SIMULATE OPERATION OF CONTROL STRATEGY C 
4 c ---------------·-·-·-·--·-·---·-----·-·· .. --·---·-·-·---·--·--·-·-·-·- c 
5 c c 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
so 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE CONTROLLED RESPONSE OF AN 
IN-LINE EQUALIZATION TANI< UNDER SPECIFIED INPUTS OF 
FLOW RATE AND CONCENTRATION WHEN THE OUTFLOW 1;:ATE FROM 
THE TANK IS DETERMINED THROUGH APPLICATION OF THE 
EGUALIZATION CONTROL STRATEGY DEVELOPED AT THE UNIV. 
OF CAPE TOYN. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C****************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
NOTE: IN THAT PART OF THE PROGRAM WHICH INVOLVES THE · 
EOUAL IZATION ALGORITHM, 2ND ORDER RUNGE·-t<UHA 
INTEGRATION IS USED TO COMPUTE THE TANK HOLD-UP 
AND CONCENTRATION RESPONSE. THIS METHOD IS ALSO 
USED TO COMPUTE THE RESPONSE OF THE ··'REAL' TANK 
UNDER THE SPECIFIHl'INPl.JTS OF FLOW RA'TE AND CONC. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C****************************************************************** 
c c 
C DETAILS FOR DATA INPUT <ALL DATA IN FREE FORMA'T) C 
c ---------------~------ c 
c c 
C CARD 1 : THT ·- MEAN TAN•{ RETENHON 'TIME<HOURSl C 
C E.G. 6.0 C 
c c 
C CARD 2 TOPUM,BOTLilt ·- UPPER AND LOl.JER ALLOllABLE TANK C 
C HOLD·-u1=· UMITSOO C 
C E.G. 95.0 5.0 C 
c c 
C CARD 3 ALPHA,BETA,OME6A ·- ERl;:OR EXF'RESSICJN WEIGHTING C 
C FACTOl•'.S C 
C E.G. 0.5 2.0E-06 25.0 C 
c c 
C CARD 4 NI - NO. OF CONTROL INTERVALS PER !-!OUR C 
C E.G. 2 C 
c c 
C CARD 5 NI;: ·- NO. OF Sil1ULATION INTERVALS PER HOUR FOR C 
C ···REAL". TAN•{ C 
c E.6. 12 c 
c c 
C CARD 6 L1"IT - SIZE OF INCREMENTAL CHANGE MADE TO C 
C Fl.OU RATE BY EOUAUZATION ALGORITHM C 
C E.6. 0.02 C 
c c 
C CARD 7 JTOMY ,...JTOMOl:\:,.JNEXT ·- ItAY·-TYf'ES FOR TODAY, C 
C TOl10RROl,J AND NEXT DAY C 
C :=1 FOR WEEHDAY C 
c =2 FOR WErnE+m DAY c 
C E.G. 1 1 2 C 
c c 
C CARD 8 ENTER ···NJ:t:24··· HISTORICAL IJALUES OF THE MEAN C 
C FLOl.J RATE FOR EACH CONTROL INTEIWAL DURING A C 
C UEEKDAY C 
C E.6. @ADD EOUAL.FIN1 C 
57 
SB 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95. 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 . 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
11 2 
11 3 
11 4 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CARD 9 ENTER ·'NI•t•24+1 ·' POINT VALUES OF HISTORICAL 
CONCENTRATION [IATA CORRESPONDING TO START ANJJ 
FINISH OF EACH CONTROL :CNTERVAL IN A WEEKDAY 
E.G. @ADD EOIJAL.BIN1 
CARD 10: ENTER /NI:t.24··· HISTORICAL VALUES OF THE MEAN 
FLOW RATE FOR EACH CONTROL INTERVAL DURING A 
UEEl·{END 
E.G. @ADD EIJIJAL. F IN2 
CARD 11: ENTER ·'NI:t•24+1 ·' POINT VALUES OF HISTORICAL 
CONCENTRATION DATA CORRESPONDING TO START AND 
F IN ISH OF EACH CONTROL INTERVAL IN A l.JEEl<END 
E.G. @ADD EnUAL.B:CN2 
CARD 12: PCV< 1> ,BOUT A - INITIAL TANK HOLD-UP AND 
CONCENTRATION AT START OF SIMULATION 
E.G. 90.0 8/0.0 
CARD 13: ACTUAL INFLOW RATE AND CONCENTr~ATION AT 
START OF SIMULATION 
E.6. 41.0 865.0 
CARD 14: POINT VALUES Of ACTUAL INFLOW RATE AND 
CONCENTRATION AT INTERVALS OF ·' 60/NR·' 
MINUTES AFTER START 
E.G. 41 .~'5 8?6.0 
43.? 830.0 
40 • !5 89() • 0 
CARD 15: -99.9 99.9 - STOPPING CARD 
UNITS ANY UNITS FOR BOTH FUJl,J l~ATE AND CONCENTRATION 
PROVIDING THE UNITS Al:\:E COltPATIBLE 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C' 
(****************************************************************** 
PARAMETER ND:::2 
c 
PARAltETER NE=48 
PARAMETER NF=49 
COMllON/B1 /FINHST <ND ,NE) ,BINHST<ND,NF), !SIGN <NE) ,PCVC ND) 
COHHON/82/BOUTC<NF>,E<NF> 
COMMON/B:3/THT, TOPLIM,BOTLIM,ALPHA, BETA,OMEGA,LillIT, 
1 JTODAY ,JTOMOR,,JNEXT ,LAST ,AMULT,DTC,FOIJTC, 
2 EFUJl,j ,ELOAD ,ELIM,EDIF ,n·rcoA, I TIME ,LASTM1 
DIMENSION FINACTC2>,BINACT<2> 
REAL LOUTC,LOUTA,LIMIT,LASTM1 
CALL IJNDSET C3) 
CALL DIVSET<3> 
CALL OVFSET< 3 > 
CALL OVl.JNFL(3) 
SO FORMAT< > 
1 SO FORMAT< 3X,F4.1,4X,F5.:3,4X,F6.1 ,oX ,F4.1,8X,5<F6.4,2X) ,9X, 12 > 
250 FORMAT<5<F9.3)) 
;350 FORMATC////5X,20( ···=+=-·· )/6X, ... SIHULATION RESULTS· .. /5X ,20< ... * ... > 
1I13X, ·'TIME OUTFLOW EFF. LOAD TANI< 7. ·', 18X, 
2 ·'ERROR J.HSTRIBUT IOW, 18X ,. .. NO. OF··· 
115 
116 
1 t 7 
118 
11 9 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
1 ;~~5 
134 
13~i 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
-450 
550 
650 
750 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
40 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
30 
c 
.c 
c 
3/2X," <HRS. ) f~ATE RATE HOLD-UP FLOW 
-4'LOAD LIMIT DF/DT TOTAL ITERATIONS··· 
512 x , 6 < ··· ·- ··· > , -4 x , 4 < ··· - ··· > , 5X , '4 < ··· - ··· > , 6X , 7 < ... - ··· > , ex , 4 < ... - ... > , 
6-4X,4('- ... >,3X,5<'- ... >,3X,5<'-'),3X,5C'-... ),7X,10C'-')/) 
FOR HAT< 1 H1 ,4X, 12( ··· * ··· )/6X,-· INPIJT DATA·' /:5X, 12( ·'*·')) 
FORMATU/]X, ···MEAN TANI·{ RETENTHlN TIME <HOURS> = ... ,F3.1 
1 //3X, '°TANI< VOLUME LIMITS (7.) :·"°/lOX,-"°MAXIMUM = ',F4.1/ 
21 OX, '°MINIMUM = ··· ,F4.1 / /3X,-'ERROR EXPRESSION WEIGHUNG ·', 
3'FACTORS :···.110X,-'ALPHA = ··· ,F4.2/10X,-'BETA = ·' ,E7.1/10X, 
-4"0HEGA = ··· ,F4.1//3X,-"°MINIMUM FLOW ADJUSTMENT = ··· ,F4.2/ I 
53X,"SEQUENCE OF DAY TYPES:·"°) . 
FORMAT(/10X,'WEEKDAY') 
FORKAT<l10X, ... 1,JEE~{END DAY···) 
READ IN DATA 
READ<:a,50) nn 
READ(B,50) TOPLIK,BOTLIM 
READ<8,50> ALI~HA,BETA,OMEGA 
REr~JJ ( 8, !'j() l N. l 
l~EAD ( 8 , !50 ) NR 
READ<B,50) LIMIT 
f~EAD < 8, 50) .JTOIIAY ,,JTOMOR, JNEXT 
Wl':ITE OUT INPUT DATA 
WRITE ( S, 4!50 > 
WRITE<S,550) THT,TOPLIM,BOTUM,ALPHA,BETA,OMEGA,LIMIT 
IF<JTODAY.EQ.1) WRITE<S,650) 
IF(JTODAY.EQ.2) WRITE<5,750) 
IF<JTOMOR.EQ.1) WRITE<5,650) 
IF< JTOMOR .En .2) WRITE C.5,750) 
IFCJNEXT.E0.1) WRITE<5,650) 
IF UNEXT .EG. 2> WRITE<5, 750) 
TO !NI TIALIZE SOME ARl~AYS 
LAST=N 1:+=24+1 
LASTM1 =FLOAT( LAST·-1) 
DO 40 1=1,<LAST-1) 
ISIGN (I >==1 
E<I>=l .OE06 
E<LAST>==1.0E06 
READ IN VARIABLES REOUIRED BY THE CONTROL ALGORITHM. 
READ /LAST-1 .. · VALUES OF MEAN HISTORICAL INFLUENT FLOW 
RATE FOR EACH CONrnOL INTERVAL AND ·"°LASl .. ' POINT VALUES 
OF CONCENTRATION FOR EACH DAY TYPE. 
no 30 ..1 = 1 , 2 
READ<8, 50) <FINHST LJ, I>, I=l, <LAST·-1 ) ) 
READ<8,50> <BINHST<J,I>,I=l,LAST> 
CONTINUE 
NORMALIZE FLrnJ VALUES FOR EACH DAY TYPE 
FSIJM=O.O 
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1 -~'} I •· 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
1?9 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
20 
/0 
60 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
203 c 
DO 20 1=1,<LAST-1> 
FSUM:=FSIJM+FINHST < 1, I) 
FBAR::=FSUM/ L.ASTM 1 
[10 60 J=l,2 
DO 70 I==l, <LAST-1 > 
FINHST U, I >=FINHST (J, I> /FBAR 
CONTINUE 
l~EAD INITIAL VALUE OF PCV AND BOUT 
READ<S,!50) PCV<1) ,BOUTA 
REf.-1D AND ···NORMALIZE' ACTUAL INFLOW 
AND READ ACTUAL INFLUENT CONCENTl~AT ION 
AT START OF SIMULATION 
REALl<8,50) FINACT(l >,BINACT<1> 
FINACT<1 >=FINACT<1 )/FBAR 
INITIAL SET·-UP 
AMULT==THT /100. 
NCTL=NR/NI 
J~nCTL=HCTL 
BOUTC<l>=BOUTA 
HTC= 1 ./FLOAT<NI> 
(ITR=1 • /FL01~T ( NR) 
DTCOr~==IHC/ AMULT 
1.JRITE\'5,350) 
BEGIN ITERrHION 
204 1001 CONTINUE 
20!5 .JKrcn_:::: JKfCTL+ 1 
206 f' 
20/ C f.-iET TAN~( OIJTFUJl,J ElJERY NCTL l~EAL TANK SIM. INTS. 
208 c 
209 
210 
IF<JKTCTL.LT.NCTU GO TO !.100 
,JKTCTL::::o 
2·11 CALL CONTI\!...< .JCYC) 
212 FOUTRO:=FOUTC 
213 50() CONTINUE 
2·14 CALL SIJBCTUPCV<l) ,AMIJL.T ,DTR,FOUTC,FOIJTRQ) 
215 FOl.JTA::::FQIJTC 
216 c 
21? C REAL TANI< SIMULATION 
210 r 
219 c 
220 
221 
222 
223 
c 
c 
c 
c 
READ AND .. NORMALISE··· THE ACTUAL INFLOl,J 
AND l~EAD ACTUAL INFLUENT CONCENTRATION 
<H END OF E1~CH f\llJMSIH IN.TEHVAL 
224 READ<8,~50) FINACT<21 ,BINACT<2> 
225 c 
226 c STOPPING CONDITION 
227 c 
228 IF<FINACT<2>.LT.O.OI CALL EXIT 
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-229 
230 
231 
232 
23] 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
2•l0 
241 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
FINACT< 2 >=FINACT<2)/fBAR 
OUTPUT RESULTS ON "AKING A CONTROL DECISION 
LOUT A=FOU T A:t:BOUT A 
IF< JKTCTL.EO.O> THEN 
CTIME:::FLOAT<ITIME-2>*DTC 
WRITE <5, 1!50) CT:CME ,FO\JTA,LOUTA ,PCV< 1) ,EFLOl..J,ELOAD, 
ELIH,EDIF,E<LAST>,JCYC 
END IF 
STORE RESULTS FOR PUJTTING 
242 l.JF:ITE< 21 , 2'.':iO) FINACT ('I > ,BINACT <1 ) ,PCV< 1) ,FOUT A ,UJUTA 
243 c 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
2'50 
251 
253 
254 
255 
c 
c 
DETERMINE PCV < 2) AND BOUT A 
FMID=\FINACT<1 )+FINACT<2> )/2. 
PCV<2>=PCV<1>+DTR*<FMID-FOUTA)/A"ULT 
:cF ( PCV ( 2 ) • LT • 0. !5) THEN 
PCV\2):::PCV<1> 
IF<FOUTA.GT .FINACT(2) > FOUTA:::fINACTCZ> 
END IF 
IF<PCV\2>.GT.100.0) THEN 
PCV(2):=100.0 
IF<FOUTA.LT .FINACT <'.2>) FOUTA=FINACT<2> 
END IF 
256 IF<PCV<2>.LT.1.0) THEN 
257 BOIJTA=BINACT <2 > 
258 ELSE 
2~)9 CALL R~(REAL <FINACT< 1 >, F INACT<2> ,IITR, BINACT< 1 > ,BINACT <2), 
260 PCV<1>,AMULT,FOUfA,BOUTA,CONC> 
261 IF <CONC. LT .0.0) CONC:::BINACT ( 2) 
262 BOU'IA=CONC 
263 END IF 
264 FINACT<1>=FINACT<2> 
265 BINACH1 >=BINACT<2> 
266 PCV<1>=PCV<2> 
267 60 TO 1001 
268 END 
269 C*********************************************************** 
270 c c 
271 C SUBROUTINE CONTRL C 
272 c ----------------- c 
273 c c 
274 C THIS SUBROUTINE SUPPLIES THE SETTING FOR THE TANI{ C 
275 C OUTLET RATE C 
276 c c 
277 C*********************************************************** 
278 SUBROUTINE CONlHL< JCYC> 
279 PARAMETER ND=2 
280 PARAMETER NE=48 
281 PARAMETEH NF=49 
282 COMMON/B'l/F INHST<ND ,NE), BINHST <ND,NF >, ISIGN<NE > ,PCV<ND > 
283 COMMON/B2/BOUTC<NF> ,E<NF> 
284 COMMON/EC:3/THT, TOPLIM,BOTLIM,ALPHA,BETA,OMEGA,LIMIT, 
285 1 ..JTODAY , .. JTOMOt~,JNEXT ,LAST ,AMULT ,DTC,FOlJTC, 
C.26 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
zn 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
:301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
3'1() 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
3'1/ 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
:323 
324 
325 
326 
32/ 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
~B4 
;33~3 
336 
337 
:3:58 
339 
340 
341 
342 
2 EFLOW,ELOADpELIH,EDIF,DTCOA,ITIME,LASTMl 
COt1HON/B4/FINEXP<NE) ,BINEXP<NF> ,PClJCT<NF> ,PCVC<NF>, 
1 FOUT <NE> ,FOUTT <NE) ,LOIJTC< NE) 
REAL U ff IT , LOIJTC 
IF< INITL.EO.O> THEN 
NCYC=30 
ITIME=1 
DO 10 I:::1 , <LAST-1 > 
10 FOUT<I>=1.0 
FOUTC:::FOIJT ( 1 > 
PCVC <1 ):=f'CV ( 1 ) 
DO 90 I=1, <Li~ST-1) 
FINEXP< I ):=flNHST ( ,JTOitAY, I> 
BINEXP<I>=BINHST<JTODAY,I> 
90 CONTINUE 
BINEXP< LAST )::::J:HNHST < JTOIIAY ,LAST> 
DELFCT=O.O 
INITL.= 10 
ELSE 
NCYC:=15 
FLAST=FOIJT(1) 
DO 20 :£:::1 , <LAST-2) 
FIJIJf(l)::::FOl.JT<I+1) 
W CONTINUE 
FOUT <LAST-1 >=FL1~ST 
FINXM=FINHST<JTODAY,ITIME-1) 
IF< !TIME.EU.LAST> THEN 
ITIHE==·1 
JTODAY===.JTOMOR 
JTOMOf\ = .JNE:XT 
END IF 
F'CVC ( 1 ) :::PC1J < 1 ) 
FINAM~-=FOUTC+(PCV( 1 )-PCVL.ST>=+=AMIJLT /DTC 
IF<PCV< 1) .E0.100.0.AND.PCVLST.E0.100.0) FINAM=1.!'5:+:FINXM 
DELFCT=0.4:+:DELFCT+O .6=t:<FINAM·-FINXM) 
CORRN=DELFCT 
DO 92 :C:::ITIME, <Li~ST·-1 > 
FINEXP<I-ITIME+1>=FINHST<JTODAY,I>+CORRN 
BINEXP< I-IT:CME+1 ):::BINHST < JTODAY, I> 
CORRN=O • ~5:+: C ORHN 
92 CONTINUE 
BINEXP<LAST·-ITIME·t1 ):::BINHST<JTODAY ,LAST> 
IF<ITIHE.E0.1> GO TO 23 
DO 93 I=2,ITIME 
FINEXP <I - IT IME+LAST-· 1 ) ==F INHST <JTOHOR, I -1 > +CORRN 
B IHEXP< I·-ITIME +LAST ):::BINHST ( ,JTOMOR, I) 
CORRN=O. :.3:t:C ORl~N 
n CONTINUE 
END IF 
23 DO 91 1=1,<LAST-1) 
PCVC<I+1 >=PCVC<I HDTCOA:+:<FINEXP <:O-FOUT<I >) 
91 CONTINUE 
c 
C SET·-UP SCRATCH ARRAY FOH FOUT 
c 
DO 30 1=1,<L.AS.f-1) 
PCVCT (I )::::PCVC< I) 
C.27 
343 
344 
30 
345 c 
346 
347 
348 
349 
c 
c 
F 01.JTT (I ):::FOUT (I) 
F'C'.JCT (LAST) :=F'CVC <LAST ) 
CALCULATE INITIAL ERROR VALUE 
CALL ERCALC<1,ERROR) 
E ( ·1 > :::ERROR 
~3~50 DO 11<1 JC''f(> 1 , NCYC 
351 ICHFLG=O 
352 IF<JCYC.NE.1) E<l>=E<LAST) 
353 c 
354 
355 
356 
357 
c 
c 
3'58 c 
::5~'.\9 
360 
36'1 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
36? 
368 
~i69 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
~·V6 
377 
3?8 
379 
380 
381 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
382 c 
LOOP TO C1~RRY OUT PROFILE IMPROVEMENT 
no 110 IC=1,<LAST·-1) 
JC=IC+1 
TRY A CHANGE IN THE PREVIOUS BEST nrnECTION 
CHANGE=L IMIT=t:IS:CGN< IC) 
CALL NEl,JPR <IC, CHr~NGE, UTCOA, LAST) 
CALL ERCt~l..C <IC, ERROR) 
E<X>=ERRor.;: 
IF<E<.JCJ.LT.E<ICJ) GO TO 'IOO 
TRY 1~ CHANGE IN THE OPPOSITE fllRf.CTION 
ISIGNCIC>=-ISIGNCIC> 
Ll~ANGE=LIKIT*ISIGNCICI 
CALL NEl,JF'fi: (IC, CHr~NGE, PTCOA, LAST) 
CALL ERCALC (IC, EHR OP) 
E ( . .JC ) =Eh:rm1~ 
IF<ELJC> .LT .E<IC)) GO TO 100 
''CCEPT NO CHANGE 
EUC>=E< IC) 
FOUfTCIC>=FOUT<ICJ 
PClJCT (IC+ l I ==PCVC (IC·+ 1 ) 
GO TO ·1 ·10 
383 C RE·-SET FOUT ANit PCVC TO IMPROVED VALUE IF NECESSARY 
384 c 
385 ·100 FOUT <IC );::FfJl.JTT <IC) 
386 UO 40 I=IC, <L.AST·-1) 
387 40 PCVC<I+1>=PCVCT<I+1> 
388 ICHFf...G:=ICHFLG+1 
389 BNEXT=BOUTC<ITiftE~lJ 
390 110 CONTINUE 
391 IF<ICHFLG.LE.4) GO TO 98 
392 99 CONTINUE 
393 98 FOUTC=FOUTC1) 
394 ITIME=ITIME+1 
395 BOUTC<1>=BNEXT 
396 PCVLST=F'CV<1) 
39? RETURN 
:i98 END 
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399 C******************************************************* 
400 c c 
401 C SUBROUTINE SIJBCTL C 
402 c ----------------- c 
403 c c 
404 C THIS SUBROUTINE IS AN EHERGENCY CONTROLLEI~ C 
405 C IHHCH PRE1JENTS THE TAN~{ LEVEL FROM BECOMING C 
406 C LESS THAN 2i.. C 
407 c c 
408 C******************************************************* 
409 SUBROUTINE SUBCTL.<PCVCUH,AMUL.T,DTR,FOUTC,FOUTRQ) 
410 IFCPCVCUR.LT.2.0) THEN 
411 LOWFU3:=1 
•112 FIN==AMUL'f:+= <PCVCl.JR-PCVPRV )/[ITl~+FOUTM1 
413 IF<FIN.LT .FOIJTRQ) FOUTC:=F!N 
414 ELSE IF<LOWFLG.E0.1) THEN 
41 5 FOUTC==FOU TRO 
416 LOWFLJ3=0 
417 END IF 
418 PCVPRV==PCVCIJR 
419 FIJI.HM 1 :::FOUTC 
420 RETURN 
421 END 
422 C********************************************************* 
423 c t 
424 C SUBROUTINE NEWPR C 
42~ c ---------------- c 
426 c c 
427 C********************************************************* 
'428 SUBROUTINE NEWPR<IC,CHANGE,DTCOA,LASTJ 
429 PARAMETER NE:=48 
430 PARAMETER NF=49 
431 COIH10N/M/FINEXP<NE) ,BINEXP <NF) ,PCl.JCT<Nf > ,PCVC<NF >, 
432 1 FOUT <NE> ,FOUTf <NE>, LOUTC <NE) 
433 FOIJTT<IC>==FOUT<IC)+CH1~NGE 
434 DELP==-f.tTCOA*CHANGE 
435 DO 10 I=IC,<LAST-1) 
436 PCVCT<I+1 >=PCtJC<I+1 )+DELP 
437 10 CONTINUE 
438 RETURN 
439 END 
440 C********************************************************* 
441 c c 
442 C SUBROIJTlNE ERCALC C 
443 c ----------------- c 
444 c c 
4 4 5 C.* * * * * * * * * * * * *********** :t::t::t::t::t::t::t::t::+::t::t.:+:t: ************ ********* 
446 SUBROUTINE ERCALC<IC,ERROR) 
447 PARAMETEI~ NE==48 
448 PARAMETER NF==49 
449 COMMON/B2/801.JTC(NF) ,E<NF) 
450 CIJMl!ON/K5/THT ,TOPUM,BOTLIM,ALPHA,BETA,OKEGA,LIMIT, 
451 1 .. JTODA"f , .. JTOMOR,JNEXT ,LAST ,AMUL.T ,DTC ,FOUTC, 
452 2 EFLOW,ELOAD,ELIM,EDIF ,DTCOA, ITIME,LASTM1 
453 COHl10N/B4/FINEXP <NE> ,BINEXP< NF) ,PCVCT <NF> ,F'CVC<NF>, 
454 1 FOUT<NE> ,FOUTT<NE> ,LOUTC<NE> 
455 REAL LBAR,LSUM,LOLITC,LASTM1 
456 
45? 
458 
459 
46() 
461 
462 
463 
464 
46~) 
466 
467 
46i3 
469 
4?() 
471 
4/2 
473 
4?4 
475 
476 
477 
4/8 
479 
4fl0 
48"1 
482 
483 
484 
485 
486 
487 
488 
489 
4<71 
492 
49:3 
494 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
~501 
502 
:':iO] 
504 
505 
506 
50? 
. 508 
509 
510 
~)11 
512 
c 
c 
c 
10 
c 
r 
30 
c 
c 
c 
FSLJM:::O.O 
LSUM:=o·.o 
IF<IC.EQ.1) THEN 
~(= 1 
SEF L OW:=O. 0 
SELOAD=O.O 
S EL.I M==O • 0 
SEIHF:::O.O 
ICLAfff:::·1 
END IF 
IF<IC.GT.1) THEN 
K:=IC·-1 
FPRIJ:::FOIJTf(l{-1) 
END IF 
IF<IC.GT.1.AND.IC.EIJ.ICLAST> THEN 
~(=IC 
FPRV:::FQlJTT<K-1 > 
EtHI IF 
IF <K.E0.1) FPRV=FOUTC 
TOPM5=TOPLIM-5.0 
BOTP~5:=BOTUM·t~.l. 0 
CALCULATE T1~NI< OUTLET :ONCENTRAT ION 
DO 10 I=K, (f..r~ST·-1) 
IF<PCVCT<I+1>.LT.O.S> TI~EN 
BOUTC( I+1 )::::BINEXP( !+1) 
ELSE 
CALL. RKCON<FINEXF'< I) ,AMUL.T ,B:CNEXP\ I> ,BINEXP( I+1) ,DTC, 
PCVCT<I>,FOUTT<I>,BOUTC<I>,CONCl 
IF<CONC.L~.0.01 CONC=BINEXPCI+1) 
BOIJTC<I+1 ):=COHC 
END IF 
CONTINUE 
CALCULATE MEAN FLOl.J r~N[I LOAD 
DO 30 J:::·1r<LAST·-·t) 
HMID= <BOIJTC< I )+BOIJTCC 1+1) )/2. 
LOUTC (I) :=FOUTT< I ):t:BUD 
LSUM:=LSIJM+LOUTC (I) 
FSIJM:::FSIJM+FOIJTT (I). 
FBAR=FSIJM/LASTM1 
LBAR=LSIJM/LASTM1 
CAL.CUL ATE THE INDIVIDUAL ERl~OI': VAUJES 
EFLOIJ:::SEFUJW 
ELOAD=SELOAD 
EDIF=SEDIF 
ELIM:::SELIM 
DO 40 I=~{, (LAST·-1 l 
p:::FOUTT CO /FBAR-1 • 0 
O=LOUTC<I>ILBAR-1 .O 
EFU:ll..J=EFLOl.4+F'*F' 
ELOAD=EUJAD·t!l:f:O 
~DIF=EDIF+<FOUTT<I>-FPRV>**2 
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513 
514 
51 ~) 
516 
51? 
~)18 
' 519 
520 
521 
522 
523 
524 
40 
50 
IF <IC .NE. ICLAST .AND. I.Ell.Kl THEN 
SEFLOW=EFLOU 
SEUJAD=E LOAD 
SEDIF=EDIF 
END IF 
FPRV=FOUTT<I> 
DO 50 I:=H,LAST 
IF< PCVCT <I> .GT. TOPM5 > ELIM=EL IM+ <PCVCT <I >-TOPM5 ):t::t:6 
IF< PCVCT <I> .LT .BOTPS > ELIM=ELIM+ <PCVCT< I >·-BOTP!5 ):t::+:6 
IF ( IC. NE. I Cl.AST. AND. I. EO .10 SEUM=El.IM 
CONTINUE 
ICLAST=IC 
525 c 
~526 
52? 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
~B!) 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
~344 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
5~30 
~551 
55~5 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 
560 
561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
566 
56? 
568 
569 
c 
c 
TOTAL E F:ROF.'. 
EFL OW'.:: A l...PHA:t=EFLCll.J/ L AS'f M 1 
ELOAD=< 1. ·-ALPHA):t:ELOALl/LASTM1 
ELIM==BETA=+=EL IM/LASTM1 
EitIF=OMEGA*EDIF /LASTM1 
ERROR=EFLOl,HELOAD+EL I M+ED IF 
RETURN 
END 
C**************************•*********************************** 
c c 
C SUBROUTINE RKREAL C 
c 
c c 
C************************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE R~(REAL<A,FINTP1 ,DT ,C,CINTP1 ,PCVT ,AMULT ,FOUT, 
1 COUTT,CONC> 
REAL ~{1 ,H2 
FUNC1 <X1, Y1 ):::(A+B:t:X1 ):t:(C+D:t:X1·-Y1 )/(E+f:t:XHG=+=X1*X1) 
B=<FINTP1-A)/DT 
:O= < CINTP.l ·-C >/OT 
E=:::PCIJ T=t=AMULT 
f:=A-FOLIT 
G::~B/2. 
X=O.O 
Y=COUTT 
~{1=FUNC1 <X, YI 
X==DT 
Y=COUTT+UT=+=H1 
K2=FUNC1(X,Y) 
CONC==Cotrn + D T:f: ( K 1 ·H<2) 12. 
RETURN 
END 
C************************************************************** 
c c 
C SIJBROU TINE R~{CON C 
c ----------------- c 
c c 
C************************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE R~(CON<FIN, AMUU ,B ,CINTP1 ,:OT ,fl,FOUT ,coun· ,CONG) 
REAL K1 ,K2 
FUNC2<X-t, Yl ):::A=+=<B+C:t:X1·-Y·t )/<D+E:t:X1) 
A=F:CN/AMULT 
C:=<CINTP1-B)/Iff 
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f 
570 
571 
572 
57:3 
574 
5?5 
576 
57? 
578 
E=<FIN-FfJlJT)/AMULT 
X=O.O 
Y=CfJUTT 
K1:=FUHC2<X, Y> 
X==DT 
Y=COUTT+JJT:+:H1 
1<2==FIJNC2 < X , Y > 
CONC:=COUTT +DT:t: (~{1 +1<2) /2. 
RETURN 
END 
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C.4 CONPLOT - PLOTTING PROGRAM FOR SIMULATION RESULTS 
A single plotting program CONPLOT was written for the graphical output 
of simulation results from execution of either of the two simulation 
programs, SIMCON or SIMCONOLD. The program is based on the CALCOMP 
plotting software and makes use of a number of subroutines listed in 
Appendix B. A listing of the program is supplied here, together with 
details of the required input data and instructions for execution, for 
the benefit of users who possibly have access to the same software. 
C.4.1 A Typical Runstream for CONPLOT 
During execution of either of the simulation programs certain results 
are written to a temporary file (No.21). It is assumed here that, 
on completion of execution, this data has been transferred to a data 
element EQUAL.PLOTDATA. The number of lines of data in this element 
will be one less than the number of point values of flow rate and 
concentrati~n used during the simulation, i.e. 576, when point values 
at 5 minute intervals over a 2 day period are used. 
The program CONPLOT is compiled and mapped together with the elements 
CMASP*EQUAL.NLINE, .NAXIS, .PAGSIZ, .BRLINE and .SCRIBE in the manner 
described in Section B.2 to provide an executable absolute version of 
the program in the element CMASP*EQUAL.CONPLOTM. An example listing 
of the runstream is provided overleaf; the user's attention is drawn 
to information peculiar to each execution which must be supplied by 
the user. 
CMASP:+:EOUAL< 1 ) • RUNCONPLOT 
1 @GDP*ABS.INPUT DOLDPLOT. 
2 @X(H ,F CKASP:+:El1UAL.CONPLOTABS 
3 16.00 28.00 0.0 3.0 o.o 0.286 
4 0.60 
5 7 
6 576 
7 EXPECTED FLOW AND LOAD VALUES 
8 @ADD CMASP:+:EOUAL.FIN1 
9 @ADD CMASP:+:EQUAL.FIN1 
10 @ADD CMASP:+:EQUALLIN1 
11 @ADD CMASP:+:ECllJAL .LIN1 
12 FINACT,BINACT,PCV,FOUT,LOUT VALUES 
13 @ADD CMASP:t:EOUAL. PLOTDATA 
14 -1.0 o.o 0.30 0.0 o.o 
15 -1.0 3.35 0.30 o.o 0.5 
16 -1.0 6.7 0.30 o.o 1.0 
1? -1.0 8.6 o.Jo o.o o.s· 
18 -1.0 10.35 0.30 o.o 1.0 
1 9 ·-1 • () 12 • 1 0. :30 0. 0 1 • 5 
20 -1.0 13.8 0.30 o.o o.o 
21 -1.0 15.6 0.30 0.0 0.5 
22 -1.0 17.4 0.30 o.o 1.0 
23 -1.0 19.1 0.30 o.o 1.5 
24 -1.0 20.8 0.30 o.o o.o 
25 -1.0 22.6 0.30 o.o 0.5 
26 -1.0 24.4 0.30 o.o 1.0 
27 -1.0 26.1 0.30 o.o 1.5 
28 -1.0 27.? 0.30 o.o 2.0 
29 o.o -0.5 0.30 o.o 0 
30 1.9 -0.5 0.30 o.o 6 
31 3.8 -0.5 0.30 0.0 12 
32 5.8 -0.5 0.30 o.o 18 
33 7.8 -0.5 0.30 o.o 24 
34 9.8 -o.5 o.:3o o.o 6 
35 11.8 -0.5 0.30 o.o 12 
36 13.8 -0.5 0.30 o.o 18 
37 15.5 -0.5 0.30 o.o 24 
38 ~5.2 22.2 0.30 0.0 HISTORICAL 
39 9.5 27 .O o.:.30 ().0 ACTUAL 
40 5.0 15.2 0.30 0.0 HISTORICAL 
41 9.~:i 20.0 0.30 0.0 ACTUAL 
42 1.2 11.9 0.30 0.0 FLOW 
43 4.8 8.2 0.30 0.0 LOAD 
44 6.2 -2.0 0.3 0.0 TIME <HOURS> 
45 3.0 -1.5 0.25 0.0 flAY1 
46 11.0 -1.5 0.25 0.0 DAY2 
47 -1.5 8.0 0.3 90.0 FLOW AHD LOAD OUT 
48 -1.5 2:3.4 0.3 90.0 FLOW IN 
49 -1.5 16.4 0.3 90.0 LOAD IN 
50 ·-1 .:5 0.2 O. 3 90.0 FRACTIONAL TANK VOLUME 
51 0.6 30.2 0.35 0.0 CONFIGURATION : IN-LINE 
52 0.6 29.6 0.30 0.0 TAN~{ HOLD-UP = 5.5 HOURS 
53 0. 6 29 .~) O. 30 0.0 TANK LlMITS MAX = 95.0X 
54 0.6 28.4 0.30 0.0 MIN = 5.0X 
55 10.5 29.6 0.30 0.0 EG. ERROR l.JT.: 
56 11.0 29.0 0.30 0.0 ALPHA= 0.50 
57 999. 
*Information peculiar to'each run. 
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C.4.2 Listing of Program CONPLOT 
CMASP:t:EOUAL< 1 > • CONPLOT 
1 C************************************************ 
2 c c 
3 C PLOTTER Pf':OGRAM FOR CONTROL RESULTS C 
4 c ---·----··-·----·-------·-·-·------------- c 
5 c c 
6 C************************************************ 
7 PARAMETER NDIM=600 
8 INTEGER YTITLE<10> ,XTITLE(10> 
9 REAL LBAR, L SUM 
1 0 DI MENS I ON FLABEU 20) 
C LISE X 1 , X2, X3 IF REOUil~ED 11 
12 
13 
14. 
1 ~') 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
DIMENSION XIJALS<NIIIM), Y1VALS<NDIM>, Y2VALS<NDIM>, Y3VALS<ND!Ml, 
1Y4VALS<NDIMl,Y5VALS<NDIKl,Y6VALS<NDIM>,Y7VALS<NDIM>,SEGL1<2> 
2,SEGL2<41 
DATA SEGL 1/0.;3,0.2/ 
DATA SEGL2/0.3,0.2,0.05,0.2/ 
c •• 
10 FORMAT( l 
505 FOl~MAT(20A4) 
506 FORMAT<10A4,10A4l 
c 
22 NCR=8 
23 NPR=5 
24 c 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
3~~ 
34\ 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
~)6 
510 
c 
c .. 
c 
c .. 
530 
540 
C. n 
c 
c 
c 
WRITE<NPR,510> 
FORMAT< ... ENTER LENGTHS OF X AND Y SCALES, ANIY 
S/.. SCAl..EDATA FOR X, THEN FOR Y .... , 
$/". !SCALDATA IN FORM: FrnST VALUE, lJNITS/CMY, 
$// ENTER SCALING FACTOR". l . 
READ<NCR,101XUJNG,YHIGH,SCALX1 ,SCALX2,SCALY1,SCALY2,FCTR 
START PLOT 
CALL PLOTS<O,O,O> 
CALL NEWPEN<1> 
CALL OPMES<24, ·"PLEASE LOAD f'1-Bl</l4 ·" > 
CALL FACTOR<FCHO. 
A 1 = (XL ONG+ 2 • ) :+:FCTR 
A2= < YH IGH+3. ):+:FCTR 
CALL PAGDEF <--2. ,--3. ,A1 ,A2> 
REA:O THE NUMBER OF LINES PER GRAPH 
WRITE!NPR,530) 
FORMAT<·" ENTER NO OF DATA SE'TS TO BE PLOTTED·') 
READ<NCR,10) KLINES 
I.JR ITE <NPR, 540 H<L INES 
FORMAT ( ... ENTER THE·", 12 , .. DATA SETS "I 
1 ". LABEL' I 
2·" f~ADD ELT l.JITH DATA"') 
READ NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 
READ<NCR, 10) ND 
CREATE THE X DATA 
:OELX=48./FLOAT <ND> 
SCALX1 ::::DELX/2. 
X VAl..S ( 1 ) =SCALX 1 
57 DO :30 I=1, < ND-1 > 
58 30 XVALS<I·t-1 >=XVALS<l>+DELX 
59 c 
60 C READ THE Y DATA 
61 REA IH NCR, ~505 > FLABEL 
6 2 WRITE ( NPR , 505 > FLABEL. 
63 READ<NCR, 10) <Y1 VALS< I), I:=1, ND) 
64 READ<NCR, 10) < Y6VALS <I>, !:=1 ,ND> 
65 c .. 
66. c. 
6 . ., I READ<MCR,505) FLABEL 
WRITECNPR,505> FLABEL 
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68 
69 
70 
71 
READ<NCR, 1-0> <Y2VALS< :c >, Y?VALS< I), Y3VALS< I>, Y4VALS (I>, Y5VALS( I) 
1,1=1,ND> 
LSt.JM:::O.O 
?2 f.10 40 J=2,ND 
73 40 LSUlt:=LSUM+Y5VALS<J> 
74 LBAR=LSUM/ <FUJAT<ND>-1 .O> 
75 DO 50 .J=1 ,ND 
7 6 Y7VALS < J) :=Y2VALS < J > :t:YlVALS < J) /LBAR 
77 50 Y5VAUHJ>=Y5VALS<J>ILBAR 
78 c .. 
/9 DO 20 1::1 , ND 
80 20 YJVALS<I>=v:JVALS<l)/50.0 
81 c .. 
82 C.. INSERT OTHERS IF REQUil~ED 
83 c 
84 C.. SIZE THE VALUES 
BS XVAL.S<ND+1 >=SCALX1 
86 XVALS<ND+2 )::::SCALX2 
8 7 Y 1lJALS (ND+ 1 >=SCALY 1 
88 Y'IVALS<ND+2>==SCALY2 
89 DO 310 N=1,2 
90 Y2VALS < Nl:i+N >=Y1 VALS <ND+N > 
91 Y3VALS<ND+N >=YllJALS<ND·t-N > 
9 2 Y 4VALS < ND+N I :=Y 1VALS (ND+ N > 
9 3 Y~WALS < ND+N >=Y1 '.JALS <Nil+N) 
94 Y6VALS<ND+N>=Y1VALS(ND+N) 
9 5 :31 0 Y 7 VALS < ND+N > :: Y 1VALS < ND·HO 
96 c 
97 C.. SET ORIGIN 
98 XORI6=0 .O 
99 YOR!G=O.O 
100 CALL PLOT <XORIG, YOIUG,-3> 
101 WRITE<NPR ,550) 
102 550 FORMAT(' PLOT STARTED···> 
103 c .. 
104 C.. DRAW INNER FRAME 
105 c 
106 C NAXIS<XST,YST,AXLEN,STARTING LOG OR 0 FOR LINEAR SCALE, 
t 07 C NO. OF LGCYCS OR TICK INTVLS,ANG,CCW<1 > OR CW(·-1 >, 
108 C TICK LENGTH,UNE SOLIIH2> OR Bl.,ANK<3> ) 
109 c 
110 CALL NAXIS<O. ,O., YHIGl-l,O, '16. ,90. ,-1, .25 ,2) 
111 CALL NAXIS<O.,YHIGH,XLDNG,0,8.,0.,-1,.25,2> 
112 CALL NAXIS<O. ,O. ,XLONG,0,8. ,O., 1, .25,2) 
113 CALL NAXIS<XLONG,O., YHIGH,O, ·10. ,90., 1, .2!5,2> 
1 t 4 CALL NAX IS(O. ,? • , XL ONG, 0,8. ,O. ,--1 ,0.25,2) 
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115 CALI •. NAXIS<O., 7. ,XLONG,o,a. ,o., 1,0.2'5,3) 
116 CALL NAXIS <O., 14. ,XLONG,O ,8. ,O. ,·-1 ,0.25,2) 
117 CALL NAXIS<O., 14. ,XLONG,O, 8. ,O., 1,0.25,3) 
118 CALL NAXJS (0. ,21. ,XLONG,o,a._,o. ,-1 ,o .25,2) 
119 CALL NA>t:iS<O. ,21. ,XLONG, 0,8. ,O., 1 ,O. 2!5,3 l 
120 c 
121 GO TO <160, 150, 140, 130, 120, 110, 100) ,KLINES 
122 100 CONTINUE 
123 CALL NLINE<XVALS,Y3VALS,ND,1,0,0> 
124 110 CONTINUE 
125 CALL PLOT<0.,?.,-3> 
12 6 CALL 91~LINE ( XVALS, Y5VALS, N:O, SEGL 1 t 2 > 
127 120 CONTINUE 
128 CALL NLINE<XVALS,Y4VALS,ND,1,0,0) 
129 130 CONTINUE 
130 CALI .. PLOT<O. ,? • ,-3> 
131 CALL BRLINE(XVALS, Y6VALS,ND,SEGL2 ,4) 
132 140 CONTINUE 
n:~ C1~LL NLINE<XVALS, Y7VALS,ND, 1,0,0> 
134 1 SO CONTINUE 
1 3'5 CALL. Pl.OT< 0. , ? • , ·-3) 
136 CALI.. BRUNE <XVALS, Y1VAL.S ,ND, SEGL2,4) 
137 160 CONTINUE 
138 CALL NUNE<XVALS,Y2VALS,N:0,1,0,0> 
139 CALL PL.OHO. ,-21. ,-:3) 
140 c 
141 WRITE<NPR,560) 
142 ~'560 FORMAT<··- ENTER ANNOTATIONS REllUD, 4F!5.2,15A4··I·· OTHERl,JISE 999."') 
143 CALL SCRIBE 
144 c 
145 C.. SIGN OFF 
146 CALL PLOT <0,0,999) 
147 WRITE<NPR,!57()) 
148 5?0 FORMAT<·" :t:Pl_OT flONf:t:··-) 
149 STOP 
150 END 
APPENDIX D 
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS FOR GOUDKOPPIES APPLICATION 
This Appendix presents diagrams for the various circuits required 
for interfacing the microcomputer and the equalization tank to 
implement the control strategy at the Goudkoppies WWTP. These 
diagrams, together with the additional information supplied on 
certain of the diagrams, provides a reference for the discussion 
in Section 3, Chapter 7 (Equipment Requirements for Implementation 
of Control Strategy). 
D.l 
Valve 
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1Fig D.l: Physical location of circuits on Interface Card. 
(Numbers in brackets refer to pins on 25-way 
interface plug). 
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E. l 
A P P E N D· I X E 
REAL-TIME COMPUTER PROGRAMS - GOUDKOPPIES WWTP APPLICATION 
Various details concerning the real-time microcomputer programs used 
in the implementation of the control strategy at the Goudkoppies plant 
are presented in this Appendix. This information supplies reference 
material for the detailed discussion of the structure and the specific 
functions of the different programs presented in Chapter 7; the 
information is divided into four sections: 
(1) Program listings 
(2) Documentation of operating procedures 
(3) Example of start-up procedure 
(4) Examples of output accessed during operation 
E.l Real-time Microcomputer Program Listings 
Two microcomputer programs are required for implementation of the 
control strategy; these are 
(a) A mainline program called CONTROL which is written in the 
LUCIDATA version of the Pascal high level language. 
(b) A machine code program called MACHCD, consisting of a 
number of subprograms, which is written using the FLEX 
Mnemonic Assembler package. 
+++RUN PASCAL CONTROL,,,1.CONTROL.SCR 
P-6800 RUN-TIME SYSTEM V 2.9 
USABLE CONTIGUOUS MEMORY $8000 
DEFAULT STACK RESERVATION $1000 
ENTER NEW VALUE OR RETURN $ 
: COPYRIGHT C 1980 LUCIDATA 
E.2 
PASCAL P-CDMPILER C VE~SIDN 2 > COPYRIGHT C 1980 D.R.CIBBY 
0 PROGRAM CDNTR0L(FHST1.FHST2>; 
0 LABEL 1; 
0 CONST 
0 NINTPHR=2~ 
0 VOLUME=22.75; 
0 TOPLIM=95.0; 
0 BETA=2.0E-06~ 
0 ZETA=25.0; 
0 LIMIT=0.02; 
0 VAR 
0 FINHST :ARRAYC1 .. 2.1 •• 48J OF REAL; 
0 FEXIT.FOUT.FJUTT.FINEXP :ARRAYC1 •• 48J OF REAL; 
0 FINOLD,PCVOLD :ARRAYC1 .• 48J OF REAL; 
0 FEXOLD :ARRAYCl •• 3.l •• 48J OF REAL; 
0 E :ARRAYC1 •• 49J OF REAL; 
0 PCVC,PCVCT :ARRAYC1 •• 49J OF REAL~ 
0 FLOW :ARRAYC0 •. 3J OF REAL~ 
0 FLOWACT :ARRAYE1 •• 3J OF REAL; 
0 SIGN :ARRAYC1 •. 48J OF INTEGER; 
0 FLDWINT :ARRAYC1 •• 3J OF INTEGER~ 
0 FHST1,FHST2 :FILE OF REAL; 
0 
0 I,J,K,IC,ICLAST,JC.INITL.JCYC, 
0 JYEST,JTDDAY.JTOMOR,JNEXT.FLGOPT, 
0 ITIME.TIMEH.TIMEM.HDURS.MINS.COPIES. 
0 LAST.LASTMl,MINN~W.MINOLD.STARTLJP, 
0 ICHFLG.ADJUST.INTLEN,PRKT,l0UM, 
0 FLAG1.FLAG2,fLAG3,FLAG4,FLAG5, 
0. FLAG6.FLAG7.FLAG8.FLAG9.FLAG10. 
0 FLAG11.FLAG12,FLAG13.FLAG14. 
0 FLAGER,MANUAL.IPREU.DAY,SUBS 
0 THT.1DPM5,BOTP5,AMULT, 
0 DTC.DTCOA.DELFCT.CORRN.FOLlTA, 
0 FSUM.FSUMl.FBAR.FBARl. 
0 FINAM,PCVNOW,PCVLST,CHANGE.DELP, 
0 Fl.FZ,CUMV.PCV,BOTLIM. 
0 EFLOW,ELIM.EDIF,ERROR. 
0 SEFLOW.SELIM.SEDIF, 
0 TOTFLOW.NUMBER. 
:INTEGER; 
0 FPRV,P.Q,R.PCVSTRT.DIF :REAL~ 
0 CHSET :CHAR; 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 PROCEDURE PRTOPTP 
4 BEGIN 
C* LIST POSSIBLE INTRPT. OPTIONS *' 
4 WRITELN;WRITEL.N; 
12 WRITELN<"LIST OF INTERRUPT OPTIONS"); 
48 WRITEL.NC"-------------------------");WRITELN~ 
88 WRITELNC" OPT. NO. ACTION"); 
124 WRITEL.N<" -------- ------">; 
:!. t.i (~ 
;:'.00 
Wl:::ITEL..N<" 
·l·JH I TELN ( I r> 1.:. 
PRINT INPUT DATA")P 
PRINT HISTORICAL INFLOW DATA">µ 
E.3 
~:'° L~-j loo·\·'·-
3:1.6 
36B 
4;:'.B 
t..JF.:ITELN <" 
i..m :r.TELN < " 
11.Jl:::ITEL.N(u 
V.JIUTEL.N<" 
li..IRITEl...N (II 
4 
c:· 
..J 
PRINT' EXPECTED RESULTS FOR NEXT 24 HOURS")P 
PRINT LEVEL SENSOR READING")~ 
.(it:~B 
'.:_i.<::.lf 
:.i!:5.:) 
6 ((.)[) 
IF M~1NUAL. > 0 
WFn:n:L.N <" 
6 
7 
8 
THEN 
PRINT CURRENT ERROR EXPRESSION VALUES">; 
COMPARE ACTUAL AND REQUESTED OUTFLOWS"); 
CHECK AND/OR CHANGE TIME OF DAY">; 
CHECK AND/OR CHANGE FLOW TO MOD.", 
Mi-~1NUAI... ;: ;.=.:);: 
6::.'.0 WRITELN1WRITELN;WRITELN; 
F'Dl<E ( ~;78.t+3, 'i~95); 
I DUM :: :::l.Jf:iER < 0 > ; < * ENf.1BLE I NTERf\:UPT *) 
668 POKECS7842,0); 
688 POKEC$7800.0) 
7~~·4 END~ 
7:1.2 
712 
7:1.;2 
712 PROCEDURE PRINTl; 
7 :I.;.:~ BE'.:(; IN 
7:1.2 WRITELN;WRITELN; 
( * FL.GDPT::::0 *) 
01< INPUT DAT1~ *) 
720 WRITELN<'*********************"); 
752 WRITEL..NC" PROCESS INFORMATION"); 
784 WRITELN<"*********************"); 
f:l:l.6 1,..Jf::ITELN; 
02(1 WIUTEl ... NC"MEAN U:1NI< RE:TENTION TIME (i-f()l.Jf"\S) '.'''",THT::5:2); 
07;~ [...JF: I TEL.N ~ 
876 WRITEL..NC"TANK HOLD-UP LIMITS (%):"); 
912 WRITELNC" ":10,"MAXIMUM =",TOPLIM:5:1>; 
9'::.iZ l•.IF;:ITEl...N('' ":::1.0,"MINIMUM ":::",.BCTL.Ii·"'i~~.i:::I.); 
9BB . IAF: I TEL.N; 
WRITELNC"ERROR EXPRESSION WEIGHTING FACTORS :•); 
1040 WRITELNC" ":10,"BETA =",BETA:10); 
1080 WRITELN<" ":10,"ZETA =",ZETA:4:1>; 
l.!R I TEL.N; :1.:1.z0 
112'.f+ ~RITELN<"MINIMUM FLOW INCREMENT =",1...IMIT:5:2>~ 
:L l. ?;2 
l l. !:)lf 
j_ ;;:.,~4 
WRITELN~WRITELN~WRITELN; 
PDl<E ( ~;7843, ~~95) v 
IDUM::=::LJSEF~(0) ~ 
1220 POKE<S7842,0)P 
1240 POKEC$7801,0) 
:1. 2::56 END~ 
:t:::.64 
:I. ::.'.61.+ 
:1.;.~64 
:1. i?.61.+ 
1264 PROCEDURE PRINTZ~ 
:t::.~64 L.~·1BEL. 27 
:1.2:64 BEGIN 
1264 IF PRKT=0 THEN 
<* ENABLE INTERRUPT *> 
C* HISTORICAL DATA *> 
1276 BEGIN 
1276 WRITELN;WRITELN; 
1284 WRITELNC"******************">; 
1312 WRITELN<" HISTORICA~ DATA"); 
1340 WRITELN<"******************"); 
1368 WRITELN; 
1372 WRITELNC" ":13,"INFLOW RATE DATA">' 
1408 WRITELNC" 1 :5,"TIME"," ":5,"CAVERAGE,L/S)"); 
1460 WRITELN<" ":12,"WEEKDAY"," ":4,"WEEKEND">' 
1512 WRITELN; 
1516 HOURS:=0; 
1524 MINS:=0 
1528 END; 
1532 z: 
1532 
1544 
1572 
PRKT:=PRKT+1; 
F1:=FINHSTC1.PRKTJ*FBAR; 
F2:=FINHSTC2.PRKTJ*FBARP 
IF MINS>9 1600 
1608 
1652 
1704 
1720 
THEN WRITELNCHOURS:6."H".MINS:2.F1:8:0,F2:11:0> 
ELSE WRITELNCHOURS:6."H0",MINS:1.F1:8:0.F2:11:0); 
MINS:=MINS+INTLEN; 
1732 
1732 
1744 
1748 
1752 
1764 
1764 
1776 
1784 
1804 
1820 
1840 
IF MINS=60 THEN 
BEGIN 
HOURS:=HOURS+l; 
MINS:=0 
END~ 
IF HOURS=24 THEN 
BEGIN 
WRITELN;WRITELN;WRITELN~ 
PRKT:=0; 
<* ENABLE INTERRUPT *> 
POKE<S7843,$95); 
IDUM:=USER(0); 
POKECS7842.0>; 
POKEC$7802,0) <* FLAG2=0 *> 
1856 END~ 
1860 IF <PRKT MOD 5<>0> THEN GOTO 2 
1876 END; 
1884 
1884 
1884 
1884 
E.4 
1884 PROCEDURE PRINT3; C* ACT. RESULTS FOR LAST 24 HRS. *> 
1884 LABEL 3; 
1884 BEGIN 
1884 IF PRKT=0 THEN 
1896 BEGIN 
1896 WRITELN;WRITELN; 
1904 WRITELN<"**********************************"); 
1948 WRITELNC" ACTUAL RESULTS FOR LAST 24 HOURS")P 
1992 WRITELNC"**********************************~)j 
2036 WRITELN; 
2040 WRITELNC" ":4,"TIME"," ":4."INFLow·.· •:13,"0UTFLOW"." ":13. 
2112 "HOLDUP"); 
2128 WRITELNC" ":14."L/S"," ":16."L/S"." ":16."(%)"); 
2192 WRITELNC" ":25,"MOD.1 MOD.2 MOD.3")~ 
2232 WRITELN; 
2236 IDUM:=USERC1)~ 
HOUf~~:; :: ""8 
2268 PRKT:=PRKT+l; 
2280 SUBS:=HOURS*NINTPHR+MINS DIV INTLEN+1; 
2312 Fl:=FINOLDCSUBSJ*FBAR~ 
'(?.336 IF MIN!3>9 . 
E.5 
2344 THEN WRITELN<HOLJRS:5,"H".MINS:2,F1:9:0,FEXOLD[1,SUBS~:12:0; 
2400 FEXOLDC2,SUBSJ:7:0.FEXOLD[3,SUBSJ:7:0.PCVOLDCSUBSJ:13:1> 
2456 ELSE WRITELNCHOURS:5,"H0",MINS:1,F1:9:0.FEXOLDC1,SUBSJ:12:0, 
2516 FEXOLDC2,SUBSJ:7:0.FEXOLDC3.SUBSJ:7:0,PCVOLDCSUBSJ:13:1>; 
2576 MINS:=MINS+INTLEN; 
2592 IF MINS=60 THEN 
26~V+ BEGIN 
2604 HOURS:=HOURS+l; 
;.:~ t.') :L 6 MI t-.!~:>: ::::0 
26;.:_~0 E::i\!D; 
2624 IF HOURS=24 THEN HOLJRS:=0; 
2644 IF PRKT=LASTM1 THEN 
?:6~'.'.i(; BEGIN 
2656 WRITELN;WRITELN;WRITELN;WRITELN; 
2672 PRKT:=0~ 
2680 COPIES:=COPIES+l; 
2692 IF COPIES=2 THEN 
2/0/.~ BEGIN 
2704 COPIES:=0; 
2712 FLAG3:=0; 
272:(1 END~ 
2720 IF CPRKT MOD 5()0) THEN GOTO 3 
?741.+ 
27l+l'+ 
Z744 
:2 7 /.-) /.+ 
Z744 PROCEDURE PRINT4; 
?.744 
2'.71+1.f 
z:.r!:.=;.~J 
:?.7~.'i6 
L.r.·1BEL. t+ ~ 
BEGIN 
IF Pfi: KT===0 THEN 
BEGIN 
!1.JR I TELN ~ Wl::: I TEl...N; 
:.:~B12 
WRITELNC"***********************************")P 
WRITEl...NC" OPTIMUM RESULTS FOR NEXT 24 HOURS"); 
:?t~!.=.=;.s 
~.~<?04 
??•)G 
296D 
3~~ :1 .. ~) 
WRITELNC"***********************************">' 
1 .•. 1rnTELN~ 
WRITELNC" ":11,"EXPECTED OPTIMUM"," ":J,"EXPECTED")~ 
f;J I~'. I T [I... N ( 11 n ;; 1.::. y " T I ME: n r n 11 ;: A 1 n I NF!... () !;J n r " n :; 4 , 
"OUTFLOW HOLDUP">~ 
3108 WRITELN; 
3112 HOLJRS:=ITIME DIV NINTPHR~ 
3124 IF NINTPHR=l 
3132 THEN MINS:=0 
3140 ELSE MINS:=CITIME MOD NINTPHR)*INTLEN 
3 :I. ~.'if.:. END:: 
3:1.<~:iB 4 :: 
3168 PRKT:=PRKT+1P 
I 
I 
3Hl0 
32~?4 
Fl:=FINEXP[PRKTJ*FBAR~ 
F2:=FOUTCPRKTJ*FBAR; 
IF riINS>9 
3;:~96 
3~5::56 
336.ft 
THEN WRITELN<HOURS:5,"H".MINS:2.F1:9:0, 
F2:10:0,PCVC[PRKTJ:11:1> 
ELSE WRITELNCHOURS:5,"H0".MINS:1.F1:9:0, 
F2:10:0,PCVCCPRKTJ:11:1); 
MINS:=MINS+INTLEN; 
3:·5c_"J2 
3t~(~/.f 
34(1D 
3L}:f.;.?, 
343;.~ 
34 . .<~4 
IF MINS=.b0 THEN 
BEGIN 
HOUF:S: ~::HCJURS+:I. ~: 
MIN~:>::::::~) 
END:: 
IF HOLJRS=24 THEN HOUR5:=0~ 
IF PRKT=LASTM1 THEN 
BEGIN 
3444 PRKT:=PRKT+l; 
3456 IF MINS>9 
3464 THEN WRITELN<HOURS:5."H".MINS:2r" ":5." --- n 
3512 " ":5," --- ",PCVCCPRKTJ:10:1) 
3548 ELSE WRITELN<HOURS:5,"H0",MINS:1," ":5.~ --- a 
3600 " ":5," --- ",PCVCCPRKTJ:10:1); 
3640 WRITELN;WRITELN;WRITELN; 
3652 PRKT:=0; 
3660 POKE<S7843,$95); 
:.36f:l0 IDUM :: ::::1..J~)E:F~ ( 0) ~ C* ENABLE INTERRUPT *) 
3696 POKE($7842,0); 
3716 POKEC$7804,0) C* FLAG4=0 *> 
:.:) ?' :.:=~ ;_::. E N D ;! 
3736 IF CPRKT MOD 5<>0> THEN GOTO 4 
:.3760 
376(;, 
376v> 
3760 PROCEDURE PRINTS; 
3761;? BEGIN 
3760 WRITELN;WRITELN; 
376B 
3BQ.•.r.i. 
WRITELNC" LEVEL SENSOR READING:"); 
I DUM :: ::::l..J~:;EF: ( !5) ~ 
.. ,,. ... , ... , ,. 
,:>t);;,.0 F1:=22.0+PEEKC$7813)*78.0/255; 
"7- ~)-;~ 
... ~~.JI t ... WRITELNC" HOLD-UP =".Fl:5:1."%")~ 
3916 !_,Ji:;~ T TEl ... N ~ t•iF: I TE I ... N l! 
3924 POKE<S7843,$95); 
3944 IDUM:=LISERC0); 
3960 PDKE<S7842.0>; 
3980 POKEC$7805,0) 
'.3S> 1?6 END)! 
-~·0(~4 
40(Q4 
4'2•04 
'd'.l0A 
<* ENABLE INTERRUPT *> 
( ~< F!..~1(.;!;5;:::0 *) 
E.6 
4004 PROCEDURE PRINT6; 
'+<l,1~)4 BEGIN 
(* PRESENT ERROR DISTRIBUTION *> 
4004 WRITELN;WRITELN; 
4012 WRITELN(" PRESENT ERROR DISTRIBUTION:">; 
4052 WRITELN<" ---------------------------•); 
l+092 l<Hi:ITEl...N;: 
4096 WRITELNC" ff:6,"FLOW - ",EFLOW:6:4); 
4132 WRITELNC" ":6,"1...IMIT - ".ELIM:6:4); 
4168 WRITELN<" ":6,"DF/DT - ",EDIF:6:4); 
4204 WRITELNC" ":14."------•); 
'+ 2 ~?.a 1).11~: I TEL.. N c • " :: 6i , " TD T {~ L. ,,,, " ,. En Fi: D F'. :: ti :: '+ > ~ 
4264 WRITEL.N;WRITELN; 
4 ':>7·':• ( ... / ( .. , 
4300 
!·m I TEL.N < • 
l.JFUTEL.N C" 
CYCLE NO. =",JCYC:3>; 
CALC. INT. =".IC:3); 
E.7 
4344 WRITELNC" NO. ADJUSTMENTS IN PRESENT CYCLE =",ICHFLG:3); 
4400 WRITEL.N;:WRITELN; 
4408 POKE<S7843,$95); • 
4428 IDUM:=USERC0);: 
4444 POKEC$7842.0>; 
4464 POKECS7806,0) 
'+4!:H? END; 
.ft t+ 8 (:) 
1.+ABB ...-
4L:·B8 
«+AD::3 
4488 PROCEDURE PRINT7; 
!.+ .<f fl8 
<* ENABLE INTERRUPT *> 
( * Fi...AG6::::@ *) 
<* ACTUAL AND REQUESTED OUTFLOW RATES *> 
4488 FUNCTION SQROOTCVALUE~REAL>:REAL; 
~..it1r~ 
f(DOT 
1.~1;.9;2 HE::G IN 
4496 IF VALUE<l 
4504 THEN SQROOT:=0 
l~~:_iJ~=~ EL.f.)E 
4524 BEGIN 
4524 ROOT:=1; 
4536 REPEAT 
4536 ROOT:=CVALUE/ROOT+ROOTl/2 
4 ~.:.:.i (.'j ~; . 
.<'f(:>~~E: 
46:1.6 
lff.:.:1.6 
l16:.::.0 
UNTIL. t:DE ( t)(.:·1L..UE/~)ClR.; F(DCiT) .... :!.) < :l.E:·· .. ('.;6 ;· 
SDF:CJDT :: ::::fo~DCJT ;! 
END> 
462~~ BEGIN 
4620 WRITELN;WRITELN; 
4628 WRITE~N<" ":12,"0UTFLOW RATES Cl.../S)")~ 
466S 0RITELN<"MODULE REQUESTED ACTUAL">; 
.. ~. ?' l{.:::~ 
47'(:';.-:{. 
,4f:l[l4 
l;D96 
,!~. ·:?(!..14 
'~ ~,) !.;.(J 
497;,~ 
':i0l6 
'.:i0~56 
50'+'+ 
~i064. 
~i00(1 
\.'.!P ::: ·-r1:::: ... N ( II ............. _ ....... . 
--------- ------·)~ 
I:OUM :: ::::1..J:::;r:::F~: ( ~:;:; ~: 
F'LOWACTC1J~=PEtKC$7810)/3.23;.~; 
FLOWACTC2J:=PEEK(t7811)/3.2345~ 
FLOWACTC3J~=PEEKC$7812)/3.2345~ 
!::·or: I:::::: :I. TO 3 DCJ 
BEGIN 
NUMHER:=FLOWACTCIJ*SGRCFLOWACTCIJ>; 
. FLOWACTC!J:=SQROOTCNUMBER>+20; 
· .. WRITELNCI:3.~LOWCIJ:16:0.FLOWACTCIJ:10:0)~ 
END; 
WRITELN;WRITELN; 
F'Dl<E: < ~f;78't~5, 1~9~i) ;~ 
IDUM :: ::ilJf:IEf~: ( (~); 
F'Of<E < ~;?B4~?., 0) ~ 
C* ENABLE INTERRUPT *> 
E.8 
5100 POKEC$1807,0) 
5:1.1.6 END~ 
!:.i l ;_:~ .. ~ 
~j l ~:.~ '+ 
5:1.?4 
5124 PROCEDURE INITIAL~ C* CALC. INIT. AT 30 MIN INTERVAL *> 
5:1.;.:~4 
'.:'.il 3;.:~ 
~:il36 
51.36 
~.:; :t. '+8 
'.:i:l.60 
~.::; l 64 
!'.'i1.64 
~=.;t 7;,:.: 
~5:1.?6 
!.7.i 1. 7 6 
:i:tB4 
!:.'.iHl•+ 
'.':.i :I..:,:>;,~ 
!.'.'.i :!. <?6 
!::i:l.96 
'.:'i?<-~B 
~.:i2:.(;() 
:.:.i2'::1. 6 
!.=:.; ~.:.: ~:5 (J 
~.:; 2~ ?" ;.?. 
~:j ~~~:~fl 
:j 3~:.~~:~ 
~.i~5l+8 
~=.! :~ ?I f.> 
'54?fl 
:.'.'i4B0 · 
!.5 '.':j '+ 0 
::.i!::;;;·;.~ 
'::i!'.:.ifl[l 
!':i6(1A 
'.:.i6l? 
~.'i6B0 
!.'56Dfl 
'.'57(~::3 
1::·-7.-:2-(.'t 
· .. } l t ... ;:,, 
~:i7;~·~ 
'.7i736 
'.:i744 
~5 i='t:~ ~3. 
sa:.3~.~ 
5f:M0 
!'..'if:l6<-> 
BEGIN 
JF INITl...<2 
THEN 
DEG IN 
DE!...FCT: :::(" 7 
INITL.: ::::INITL.+:I. 
END 
EL.f:>E 
BEGIN 
IF ITIME:::1. 
THE:N 
BEGIN 
I F'f:E 1J :: ::::L..f.~1STM :I.; 
DAY: ::::,JYEE>T 
END 
BEGIN 
IPREV::::::ITJ:ME .... :f. ~ 
DAY: ::::JTODAY 
END; 
FINAM:=FEXITCIPREVJ+<PCVSTRT-PCVl...ST>IDTCOAP 
FJ:NOLDCIPREVJ:=FINAM; 
PCVOLDCIPREVJ:=PCVLST; 
TOTFL.OW:=FEXITCJ:PREVJ*FBAR-Fl...OWCMANUALJ; 
IF MANLJAL=0 THEN TOTFLOW:=TOTFLOW/3 
[l...~'.)E TCJTF'L.OW: ::: TGTFL.Cll.J/2 ~ 
FDf\'. I:: ::::J. TO J :00 
IF I=MANUAI... THEN FEXOLDCI.IPREVJ:=FL.OWCMANUALJ 
ELSE FEXDl...DCI.IPREVJ:=TDTFLOW; 
DEl...FCT:=0.4*DELFCT+0.6*<FINAM-FINHSTCDAY.IPREVJ>; 
FINHSTfDAY.IPREVJ:=0.95*FINHSTCDAY.IPREVJ 
\ +0. (:)~.'i*F I NAM 
END~ 
CORF~N :: :::DEl...FCT ~ 
P~VCClJ:=PCVSTRT+DTCDA~CFINHSTCJTODAY.ITIMEJ+CORRN-FEXITCITIMEJ); 
F'CVLST: ::::F'CVSTRT ~ 
CORRN:=0.3*CORRN; 
IF ITIME<>LASTM1. THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR I:=ITIME+:I. TO LASTM1 DO 
BEGIN 
FI NEXF'[ I .... IT I ME]: ::::FI NHST [ ,.JTOD(..1 '( y I J +cor::r::N ~ 
CORRN:=0.3*CORRN~ 
FOUTCI-ITIMEJ:=FEXITCIJ 
END 
END; 
FDR I:=l TO ITIME DO 
BEGIN 
FINEXPCI-ITIME+LASTM1J:=FINHSTCJTDMOR,IJ+CQRRN~ 
CORRN:=0.j*CORRN~ . 
I 
E.9 
5952 FOUTEI-ITIME+LASTM1J~=FEXITCIJ 
5984 END; 
6012 FSUM1:=0; <* CALC MEAN INFLOW FOR NEXT 24 HOURS *> 
6024 FOR I:=l TO LASTM1 DO FSUM1~=FSUM1+FINEXPCIJ; 
6088 FBAR1:=FSUM1/LASTM1; 
6104 FOR I:=l TO LASTM1 DO 
6116 PCVCCI+lJ:=PCVCCIJ+DTCOA*<FINEXPCIJ-FOUTEIJ); 
6212 
~??~ 0~~i 
6232 
6256 
FOR I:=l TO LASTM1 DO 
BEGIN 
PCVCTEIJ:=PCVCCIJ; 
FOUTTCIJ:=FOUTCIJ 
6272 END; 
6300 PCVCTCLASTJ:=PCVCCLASTJ~ 
6324 JCYC:=0; 
6332 FLAG10:=0; 
6340 FLAG11:=1 
6344 END; 
6352 
6352 
6352 
6352 
6352 
<* SET UP SCRATCH ARRAYS *> 
6352 PROCEDURE OPTIMUM; <* OPTIMIZAT~ON CALC. *> 
6352 
6352 PROCEDURE ERCALC; 
6356 
6356 BEGIN 
6356 IF IC=1 
6364 THEN 
6368 BEGIN 
6368 K~=1; 
6376 SEFLOW:=0; 
6388 SELIM:=01 
6400 SEDIF:=0; 
6412 ICLAST:=l 
6416 END 
6420 ELSE <* IC>l *> 
6424 BEGIN 
6424 IF IC<>ICLAST 
6428 THEN K:=IC-1 
6444 ELSE K:=IC 
6452 'END; 
6460 IF K=l THEN FPRV:=FEXITCITIMEJ 
6480 ELSE FPRV:=FOLJTTCK-1J; 
6512 EFLOW:=SEFLOW; <* CALC. ERROR VALUES *> 
6520 ELIM:=SELIM) 
6528 EDIF:=SEDIF; 
6536 R:=0; 
6548 FOR I:=K TD LASTM1 DO 
6560 BEGIN 
6568 P:=FOUTTEIJ/FBARl-1; 
6600 EFLOW:=EFLOW+P*P; 
6624 IF FOUTTEIJ<>~PRV THEN 
6644 EDIF:=EDIF+CFOUTTCIJ-FPRV>*<FOUTTCIJ-FPRV>~ 
6700 IF PCVCTCIJ>TOPM5 THEN R:=PCVCTCIJ-TOPM5; 
6744 IF PCVCTCIJ<BOTP5 THEN R:;BOT~5-PCVCTCIJ~ 
6788 ELIM:=ELIM+R*R*R*R*R*R; 
6EM4 
6El7;.~ 
,~>El?;: 
6BB~~ 
t:>ElB8 
6tlEl8 
68?6 
69~~4 
L C)"".l"-? 
\:) I \,JI-
6?l~B 
6976 
7001f 
10;.=.~a 
7V.)~.~8 
IF <I=K> AND CIC<>ICLAST> THEN 
BEGIN 
SEFLCJW :: :::EFL.OW; 
SE:I.. IM: :::EL IM; 
SEDIF~=:EDIF 
END~ 
FF'F:V :: :::FOUTT CI :J 
END; 
EFLOW:=EFLOW/LASTM1; 
ELIM:=BETA*ELIM/LASTM1; 
L:-F:=ZETA*EDIF/LASTM1; 
EF~l=~(JF.: :: ·' :··c:·1..ow+El.. I M+ED IF~ 
ICLAST::=IC 
END~ 
BEGIN C* CONTENTS OF OPTIMUM *> 
E.10 
71;~1+0 
7 (1 l.:·(1 
70•+0 
7fl•l+(1 
?e•,.rn 
701+(~ IF JCYC=0 THEN <* CALC. INITIAL ERROR VALUE *> 
70~.);.~ 
705;.~ 
BEGIN ' 
.JCYC :: :::: 1 ~ 
7060 IC::::::I.; 
7068 ERCALC; 
7072 EC1:J:=ERROR; 
7088 ICHFLG:=0 
?W?;.~ END> 
10rJ6 JC::::IC+:l> 
71 (~f:) 
71 ::~(~) 
CHANGE:=LIMIT*SIGNCICJ; 
FOUTTCICJ:=FOUTCICJ+CHANGE; 
DELF':=-DTCOA*CHANGE; 
<* CHANGE IN PREV. BEST DIR. *) 
7 l f.:of:l 
71.BD FOR I:=IC TO LASTM1 DO 
7200 PCVCTCI+lJ:=PCVCCI+lJ+DEL.P; 
7?613 Ef::cAL.C; 
7;:.:::r2 
72DB 
73:1..:S 
73:1.6 
7344 
7't04 
7 t+;.~4 
7A36 
7 1:.'i~)lt 
7~50B 
7:.i:l.6 
7 ~:.i ;,:.~ '+ 
7':54A 
7:i~.'52 
?~.i!.=52 
7!.'.'i76. 
1:.;ae 
E [JC J :: ~::E:Rl'.\'.DF\; 
IF ECJCJ>ECICJ THEN 
.BEGIN <* CHANGE IN OPPOSITE DIRECTION *> 
SIGNCICJ:=-SIGNCICJ; 
CHANGE:=L..IMIT*SIGN[ICJ~ 
FOUTTCICJ:=FOUTCICJ+CHANGE; 
DEL..P:=-DTCOA*CHANGE; 
FOR I:=IC TO LASTM1 DO 
PCVCTCI+1J:=PCVCCI+1J+DELP; 
ERCALC; 
E [~JC J : =EF~FWR 
END~ 
IF EL.JCJ<ECICJ 
THEN 
BEGIN 
FOUTCICJ:=FOUTTCICJ; 
FOR I:=IC TO LASTMl 0 DO 
PCVCCI+1J:=PCVCTEI+1J~ 
764B ICHFLG:=ICHFL..G+l; 
?l.-,60 END 
7660 EL.SE 
7664 BEGIN 
I 
7664 ECJCJ:=ECICJ; 
7688 FOLITTCICJ:=FOUTCICJ; 
7712 PCVCTCIC+lJ:=PCVCCIC+lJ 
7736 END~· 
7744 IF <IC+ITIME><LAST 
7756 THEN FEXITCIC+ITIMEJ:=FOUTCICJ 
7788 ELSE FEXITCIC+ITIME-LASTMlJ:=FOUTCICJ; 
7852 IF CIC=LAST> AND CICHFLG>=4) THEN 
?BB0 1-H~GIN 
78B1'.? :t C :: :::: :I. ~ 
7888 JCYC:=JCYC+l; 
7900 EC1J:=ECLASTJ; 
7924 ICHFLG:=0 
7 ~;) ;.:~~3 END:~ 
7932 IF <IC::::LAf:::T) AND <J:CHFLG<•+) THEN FL.~1Gli~"''~'' 
7<?60 END; 
7Cl"7 .. , 
l 7 l ,_ 
7972 PROCEDURE EMERGE; 
1117;~ 
<* EMERGENCY CONTROLLER *> 
7972 FUNCTION SQROOTCVALUE:REALl:REALP 
797c!> 
7976 
79f:l0 
79BB 
75>?(. 
f:l>i,('..tB 
8000 
ne·;:.:(~ 
80?0 
f:l('..144 
:] flt<?~~.~ 
f:l :1.(10 
n 100 
fl 1(~4 
fl U?I+ 
f:l:l.('..14 
D:f.4·0 
Bl ~5;.~ 
~:~ 1. 5;:.~ 
D:l.6D 
f;l;.:'.Nl 
D'..376 
f:l396 
!;).£: . .<+,(,, 
84-6B· 
f:l49;.:~ 
t.H~F: 
F<OOT 
BEGIN 
:i:1::· 'JALUE <:I.. 
THEN SC~F:DOT :: ::::10 
EL.SE 
BEGIN 
Fi:ODT~:::J~ 
F:EPEAT 
ROOT:=<VALUE/ROOT+RDOT)/2 
END; 
BEGIN 
UNTii... t-1BE! ( Vt-1l..l .. JE/SDR ( F~OCJT) -<t) < :l.E··-<~f.1 ~ 
SQF:DDT :: ::::F:OOT;: 
END~ 
IF <PCVNOW<22l OR CPCVNOW>105) THEN FLAGER:=l~ 
lF STARTl..JP=l THEN 
BEGIN 
I:OUM::::::l.JS)EF~(5) ;~ 
FLOWACTC1J:=PEEKC$7810)/3.2345; 
Fl0WACTC2J:=PEEKC$7811)/3.2345; 
FLOWACTC3J:=PEEK($7812)/3.2345~ 
FOF: I:::::: l TD 3 ·DD 
BEGIN 
NUMBER:=Fl...OWACTCIJ*SQRCFLOWACTCIJ); 
FLOWACTCIJ:;SQROOT~NUMBER>+20; 
IF FLOWCIJ>0 THEN 
DIF:=CFLDWACTCIJ-FLOWCil)/FLOWEIJ; 
IF ABSCDIF)>0.5 THEN F~AGER:=2 
END:~ 
<* ADJUST SETPOINTS *> ~ 
8500 FOR I:=l TO 3 DD 
E.11 
8512 
8520 
BEGIN 
DIF:=FLDWCIJ-FLOWACTCIJ~ 
8552 IF <ABSCDIF>>15) AND CFLOW~IJ>0> THEN 
8592 BEGIN 
8592 ADJUST:=1; 
8600 
8648 
FLDWINTCIJ:=FLOWINTCIJ+ROUNDC0.255*DIF); 
IF FLOWINTCIJ>255 THEN FLOWINTCIJ:=255; 
8684 
8720 
IF FLOWINTCIJ<0 THEN FLOWINTCIJ:=0; 
END~ 
8720 END; 
8740 IF ADJUST=l THEN 
8752 BEGIN 
8752 POKECS7821.FLOWINTC1J); 
8780 POKEC$7822.FLDWINTC2J); 
8808 POKEC$7823.FLOWINTC3J); 
8836 POKE<S7824.~07)~ 
8856 IDUM:=USER'6) <* WRITE TO DAC'S *> 
8864 END; 
8872 END; 
8872 IF FLAGER>0 THEN 
8884 BEGIN 
8884 
8904 
POKE<S7824.$00); 
IDUM:=LJSER<7>; C* SWITCH TO MANUAL *> 
8920 WRITELN; 
E.12 
8924 WRITELNC"THE SYSTEM RE~IERTED TO MANUAL CONTROL BECAUSE"); 
8980 IF FLAGER=l THEN 
8992 WRITELN<"THE LEVEL SENSOR IS NOT WORKING."); 
9036 IF FLAGER=Z THEN 
9048 WRITELNC"OF A D!F~ERENCE BETWEEN ACTUAL l REQUESTED OUTFLOWS") 
9112 WRITELN<"* OFF-LINE TIME WAS ",TIMEH:2,"H".TIMEM:2>~ 
9168 IDLJM:=USERC2>~ C* SET OFF ALARM*> 
9184 FLAG10:=0; 
9192 FLAG11:=0 
9196 END~ 
9200 FLAG12:=0 
9204 END; 
9212 
9212 
9212 
9212 
9212 PROCEDURE TODISK; 
9212 BEGIN 
(* STORE DATA ON DISK *> 
9212 REWRITECFHST1>;REWRITECFHST2); 
9220 IDUM:=USERC1>• 
9236 FOR I:=1 TO LASTM1 DO 
9248 BEGIN 
9256 F1:=FINHSTC1.IJ*FBAR; 
9284 WRITECFHST1,F1); 
9292 F2:=FINHST[2,IJ*FBAR; 
9320 WRITECFHST2,F2); 
9328 END; 
9348 RESETCFHST1>;RESETCFHST2); 
9356 IDUM:=USERCl); 
9372 FLAG13:=0 
9376 END; 
9384 
9384 
9384 
9384 
E.13 
9384 PROCEDURE MANSET; 
9384 
C* MANUAL FLOW CHECK AND SET *> 
9384 BEGIN 
9384 IF MANUAL=0 
9392 THEN WRITELN<"* ALL MODULES RECEIVING THE SAME FLOW"> 
9440 ELSE 
9448 BEGIN 
9448 WRITELN<"* MODULE NO.",MANUAL:2," IS SET AT A FLOW"); 
9504 WRITELN<" RATE OF",FLOWCMANUALJ:4:0," LITRES/SEC">; 
9560 WRITELN; 
9564 WRITELN<"* IS THE SETPOINT TO BE CHANGED? (Y/N)"); 
9612 READ<CHSET> ; WRITELN; 
9624 IF CHSET="Y" THEN 
9636 BEGIN 
9636 WRITELN<"* ENTER THE NEW FLOW RATE SETTING FOR T•~IS MODULE" 
9696 WRITELNC" IN UNITS OF LITRES/SEC CE.G. 100CRETURN>>">; 
9752 READCFLOWCMANUALJ) 
9768 END; 
9768 ENDF 
9768 WRITELN; WRITELN; 
9776 
9796 
9812 
9832 
9848 
9856 
9856 
9856 
9856 
POKECS7843rS95); 
IDUM:=USERC0>; 
POKE<S7842,0)F 
POKECS7809,0) 
END; 
C* ENABLE INTERRUPT *> 
<* FLAG9=0 *> 
9856 PROCEDURE TIMSET; C* TIME CHECK AND.SET*> 
9856 VAR 
9856 CHTIME :CHAR; 
9856 
9856 
9860 
9868 
9876 
9932 
9996 
10040 
10048 
10052 
10064 
10064 
10124 
10140 
10144 
10164 
10180 
10204 
10220 
10272 
10276 
10320 
10324 
BEGIN 
WRITELN;WRITELN; 
IF TIMEM>9 
THEN WRITELNC"* THE MACHINE TIME IS ",TIMEH:2r"H"rTIMEM:2) 
ELSE WRITELNC"* THE MACHINE TIME IS ",TIMEH:2,"H0".TIMEM:1>; 
URITELNC" DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE TIME? YIN">; 
READ<CHTIME>; 
WRITELN; 
IF CHTIME="Y" THEN 
BEGIN 
WRITELNC"* ENTER THE CORRECT TIME IN FORMAT HH MM<RETURN)"); 
READCTIMEH,TIMEM>~ 
WRITELN; 
. ' MINOLD:=PEEKCS7841); 
ITIME:=TIMEH*NINTPHR+l; 
ITIME:=lTIME+TIMEM DIV INTLEN; 
IDUM:=USER<5>; · <* READ ADC'S *> 
PCVSTRT:~22~0+PEEKCS7813>*78.0/255; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELNC~*** NO MORE RESPONSES REQUIRED***">; 
WRITELN; 
INITL:=0; 
10332 
10340 
10344 
10348 
10352 
FLAG10:=1; 
FLAG11:=0 
END; 
WRITELN; 
POKECS7843,$95)P 
10372 IDUM:=USER(0); 
10388 POKE<S7842.0); 
10408 POKEC$7808.0) 
10424 END; 
<* ENABLE INTERRUPT *> 
<* FLAG8=0 *> 
10432 
10432 
10432 
10432 
10432 PROCEDURE CLOCK; 
10432 BEGIN 
<* SOFTWARE CLOCK *> 
10432 
10448 
10468 
10480 
10480 
10516 
10556 
10568 
10568 
19~-, _V~/u 
10588 
10604 
10608 
10644 
10680 
10708 
IDUM:=USERC4)~ C* LOOK AT CLOCK*> 
MINNEW:=PEEK<S7841); 
IF MINNEW<>MINOLD THEN 
BEGIN 
IF MINOLD<MINNEW T•1EN TIMEM:=TIMEM+MINNEW-MINOLD~ 
IF MINOLD)MINNEW THEN TIMEM:=TIMEM+4+MINNEW-MINOLD~ 
IF T1MEM=60 THEN 
BEGIN 
TIMEM:=0; 
TIMEH:=TIMEH+l; 
IF TIMEH=24 THEN TIMEH:=0 
END; 
IF CTIMEH=7> AND <TIMEM=45> THEN FLAG3:=1; 
IF CTIMEH=12) AND CTIMEM=0) THEN FLAG13:=1P 
IF CTIMEH=19) AND CTIMEM=0) THEN 
BEGIN 
E.14 
10708 
10724 
IDUM:=USERC8); <* LOOK AT DAY TYPE SWITCHES *> 
10744 
10764 
10772 
10784 
10804 
10808 
10808 
10820 
10820 
10820 
10820. 
JTODAY:=PEEKC$7831>; 
JTOMOR:=PEEK(S7832>P 
JNEXT:=PEEKC$7833> 
END; 
IF <TIMEM MOD 10>=0 THEN FLAG14:=1 
END; 
MINOLD:=MINNEW 
END; 
10820 PROCEDURE SERVCLOCK; 
10820 
<* AT 5 MIN INTERVALS *> 
10820 PROCEDURE SETFLO~ <* SETS OUTFLOW RATES *> 
10824 
10824 
10828 
10828 
10828 
10832 
10840 
10848 
10860 
FUNCTION CUBERDOTCVALUE:REAL>:REAL~ 
VAR 
ROOT 
BEGIN 
:REAL~ 
IF VALUE<1 
THEN CUBEROOT:=0 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
:tNl6~) 
10B?;Z 
1007::.~ 
:t0<?08 
:t096'+ 
10972 
1•:?9?;:.'. 
1(?976 
:1.0976 
1f!J976 
11.0:1.6 
:I. 1(')36 
:t:t.064 
1 :i.e•GB 
:l :!.1 ~?0 
11 l'.'56 
:1. :l.16B 
11 :l.6f:I 
:!.:l:l.76 
:1.1100 
:I. 1l96 
1 :1.216 
:I. 1?!.?U 
:1.:1.304 
:!. :1..33:? 
l :I. 36(1,t 
:!. :I. :'.;Bi() 
. :1.1396 
1 J. l.f(?-4 
1::. 4e1.(? 
:!.:l.4·(?0 
:!. :I. •1~~B 
:l. ll.f00 
:l :1.'?0B 
:L 14;;:4 
:l :1.4-76 
:1.14·96 
l l ~j:?;;;_:~ 
:I. :I. ~:.;:·~2 
:l.1~.i44 
:!. :l.!:S!5f.i 
l :I. ~;.i~'.'.i6 
11 ~S64 
:1. :1. !:.iB~"? 
:l :i. ~:;oi;~ 
:1.:1.!:'iDB 
:1.1 ~:i<?b 
1. 1. 61 ;::. 
:l :I. 6:1.6 
1 :1.ei;:~lt 
116;:'.B 
116::5;.~ 
:!.:l636 
:!. 1644 
:t :I. 61,<i{. 
END;~ 
F\DOT :: :::: 1:: 
F~E:F'Ef.iT 
ROOT:=<VALUE/SQRCRDOT>+2*ROOT)/3 
UNTIL ABSCVAL0E/CSQRCROOT>*ROOT>-1><1E-06~ 
CUBERDDT ~ ::::l~:CJDT ~: 
END~ 
BEGIN 
TOTFLOW:=FEXITCITIMEJ*FBAR-FLOWCMANUALJ; 
IF MANUAL=0 THEN TOTFLOW:=TOTFLOW/3 
ELSE TOTFLOW:=TOTFLOW/2~ 
IF TOTFLOW>600 THEN TOTFLOW:=600; 
FOR I :::::::t TD 3 DCJ 
IF MANUAL<>I.THEN FLOWCIJ:=TOTFLOW; 
IF STARTUP=0 THEN 
BEGIN 
FDF~ I: :::::1. TO :.3 DCl 
ElEGIN 
NUMBER:=SQRCFLOWCIJ); 
FLOWINTCIJ:=ROUNDC3.2345*CUBERCJOf<NUMBER>> 
E:ND; 
POKECS7821,FLOWINTC1J); 
POKE<$7822,FLOWINTC2J); 
POKECS7823.FLOWINTC3J); 
F'Dl<E < ·:1;70;:.:1.+, $~)7); 
IDUM:=USER(6); <*WRITE TO DAC'S *> 
~3TP.1F:TUP:;::::1.; 
END~.! 
E:ND; 
BEGIN <* CONTENTS OF SERVCLOCK *' 
IDUM:=USERC5); C* READ ADC'S *> 
PCVNOW:=22.0+PEEKC$7813)%78.0/255; 
IF FLAGER=0 THEN FLAG12:=1; 
IF <<TIMEM MOD INTLEN>=0) AND CFLAGER=0> THEN 
BEGIN 
ITIME: :: ::::ITIME:+:I.; 
IF ITIME=LAST THEN 
BEGIN 
I TIME:: ::::I.; 
. .JYEST :: ::::,JTCJDAY ~ 
. ..JTDDAY :: ::: . .JTDMDI\; 
.. JTClMOF: :: ::::,JNE>CT 
[1'.!D; 
F'C\)fiTF:T :: ::::PC 1JN()l..J; 
IDUM :: :::lJf:H::F\ ( 1 >; 
SETFL.CJ; 
FL.AG:l.0 :: :::::1.;: 
FL.AG:l l:. ::::0 
END~ 
FL1~G 1. .<+ :: ::::0 
END; 
E.15 
11cA4 
:t 16-4'+ 
:!.164-B 
:I. :l.6~:i6 
:l.17N~ 
:l:I. 728 
:!. :1.7"7;.?. 
1:1. 0 l ,1! 
:!. l f:V+ 1.i 
11.DDO 
:!. 109;::: 
:I.:!. ~=>::56 
:t :t 9~'i6 
119?2 
:t 19E:B 
:I. 2:0;;~0 
:l 204(1 
:l.20~'i.:S 
:l2(•6G 
:L ;:.'.0B(? 
:i.;:~004 
1.::?.:1.41.+ 
1;.::.140 
:!. ~:. ;:.'. (? fl 
1;:.:;;.'0B 
:t ;.~ :~ '°!J ,,, 
:t::~316 
l 2~4i.:4 
:l.~.'.l.+36 
:I.;~~ 4 .<{.,:'{. 
1 ;:_>l.+61.+ 
:t ;~~ 4 f:J 1;,) 
12~.'i4fl 
·I .. ,_a::· '"1 ·'j 
.1. ( ••• ... J ... 1°, •• 
:L ~~.~ :=; B4 
:!.2612 
:1.;:;:66i:l 
:l.26B-4 
l 270.(+ 
:!. ;:::7;_:_'.f() 
:t 27~36 
:l271+.t+ 
:1.;;:.76(? 
l.2776 
:l.2B36 
::. ? ~:1 <;> ;,~ 
:l ;::. Sl :l. ;.:.: 
:l. ;;.: (j> i: l+ 
:1.2944· 
1. ;::. 9 c> l+ 
BEGIN <* CONTENTS OF CONTROL *> 
h.IF~ITEL..N ~ l,JF~ITEL.N;: 
WRITELNC 11 *********************************">P 
l·H~ I TE l.. N ( II * II • II II :: 3 :l. ' II * II ) ;: 
WRITELN<"* UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN *">r 
t~JHITEl ... N < "* EGUAl...IZATICJN CDNTF<DL. ~:;r1;:;;TEGY ii<")~ 
WRITELNC"*"•" ":31Y 11 *")~ 
WRITELNC 11 *********************************">; 
l1JF< I TELN; 
WRITELNC"WAIT FOR INPUT OF DATA FROM DISK"); 
F' (JI< E < ~f:. 7 B 4 2) , ~f; 1 ~:i ) ;~ 
IDUM~:::l.JSEf~(0); (:l< DI::;r;~Dt...E INTEF(f"\UPT *) 
IDUM:=USERC3); C* SET UP PIA*> 
WRITELN<"PRESS CANCEL BUTTON">; 
POKE ($7824,$00); 
I DI.JM:: ::::1.JSEF: ( 7) 1 
LASTM1:=NINTPHR*24>-
l...r:i~3T: ::::l...Al:)TM :I.+ 1 I 
r~ESET ( FHST :I.) ; 
<* SWITCH OFF LIGHTS *> 
FOR I:=l TO LASTMl DO READCFHST1.FINHSTC1.IJ>r 
F{[SET ( F"HST?) ; 
FOR I:=l TO LASTM1 DO READCFHST2.FINHSTCZ,JJ); 
FSUM :: ===~?; 
FOR I:=l TO LASTMl DO FSUM:=FSUM+FINHSTCl.IJ; 
FBAR:=FSUM/LASTMl~ 
F D F<: . .J :: :::: 1 T Cl ;;?. D Cl 
FOR I:=l TO L..ASTM:t. DO FINHSTCJ.IJ:=FINHST[J,IJ/FBAR; 
FOR I:=l TCl LASTMl DO 
:BEGIN 
FEX IT [I :J :: :::: l .. 0 ;: 
~)JGNl:l::t ::::::1. 1 
FINDl...DC I ::t :: ::::0;; 
FE:><CJt...D r:: l, I]::::::~?;: 
FE:X:Dl...D CZ. I J :: :::0 :: 
FEXDl ... D r: 3 ,. I ::t: ::::~? ;: 
PCVDLDt:: I ::I:: ::~0 
END;: 
THT:=VDLUME/FBAR*1 .. 0E06/C60 .. 0*60 .. 0); 
.r:":\MUL.T :: :::THl/100 ~ 
DTC:=24.0/LASTM:I.; 
DTCOA:=DTC/AMULT; 
TIMEH:=0 ; TIMEM:=0; 
PF~ l<T :: "'''~ ~ 
COP I E!3 :: ::::0; 
STARTUF': :::0 i! 
MANUAL:=0 ; CHSET:="Z 11 ; 
FOR I:=0 TO 3 DO FLOWCIJ:=0 .. 0P 
E.16 
IDUM:=USERC8); C* LOOK AT DAY TYPE SWITCHES*> 
JTODAY:=PEEKCS7831); 
JTOMOR:=PEEKCS7832)' 
JNEXT:=PEEKC$7833); 
INTLEN:=60 DIV NINTPHR; 
F'O l<E: ( !Pf:J00, 0) ~ 
PCil<E < !l:-?B0 :I., (IJ) ; 
PDl(E:(~f>?0~)2,(~); 
( >}:: FL.GDPT::::f(.) *) 
(:t: Fl...AG:!.::::0 *) 
( >}; Ft...f.iG;.::,:.::0 *) 
:t ;.:~s>84 
130(~4 
130~~'+ 
:!.3044 
:!. :3~)f.i4 
l. 3Nlt+ 
13101.+ 
:!. 31. :i.;~ 
13:1.2~> 
:I. ~~:l.'.?8 
131.36 
:t :·51 i{.4 
:l3:l.~7i? 
1:·3161) 
:!.3164 
::.:.3?36 
13?96 
133'1,l+ 
:1.3376 
:l.~5~5<'};~ 
:l 3 '+ :'.'.i f.i 
1.3l+68 
:t:3L}!)0 
:t:3480 
:t :3!!5~:(:) 
l 3~580 
:l.36?!:l 
1. :3640 
:1.3696 
:t:376D 
:1.3772 
:1.377~::. 
1.3DN3 
:!. 3f:l4·'+ 
13080 
:l.3?16 
·1. 3(?!.':i;.?. 
:l.39BD 
l 1.~0;.:~4 
:t4.e•60 
1.4096 
14:1.1~:.~ 
14 :I. Z~8 
:!.,!(.:I. t+4 
:1.41.60 
14176 
1.'+ :u:i0 
1 'f 1 s> r.i 
11+;::. :I.;~ 
:l.4?16 
F'D l<E < ~;?804, 0) v 
PO l<E ( il<7B0!'.'i, 0) r, 
F'Dl<E < $7806, 0) v 
PO l<E ( $7807, (~) ~ 
F'Ol<E < ~l'-7800, :t) 7 
PO l<E ( ~1;?809, ·~) ; 
FLAG3 :: ::::0 ~ 
FLAGl.0:::::(-?>! 
Fl...r~G:l. l ~ ::::~~ ;! 
FLtiG :I.;;~:: ::::(1 :! 
FL. AG 1 3 :: :::: 0 ~ 
FL1~G:!.•+:::::~)7 
n .. 1::icr:::i:::: ''"0' 
l;.JF< I TEL.N; 
Uf. 
<* 
<* 
<* 
o~ 
(>~ 
E.17 
Fi.. r~ GI.+ :::0 )I{) 
FL.AG5:::0 )y,) 
Fl...AG6::::0 )j() 
FL.f.1G7::::0 *> 
FLf-1GD:=:l :;n 
F'L.t1G<t==0 *) 
WRITELNC"DATA INPUT COMPLETE---PROVIDE THE NECESSARY RESPONSES"); 
IAF: I TEl...N ~ l.i.JF: I TELN; 
WRITELN<"* ENTER THE LOWER TANK LEVEL LIMIT AS A% OF THE"); 
Wl~ITEl...N<" TOTAL T1~1NI< DEr"TH .. r'.E .. G. ?~':i<F:ETUF~N))") ~! 
READCBOTLIM> ; WRITELN; 
TOPM5:=TOPLIM-5; 
BDTP5:=BOTLIM+5; 
WRITEl...N<"* DO YOU WISH ANY OUTFLOWS TO BE MANUALLY SET? CY/N)"); 
READ<CHSET> ; WRITELN; 
IF CHSET="Y" THEN 
BEGIN 
WRITEl...N<"* WHICH MODULE'S FLOW IS TO BE SET MANUAL.LY?"); 
WRITELNC" MODULE N0.1,N0 .. 2.0R N0.3 ---•); 
WRITELN(" ENTER ONE OF :1..2.0R 3CRETURN)"); 
READCMANUAL) ; WRITELN; 
WRITELNC"* ENTER THE FLOW RATE SETTING FOR THIS MODULE")~ 
WRITELNC" IN UNITS OF LITRES/SECOND <E .. G .. 100CRETURN>>">= 
READCFl...OWCMANUALJ) ; WRITEL.N 
END; 
l: 
FLGOF'T:=PEEKC$?800) 
FLAG1.:=PEEKC$7801) 
Ft..r~G2 :: "=PEEi< ( ~f>7!:Hj;.~) 
FLAG4:=PEEK<S7804) 
Fl...AG5:=PEEK<S7f:l05) 
FLAG6:=PEEKCS7806) 
FLAG7:=PEEKCS7807) 
FLAG8:=PEEKC$7808) 
IF FLGOPT=1 THEN PRTOPTI 
IF·FLAG1=1 THEN PRINT1; 
IF FLAG2=:1. THEN PRINTZ; 
IF FLAG4=1 THEN PRINT4; 
IF FLAG5=1 THEN PRINT5; 
IF FLAG6=:1. THEN PRINT6; 
IF FLAG7=1 THEN PRINT7; 
; IF FLAG8=1 THEN TIMSET; 
IF FLAG9=:1. THEN MANSET; Ft..AG9:=PEEKCS7809) , 
IDUM :: ::::l..JSEF: <:I.) l! C* PROGRAM ACTIVE PULSE *> 
IF FLAG3=1 THEN PRINT3; 
IF FLAG:l.0=1 THEN INITIAL; 
IF FLAG11.=:I. THEN OPTIMUM; 
IF Fl...AG1.3=1 THEN TODISI<; 
CLOCK;! 
IF FLAG14=1 THEN SERVCLOCK; 
IF Fl...AG12=l THEN EMERGE; 
GOTO :!. ; 
END" 
:I. 4?Z~0 BYTES 
END OF PASE 1 
El'1D OF Pf-1SB ;:3 
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E.31 
E.2 Documentation of Operating Procedures 
Before handing over control of the microcomputer to the operating staff 
of the Goudkoppies plant it was necessary to prepare detailed step-by-
step instructions for the operation of the equipment. Three sets of 
instructions covering different aspects of the operation were prepared 
for the Plant Manager. These instructions are distributed amongst the 
plant operators at the discretion of the Manager, depending on the level 
of competence of individual operators. 
are 
The three sets of instructions 
START-UP PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTER CONTROL OF GOUDKOPPIE 
BALANCING TANK* 
DAILY MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTER CONTROL OF GOUDKOPPIE 
BALANCING TANK 
DATA RETRIEVAL PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTER CONTROL OF GOUDKOPPIE 
BALANCING TANK 
The three sets of instructions are listed in the pages which follow. 
A connnent which has been made regarding these instructions is that 
they may be over-simplistic. However, it should be remembered that 
these have been prepared for use by personnel with little or no previous 
experience with computer terminal usage; therefore it is necessary 
to document the procedures in explicit, step-by-step detail. 
* One slight change has been made to the software: between Steps 8 and 
9 in the "Start-up Procedure" the computer prompts for the lower 
allowable hold-up limit as a percentage of the total (see Section E.3). 
START-UP PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTER CONTROL OF 
GOUDKOPPIE BALANCING TANK 
The following step-by-step procedure should be followed in order to 
E.32 
activate computer control of the balancing tank outlets. 
would typically be used on :-
The procedure 
(a) Initial start-up of the system 
(b) Re-initialisation of the system after a power failure. 
(c) Re-initialisation of the system after servicing of the flow 
controllers. 
This procedure is only required in one of the above instances; it should 
be seen as being separate from the "Daily Maintenance" or "Information 
Retrieval" procedures. 
STEP 1 
Open the gate of the Floppy Disk Drive. Carefully remove the disk from 
the Drive and place it in a disk envelope (leave the gate open). 
STEP 2 
Switch off the wall plug supplying 220 V to the plug-board with four 
sockets. 
STEP 3 
Carry out the following procedure on the panel of the wooden Interface box ·-
(a) Ensure that the Trip/Override Switch is in the position "Override". 
(b) Ensure that the three switches below the three meters are in the 
"Up for Local Setpoint" position. 
(c) Ensure that the three Day Type Switches ("Today", "Tomorrow" and 
"Next") are in the correct positions 
for a weekend or public holiday. 
up for a weekday and down 
2/ ... 
' 2 
STEP 4 
Switch on the wall plug. The terminal will make a 'beep' sound. 
After about 1! minutes, when the terminal screen has warmed up, the 
following message will be seen on the screen 
S - BUG 1.5 40 K 
> 
STEP 5 
E.33 
Carefully slide the floppy disk into the Disk Drive. 
is inserted with :-
The floppy disk 
(a) the "Verbatim" label on the left at the top. 
(b) The pink arrow on the label pointing into the slot, and 
(c) the square notch in the edge of the disk at the bottom. 
Close the gate of the Disk Drive. 
STEP 6 
Carry out the following procedure on the keyboard of the terminal 
(a) Type in a U and wait. After about 30 seconds, the following 
will appear on the screen ·-
S - BUG 
> u 
FLEX 9.0 
1.5 40 K 
DATE· (MM, DD, YY) ? 
(b) Type in "1" space "1" space "1" , tap the key marked "RETURN" 
and wait. 
following · -
After a few seconds the screen will show the 
S - BUG 
> u 
1.5 40 K 
FLEX 9.0 
DATE (MM, DD, YY) ? 
+ + + 
3/ ... 
E.34 
3 
STEP 7 
Press the red "Start" button on the interface panel. The light below the 
"Power" label and the three lights above each of the meters will be on, 
and the three meters will show readings of about 70 . 
STEP 8 
Type in the following on the keyboard 
"EXEC" space 11 GOUD" , tap the key.marked "RETURN" and wait 
Over a period of about 2 minutes the following will appear on the screen 
+ + + EXEC GOUD 
STEP 9 
P-6800 RUN-TIME SYSTEM V 2.9 
* * * * * * * * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
EQUALISATION CONTROL STRATEGY 
* * * * * * * * * 
WAIT FOR INPUT OF DATA FROM DISK 
PRESS CANEL BUTTON 
. DATA INPUT COMPLETE - - - - - -
COPYRIGHT C 1980 LUCIDATA 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
PROVIDE THE NECESSARY RESPONSES 
* DO YOU WISH ANY OUTFLOWS TO BE MANUALLY SET ? (Y/N) 
At this stage the three lights above each of the meters will be off. 
The responses required by the computer are all self-explanatory. 
However, for purposes of clarity, the procedure is demonstrated below ·-
4/ .•. 
(a) To the question 
* DO YOU WISH ANY OUTFLOWS TO BE MANUALLY SET ? (Y/N) 
either type in a "Y" if the answer is 'Yes' or an "N" if the 
answer is 'No' 
E.35 
Typically a set flow in Module 3 will be required, so a "Y" will be 
typed. 
(b) If a "Y" is entered, then the following will appear on the screen ·-
* WHICH MODULE'S FLOW IS TO BE SET MANUALLY ? 
MODULE NO NO 2 , OR NO 3 
ENTER ONE OF , 2 OR 3 (RETURN) 
If say, Module 3 is to be set at a particular flow, then type 
in "3" and tap the "RETURN" key . 
(c) The following will then appear on the screen ·-
* ENTER THE FLOW RATE SETTING FOR THIS MODULE IN UNITS OF 
LITRES/SECOND (E.G 100 (RETURN) ) 
If a flow rate of say 300 £/s is required for the specified Module 
then type in "300" and tap the "RETURN" key. 
(d) The following will then appear on the screen ·-
* THE MACHINE TIME IS OHOO 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE TIME ? (Y/N) 
Type in a Y 
The screen will then show 
* ENTER THE CORRECT TIME IN FORMAT HH MM (RETURN) 
E.36 
5 
If the time is say, 9.25 am then type in "O 9 II space "25" 
and tap the "RETURN" key. 
If the time is say, 2.05 pm then type in "14" space "05" 
and tap the "RETURN" key. 
The computer then responds with 
*** 
NO MORE RESPONSES REQUIRED 
*** 
indicating that no further action on the keyboard is required. 
STEP 10 
Change the position of the three switches below each of the meters to the 
position 
"Down for Automatic Control" . On the next half-hour the three lights 
above the meters will come on. 
STEP 11 
Change the position of the Trip/Override Switch on the Interface panel 
to "Trip" . 
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DAILY MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTER CONTROL 
OF GOUDl<OPPIE BALANCING TANK 
The following procedure should be followed each day between 10 after the 
hour and 10 to the hour. 
STEP 1 
Carry out the following actions on the Interface panel ·-
(a) Switch the Override/Trip Switch to the "Override" position. 
(b) Check that the three Day Type Switches (Today. Tomorrow and Next) 
are in the correct positions. 
(c) Check that the three lights above the three meters are on. 
these are not, bring to the attention of the Plant Manager. 
If 
(d) Check that the three switches below the three meters are in the 
"Down for Automatic Control" position. 
STEP 2 
On the terminal keyboard type in "HELLO" and tap . the "RETURN" key. 
After a few seconds, the following will appear on the screen :-
STEP 3 
HELLO 
HELLO Correct entry ! 
SPECIFY OPTION NUMBER (C.R) 
IF UNSURE OF OPT. NO. ENTER P 
Type in an 11 811 and tap the "RETURN" key. 
following will appear on the screen :-
8 
* THE MACHINE TIME IS 12H15 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE TIME ? Y/N 
After a few seconds the 
2/ ..• 
2 
STEP 4 
(a) If the machine time is correct then type in an "N" . 
(b) If the machine time is incorrect then type in a "Y". 
The following will then appear on the screen ·-
* ENTER THE CORRECT TIME IN FORMAT HH MM (RETURN) 
If the time is say, 9.25 am then type in 
"09" space "25" and tap the "RETURN" key 
If the time is say, 3.40 pm then type in 
"15" space "40" and tap the "RETURN" key 
The following message then appears on the screen ·-
*** 
NO MORE RESPONSES REQUIRED 
*** 
STEP 5 
Switch the Override/Trip Switch on the Interface panel to the "Trip" 
position. 
IF FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING THE COMPUTER OPERATION IS 
REQUIRED THEN CONSULT THE "DATA RETRIEVAL" PROCEDURE 
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DATA RETRIEVAL PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTER CONTROL 
OF GOUDKOPPIE BALANCING TANK 
E.39 
The computer linked to the Goudkoppie Balancing Tank can supply certain 
information concerning the operation of the process. Before attempting 
to obtain any of this information, it is of utmost importance to 
ENSURE THAT ALL RESPONSES REQUESTED BY THE COMPUTER ARE ANSWERED 
STEP 1 
On the Interface panel switch the Override/Trip Switch to the "Override" 
position 
STEP 2 
On the terminal keyboard type in "HELLO" and tap the "RETURN" key. 
The following will then appear on the screen ·-
HELLO 
HELLO Correct entry ! 
SPECIFY OPTION NUMBER (C.R.) 
IF UNSURE OF OPT. NO. ENTER P 
STEP 3 
Type in the required option number, and tap the "RETURN" key. 
After a few seconds information will appear on the screen and on the 
Printer. 
'The possible interrupt options are as follows :-
OPT. NO. 
2 
4 
5 
6 
ACTION 
PRINT INPUT DATA 
PRINT HISTORICAL INFLOW DATA 
PRINT EXPECTED RESULTS FOR NEXT 24 HOURS 
PRINT LEVEL SENSOR READING 
PRINT CURRENT ERROR EXPRESSION VALUES 
(continued overleaf) 
7 
8 
9 
2 
COMPARE ACTUAL AND REQUESTED OUTFLOWS 
CHECK AND/OR CHANGE TIKE .OF DAY 
CHECK AND/OR CHANGE FLOW TO MOD. 3 
Normally the only ontions requested would 2, 41 5, 7J 8 and 9 . 
STEP 4 
ENSURE THAT ANY REQUIRED RESPONSES HAVE BEEN SUPPLIED 
STEP 5 
E.40 
If all required information has been supplied then set the Override/Trip 
Switch on the Interface panel to the "TRIP" £O_~iliP-~· 
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Steps 1 to 5 of the Start-up Procedure involve initializing the disc 
drive, interface and power supply. The remaining steps are concerned 
with "booting" the microprocessor, and then responding to the various 
requests for input; the printout below gives an example of this phase 
of the start~up procedure. 
>U 
DATE CMM.DD.~Y)? l 1 1 
~-·6600 RUN-7IMC SYSTEM V Z.7 
***~************~*****~****~***** 
* * 
·.I: 
··i\ UNIVERSITY O~ CAPE TOWN \l; ... (·. 
* EOUALizA·rION CONTROL ST?ATEGY * 
WAIT FOR INPUT OF DA.rA FROM LISK 
PRESS CANCEL BLTTON 
t ENTER THE LOWER TANK LEVEL LihIT AS A % OF THE 
>:< DU YDU :,,.) 1 ~;H (1NY uu·:"FL..C)( ... j'.:; TD :ci:::: f"i(.1i\l;_,J(1L! ... y SET? .: Y/N '.: 
~ WHICH MODULE'S FLOW IS TO BE SET MANUALLY? 
Mc r1 1.JL. E :\~:J " :1. :~ l"--.!C) II ;.:.~: ;,· u ;:;:. i,,_~ ci ,, 3 · ........... . 
ENTER ONE JF 1.Z.OR 3(RETURN) 
"I 
'···' 
t EN"fER THE FLOW RATE SETTING FD~ THIS MODULE 
IN UNITS OF LITRES1'SECON~ CE.G. 100(RETURN)) 
:?: (? ::~) 
* THE MACHIN~ TIM~ IS 0ri00 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE TIME? YIN 
* ENTER THE CORRECT TIME IN FORM~T H~ MM(RETURN) 
l? :.::~.:_:_; 
r 
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E.3 Examples of Printed Output 
During normal operation.of the microcomputer execution can be inter-
rupted from the keyboard to allow requests for output (see Section 4.1.2, 
Chapter 7). The password HELLO must be typed in on the keyboard before 
a request for output can be made. 
responds with the message 
On typing HELLO the microcomputer 
HEL.1...0 
HELLO! - Correct entry' 
:3 F' E:: C I FY 0 :::" T I D f"~ NUMB E F: ( C .. F.: " ;. 
IF.. UN SUF:E: UF' CJF' T. NCJ. E:·~TE:F'. F' 
The various options for printed output are detailed in the "Data 
Retrieval Instructions" documented in Section E.3; an example of the 
output supplied with each option is now presented. 
Option P*: 
LIST OF INTERRUPT OPTIONS 
ClPT .. NO .. 
,., 
.·: .. 
1::· 
... J 
t! 
PF:INT INPUT ))(~Tti 
PRINT HISTORICAL INFLOW DATA 
PRINT EXPECTED RESULTS FOR NEXT 24 HOURS 
PRINT LEVEL SENSOR READING 
F·F: I NT CUF:F:E::NT EF:F:or~ EXF'PE~::;~;; I ClN t)6!...UES 
COMPARE ACTUAL AND REQUESTED OUTFLOWS 
CHECK AND/OR CHANGE TIME OF DAY 
Option 1: 
********************* PROC~SS INFORMATION 
********************* 
MEAN TANK RETENTION TIME CHOURS> - 4 .. 75 
TANK HOLD-UP LIMITS C%): 
M (·, >::: J i\•l u jVi ··-· (? ~:; •. t?..1 
ERROR EXPRESSION WEIGHTING FAc·raRS 
BETA =1.9999E-06 
* An additional option (No.9) is listed if the outflow rate from one of 
the tank outlets has been specified during the start-up procedure. 
I. 
Option 2: 
****************** HI'.:iTD1~ICr.:iL.. i)r.~TJ'..1 
****************** 
TIME (AVERAGE.LIS> 
(~· H(;;0 
(1 H :::: .;~, 
:I. H~'.1(~ 
:LH3(i.! 
ZH0~; 
;_::1.r.:rn 
AH3~) 
!SH0 1'.? 
7 H (~•Ql 
7H~!;:e1 
:::JH•f.)1) 
DH30 
9H~~O 
</H3e• 
:!. 0H(~(? 
:!. 0H:3~) 
:!. l HO(? 
:I. :LH3e• 
l ?He•C.'l 
l?H~50 
:1.:.3HC:;o 
:l.3H3e• 
l lfH('.:oO 
:l.!.tH3e• 
:!. 5H(?(? 
l!::iH3il1 
:!. .~;H{)(' 
l6H~~;e., 
:I. 7H\'.)(?J 
:!. 7H~5(1 
lGH00 
:l.DH:3<~· 
:!. '?H('.lO 
:I. 9H~5·2• 
Z0H~'(1 
;,:.'.t'.?JH3{() 
? :l. H(·>.•('.l 
:.~3H(?<:? 
~~3H3e1 
(jl(ji6 
,_,);2 10 
U?.-S 
f:~ .:S ~5 
i=i'+ ·~ 
a;:.~~ 1 
fi(~i (;,i 
77? 
:::l0:l 
B~:i l 
~:~ f:3 \() 
:I. ::5 •Zt () 
:1.n00 
11:1.e· 
:l. f:lt+0 
:1.B!.'.'.i0 
:I. DD(!) 
:l.9Q•0 
l D!.':ii:> 
:1.e0~:i 
:L (~ (y ~=:; 
:!.6A~.'i 
:!. ~5<17 
:!. !'5(')0 
l ,:{. '.'5 tZ, 
:I. .<.;.(()10 
:1.:396 
l ~3!.'50 
:I.:~'.: r:y fl 
1::.~4e, 
:i.;.::.0 0 
l:i.0~) 
:5~:.;?· 
~.7j ~.:=.; :::.; 
!5Z3 
5.l.0 
AS<? 
4:.79 
/, c:11::: 
.. ,.,_,._ .. : 
~.:5 z: ~:_:_; 
~.=s !::; :-) 
!.::.;7B 
:1.000 
:t .;,.41.i 
:1.1 eiQ,) 
:! :L0U 
:I. 13~'.'.i 
1 :L ··~·? 
l:f.~5~·) 
:I. :l. ~.'.'i 0 
:I. :I.'?~) 
:l. •'.?D(; 
:I. •717!'.',; 
:l. 1Z16fl 
.1. v)6 1"/J 
:I. (j,1 ;:,; Li 
:l.(;H)0 
9?.3 
(j<_;:-1;~ 
i:l4-e• 
B 2.~ s> 
~3 ;::: ~~) 
fl06 
;Fil/,• 
76(1.1 
741~) 
,-s ~:j ('.l 
6;;':\(.) 
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Option 4: 
*********************************** OPTIMUM RESULTS FQ~ NEXT 24 HOURS 
*********************************** 
EXPECTED DPT I MUM EXPECTED 
TIME I NFl...D\.<J DUTFL:ow HOLDUP 
L/'.:i L/!3 ( :1.; ) 
:l.7H3(? :I. (:;4~:5 1 ::~ :·s v} 7? . -x .... • 
:i. DH0<-~ :L!.597 :1.330 a:1. .. f' ;) 
:!.DH::5e1 :I. ~5 ~:~ ~:~; :!. :·:~:·3~? o::'.; 
" 
9 
:!. <;>H(?(1 :I. !.':i0(1 :l.3:.3ft.) ~:~ ~~j .. ,. 
" 
( 
:!. ?H::5~' '.I. l+ '.'5 ,~, :l. ::)~~ '"~' t:~7 " l 
Z0H0~1 :l.l+e.10 :t::5:3 10 GP 
" 
~~/ 
?~1H::5Q:. :1..1i.00 J.~3:.:so DB .. f.i 
2:'. :LHO('.l :i.3?<:i :!. ~5 :·;) !('.) (;) <;l ·1 • .. 11 . ... 
;;:::1.H::50 :l.~5!50 :I. :33() El9 
" 
6 
;.?.::.:.'H e.•('.l :!. ;.:~('YB 1:~;::30 Bs:· .. !:! 
;:.'.:.?.H'.30 :1.2.'.'+0 :!. 3:::)lt.) fl9 
" 
~:j 
Z.3Hft.IO :i.Z{(10 :1.330 ~3B ( .. , If····' 
;:.'. :3 H 3 e• :!. :I.('.~·~;. :I. ~3 :.:5 (? B? 
" 
B 
(1H.Z•<b 9 '-f ,:~> l ;·53~) ~31~) 
" 
(? 
o;·)l-130 9ze0 :I. ~3:30 ~:~ :.:) .. :~ 
:LH0(? :::l<?6 :l ;;) 3 ~~ 00 
" 
:t. 
:!.H3(? G(:.~~-; :1.:.:~::30 lf.; n 6 
;::He•<? f3.<j.l~ :1.330 ?'3 rs 1() 
ZH3(~• a::.:.::1. :I. :·~> :;:) ~~] 69 .. :!. 
3He•<:1 [j((,o(j t:·~30 Lo::· 1.J· .• J 11 :1. 
3H30 76? l ~:) ::~:; ,~. (i fl,1 
" 
9 
AHe.•(? 706 l ::'.-;31'j; ~.'56 .. 4 
4H:.3<i:! ::? ;? ~~· :t.~:r.3e• '.'S :i. 
" '~ 
~3H0(1 ?'!::j? 1330 l;6 
" 
(;·; 
'.51-13e, 777 :l.:.33i?,• .t+::.:_: 
" 
~? 
6H0(? (:;r;>; :I. :i.33o(.l :.37 .. 7 
(S!··1:·5 ~?r B;.:~~~.i J. 3:::;~'.J -z ·7 ~:5 d ... ) 
" 
7H00 D!.'.'il :1.330 ::.=~9 .. c:· ,,, 
7H:~~e.· 9~30 :1.3:·50 ;?!5 '7 U l 
E!H0(-) :1.0('.)3 1330 ;:,:~ ~?. .. 9 
GH3f• :I. ;.~0(·) 13:3r;., ;.:.'.(() . p .J 
9H4~10 :i.:366 :r. :·~?>0 :I. 9 
" 
0 
?H:.30 l !.'.'i(?({.) J.330 ;:~ (·; n 1. 
:I. (~H(?(1 :l.f:l'2)0 :t. :·53 e.1 ;~~ :L u I.;. 
1. (1!-1:.31(.) :l.7H> :l.~53(1 t•:-1::-, ...... ..1 n l 
:!. :t HI:~(~ :l.O?l :i. ::5:.?)(? ... )C)" ,:.. ~:, It :t. 
:!. :l.!-13~'.:o :L C!.+0 :l.33Qi :·3;_~ . 0 
:!. ;:'.Htf.)(~ :1.B!::i0 :!.33C~• ••• ,. L ('.J .. ~Cl . 
:1.;.~H3v) :I.BB~) :1.33~~ . l) •'b n :!. 
:i. 3H('.)(7 :I. 9~?1((,) :I. 3:.3•'b .<f I/ c:· 
" "' :1.31-13~~' l ~3 (>) i.~ :I. 3::5~) .. :~r; 
" 
~~ 
:L 4H•;?0 :t.i:Jfl.<:l :i.33C) !.'.'i:.-5 r::· u ... } 
:!. t4H~:~0 :l.0!56 :1.:.33;z1 r::· .. :--• •• .'/ ti p 
··' 
:1."::;1-1e1~1 :!. f:l3'.~i :1.;:;:.3(ii .-f:it.=: .. ('.! 
:I. ~.'5 H 3 ~·) :l.!30!:5 :I.:·:~ :3 ~~ (!;15 .. (!J 
l<'.iH0(} :I. 7::1~5 13::5('.l 6;9 Hi¥ 
l6H30 172~5 :I. ~:~:.30 .. ,.. ... . 7. I ·.~I 
" 
...) 
:I. ?He.·<~ l.6<?!::i :l :.33 12' /6 .. l.t 
:l.7H30 7<;.> .. 3 
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Option 5: 
LEVEL SENSOR READING: 
HDL.D····UP :::: 9tf .. ;,:~/.'. 
Option 6 
PRESENT ~RROR DISTRIBUTION: 
FL..CJl.J .... 0 .. 0,~~J:3 
LIMIT •.. ~> .. 00'17 
DF/DT .... ~~ .. <()0:-5? 
. ......... _ ............ 
TCJT1~L. ··- 0. (107B 
CYCLE NO.. ::: :l 0 
C:t1L.C.. I NT. ::: ?61 
NO. ADJUSTMENTS IN PRESENT CYCLE -
Option 7 
MDDUl ... E 
l 
Option 8 
OUTFLOW RATES CL/S) 
REQUESTED ACTUAL 
!7J ~:~ ~) ~; E~ ·:.:> 
:;5 r:s <:? ~:; ?' ::r 
170 1.57 
* ·r· i··l E ~···'i (:; C !·1 I i\! E: 1 .. I i~·1 E I f.) :l. ~:;.i :··1 :·:~: :L 
DC! ··{Dl..; \1j(;NT TO CHt1NG!::: Til":E? °'f;'i'-! 
y 
CORREC7 TIME IN FORMAT 
*** NO MORE RESPONSES REQUIRED *** 
E.45 
? 
... 
Option 9: 
MODULE NO. 3 IS SET AT A FLOW 
RATE OF 140 LITRES/SEC 
* IS THE SETPOINT TO BE CHANG~D? (Y/N) 
v 
I 
* ENTER THE NEW FLOW RATE SETT:NG (OR TrlIS MODULE 
IN UNITS OF L!TRES/SEC CE.G. i00<RETURN)) 
Z. 0r?J 
In addition to the requested output listed above, details concerning 
the operation of the equalization tank over the preceding 24 hour. 
period are printed each day at 07h45 as follows: 
********************************** ACTUAL RESULTS FDR LAST 24 HOURS 
********************************** 
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TIME:: INF'LC!W D U'TF L.01.<i HDL.DUF' 
DH0~),· 
OH~~~} 
9H0V.) 
9H~~(' 
:!. V)H00 
:1.0H:.''.)0 
· :!. :l.H0(? 
1 :t.H~50 
l ?H~'V.! 
:!. ?H~50 
1 :])Hfi.!O 
:!.3H:3(' 
:t 4Hv,ie• 
:!.4H30 
:!. ~'iHe·~? 
:l.~5H30 
:I. i;H~,0 .\ 
:t 6i·-t::rn 
l 'lH0!'!) 
:L?H30 
HlH0~'-) 
:!.BH:3(~ 
1. 9H('0 
:!. 9H3(~ 
?0H00 
;?.0H30 
;;:.1.He10 
'.?.1.H30 
;.:.;:.'.H(10 
L./S 
:I. J. ({)f,) 
:i.40;:'.i 
,, .. :11::·r.:· 
.t I .,,!~J 
:1.7 l.6 
179:3 
:l. 7:3 :I. 
:I. 7~31 
:1.70.1~ 
J.7.4;~ 
·1 "Y 'ro, 
• t. / .-;f ,;: . 
16<~ ~:; 
:1.601(.i 
1 ~'56 i 
1600 
:t49b 
:I. ~:j ::-s ::.~ 
:L ~s:·5 ~:.; 
:i.A':16 
:l. ~i7 if 
:!.574 
1~574 
:i.A5Ei 
:l 4~:5B 
:I. :-542.'. 
1;·54z.: 
:l?:3E! 
:I.;:.'. <1 (Z• 
:t. :!. 3~.'i 
l 147 
L./G 
MOD :I. MCJD ,., .. . 1: .. 
4f.:o!3 l+6~3 
;':i ~.'. :l ~~; :~: 1 
i:;• I 0 
· ... 1(;) ~.it,() 
~5{.(1 ~5(>121 
~.'i t:.v~ ;:'_i(:;(;? 
'571.+ !:5?.!+ 
~57 /} ~.'.i7.ff 
~:; 7· i+ !.'574 
~:;7 .(+ !.':.i7 I.+ 
;'.)7 lt r.:·7' ... J, "+ 
~:; ::r ,:~r C" "Y fl .. :11 f 
::.'i \~) C.1 ;::i60 
~:5 f.:·~' !::· 1,' ·7, ~.i\,)\:, 
56(1 !'S60 
~:.:;,(".:7 ~:i4?' 
:.i4?" ~S-<i7 
!.).<+? ~::j .. r.~ ;r 
C':' _,: ';>' 
... ! "f' ~.'i47 
!;:jl{./ !:Sti-? 
:~;47· ~5..:+:7 
!.'547 ~Al 
:=:;t{.7 ~:5A?· 
~:s l.":} ?. ~.'i!.:.7 
!'.'i47 i:··,. .... , .,.),:+/ 
!51f7 ~:.:r1+:7 
~5 ~5'+ ~.'i3-4 
::.:;:·?;.:~ ~~;31~ 
~:;;:: 1 ~.:;::? 1 
500 !:i0fl 
I "I > \ /11 
MD I> .. 3 
:I. 70 ,.,.,.,. (~ t." .. 1:' •• 
" 
1. 70 ':=···:, 0 i ...•... 
" 
:!. 70 2::3 t::· 
" 
... ) 
:!. 7v> i::7" 
" 
;;.: 
:!. /(,~ ~rn . /) 
17(1 :S-<1 .. "" · .. ! 
:I. 70 3G 
" 
,., 
i.' .. 
l 7((} 4:!. .. (.') 
:t7e• A·4 
" 
? 
:t7e• /~f:l .. z 
" 
••• J 
:1.70 ~.~.i J " 7 
:t7e1 ~:i4 .. .. :'J, 
:1.7~~ ~.i6 
" 
<;> 
:I. l(;i r.::t) (!! • ... • ,. 
" 
:I. 70 6:1. 1::• 
" 
.. .; 
:!. 7V.) 63 "t .. .... • 
:!. 7~? f. r.:o .:/ ... .' . l.f 
:I. 7(~ (·::1?. 
" 
6 
:1.70 69 
" 
l.f 
:l 7"(~J 71. 
" 
<,;> 
170 7 /.1 '7. .. .,,) 
l 7(1 ?'(, u n 
:!.70 lD .. :·5 
:l 7'!J 79 .. 8 
170 8(1 r. I.~ 
:I. 7(1 El:!. u 0 
170 8:!. . <1 
:I. 7(1 ()(1 
" 
7 
:1.7e• f:l0 
" 
j, 
E.47 
2~~H:'30 :l. 11+7 50EI ~.'j(~8 170 ?S>" B 
23H00 1070 !:'i08 :'.'i~~!j :1.70 7Sl 1::: 
" '"' 
:?.3H:5'~ 1070 50EI !508 :!. 7(1 70 .. 6 
0H00 1019 :'.'i2l ~7"; ;,~ l :1.70 7-7 7 . I n " 
N·l:3(1 9'+ :I. !.7i;~ :I. ~:;;;~ 1 :I. 7,1 -· t ·1 I 1 •• > II .L 
1.H~~i(.) 9;,~<ji .. - .. I! .• :; ~:~ ...'f 170 7'-:· (?,! ._"J,,)Af 
" 
:LH3(1 \"''t '7. •.:> .~. ,,) !5~: .. ,t ~:;;·54 170 7~ l 11 ':·:) 
ZH(10 f:~:t 3 5:';).(f ~-~j :·:} -<t :l.70 6E! ,., .. (.~ . 
;.~H30 6S>?' ~=.=j ~5 -'i ~:.;:·!>A :l.70 t ' 1,.)•-t·} "::j 
3H(1~~ f.>(.i7 !:j :·5 . .;'+ ~.=.i·:34 :I.:::'" tj,1 (Ji(.) II !:J 
:.'}H~';~~ 697 ~-; ~·~.:'"* :5:·1 ii :i.70 ~-=j6 
" 
. .,. 
.. ::i 
1.;H0Q; f'."5'' .. i ... i.'. ~.'iZ l ~);_::. J. :!.7'0 ~5? 
" 
~) 
1+ H ::;('.! 6..tfAf '.;;i0B !;508 1. 7~) t+? ".if 
~.'iH0Q; f.:,44 !:.:;(?~:l !::it/.Ji3 :1.70 43 
" 
:I. 
:5H30 6!.':i7 ;.;(')i::· ,·')d -<'+<? ~5 :I. 7(~ ~=~ ~] JI B 
6H00 ::)(?~~ 4El :i. .<{.fl :I. 170 3l:. 
" 
(;) 
1.,,1 
6H30 70tl 4Ei:I. tif:l :I. :L 7~1 3(~ 
" 
(:) 
7H()0 6t3J i+(.:.f:l 4e:);3 :1.70 ?7 ,, 
" '·-
?H:rn 9Z.7 .<f <;' ~=.; l (")1::· f ,' ... J :l.7f; ?~:) .. <:> z. •• • 
1 2 JU' '9S2· 
APPENDIX F 
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
This Appendix presents a list of papers which have been published or 
accepted for publication during the period in which the author was 
reading for the Ph.D degree. Only one of the papers deals 
specifically with the subject matter of this thesis i.e. the develop-
ment of an equalization control strategy. The other two papers are 
concerned with the development and application of a general model for 
the activated sludge process; this being the major interest of the 
research group which includes the author. 
The papers, published with the approval of the University of Cape 
Town and the Water Research Commission of South Africa, are the 
following: 
1. Dold, P.L., Ekama, G.A. and Marais, G.v.R. (1979) "The Activated 
Sludge Process : Part I - A General Model for the Activated Sludge 
Process", Progress in Water Technology,~' 47-77. 
2. Dold,. P.L., Buhr, H.O. and Marais, G.v.R. (1980) "A Computer-
based Strategy for the Control of Equalization Tanks", Presented 
at the IAWPR Workshop on Practical Experience of Control and 
Automation in Wastewater Treatment and Water Resources Manage-
ment, Munich and Rome, June 1980; to be published in Frog.Wat. 
Tech. 
3. Van Haandel, A.C., Dold, P.L. and Marais, G.v.R. (1981) 
"Optimization of Nitrogen Removal in the Single Sludge Activated 
Sludge Process", To be presented at the IAWPR Eleventh Inter-
national Conference, Cape Town, March 1982; to be published in 
Prag.Wat.Tech. 
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